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founder, cAbd al-Kadir al-Djilam [q.v.}, is said to
have died at the place of the mosque dedicated in his
name. His anniversary (ziydrat al-Djildni) is celebrated
by a pilgrimage and the accompanying ceremonies on
11 Rablc al-Awwal of each year.
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MASCARA [see AL-MUCASKAR].
MASCULINE [see MUDHAKKAR].
MASDJID (A.), m o s q u e , the noun of place from

sadjada "to prostrate oneself, hence "place where one
prostrates oneself [in worship]". The modern
Western European words (Eng. mosque, Fr. mosquee,
Ger. Moschee, Ital. mosched) come ultimately from the
Arabic via Spanish mezquita.
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I. IN THE CENTRAL ISLAMIC LANDS

A. The o r i g i n s of the m o s q u e up to the
P r o p h e t ' s death.

The word msgd^ is found in Aramaic as early as the
Jewish Elephantine Papyri (5th century B.C.), and
appears likewise in Nabataean inscriptions with the
meaning "place of worship", but possibly, originally
"stele, sacred pillar". The Syriac form msgd^ and
Amharic masged are late loans from Arabic, though
Gecez meshgdd "temple, church" may be a genuine
formation from the verbal root s - g- d (itself certainly
borrowed from Aramaic). The form mslgd "oratory,
place of prayer'' occurs also in Epigraphic South Ara-
bian (A. F. L. Beeston et alii, Sabaic dictionary, Lou-
vain-Beirut 1982, 125). The Arabic masdjid may thus
have been taken over directly from Aramaic or
formed from the borrowed verb (see A. Jeffery, The
foreign vocabulary of the Quran, Baroda 1938, 263-4).

1. The M e c c a n p e r i o d . The word is used in
the Kurgan especially of the Meccan sanctuary (al-
Masdjid al-hardm, sura II, 139, 144, 145, 187, 192,
214; V, 3; VIII, 34; IX, 7, 19, 28; XVII, 1; XXII,
25; XLVIII, 25, 27); according to later sources, this
was already the usage in the Meccan period (ca. al-
YackubT, Ta\ikh. i. 285, 12). According to tradition,
the term al-Masaj_id al-aksa (sura XVII, 1) means the
Jerusalem sanctuary (according to B. Schrieke, in Isl.,
vi [1915-16], 1; cf. Horovitz, in ibid., ix [1919],
159 ff., the reference is rather to a place of prayer in
heaven); and in the legend of the Seven Sleepers,
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masdjid means a tomb-sanctuary, probably Christian,
certainly pre-Islamic (sura XVIII, 20). The word is
also applied to pre-Islamic sanctuaries, which belong
to God and where God is invoked, although Muham-
mad was not always able to recognise the particular
cult associated with them. It is undoubtedly with this
general meaning that the word is used in this verse of
the Kurgan: "If God had not taken men under his
protection, then monasteries, churches and places of
prayer (salawdt) and masadjid would have been
destroyed" (sura XXII, 41). The word is also used in
a hadith of an Abyssinian church (al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb
48, 54; Muslim, Masdjid, tr. 3) and in another of
Jewish and Christian tomb-sanctuaries (al-BukharT,
Saldt, bdb 55; Muslim, Masddjid, tr. 3). Even Ibn
Khaldun can still use the word in the general meaning
of a temple or place of worship of any religion (Mukad-
dirna,fasl 4, 6 at the end). There is therefore no ques-
tion of a word of specifically Muslim creation. This is
in entire agreement with Muhammad's original
attitude to earlier religions. Just as Abraham was a
Muslim, so David had a masdjid(al-Tabari, Ta*nkh, i,
2408, 7 ff.).

To the Prophet, the Meccan sanctuary always
remained the principal mosque, known as Bayt Allah
even before the time of the Prophet. It was a grave
charge brought against the Kuraysh in the Meccan
period that they drove the believers out of al-Masdjid
al-hardm (sura II, 214; V, 3; VIII, 34; XXII, 25;
XLVIII, 25), which was considered all the more
unjust as they worshipped the true lord of the sanc-
tuary. To the true God belonged al-masddjid (sura
LXXII, 18, Meccan); it was therefore an absurdity
for the godless to prevent the worship of God in
"God's own mosques" (sura II, 108). The result was
that it was revealed in the year 9/630-1: "It is not
right for polytheists to frequent the mosques of God"
(sura IX, 17 f.) and the opponents of the new religion
were therefore excluded from the sanctuary. The Sim
agrees with the Kurgan, that the sanctity of al-Masdjid
al-hardm to which Muhammad had been used from
childhood was always regarded by him as
indisputable. Like other Meccans, he and his
followers regularly made the tawdf around the Kacba
and kissed the Black Stone (e.g. Ibn Hisham, 183,
12 ff.; 239, 8; 251, 15); it is frequently stated that he
used to sit in the masdjid like his fellow-citizens, alone
or with a follower or disputing with an opponent (Ibn
Hisham, 233, 16; 251, 15; 252, 14; 259; 260; 294;
18 f.). It is related that he used to perform the saldt
between the Yaman corner and the Black Stone,
apparently from the narrator's context, very fre-
quently (Ibn Hisham, 190, 9 ff.). After his conver-
sion, cUmar is said to have arranged that believers
performed the saldt unmolested beside the Kacba (Ibn
Hisham, 224, 13 f., 17 f.). How strongly Muham-
mad felt himself attached to the Arab sanctuary is evi-
dent from the fact that he took part in the traditional
rites there before the higjra (sura CVIII, 2); in the year
1/622-3, one of his followers, Sacd b. Mucadh, took
part in the pilgrimage ceremonies, and in the year
2/623-4 he himself sacrificed on 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja on
the musalld of the Banu Salima. He therefore, here as
elsewhere, retained ancient customs where his new
teaching did not directly exclude them. But when an
independent religion developed out of his preaching,
a new type of worship had to be evolved.

In Mecca, the original Muslim community had no
special place of worship. The Prophet used to perform
the saldt in secret in the narrow alleys of Mecca with
his first male follower CA1T and with the other earliest
Companions also (Ibn Hisham, 159, 166, 13 ff) . The

references are usually to the solitary salat of the
Prophet, sometimes beside the Kacba (Ibn Hisham,
190, 9 f f ) , sometimes in his own house (Ibn Hisham,
203, 6 f). That the believers often prayed together
may be taken for granted; they would do so in a house
(cf Ibn Hisham, 202). Occasionally also cUmar is
said to have conducted the ritual prayer with others
beside the Kacba (Ibn Hisham, 224) because cUmar
was able to defy the Kuraysh. When the Prophet
recited in the mosque the revelation, later abrogated,
recognising Allat, al-cUzza and Manat, according to
the story, not only the believers but also the
polytheists present took part in the sudjud (al-Taban,
i, 1192 f). Abu Bakr is said to have had a private
place of prayer (masaj_id) in Mecca in his courtyard
beside the gate; the Kuraysh, we are told, objected to
this because women and children could see it and
might be led astray by the emotion aroused (Ibn
Hisham, 246; al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb 86; Kqfdla, bdb 14
etc.; Mazdlim, bdb 22).

In the dogma taught by Muhammad, a sanctuary
was not a fundamental necessity. Every place was the
same to God, and humility in the presence of God, of
which the ritual prayer was the expression, could be
shown anywhere; hence the saying of the Prophet that
he had been given the whole world as a masdjid, while
earlier prophets could only pray in churches and
synagogues (al-Wakidi, tr. Wellhausen, 403; Corpus
mris di Zaid b. ^Ali, ed. Griffini, 50 and p. clxxix; al-
BukharT, Saldt, bdb 56; Tayammum, bdb 1; Muslim,
Masddjid, tr. 1), and also the saying: "Wherever the
hour of prayer overtakes thee, thou shalt perform the
saldt and that is a masd^id" (Muslim, Masddjid, tr. 1).
That he nevertheless remained firmly attached to the
traditional sanctuary of the Kacba, produced a confu-
sion of thought which is very marked in sura II,
136 ff. When in Medina he was able to do as he
pleased, it must have been natural for him to create
a place where he could be undisturbed with his
followers and where they could perform the ritual saldt
together.

2 . The f o u n d a t i o n of the M o s q u e in
M e d i n a . According to one tradition, the Prophet
came riding into Medina on his camel with Abu Bakr
as ridf surrounded by the Banu Nadjdjar. The camel
stopped on Abu Ayyub's find*. Here (according to
Anas) the Prophet performed the saldt, and
immediately afterwards ordered the mostque to be
built and purchased the piece of land from two
orphans, Sahl and Suhayl, who were under the guar-
dianship of Mucadh b. cAfra:>, for 10 dinars, after
declining to accept it as a gift; he lived with Abu
Ayyub until the mosque and his houses were com-
pleted. During this period he performed the saldt in
courtyards or other open spaces (al-BukharT, Saldt, bdb
48; Muslim, Masddjid, tr. 1; Ahmad b. Hanbal,
Musnad, iii, 212 above; Ibn Hisham, 336; al-Taban,
i, 1258 f; al-MascudT, Murudj_, iv, 140-1 = §'l469).
According to this tradition, the building of the
mosque was intended by the Prophet from the first
and the choice of the site was left to the whim of his
mount. According to another tradition, the Prophet
took up his abode with Abu Ayyub, but during the
first period of his stay in Medina he conducted the
saldt in the house of Abu Umama Ascad, who had a
private masaj_id, in which he used to conduct saldt?, with
his neighbours. The Prophet later expressed the desire
to purchase the adjoining piece of ground, and he
bought it from the two orphans, who according to this
tradition, were wards of Ascad (al-Baladhurl, Futuh al-
bulddn, 6; cf. Wiistenfeld, Gesch. d. Stadt Medina, 60).
The site was covered with graves, ruins (khimb\ also
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harth, al-Tabari, i, 1259, 17; 1260, 1; cf. Ahmad b.
Hanbal, Musnad, iii, 212, 7, perhaps due to an old
misreading) and palm-trees and was used as a place
for keeping camels (and smaller domestic animals, al-
Bulkharl, Wudu?, bdb 66). The site was cleared, the
palms cut down and the walls built. The building
material was bricks baked in the sun (labin) (Ibn
Hisham, 337; al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdbs 62, 65; according
to one tradition they were baked at the well of Fatima,
Wiistenfeld, Stadt Medina, 31); in plan it was a court-
yard surrounded by a brick wall on a stone foundation
with three entrances; the gateposts were of stone. On
the kibla side (i.e. the north wall), at first left open, the
stems of the palm trees which had been cut down were
soon set up as columns and a roof was put over them
of palm-leaves and clay. On the east side two huts of
similar materials were built for the Prophet's wives
Sawda3 and cA:>isha; their entrances opened on to the
court and were covered with carpets; they were later
increased so that there were nine little houses for the
Prophet's wives. When the kibla was moved to the
south, the arbour at the north wall remained; under
this arbour called suffa or zulla the homeless Compan-
ions (Ahl al-Suffa [q.v.]) found shelter (al-Bukhari,
Saldt, bdbs 48, 62; Wiistenfeld, Medina, 60 f., 66; al-
Diyarbakri, Ta^nkh al-Khamis, Cairo 1302, i, 387 ff.;
on the suffa, 387 in the middle; 391 after the middle;
cf. L. Caetani, Annali dell' Islam, i, 377 f.). In seven
months, the work was completed (Wiistenfeld,
Medina, 59), according to others in the month of Safar
of the year 2 (Ibn Hisham, 339, 18 f.). The mosque
was very simple. It was really only a courtyard with
a wall round it; the suffa already mentioned supplied
a shelter on the north side, while on the south side,
later the kibla side, an arbour was probably built also,
for the Prophet used to preach leaning against a palm-
trunk and this must have been on the kibla side. How
large the arbours were cannot be ascertained. The
mosque was the courtyard of the Prophet's houses and
at the same time the meeting-place for the believers
and the place for common prayer.

According to the sources, it was the Prophet's
intention from the very first to build a mosque at once
in Medina; according to a later tradition, Gabriel
commanded him in the name of God to build a house
for God (al-Diyarbakri, i, 387 below); but this story
is coloured by later conditions. It has been made quite
clear, notably by L. Caetani (Annali dell' Islam, i, 432,
437 ff.) and later by H. Lammens (Mocdwia, 8, 5, 62;
idem, Zidd, 30 ff., 93 ff.) that the earliest masdjid had
nothing of the character of a sacred edifice. Much can
be quoted for this view from Hadith and Sira (cf. Annali
deW Islam, i, 440). The unconverted ThakafTs were
received by the Prophet in the mosque to conduct
negotiations and he even put up three tents for them
in the courtyard (Ibn Hisham, 916; al-WakidT-
Wellhausen, 382); envoys from Tamlm also went
freely about in the mosque and called for the Prophet,
who dealt with them after he had finished prayers (Ibn
Hisham, 933 f.; al-Wakidi-Wellhausen, 386). Ibn
Unays brought to the masdjid the head of the Hudhall
Sufyan, threw it down before the Prophet and gave his
report (Ibn Hisham, 981; al-Wakidi-Wellhausen,
225). After the battle of Uhud, the Medina chiefs
spent the night in the mosque (al-Wakidi-Wellhausen,
149). The AwsTs tended their wounded here (ibid.,
215 f.; al-Tabari, i, 1491 f.); a prisoner of war was
tied to one of the pillars of the mosque (al-BukharT,
Saldt, bdb 76, 82; cf. 75). Many poor people used to
live in the suffa (al-Bukhan, Saldt, bdb 58); tents and
huts were put up in the mosque, one for example by
converted and liberated prisoners, another by the

Banu Ghifar, in whose tent Sacd b. Mucadh died of
his wounds (ibid., bdb 77; Ibn al-Athir, Usd al-ghdba,
ii, 297). People sat as they pleased in the mosque or
took their ease lying on their backs (al-Bukharl, c//m,
bdb 6; Saldt, bdb 85; Ibn Sacd, i, 124, 14); even so late
as the reign of cUmar, it is recorded that he found
strangers sleeping in a corner of the mosque (al-
Mubarrad, Kdmil, 118, 15 ff.); the Prophet received
gifts and distributed them among the Companions
(Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 42); disputes took place over
business (ibid., bdb?, 71, 83) and in general, people
conducted themselves as they pleased. Indeed, on one
occasion some Sudanese or Abyssinians with the
approval of the Prophet gave a display with shield and
la_nce on the occasion of a festival (ibid., Saldt, bdb 69;
cldayn, bdb 2, 25; Djihdd, bdb 81); and on another a
stranger seeking the Prophet, rode into the mosque on
his camel (ibid., c//m, bdb 6). So little "consecrated"
was this, the oldest mosque, that one of the Mundfikun
or "Hypocrites", ejected for scoffing at the believers,
could call to Abu Ayyub "Are you throwing me out
of the Mirbad Bam ThaHaba?" (Ibn Hisham, 362,
10 f).

All this gives one the impression of the head-
quarters of an army, rather than of a sacred edifice.
On the other hand, the mosque was used from the
very first for the general divine worship and thus
became something more than the Prophet's private
courtyard. Whatever the Prophet's intentions had
been from the first, the masdjid, with the increasing
importance of Islam, was bound to become very soon
the political and religious centre of the new com-
munity. The two points of view cannot be distin-
guished in Islam, especially in the earlier period. The
mosque was the place where believers assembled for
prayer around the Prophet, where he delivered his
addresses, which contained not only appeals for obe-
dience to God but regulations affecting the social life
of the community (cf. al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdbs 70, 71);
from here he controlled the religious and political
community of Islam. Even at the real old sanctuaries
of Arabia, there were no restrictions on what one
could do; what distinguished the mosque from the
Christian church or the Meccan temple was that in it
there was no specially dedicated ritual object. At the
Kacba also, people used to gather to discuss every day
affairs and also for important assemblies, if we may
believe the Sira (Ibn Hisham, 183 f, 185, 1, 229, 8,
248, 257, 19). Here also the Prophet used to sit;
strangers came to visit him; he talked and they
disputed with him; people even came to blows and
fought there (Ibn Hisham, 183-4, 185-6, 187-8, 202,
19, 257, 259; Chron. d. Stadt Mekka, ed. Wiistenfeld, i,
223, 11). Beside the Kacba was the Ddr al-Nadwa,
where important matters were discussed and justice
administered (ibid., see index). From the Medina
mosque was developed the general type of the Muslim
mosque. It depended on circumstances whether the
aspect of the mosque as a social centre or as a place
of prayer was more or less emphasised.

3. O the r m o s q u e s in the t i m e of the
P r o p h e t . The mosque of the Prophet in Medina was
not the only one founded by Muslims in his lifetime,
and according to tradition not even the first, which is
said to have been the mosque of KubaD. In this
village, which belonged to the territory of Medina (see
Wiistenfeld, Geschichte der Stadt Medina, 126), the
Prophet on his hiajra stopped with the family of cAmr
b. cAwf; the length of his stay is variously given as 3,
5, 8, 14 or 22 days. According to one tradition, he
found a mosque there on his arrival, which had been
built by the first emigrants and the Ansar, and he per-
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formed the salat there with them (see Wiistenfeld, op.
cit., 56; al-Baladhuri, Futuh al-bulddn, 1; al-
DiyarbakrT, i, 380-1). According to another tradition,
the Prophet himself founded the mosque on a site,
which belonged to his host Kulthum and was used as
a mirbad for drying dates or, according to others, to a
woman named Labba, who tethered her ass there
(Wiistenfeld, Medina, 131; Ibn Hisham, 335; al-
Tabari, i, 1260, 6; Ibn Sacd, i/1, 6; Mascudl, Murudj,,
iv, 139; al-Diyarbakri, 1, 381; al-Sira al-Halabiyya,
Cairo 1320, ii, 58-9). Out of this tradition arose a
legend based on the story of the foundation of the
principal mosque in Medina. The Prophet makes
(first Abu Bakr and cUmar without success, then) CA1I
mount a camel, and at the place to which it goes builds
the mosque with stone brought from the Harra; he
himself laid the first stone, and Abu Bakr, cUmar and
cUthman the next ones (al-Diyarbakri, i, 381). The
Prophet is said to have henceforth visited the mosque
of KubaD every Saturday, either riding or walking,
and the pillar is still shown beside which he conducted
the service (al-Bukhan, Fadl al-saldt Ji Masdjid Makka
wa 'l-Madina, bdb 2, 4; Muslim, Hadjdj, tr. 94; al-
Diyarbakn, i, 382; al-Baladhuri, 5). We are occa-
sionally told that he performed his salat on the Sabbath
in the mosque at KubaD when he went to the Banu '1-
Nadlr in RabTc I of the year 4/625 (al-Wakidl-
Wellhausen, 161).

It is obvious that the customs and ideas of the later
community have shaped the legend of this mosque.
The only question is whether the old tradition that the
mosque was founded either by the Prophet himself or
even before his arrival by his followers is also a later
invention. We thus come to the question whether the
Prophet founded or recognised any other mosques at
all than that of Medina. Caetani, in keeping with his
view of the origin of the mosque, was inclined to deny
it, pointing to the fact that there was later an obvious
tendency to connect mosques everywhere with the
Prophet and that sura IX, 108, strongly condemns the
erection of an "opposition mosque" (Masdjid al-
Dirdr). The KurDan passage is as follows: "Those who
have built themselves a masdjid for opposition (dirdr)
and unbelief and division among the believers and for
a refuge for him who in the past fought against God
and his Prophet; and they swear: We intended only
good! God is witness that they are liars! Thou shalt
not stand up in it, for verily a masdjid which is founded
on piety from the first day of its existence has more
right that thou shouldest stand in it; in it are men who
desire to purify themselves" (sura IX, 108-9).
According to tradition, this was revealed in the year
9/630-1; when the Prophet was on the march to
Tabuk, the Banu Salim said to him that they had built
a mosque to make it easier for their feeble and elderly
people, and they begged the Prophet to perform his
salat in it and thus give it his approval. The Prophet
postponed it till his return, but then his revelation was
announced, because the mosque had been founded by
Mundfikun at the instigation of Abu cAmir al-Rahib,
who fought against the Prophet. According to one
tradition (so Ibn cUmar, Zayd) the "mosque founded
on piety" was that of Medina, from which the people
wished to emancipate themselves; according to
another (Ibn ^ Abbas), the reference was to that of
KubaD; Abu cAmir and his followers were not comfor-
table among the Banu cAmr b. cAwf and therefore
built a new mosque. According to some traditions, it
was in Dhu Awan. The Prophet however had it
burned down (al-Taban, i, 1704-5; Ibn Hisham, 357-
8, 906-7; Ibn Sacd, i/1, 6; al-WakidT-Wellhausen,
410-11; al-Taban, Tafsir, xi, 17 ff.; Wustenfeld,

Medina, 131; al-Sira al-Halabiyya, ii, 60; al-Baladhuri,
1-2; Muslim, Haajdj_, bdb 93). If the connection with
the Tabuk campaign is correct, the Masdjid al-Dirdr is
to be sought north of Medina; the "mosque founded
on piety" would then be the mosque of Medina rather
than that of KubaD which lies to the south of it. There
is in itself nothing impossible about the rejection in
principle of any mosque other than that of Medina.
We should then have to discard the whole tradition,
for, according to it, the Prophet was at first not
unfavourably disposed to the new mosque, and his
wrath, according to the tradition, arose from the fact
that it had been founded by a refractory party. But as
a matter of fact, there are indications that a number
of mosques already existed in the time of the Prophet;
for example, the verse in the Kurgan, "in houses,
which God hath permitted to be built that His name
might be praised in them, in them men praise Him
morning and evening, whom neither business nor
trade restrain from praising God and performing the
salat and the giving of alms", etc. (sura XXIV, 36-7).
If this revelation, like the rest of the sura, is of the
Medinan period, it is difficult to refer it to Jews and
Christians, and this utterance is quite clear: "Observe
a complete fast until the night and touch thou them
(i.e. women) not while ye are in the mosques" (sura
II, 183). This shows that there were already in the
time of the Prophet several Muslim mosques which
had a markedly religious character and were
recognised by the Prophet.

That there were really public places of prayer of the
separate tribes at a very early date is evident from the
tradition that the Prophet in the year 2 offered his
sacrifice on 10 Dhu 'l-Hidjdja/3 June 624 on the
musalldofthe Banu Salima. In addition, there are con-
stant references to private masddjid where a few
believers, like Abu Bakr in Mecca, made a place for
prayer in their houses and where others sometimes
assembled (al-Bukhari, Salat, bdb?, 46, 87; Tahadjdjud,
bdb 30; cf. also Adhdn, bdb 50).

B. The o r i g i n of m o s q u e s a f t e r the t i m e
of the P r o p h e t .

1. C h i e f mosques . What importance the Me-
dina mosque had attained as the centre of administra-
tion and worship of the Muslims is best seen from the
fact that the first thought of the Muslim generals after
their conquests was to found a mosque as a centre
around which to gather.

Conditions differed somewhat according as it was a
new foundation or an already existing town. Impor-
tant examples of the first kind are a l - B a s r a , a l -
K u f a and a l - F u s t at. Bas ra was founded by
cUtba b. Ghazwan as winter-quarters for the army in
the year 14/635 (or 16/637 or 638). The mosque was
placed in the centre with the Ddr al-Imdra, the dwelling
of the commander-in-chief with a prison and Diwdn in
front of it. Prayer was at first offered on the open
space, which was fenced round; later, the whole was
built of reeds and when the men went off to war the
reeds were pulled up and laid away. Abu Musa al-
AshcarT [q.v.], who later became cUmar's wall, built
the edifice of clay and bricks baked in the sun (labin}
and used grass for the roof (al-Baladhuri, 346-7, 350;
Ibn al-Faklh, 187-8; Yakut, Bulddn, i, 642, 6-9; cf. al-
Tabari, i, 2377, 14 ff.). It was similar in K u f a ,
which was founded in 17/638 by Sacd b. Abl Wakkas.
In the centre was the mosque, and beside it the Ddr al-
Imdra was laid out. The mosque at first was simply an
open quadrangle, sahn, marked off by a trench round
it. The space was large enough for 40,000 persons. It
seems that reeds were also used for building the walls
here and later Sacd used labin. On the south side (and
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only here) there was an arbour, zulla, built (cf. al-
BaladhurT, 348, i: suffa). The Ddr al-lmdra beside the
mosque was later by cUmar's orders combined with
the mosque (al-TabarT, i, 2481, 12 ff., 2485, 16,
2487 ff., 2494, 14; Yakut, Mutyam, iv, 323, 10 ff.; al-
Baladhuri, 275 ff., cf. Annali dell' Islam, iii, 846 ff.).
The plan was therefore an exact reproduction of that
of the mosque in Medina (as is expressly emphasised
in al-TabarT, i, 2489, 4 ff.); the importance of the
mosque was also expressed in its position, and the
commander lived close beside it. There was no dif-
ference in a l - F u s t a t , which, although there was
already an older town here, was laid out as an entirely
new camp. In the year 21/642, after the conquest of
Alexandria, the mosque was laid out in a garden
where cAmr had planted his standard. It was 50 dhirdcs
long and 30 broad. Eighty men fixed its kibla, which,
however, was turned too far to the east, and was
therefore altered later by Kurra b. Shank [ q . v . } . The
court was quite simple, surrounded by a wall and had
trees growing on it; a simple roof is mentioned; it
must be identical with the above-mentioned zulla or
suffa. cAmr b. al-cAs lived just beside the mosque and
around it the Ahl al-Rdya. Like the house of the
Prophet, the general's house lay on the east side with
only a road between them. There were two doors in
each wall except the southern one (Yakut, Bulddn, iii,
898-9; al-MakrTzT, Khitat, iv, 4 ff.; Ibn Dukmak, K.
al-Intisdr, Cairo 1893, 59 ff.; al-Suyutl, Husn al-
muhddara, i, 63-4; ii, 135-6; cf. Annali deW Islam, iv,
554, 557, 563 ff.). We find similar arrangements
m a d e i n a l - M a w s i l in 20/641 (al-Baladhurl, 331-2).

In other cases, the Muslims established themselves
in old towns either conquered or surrendered by
treaty; by the treaty, they received a site for their
mosque (e.g. al-Baladhurl, 116, 14, 147, 2). But the
distinction between towns which were conquered and
those which were surrendered soon disappeared, and
the position is as a rule not clear. Examples of old
towns in which the Muslims established themselves
are a l -Mada° in , D a m a s c u s and J e r u s a l e m . —
In M a d a D i n, Sacd b. Abl Wakkas after the conquest
in 16/637 distributed the houses among the Muslims,
and Kisra's Iwdn was made into a mosque, after Sacd
had conducted the saldt al-fath in it (al-TabarT, i, 2443,
15 f.; 2451, 7 ff). In D a m a s c u s , which was oc-
cupied in 14/635 or 15/636 by capitulation, according
to tradition, the Church of St. John was divided so
that the eastern half became Muslim, from which
Muslim tradition created the legend that the city was
taken partly by conquest and partly by agreement (al-
Baladhurl, 125; Yakut, Bulddn, ii, 591; Ibn Djubayr,
Rihla, 262; JA, ser. 9, vii, 376, 381, 404). As a matter
of fact, however, the Muslims seem to have laid out
their own mosque here just beside the church [see
DIMASHK]; and close beside it again was the Khadrd^,
the commander-in-chief's palace, from which a direct
entrance to the maksura was later made (al-
MukaddasT, 159, 4). Conditions here were therefore
once more the same as in Medina. But the possibility
of an arrangement such as is recorded by tradition
cannot be rejected, for there is good evidence of it
elsewhere; in H i m s , for example, the Muslims and
Christians shared a building in common as a mosque
and church, and it is evident from al-Istakhrl and Ibn
Hawkal that this was still the case in the time of their
common authority, al-Balkhl (309/921) (al-Istakhrl1,
61, 7 f ; Ibn Hawkal1, 117, 5; al-Mukaddasi, 156,
15), and a similar arrangement is recorded for Dabll
in Armenia (al-Istakhn1, 188, 3 f; Ibn Hawkal1, 244,
21; cf. al-MukaddasT, 377, 3 f).

There were special conditions in J e r u s a l e m . The

Muslims recognised the sanctuary there, as is evident
from the earlier kibla and from sura XVII, 1 (in the
traditional interpretation). It must therefore have
been natural for the conquerors, when the town
capitulated, to seek out the recognised holy place.
Indeed, we are told that cUmar in the year 17/638
built a mosque in Jerusalem on the site of the temple
of Solomon (F. Bae_thgen, Fragmente syr. u. arab. Hist.,
17, 110, following Ish6cdenah, metropolitan of Basra
after 700 A.D.; cf. for the 2nd/8th century Theo-
phanes, quoted by Le Strange, Palestine under the
Moslems, London 1890, 91 n.). That the Kubbat al-
Sakhra [ q . v . ] , which the Mosque of cUmar replaced,
stands on the old site of the Temple is undoubted.
How he found the site is variously recorded [see AL-
KUDS]. The building was, like other mosques of the
time of cUmar, very simple. Arculf, who visited
Jerusalem about 670, says "The Saracens attend a
quadrangular house of prayer (domus orationis, i.e.
masdjid) which they have built with little art with
boards and large beams on the remains of some ruins,
on the famous site where the Temple was once built
in all its splendour" (Itinera Hierosolymitana, ed. P.
Geyer, 1898, 226-7, tr. P. Mickley, in Das Land der
Bibel, ii/2, 1917, 19-20). It is of interest to note that
this simple mosque, like the others, was in the form of
a rectangle; in spite of its simple character it could
hold 3,000 people, according to Arculf.

As late as the reign of Mucawiya, we find a new
town, a l - K a y r a w a n , being laid out on the old plan
as a military camp with a mosque and Ddr al-lmdra in
the centre (Yakut, Mucaj_am, iv, 213, 10 ff.). As al-
Baladhurl, for example, shows, the Muslim con-
querors even at a later date always built a mosque in
the centre of a newly-conquered town, at first a simple
one in each town, and it was a direct reproduction of
the simple mosque of the Prophet in Medina. It was
the exception to adapt already existing buildings in
towns. But soon many additional mosques were
added.

2 . T r i b a l m o s q u e s and s e c t a r i a n m o s q u e s .
There were mosques not only in the towns. When the
tribes pledged themselves to the Prophet to adopt
Islam, they had also to perform the saldt. It is not clear
how far they took part in Muslim worship, but if they
concerned themselves with Islam at all, they must
have had a Muslim place of meeting. Probably even
before Islam they had, like the Meccans, their mad^lis
or nddi or ddr shurd, where they discussed matters of
general importance (cf. Lammens, Mo^awia, 205; Zidd
b. Abihi, 30 ff, 90-1; Le Berceau de Tlslam, 222 ff) . As
the mosque was only distinguished from such places
by the fact that it was also used for the common saldt,
it was natural for tribal mosques to come into
existence. Thus we are told that as early as the year
5/626-7 the tribe of Sacd b. Bakr founded mosques
and used an adhdn (Ibn Sacd, i/2, 44, 7, not mentioned
in Ibn Hisham, 943-4; al-TabarT, i, 1722); it is also
recorded of the Banu Djadhlma, who lived near
Mecca, that they built mosques in the year 8/629-30
and introduced the adhdn (al-Wakidl-Wellhausen,
351). How far one can rely on such stories in a par-
ticular case is however uncertain. A later writer like
al-Diyarbakri says of the Banu '1-Mustalik that they
aslamu wa-banaw masddjida (Ta^rikh al-Khamis, ii, 132,
20; cf. Annali deW Islam, ii, 221); in the early sources,
this is not found. Nor is the story told by Ibn Sacd at
all probable, that envoys from the Banu Hanifa
received orders to destroy their churches, sprinkle the
ground with water and build a mosque (Ibn Sacd, i/2,
56, 11 ff, while Ibn Hisham, 945-6, al-TabarT, i,
1737 f f , and al-Baladhun, 86-7, say nothing about
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it). But that there were tribal mosques at a very early
date is nevertheless quite certain. The mosque at
Kuba° was the mosque of the tribe of cAmr b. cAwf
(Ibn Sacd, i/1, 6, 6 and cf. above) and according to
one tradition, the Banu Ghanm b. cAwf were jealous
of it and built an opposition mosque (al-Baladhurl, 3;
al-Tabari, Tafsir, i, 21). A Companion who had taken
part in the battle of Badr, cltban b. Malik, com-
plained to the Prophet that he could not reach the
masdjid of his tribe in the rainy season and wanted to
build a mosque for himself (al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 46;
Muslim, Masddjid, bdb 47). The Prophet himself is
said to have visited the masdlid of the Banu Zurayk (al-
BukharT, Djihad, bdbs 56-8) and in the masdjid of the
Banu Salima during the prayer, there was revealed to
him sura II, 139, which ordered the new kibla,
wherefore it was called Masdjid al-Kiblatayn
(Wustenfeld, Medina, 62).

The tribal mosque was a sign that the independence
of the tribe was still retained under Islam. Indeed, we
hear everywhere of tribal mosques, for example,
around Medina that of the Banu Kurayza, of the
Banu Haritha, of the Banu Zafar, of the Banu WaDil,
of the Banu Haram, of the Banu Zurayk (said to have
been the first in which the KurDan was publicly read),
that of the Banu Salima, etc. (see Wustenfeld, Gesch.
d. Stadt Medina, 29, 37 ff., 44, 50, 57, 136 ff.); the
"mosque of the two kiblas" belonged to the Banu
Sawad b, Ghanm b. Kacb b. Salima (Wustenfeld,
Medina, 41). This then was the position in Medina:
the tribes usually had their own mosques, and one
mosque was the chief mosque. This was probably the
position within the Prophet's lifetime, for in the
earliest campaigns of conquest, mosques were built on
this principle. cUmar is said to have written to Abu
Musa in B a s r a telling him to build a mosque li '/-
d^ama^a and mosques for the tribes, and on Fridays the
people were to come to the chief mosque. Similarly,
he wrote to Sacd b. Abi Wakkas in Kufa and to cAmr
b. al-cAs in Misr. On the other hand in Sy r i a , where
they had settled in old towns, they were not to build
tribal mosques (al-MakrizT, Khitat, iv, 4 below). It is
actually recorded that the tribes in each khitta had
their own mosques around the mosque of cAmr in
Fustat (cf. Ibn Dukmak, 62 below -67), and even
much later, a tribal mosque like that of the Rashida
was still in existence (al-MakrlzI, Khitat, 64, 4 ff.).
Even in the chief mosque, the tribes had their own
places (ibid., 9, 12-10). We have similar evidence
from c l r a k . In Bas ra , for example, there was a
Masdjid Bam cUbad (al-Baladhuri, 356, 2), one of the
Banu Rifaca (Ibn Rusta, 201, 16), one of the Banu
cAdi (Ibn al-Faklh, 191, 4) and one of the Ansar (cf.
Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien, i, 77, n. 5); in
Kufa we find quite a number, such as that of the
Ansar (al-Tabarl, ii, 284, 13 f.), of the cAbd al-Kays
(ibid., ii, 657, 2, 9), of the Banu Duhman (ibid., 670,
4), of the Banu Makhzum (ibid., 734, 19), of the Banu
HiM(ibid., 1687,8), of the Banu cAdi(z^., 1703,4),
of the Banu Dhuhl and Banu Hudjr (ibid., 532, 8 f.),
of the Djuhayna (ibid., 533, 8), of the Banu Haram
(ibid., iii, 2509, 10), and the cAbsis even had several
masddjid (al-BaladhurT, 278, 12 f. , see also 285, and
Goldziher, loc. cit.}.

During the wars, these tribal mosques were the
natural rallying points for the various tribes, the
mosque was a madjlis, where councils were held (al-
TabarT, ii, 532, 6 ff.) and the people were taught from
its minbar (ibid., 284); battles often centred for this
reason round these mosques (e.g. al-Tabari, ii, 130,
148, 6, 960). "The people of your mosque" ahl
masa^idikum (ibid., 532, 19) became identical with

"your party". Gradually, as new sects arose, they
naturally had mosques of their own, just as
Musaylima before them is said to have had his own
mosque (al-Baladhuri, 90, 4 from below; Ibn Hanbal,
Musnad, i, 404 below). Thus we read later of the
mosques of the HanbalTs in Baghdad, in which there
was continual riot and confusion (Hilal al-Sabi, Kitdb
al-Wuzard^, ed. Amedroz, 335). It sometimes hap-
pened that different parties in a town shared the chief
mosque (al-Mukaddasi, 102, 5), but as a rule it was
otherwise. In particular, the Sunnis and Shic Is as a
rule had separate mosques (cf. Mez, Die Renaissance des
Isldms, 63). It sometimes even happened that HanafFs
and Shaficis had separate mosques (Yakut, Bulddn, iv,
509, 9; al-Mukaddasi, 323, 11). These special mos-
ques were a great source of disruption in Islam, and
we can understand that a time came when the learned
discussed whether such mosques should be permitted
at all. But the question whether one might talk of the
Masdjid Bam Fuldn was answered by saying that in the
time of the Prophet, the Masdjid Bam Zurayk was
recognised (al-Bukhan, Saldt, bdb 41; cf. Djihad, bdb?,
56-8, and al-Tabari, Tafsir, xi, 20, after the middle of
the page).

3 . A d a p t a t i o n to I s l a m of o l d e r s a n c t u a -
r ies ; memorial mosques. According to the early
historians, the towns which made treaties with the
Muslims received permission to retain their churches
(al-Baladhurl, 121, in the middle; al-TabarT, i, 2405,
2407), while in the conquered towns the churches fell
to the Muslims without any preamble (cf. al-
Baladhurl, 120 below). Sometimes also it is recorded
that a certain number of churches were received from
the Christians, e.g. fifteen in Damascus according to
one tradition (ibid., 124, 8, otherwise on 121; cf. JA,
Ser. 9, vii, 403). It is rather doubtful whether the pro-
cess was such a regular one; in any case, the Muslims
in course of time appropriated many churches to
themselves. With the mass conversions to Islam, this
was a natural result. The c h u r c h e s taken over by
the Muslims were occasionally used as dwellings (cf.
al-Tabarl, i, 2405, 2407); at a later date, it also hap-
pened that they were used as government offices, as in
Egypt in 146/763 (al-MakrizI, iv, 35; cf. for Kufa, al-
Baladhuri, 286). The obvious thing, however, was to
transform the churches taken into mosques. It is
related of cAmr b. al-cAs that he performed the saldt
in a church (al-MakrizI, iv, 6) and Zayd b. CA1I says
regarding churches and synagogues, "Perform thy
saldt in them; it will not harm thee" (Corpus iuris di
Zaid b. c4/f, ed. Griffmi, no. 364). It is not clear
whether the reference in these cases is to conquered
sanctuaries; it is evident, in any case, that the saying
is intended to remove any misgivings about the use of
captured churches and synagogues as mosques. The
most important example of this kind was in
D a m a s c u s , where al-Walld b. cAbd al-Malik in
86/705 took the church of St. John from the Christians
and had it rebuilt; he is said to have offered the Chris-
tians another church in its stead (see the references
above, in I. B. 1; and also JA, 9 Ser., vii, 369 ff.;
Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., ii/1, 262 ff. and art.
DIMASHK). He is said to have transformed into mos-
ques a total often churches in Damascus. It must have
been particularly in the villages, with the gradual con-
version of the people to Islam, that the churches were
turned into mosques. In the Egyptian villages there
were no mosques in the earlier generations of Islam
(al-MakrlzT, iv, 28-9, 30). But when al-MaDmun was
fighting the Copts, many churches were turned into
mosques in (ibid., 30). It is also recorded of mosques
in C a i r o that they were converted churches. Accord-
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ing to one tradition, the Rashida mosque was an un-
finished Jacobite church, which was surrounded by
Jewish and Christian graves (al-MakrlzI, iv, 63, 64),
and in the immediate vicinity al-Hakim turned a
Jacobite and a Nestorian Church into mosques (ibid.,
65). When Djawhar built a palace in al-Kahira, a dayr
or monastery was taken in and transformed into a
mosque (ibid., 269); similar changes took place at later
dates (ibid., 240) and synagogues also were
transformed in this way (Masdjid Ibn al-Banna°, ibid.,
265). The chief mosque in Palermo was previously a
church (Yakut, Bulddn, i, 719). After the Crusades,
several churches were turned into mosques in
Palestine (Sauvaire, Hist, dejerus. eld1 Hebron, 1876, 7;
Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., i/2, 40).

Other sanctuaries than those of the "people of the
scripture" were turned into mosques. For example a
Masdjid al-Shams between al-Hilla and Karbala0 was
the successor of an old temple of Shamash (see
Goldziher, Muh. Stud., ii, 331). Not far from Istakhr
was a Masdjid Sulayman which was an old fire-
temple, the pictures on the walls of which could still
be seen in the time of al-MascudI and al-Mukaddasf
(4th/10th century) (al-Mascudi, Murudj., iv, 77 - §
1403; al-MukaddasT, 444). In Istakhr itself there was
a djami^, which was a converted fire temple (ibid.,
436). In MassTsa, the ancient Mopsuestia, al-Mansur
in 140/797-8 built a mosque on the site of an ancient
temple (al-BaladhurT, 165-6) and the chief mosque in
Dihli was originally a temple (Ibn Battuta, iii, 151);
as to Ta-'if, cf. Abu Dawud, Saldt, bab 10. Thus in
Islam also, the old rule holds that sacred places sur-
vive changes of religion. It was especially easy in cases
where Christian sanctuaries were associated with
Biblical personalities who were also recognised by
Islam: e.g., the Church of St. John in Damascus and
many holy places in Palestine. One example is the
mosque of Job in Shaykh Sacd, associated with sura
XXI, 83, XXXVIII, 40; here in Silvia's time (4th
century) there was a church of Job (al-MascudT, i, 91
= § 84; Baedeker, Paldst. u. Syrien7, 1910, 147).

But Islam itself had created historical associations
which were bound soon to lead to the building of new
mosques. Even in the lifetime of the Prophet, the
Banu Salim are said to have asked him to perform the
saldt in their masaj_id to give it his authority (see above,
in I. A. 3). At the request of cltban b. Malik, the
Prophet performed the saldt along with Abu Bakr in
his house and thereby consecrated it as a musalld,
because he could not reach the tribal mosque in the
rainy season (al-BukharT, Saldt, bab 47; Tahadjdjud, bab
36; Muslim, Masdajid, tr. 46; a similar story in al-
Bukhan, Adhdn, bab 47, Tahadjdjud. bab 33, is perhaps
identical in origin). After the death of the Prophet, his
memory became so precious that the places where he
had prayed obtained a special importance and his
followers, who liked to imitate him in everything, pre-
ferred to perform their saldt in such places. But this
tendency was only an intensification of what had
existed in his lifetime; and so it is not easy to decide
how far the above stories reflect later conditions.
Mosques very quickly arose on the road between
Mecca and Medina at places where, according to the
testimony of his Companions, the Prophet had prayed
(al-Bukhan, Saldt, bab 89; al-Wakidi-Wellhausen,
421 ff.); the same was the case with the road which the
Prophet had taken to Tabuk in the year 9/630-1 (Ibn
Hisham, 907; al-Wakidl-Wellhausen, 394; there were
19 in all, which are listed in Annali deW Islam, ii-246-
7). Indeed, wherever he had taken the field, mosques
were built; for example, on the road to Badr, where
according to tradition Abu Bakr had built a mosque

(al-Wakidl-Wellhausen, 39, also Wustenfeld, Medina,
135). The mosque of al-Fadlkh was built on the spot
where the Prophet had prayed in a leather tent during
the war with the Banu '1-NadTr in the year 4/625-6 (al-
WakidT-Wellhausen, 163; Wustenfeld, Medina, 132).
He is said to have himself built a little mosque in
Khaybar during the campaign of the year 7/628-9 (al-
DiyarbakrT, ii, 49-50; cf. Annali deW Islam, ii, 19).
Outside Ta°if, a mosque was built on a hillock,
because the Prophet had performed the saldt there
during the siege in the year 8/629-30, between the
tents of his two wives, Umm Salama and Zaynab (Ibn
Hisham, 872-3; al-Wakidi-Wellhausen, 369); in
Liyya, the Prophet is said to have himself built a
mosque while on the campaign against Ta5if (Ibn
Hisham, 872; al-Wakidl-Wellhausen, ' 368-9).
Mosques arose in and around Medina, "because
Muhammad prayed here" (Wustenfeld, Gesch. d. Stadt
Medina, 31, 38, 132 ff.). It is obvious that in most of
these cases, later conditions are put back to the time
of the Prophet; in connection with the "Campaign of
the Trench" we are told that "he prayed everywhere
where mosques now stand" (al-Wakidl-Wellhausen,
208). Since, for example, the Masdjid al-Fadlkh is
also called Masdjid al-Shams (Wustenfeld, Medina,
132), we have perhaps here actually an ancient
sanctuary.

Mosques became associated with the Prophet in
many ways. In Medina, for example, there was the
Masdjid al-Baghla where footprints of the Prophet's
mule were shown in a stone, the Masdjid al-Idjaba
where the Prophet's appeal was answered, the
Masdjid al-Fath which recalls the victory over the
Meccans, etc. (see Wustenfeld, Medina, 136 ff) . In
Mecca, there was naturally a large number of places
sacred through a s s o c i a t i o n s w i t h the P r o p h e t
and therefore used as places of prayer. The most
honoured site, next to the chief mosque, is said to
have been the house of KhadTdja, also called Mawlid
al-Sayyida Fatima, because the daughter of the
Prophet was born there. This house, in which the
Prophet lived till the hiajra, was taken over by cAkTl,
cAll's brother, and bought by him through Mucawiya
and turned into a mosque (Chroniken d. Stadt Mekka,
ed. Wustenfeld, i, 423; iii , 438, 440). Next comes the
house in which the Prophet held his first secret
meetings. This was bought by al-Khayzuran [<?.#.] ,
mother of Harun al-Rashld, on her pilgrimage in
171/788 and turned into a mosque (Chron. Mekka, iii,
112, 440). She also purchased the Prophet's birth-
place, Mawlid al-Nabi, and made it into a mosque
(ibid., i, 422; iii, 439). If Mucawiya really bought the
Prophet's house from his cousin, it was probably the
right one; but the demand for places associated with
the Prophet became stronger and stronger, and we
therefore find more and more places referred not only
to the Prophet, but also to his C o m p a n i o n s . Such
are the birthplaces of Hamza, cUmar and CA1T (Chron.
Mekka, iii, 445), and the house of Mariya, the mother
of the Prophet's son, Ibrahim (ibid., i, 447, 466), who
also had a mosque at Medina (Wustenfeld, Medina,
133). There were also a Masdjid Khadldja (ibid., i,
324) and a Masdjid cADisha (ibid., iii, 454), a Masdjid
of the "granted appeal" in a narrow valley near
Mecca, where the Prophet performed the saldt (ibid.,
453), a Masdjid al-Djinn, where the Djinn overheard
his preaching (ibid., i, 424; iii, 453), a Masdjid al-
RaDya, where he planted his standard at the conquest
(ibid., ii, 68 below and 71 above; iii, 13, 453), a
Masdjid al-Bayca where the first homage of the
Medinans was received (ibid., i, 428; iii, 441). In the
Masdjid al-Khayf in Mina is shown the mark of the
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Prophet's head in a stone into which visitors also put
their heads (ibid., iii, 438). Persons in the Bible are
also connected with mosques, Adam, Abraham and
IsmacTl with the Kacba, beside which the Makdm
Ibrahim is shown, and in cArafa there is still a Masdjid
Ibrahim (ibid., i, 415, 425) and another in al-Zahir
near Mecca (Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, Leiden-London
1907, 112). To these memorial mosques others were
later added, e.g. the Masdjid Abl Bakr, Masdjid Bilal,
the Mosque of the Splitting of the Moon (by the
Prophet), etc. (see Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 114ff . ; al-
Mukaddasi, 102-3; Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, ii, 27;
al-Batanum, al-Rihla al-Hidjaziyyd2, Cairo 1329/1911,
52 ff.).

In al-Hidjaz, the Muslims thus acquired a series of
mosques which became important from their associa-
tion with the Prophet, his family and his Companions,
and made Muslim history live. On the other hand, in
lands formerly Christian, they took over sanctuaries
which were associated with the B i b l i c a l h i s t o r y
which they had assimilated (see Le Strange, Palestine,
passim). Other mosques soon became associated with
Biblical and Muslim story. The mosque founded by
cUmar on the site of the Temple in Jerusalem was, as
already pointed out, identified as al-Masdjid al-Aksd
mentioned in sura XVII, 1, and therefore connected
with the Prophet's night journey and the journey to
Paradise. The rock is said to have greeted the Prophet
on this occasion, and marks in a stone covering a hole
are explained as Muhammad's footprints (sometimes
also as those of Idrls; cf. Le Strange, Palestine, 136; al-
Batanum, Rihla, 165; Baedeker, Palastina, 1910, 52-3;
cf. al-Yackubi, Ta\ikh, ii, 311). The name al-Masdjid
al-Aksd was used throughout the early period for the
whole Haram area in Jerusalem, later partly for it,
and partly for the building in its southern part (Ibn al-
Fakih, 100; Sauvaire, Hist. Jerus. et Hebron, 95, 121;
cf. Le Strange, Palestine, 96-7). Then there were the
mosques which had specifically Muslim associations,
like the Masdjid of cUmar on the Mount of Olives
where he encamped at the conquest (al-MukaddasI,
172).

In E g y p t not only was an old Christian sanctuary
called Macbad Musa (al-Makrizi, iv, 269), but we are
also told, for example, that the Mosque of Ibn Tulun
was built where Musa talked with his Lord (al-
Makrizi, iv, 36); according to al-KurdacT, there were
in Egypt four Masdjids of Musa (Ibn Dukmak, ed.
Vollers, 92); there was a Masdjid Yackub wa-Yusuf
(al-MukaddasT, 200) and a Joseph's prison, certainly
dating from the Christian period (al-MakrizT, iv,
315). There was also a Mosque of Abraham in
Munyat Ibn al-Khasib (Ibn Djubayr, 58). The chief
mosque of Sanca:) was built by Shem, son of Noah
(Ibn Rusta, 110). The old temple near Is t a kh r men-
tioned above was connected with Sulayman (al-
MascudT, Murudi, iv, 76-7 = § 1403; Yakut, i, 299).
In the mosque of K u fa, not only Ibrahim but one
thousand other prophets and one thousand saints,
described as wasT, are said to have offered their
prayers; here was the tree Yaktm (sura XXXVII,
146); here died Yaghuth and Yacuk, etc. (Yakut, iv,
325; also Ibn Djubayr, 211-12), and in this mosque
there was a chapel of Abraham, Noah and Idrfs (Ibn
Djubayr, 212); a large number of mosques were
associated with Companions of the Prophet. What
emphasis was laid on such an association is seen, for
example, from the story according to which cUmar
declined to perform the soldi in the Church of the
Resurrection in Jerusalem, lest the Church should
afterwards be claimed as a mosque.

4. T o m b - m o s q u e s . A special class of memorial

mosques consisted of those which were associated with
a tomb. The graves of ancestors and of saints had
been sanctuaries from ancient times and they were
gradually adopted into Islam. In addition, there were
the saints of Islam itself. The general tendency to
distinguish places associated with the founders of
Islam naturally concentrated itself round the graves in
which they rested. In the KurDan, a tomb-masajid is
mentioned in connection with the Seven Sleepers
(sura XVIII, 20) but it is not clear if it was
recognised. As early as the year 6/627-8 the compan-
ions of Abu Baslr are said to have built a mosque at
the place where he died and was buried (al-Wakidi-
Wellhausen, 262). The Prophet is also said to have
visited regularly at al-Bakic in Medina the tombs of
martyrs who fell at Uhud and paid reverence to them
(ibid., 143). Whatever the exact amount of truth in the
story, there is no doubt that the story of the tomb-
mosque of Abu Baslr is antedated. The accounts of
the death of the Prophet and of the period
immediately following reveal no special interest in his
tomb. But very soon the general trend of development
stimulated an interest in graves, which led to the erec-
tion of sanctuaries at them. The progress of this
tendency is more marked in al-Wakidi, who died in
207/823, than in Ibn Ishak, who died in 151/768.

The collections of Hadith made in the 3rd/9th cen-
tury contain discussions on this fact which show that
the problem was whether the tombs could be used as
places of worship and in this connection whether mos-
ques could be built over the tombs. The hadiths answer
both questions in the negative, which certainly was in
the spirit of the Prophet. It is said that "Saldt at the
graves (fi 'l-makdbir) is makruh" (al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb
52); "sit not upon graves and perform not saldt
towards them" (Muslim, D^and^iz, tr. 33); "hold the
saldt in your houses, but do not use them as tombs"
(Muslim, Saldt al-musdfirin, tr. 28). On the other hand,
it is acknowledged that Anas performed the saldt at the
cemetery (al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 48). We are also told
that tombs cannot be used as masdajid (al-Bukhari,
Saldt, bdb 48; Djand^iz, bdb 62). On his deathbed the
Prophet is said to have cursed the Jews and the Chris-
tians because they used the tombs of their prophets as
masdaj_id. Hadith explains this by saying that the tomb
of the Prophet was not at first accessible (al-Bukhari,
Saldt, bdb 48, 55; D^and^iz, bdb 62; Anbiyd\ bdb 50;
Muslim, Masdajid, tr. 3); as a matter of fact, its
precise location was not exactly known (Djand^iz, bdb
96). The attacks in Hadith insist that tomb-mosques
are a reorehensible Jewish practice: "When a pious
man dies, they built a masajid on his tomb", etc. (al-
Bukharl, Saldt, bdb 48, 54; Muslim, Djand^iz, bdb 71).
Although this view of tomb-mosques is still held in
certain limited circles (cf. Ibn Taymiyya and the
Wahhabis), the old pre-Islamic custom soon also
became a Muslim one. The expositors of Hadith like
al-Nawawi (on Muslim, Masddjid, tr. 3, lith. DihlT
1319, i, 201) and al-cAskalanI, (Cairo 1329, i, 354)
explain the above passages to mean that only an exag-
gerated ta^zim of the dead is forbidden so that tombs
should not be used as a kibla; otherwise, it is quite
commendable to spend time in a mosque in proximity
to a devout man.

The name given to a tomb-mosque is often kubba
[q.v.] a word which is used of a tent (al-Bukhan,
Djand^iz, bdb 62; Hadjdj, bdb 64; Fard al-khums, bdb 19;
al-Djizya, bdb 15; Tarafa, Diwdn, vii, 1), but later
came to mean the dome which usually covers tombs
and thus became the general name for the sanctuary
of a saint (cf. Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 114, 115; cf. Dozy,
Supplement, s.v.). Makdm also means a little chapel and
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a saint's tomb (van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 72, etc.; cf.
index). The custom of making a kubba at the tomb of
a saint was firmly rooted in Byzantine territory, where
sepulchral churches always had a dome (Herzog-
Hauch, Realenzyclopddie3, x, 784). The usual name
however for a tomb-sanctuary was mashhad', this is
applied to places where saints are worshipped, among
Muslim tombs particularly to those of the friends and
relations of the Prophet (van Berchem, CIA, i, nos.
32, 63, 417, 544; al-Makrm, iv, 265, 309 ff.), but
also to tombs of other recognised saints, e.g. Mashhad
Djirdjis in Mawsil (Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 236), etc.

The transformation of the tombs of the P r o p h e t
and his nea r r e l a t i v e s into sanctuaries seems to
have been a gradual process. Muhammad, Abu Bakr
and cUmar are said to have been buried in the house
of cADisha; Fatima and CAH lived beside it. cADisha
had a wall built between her room and the tombs to
prevent visitors carrying off earth from the tomb of
the Prophet. The houses of the Prophet's wives
remained as they were until al-WalTd rebuilt them. He
thought it scandalous that Hasan b. CA1I should live in
Fatima's house and cUmar's family close beside
cADisha's home in the house of Hafsa. He acquired
the houses, had all the houses of the Prophet's wives
torn down and erected new buildings. The tombs
were enclosed by a pentagonal wall; the whole area
was called al-Rawda "the garden"; it was not till later
that a dome was built over it (Wiistenfeld, Medina,
66 ff., 72-3, 78 ff., 89). In the cemetery of Medina,
al-Baki5- [see BAKIC AL-GHARKAD], a whole series of
mashdhid came to be built where tombs of the family
and of the Companions of the Prophet were located
(ibid., 140 ff.; Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 195 ff.). It is often
disputed whether a tomb belonged to one or the other
(e.g. al-Tabari, iii, 2436, 2). Such tomb-mosques
were sacred (mukaddas; Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 114, 13,
17), and they were visited li 'l-baraka. The name al-
Rawda of the Prophet's tomb became later applied to
other sanctuaries (ibid., 46, 16; 52, 11). Separate
limbs were revered in some mosques, like the head of
al-Husayn in Cairo, which was brought there in
491/1098 from cAskalan (CA1I Pasha Mubarak, al-
Khitat al-djadida, iv, 91 ff.; cf. Sauvaire, Hist. Jems, et
Hebr. ,16); his head was also revered for some time in
the Mashhad al-Ra^s in Damascus (according to Ibn
Shakir, JA, ser. 9, vii, 385).

Gradually, a vast number of Muslim t o m b s of
s a i n t s came into existence; and to these were added
all the pre-Islamic sanctuaries which were adopted by
Islam. No distinction can therefore be drawn between
tomb-mosques and other memorial mosques. It was
often impossible to prove that the tomb in question
ever really existed. In the Mashhad CA1T, for example,
cAll's tomb is honoured, but Ibn Djubayr leaves it in
doubt whether he is really buried there (Rihla, 212)
and many located his grave in the mosque at Kufa and
elsewhere (al-Mascudi, Murudj_, iv, 289, v, 68 = §§
1612, 1825; Ibn Hawkal1, 163). In cAyn al-Bakar
near c A k k a there was also a Mashhad CA1I (Yakut,
iii, 759) and also in the Mosque of the Umayyads (Ibn
Djubayr, 267); on this question, cf. al-Mukaddasi,
46. N a m e s frequently become c o n f u s e d and
transferred. In Mecca, between Safa and Marwa
there was a kubba, which was associated with cUmar
b. al-Khattab; but Ibn Djubayr says that it should be
connected with cUmar b. cAbd al-cAz!z (Rihla, 115,
11 ff.). In Djiza there was a Mashhad Abi Hurayra,
where the memory of this Companion of the Prophet
was honoured; it is said to have been originally the
grave of another Abu Hurayra (Maknzf, i, 335, 19).
Wherever Shfcfs ruled, there arose numerous tomb-

mosques of the Ahl al-Bayt. In Egypt, Ibn Djubayr
gives a list of 14 men and five women of the Prophet's
family, who were honoured there (Rihla, 46-7). Islam
was always creating new tombs of saints who had been
distinguished for learning or asceticism or miracle-
working, e.g. the tomb of a l - S h a f i c i in Cairo and
A h m a d a l - B a d a w T in Tanta. There were
mosques, chiefly old-established sanctuaries, of
Biblical and semi-Biblical personages like Rubfl
(Reuben) and Asiya the wife of Pharaoh (ibid., 46). In
and around Damascus were a number of mosques,
which were built on the tombs of prophets and
unnamed saints (Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 273 ff.). In
Palestine could be seen a vast number of tombs of
Biblical personages (cf. Le Strange, Palestine under the
Moslems, index, and Conder, in Palestine Explor. Fund,
Quarterly Statement, 1871, 89 ff.), usually mosques with
a kubba.

After the sanctuaries of persons mentioned in the
Bible came those of people mentioned in the Kur'an.
For example, outside the Djdmic in cAkka was shown
the tomb-mosque of the prophet Salih (Nasir-i
Khusraw, Safar-ndma, ed. Schefer, 15, 1, tr. 49), and
in Syria that of his son (Ibn Djubayr, 46); that of Hud
was also shown near cAkka (Nasir-i Khusraw, 16, 5,
tr. 52), farther east, that of Shucayb and of his
daughter (ibid., 16, 12, tr. 53); the tomb of Hud was
also pointed out in Damascus and in Hadramawt
(Yakut ii, 596, 16); then we have peculiarly Muslim
saints like Dhu '1-Kifl, the son of Job (Nasir-i
Khusraw, 16, 4, tr. 52). Then there are the sanc-
tuaries of saints who are only superficially Muslim but
really have their origins in old popular superstitions,
like al-Khadir, who had a mashhad in Damascus
(Yakut, ii, 596, 9), or a saint like c A k k , founder of
the town of c A k k a , whose tomb Nasir-i Khusraw
visited outside the town (15, 6 from below, tr. 51).
Such tombs were much visited by pious travellers and
are therefore frequently mentioned in literature (on
mashdhid of the kinds mentioned here in clrak, see al-
MukaddasI, 130; for Mawsil, etc., ibid., 146). In this
way, ancient sanctuaries were turned into mosques,
and it is often quite a matter of chance under what
names they are adopted by Islam (cf. Goldziher, Muh.
Studien, ii, 325 ff.). It therefore sometimes happens
that the same saint is honoured in several mosques.
Abu Hurayra, who is buried in Medina, is honoured
not only in the above-mentioned tomb-mosque in
DjTza but also at various places in Palestine, in al-
Ramla and in Yubna south of Tabariyya (Khalfl ed-
Dahiry, Zoubdat Kachf el-Mamdlik ed. P. Ravaisse, 42,
1 from below; Nasir-i Khusraw, 17 ,1 from below, no.
59; Yakut, iii, 512, 20; iv, 1007, 12; cf. Symbolae
Osloenses Fasc. Supplet., ii [1928], 31). The tomb of the
Prophet Jonah is revered not only in the ancient
Niniveh but also in Palestine.

Just as the kubba under which the saint lay and the
mosque adjoining it were sanctified by him, so vice-
versa a kubba and a mosque could cause a deceased
person to become considered a saint. It was therefore
the custom for the mighty not only to give this distinc-
tion to their fathers but also to prepare such buildings
for themselves even in their own lifetime. This was
particularly the custom of the Mamluk sultans,
perhaps stimulated by the fact that they did not found
dynasties in which power passed from father to son.
Such buildings are called kubba (van Berchem, CIA, i,
nos. 82, 95, 96, 126, 138, etc.), exceptionally zdwiya
(ibid., no. 98), frequently turba (ibid., no. 58, 66, 88,
106, 107, 116, etc.); the formula is also found: "this
kubba is a turba" (no. 67); the latter word acquired the
same meaning as masd^id, mashhad, partly saint's grave
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and partly sacred site (cf. Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 114,
196); but this word does not seem to be used of
ordinary tomb-mosques, although the distinction
between these and mosques in honour of saints often
disappeared. In these kubbas, the regular recitation of
the Kurgan was often arranged and the tomb was pro-
vided with a kiswa. The mausoleum might be built in
connection with a great mosque and be separated
from it by a grille (Yakut, iv, 509, 6 ff.).

5. M o s q u e s d e l i b e r a t e l y f o u n d e d . In the
early period, the building of mosques was a social
obligation of the ruler as representative of the com-
munity and the tribes. Very soon a number of
mosques came into existence, provided by
individuals. In addition to tribal mosques, as already
mentioned, there were also sectarian mosques, and
prominent leaders built mosques which were the cen-
tres of their activity, for example the Masdjid cAd! b.
Hatim (al-Tabarl, ii, 130), the Masdjid Simak in
Kufa (ibid., i, 2653), the Masdjid al-Ashcath, etc. As
old sanctuaries became Islamised, the mosque
received more of the character of a sanctuary and the
building of a mosque became a p i o u s work ; there
arose a hadith, according to which the Prophet said:
"for him who builds a mosque, God will build a home
in Paradise"; some add "if he desire to see the face
of God" (Corpus iuris di Zaid b. cAli, ed. Griffmi, no.
276; al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 65; Muslim, Masddjid, tr.
4; Zuhd, tr. 3; al-MakrizT, iv, 36). Like other sanc-
tuaries, mosques were sometimes built as a result of a
r e v e l a t i o n in a d r e a m. A story of this kind of the
year 557/1162 is given by al-Samhudf for Medina
(Wiistenfeld, Medina, 91); and a similar one of a
mosque in Damascus (JA, ser. 9, vii, 384); a mosque
was also built out of gratitude for seeing the Prophet
(al-Madrasa al-Shanfiyya, al-Makrizi, iv, 209). It was of
course particularly an obligation on the mighty to
build mosques. Even in the earliest period, the
g o v e r n o r s took care that new mosques were built to
keep pace with the spread of Islam (cf. al-Baladhuri,
178-9). About the year 390/1000 the governor of
Djibal, Badr b. Hasanawayh, is said to have built
3,000 mosques and hostels (Mez, Die Renaissance des
Isldms, 24, Eng. tr. 27). The collections of inscrip-
tions, as well as the geographical and topographical
works, reveal how the number of mosques increased
in this way.

In E g y p t , al-Hakim in the year 403/1012-13 had
a census taken of the mosques of Cairo, and these
were found to amount to 800 (al-Makrizi, iv, 264); al-
Kudaci (d. 454/1062) also counted the mosques, and
his figure is put at 30,000 or 36,000 (Yakut, iii, 901;
Ibn Dukmak, ed. Vollers, 92; al-Makrizi, iv, 264),
which seems a quite fantastic figure (there is probably
a wfl-lacking before alf, i.e. 1,036). Ibn al-Mutawwadj
(d. 730/1330) according to al-MakrlzI counted 480,
and Ibn Dukmak (about 800/1398) gives in addition
to the incomplete list of ajdmi^s a list of 472 mosques,
not including maddns, khdnakdhs, etc.; the figure given
by al-MaknzT is smaller. The fantastic figure of
30,000 for Baghdad is found as early as al-YackubI
(Bulddn, 250). It is also an exaggeration when Ibn
Djubayr was told in Alexandria that there were
12,000 or 8,000 mosques there (43). In Bas r a , where
Ziyad built 7 mosques (Ibn al-Fakih, 191), the
number also increased rapidly, but here again an
exaggerated figure (7,000) is given (al-YackubT, op.
at., 361). In D a m a s c u s , Ibn cAsakir (d. 571/1176)
counted 241 within and 148 outside the city (JA, ser.
9, vii, 383). In P a l e r m o , Ibn Hawkal counted over
300, and in a village above it 200 mosques. In some
streets there were as many as 20 mosques within a

bowshot of one another; this multiplicity is con-
demned: everyone wanted to build a mosque for
himself (Yakut, i, 719; iii, 409, 410). As a matter of
fact, one can almost say that things tended this way;
al-YackubI mentions in Baghdad a mosque for the
AnbarT officials of the tax-office (Bulddn, 245), and
several distinguished scholars practically had their
own mosques. It occasionally happened that devout
private individuals founded mosques. In 672/1273-4
Tadj al-Din built a mosque and a separate chamber in
which he performed the saldt alone and meditated (aJ-
Makrizi, iv, 90). The mosques thus founded were
very often called after their founders, and memorial
and tomb-mosques after the person to be com-
memorated. Sometimes a mosque is called after some
devout man who lived in it (al-Makrizi, iv, 97,
265 ff.) and a madrasa might be called after its head or
a teacher (ibid., iv, 235; Yakut, Udabd\ vii, 82).
Lastly, a mosque might take its name from its situa-
tion or from some feature of the building.

6. A l - M u s a l l a . In addition to the mosques
proper, al-MaknzT mentions for Cairo eight places for
prayer (musalld) mainly at the cemetery (iv, 334-5).
The word musalld may mean any place of prayer,
therefore also mosque (cf. sura II, 119; cf. al-Makrlzf
Khitdt, iv, 25, 16; idem, Itticdz, ed. Bunz. 91, 17;
Yakut, Bulddn, iv, 326, 3-5) or a particular place of
prayer within a mosque (al-Tabarl, i, 2408, 16; al-
BukharT, Ghusl, bdb 17; Saldt, bdb 91). In Palestine,
there were many open places of prayer, provided only
with a mihrdb and marked off, but quite in the open
(cf. for Tiberias, Nasir-i Khusraw, ed. Schefer, 36).
It is recorded of the Prophet that he used to go out at
the two festivals (al-Fitr and al-Adha) to the place of
prayer (al-musalla) of the Banu Salima. A lance which
the Negus of Ethiopia had presented to al-Zubayr was
carried in front of him and planted before the Prophet
as sutra. Standing in front of it, he conducted the saldt,
and then preached a khutba without a minbar to the
rows in front of him (al-Taban, i, 1281, 14 ff.; al-
BukharT, Hayd, bdb 6; Saldt, bdb 90; Vdayn, bdb 6). He
also went out to the musalld for the saldt al-istiskd^
(Muslim, Istiskd^, tr. 1). This musalld was an open
space, and Muhammad is even said to have forbidden
a building on it (Wiistenfeld, Medina, 127 ff.). This
custom of performing the saldt on a musalld outside the
town on the two festivals became sunna. There is
evidence of the custom for several towns. In Medina,
however, a mosque was later built on the musalld
(ibid., 128) which also happened in other places. An
early innovation was the introduction of a minbar by
Marwan (ibid., 128; al-Bukharl, Vdayn, bdb 6)._When
Sacd b. Abi Wakkas built a mosque in Kisra's Iwdn in
al-Mada° in, at the festival in the year 16/637, it was
expressly stated that it was sunna to go out to it; Sacd,
however, thought it was a matter of indifference (al-
TabarT, i, 2451). Shortly after 300/912-13 a musalld
outside of Hamadhan is mentioned (al-Mascudi,
Murudji, ix, 23 = § 3595). There was al-Musalla al-
cAtTk in Baghdad; here a dakka was erected for the
execution of the Karmatian prisoners (al-Tabarl, iii,
2244-5; cf. 1659, 18); in Kufa, several are mentioned
(ibid., ii, 628, 16; 1704, 8; iii, 367, 8-368) two in
Marw (ibid., ii, 1931, 2; 1964, 19; cf. Nasir-i Khus-
raw, tr. 274), one in Farghana (Ibn Hawkal1, 393,
11). In Tirmidh, the musalld was within the walls (Ibn
Hawkal1, 349, 18) which also happened elsewhere
(ibid., 378, 6-377). In Cairo, the two festivals were
celebrated on the Musalla Khawlan (a Yemeni tribe)
with the khatib of the Mosque of cAmr as leader:
according to al-KudacT, the festivals were to be
celebrated on a musalld opposite the hill Yahmum,
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then on al-Musalla al-Kadim where Ahmad b. Tulun
erected a building in 256/870. The site was several
times changed (al-MaknzI, iv, 334-5; cf. al-
MukaddasI, 200, 14-20). In 302, 306 and 308 the saldt
al-cid was performed for the first time in the Mosque
of cAmr (al-Makrizf, iv, 20, 8 ff.; al-Suyutl, Husn al-
muhddara, ii, 137 below; Ibn Taghribirdf, ii, 194,
9 ff.). Ibn Battuta notes the custom in Spain (i, 20)
and Tunis (i, 22) and also in India (iii, 154). Ibn al-
Hadjdj (d. 737/1336-7) says that in his time the
ceremonies still took place on the musalla but con-
demns the bidac associated with them (K. al-Madkhal,
Cairo 1320, ii, 82). It is also laid down in Muslim law,
although not always definitely (see Juynboll, Handbuch
d. Islam. Ges., 1910, 127; I. Guidi, // Muhtasar, i,
1919, 136). The custom seems in time to have become
generally_abandoned. In the 9th/15th century the
Masdjid Aksunkur was expressly built for the khutba at
the Friday services and at festivals (al-Makrizf, iv,
107, 17).

C. The mosque as the cen t r e for d iv in e
w o r s h i p .

1. S a n c t i t y of the mosque . The history of the
mosques in the early centuries of Islam shows an
increase in its sanctity, which was intensified by the
adoption of the traditions of the church and especially
by the permeation of the cult of saints. The sanctity
already associated with tombs taken over by Islam was
naturally very soon transferred to the larger and more
imposing mosques. The expression Bayt Allah "house
of God", which at first was only used of the Kacba
came now be applied to any mosque (see Corpus iuris
diZaidb. cAlt, no. 48, cf. 156, 983; Chron. Mekka, ed.
Wiistenfeld, iv, 164; van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 10, 1.
18; Ibn al-Hadjdj, K. al-Madkhal, i, 20, 23; ii, 64, 68;
cf. Bayt Rabbihi, ibid., i, 23, 73; ii, 56). The alteration
in the original conception is illustrated by the fact that
the Mamluk al-Malik al-Zahir Baybars declined to
build a mosque on a place for tethering camels
because it was unseemly, while the mosque of the
Prophet had actually been built on such a place (al-
MakrizT, iv, 91; Abu Dawud, Saldt, bdb 22).

In the house of God, the mihrab and the minbar
enjoyed particular sanctity, as did the tomb, especially
in Medina (al-Bukhari, Fadl al-saldt ft masdjid Makka
wa 'l-Madma, bdb 5). The visitors sought baraka, partly
by touching the tomb or the railing round it, partly by
praying in its vicinity; at such places "prayer is
heard" (Chron. Mekka, iii, 441, 442). In the Masdjid
al-Khayf in Mina, the visitor laid his head on the print
of the Prophet's head and thus obtained baraka (ibid.,
iii, 438). A mosque could be built on a site, the sanc-
tity of which had been shown by the finding of hidden
treasure (al-MakrizT, iv, 75). There were often places
of particular sanctity in mosques. In the mosques at
KubaD and Medina, the spots where the Prophet used
to stand at prayer were held to be particularly blessed
(al-Baladhuri, 5; al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 91; Wusten-
feld, Medina, 65, cf. 82, 109). In other mosques,
places where a saint had sat or where a divine
phenomenon had taken place, e.g. in the Mosque of
cAmr and in the Azhar Mosque (al-MakrlzI, iii, 19,
52) or the Mosque in Jerusalem (al-Mukaddasi, 170),
were specially visited. Pious visitors made tawdf [see
HADJDJ] between such places in the mosque (al-
Makrizi, iv, 20). Just as in other religions, we find
parents dedicating their children to the service of a
sanctuary, so we find a Muslim woman vowing her
child or child yet unborn to the mosque (al-Bukhan,
Saldt, bdb 74; al-MakrlzI, iv, 20). The fact that
mosques, like other sanctuaries, were sometimes
founded after a revelation received in a dream has
already been mentioned (see 1. B. 5).

This increase in sanctity had as a natural result that
one could no longer enter a mosque at random as had
been the case in the time of the Prophet. In the early
Umayyad period, Christians were still allowed to
enter the mosque without molestation (cf. Lammens,
Mo^dwia, 13-14; Goldziher, in WZKM, vi [1892], 100-
1). Mucawiya used to sit with his Christian physician,
Ibn Uthal, in the mosque of Damascus (Ibn Abl
Usaybica, i, 117). According to Ahmad b. Hanbal,
the Ahl al-Kitdb (or Ahl al-^Ahd) and their servants, but
not polytheists, were allowed to enter the mosque of
Medina (Musnad, iii, 339, 392). At a later date,
entrance was forbidden to Christians and this regula-
tion is credited to cUmar (Lammens, op. cit., 13, n.
6). A strict teacher of morality like Ibn al-Hadjdj
thought it unseemly that the monks who wove the
mats for the mosques should be allowed to lay them
in the mosque (Madkhal, ii, 57). Conditions were not
always the same. In Hebron, Jews and Christians
were admitted on payment to the sanctuary of
Abraham until in 664/1265 Baybars forbade it
(Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., i/2, 27).

According to some traditions, a person in a state of
ritual impurity could not enter the mosque (Abu
Dawud, Tahdra, bdb 92; Ibn Madja, Tahdra, bdb 123).
In any case, only the pure could acquire merit by
visiting the mosque (Muslim, Masddjid, tr. 49; Corpus
iuris di Zaid b. cAli, no. 48), and in a later period it is
specially mentioned that the wudu^ cannot be under-
taken in the mosque itself (Madkhal, ii, 47 below) nor
could shaving (ibid., 58-9).

It is always necessary to be careful not to spit in a
mosque, although some traditions which are obvious-
ly closer to the old state of affairs say, "not in the
direction of the kibla, only to the left!" (al-Bukharl,
Saldt, bdb?, 33-4). The custom of taking off one's san-
dals in the mosque is found as early as the time of
Abu cUbayd (2nd/8th century) (Yakut, Udabd\ v,
272, 13-237) and according to Ibn al-Hadjdj's Mad-
khal (see below) is also mentioned by Abu Dawud. Al-
Taban puts the custom back to the time of cUmar (i,
2408). That it is based on an old custom observed in
sanctuaries is obvious (cf. on the history of the
custom, F. Cumont, Fouilles de Doura-Europos, 1926,
60-1). The custom, however, seems not to have been
always observed. In the 2nd/8th century in the
Mosque of the Umayyads, the shoes were taken off
only in the maksura, because the floor was covered with
mats; but in 212/827 an Egyptian superintendent
ordered that the mosque should only be entered with
bare feet (JA, ser. 9, vii, 211, 217). The visitor on
entering should place his right foot first and utter cer-
tain prayers with blessings on the Prophet and his
family (which Muhammad is said to have done!) and
when he is inside perform two rakcas (al-Bukhan,
Saldt, bdb 47; Tahadjdjud, bdb 25; Muslim, Saldt al-
musdfinn, trs. 12-13; al-Tabarl, iii, 2464, 2532). Cer-
tain regulations for decent conduct came into being,
the object of which was to preserve the dignity of the
house of divine service. Public announcements about
strayed animals were not to be made, as the Bedouins
did in their houses of assembly, and one should not
call out aloud and thereby disturb the meditations of
the worshippers (al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 83; Muslim,
Masddjid, tr. 18; more fully in Madkhal, i, 19 ff.). One
should put on fine clothes for the Friday service, rub
oneself with oil and perfume oneself (al-Bukharl
Djum^a, bdbs 3, 6, 7, 19) as was also done with fib for
the Hadjdj (al-Bukhari, Hadjdj_, bdb 143).

A question which interested the teachers of morality
was that of the a d m i s s i o n of w o m e n to the
mosques. That many did not desire their presence is
evident from the hadith that one cannot prevent them
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as there is nofitna connected with it, but they must not
be perfumed (Muslim, Saldt, bdb 29; al-Bukhari,
Djumca, bdb 13; cf. Chron. Mekka, iv, 168). Other
hadiths say they should leave the mosques before the
men (al-Nasa0!, Sahw, bdb 77; cf. Abu Dawud, Saldt,
bdbs 14, 48). Sometimes a special part of the mosque
was railed off for them; for example, the governor of
Mecca in 256/870 had ropes tied between the columns
to make a separate place for women (Chron. Mekka, ii,
197 below). According to some, women must not
enter the mosque during their menstruation (Abu
Dawud, Tahdra, bdbs 92, 103; Ibn Madja, Tahdra, bdbs
117, 123). In Medina at the present day, a wooden
grille shuts off a place for women (al-Batanuni, al-
Rihla al-Hiajdziyya, 240). At one time, the women
stood at the back of the mosque here (Yakut, Udabd^,
vi, 400). In Jerusalem there were special maksuras for
them (Ibn al-Fakih, 100). Ibn al-Hadjdj would prefer
to exclude them altogether and gives cADisha as his
authority for this.

Although the mosque became sacred, it could not
quite cast off its old character as a place of public
assembly, and in consequence, the mosque was visited
for many other purposes than that of divine worship.
Not only in the time of the Umayyads was con-
siderable business done in the mosques (al-Tabarl, ii,
1118; cf. Lammens, Zidd, 98) which is quite in keep-
ing with the hadith (al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdbs 70-1) which
actually found it necessary to forbid the sale of wine
in the mosque (ibid., bdb 73), but Ibn al-Hadjdj
records with disapproval that business was done in the
mosques: women sit in the mosques and sell thread,
in Mecca hawkers even call their wares in the
mosques. The list given by this author gives one the
impression of a regular market-place (Madkhal, ii, 54).
Strangers could always sit down in a mosque and talk
with one another (see al-MukaddasT, 205); they had
the right to spend the night in the mosque; according
to some, however, only if there was no other shelter
available (Madkhal, ii, 43 below, 49 above; see below
I.D.lb). It naturally came about that people also ate
in the mosque; this was quite common, and regular
banquets were even given in them (e.g. al-Makrizi,
iv, 67, 121-2; cf. in Hadith: Ibn Madja, Atcima, bdbs
24, 29; Ahmad b. Hanbal, ii, 106, 10 from below).
Ibn al-Hadjdj laments that in the Masdjid al-Aksa
people even threw the remains of their repast down in
the mosque; animals were brought in, and beggars
and water-carriers called aloud in them, etc. (Madkhal,
ii, 53 ff.). It is even mentioned as a sign of the special
piety of al-Shirazi (d. 476/1083) that he often brought
food into the mosque and consumed it there with his
pupils (Wiistenfeld, Der Imam Schafi^i, iii, 298).
Gradually, the mosques acquired greater numbers of
residents (see below, I.D. 2b). In the Azhar Mosque,
it was the custom with many to spend the summer
nights there because it was cool and pleasant (al-
Makrizi, iv, 54). This was the state of affairs about
800/1398. Similar conditions still prevail in the
mosques.

2. The mosque as a p lace of p rayer . Fri-
day mosques . As places for divine worship, the
mosques are primarily "houses of which God has per-
mitted that they be erected and that His name be
mentioned in them" (sura XXIV, 36), i.e. for His
service demanded by the law, for ceremonies of wor-
ship (mandsik), for assemblies for prayer (ajamdcat) and
other religious duties (cf. Chron. Mekka, iv, 164). The
mosques were macdbid (al-Makrlzi, iv, 117, 140). In
Medina after a journey, the Prophet went at once to
the mosque and performed two rak^as, a custom which
was imitated by others and became the rule (al-

Bukhan, Salat, babs 59-60; Muslim, Salat al-musafinn,
tr. 11; al-Wakidi-Wellhausen, 412, 436). In this
respect, the mosque played a part in public worship
similar to that of the Kacba in Mecca at an earlier date
and the Rabba sanctuary in Ta^if. The daily saldts,
which in themselves could be performed anywhere,
became especially meritorious when they were per-
formed in mosques, because they expressed adherence
to the community. A saldt al-d^ama^a, we are told, is
twenty or twenty-five times as meritorious as the saldt
of an individual at home or in his shop (Muslim,
Masddjid, tr. 42; Bukharl, Saldt, bdb 87; Buyu^, bdb 49).
There are even hadiths which condemn private saldts:
"Those who perform the saldt in their houses abandon
the sunna of their Prophet" (Muslim, Masddjid, tr. 44;
but cf. 48 and al-Bukhan, Saldt, bdb 52). If much rain
falls, the believers may, however, worship in their
houses (al-Bukhari, Djum^a, bdb 14). In this connec-
tion, a blind man was given a special rukhsa', it is
particularly bad to leave the mosque after the adhdn
(Muslim, Masdajid, tr. 45). It is therefore very
meritorious to go to the mosque; for every step a man
advances into the mosque, he receives forgiveness of
sins, God protects him at the last judgment and the
angels also assist him (Muslim, Masdajid, bdbs 49-51;
al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 87; Adhdn, bdbs 36, 37; Djum^a,
bdbs 4, 18, 31; Corpus iuris di Zaid b. cAli, nos. 48, 156,
983).

This holds especially of the Friday saldt (saldt al-
ajum^d), which can only be performed in the mosque
and is obligatory upon every free male Muslim who
has reached years of discretion (cf. Juynboll, Hand-
buch, 86; Guidi, Sommario del diritto Malechita, i, 125-6.
According to Ibn Hisham (290), this saldt, which is
distinguished by the khutba, was observed in Medina
even before the hiajra. This is hardly probable and
besides is not in agreement with other hadiths (see al-
Bukharl, Djumca, bdb 11) but the origin of this divine
worship, referred to in sura LXII, 9, is obscure. The
assemblies of the Jews and Christians on a particular
day must have formed the model (cf. al-Bukharl,
Djum^a, bdb 1). Its importance in the earlier period lay
in the fact that all elements of the Muslim camp, who
usually went to the tribal and particular mosques,
assembled for it in the chief mosque under the leader-
ship of the general. The chief mosque, which for this
reason was particularly large, was given a significant
name. They talk of al-masajid al-a^zam (al-Tabari, i,
2494; ii. 734, 1701, 1702, Kufa; al-Baladhuri, 5; al-
Tabari, Tafstr, xi, 21, centre; ibid, also al-masajid al-
akbar, Medina; cf. al-masajid al-kabir, al-YackubI,
Bulddn, 245) or masajid al-ajamdca (Yakut, iii, 896,
Fustat; also al-Tabarl, ii, 1119; Ibn Kutayba, Macdrif,
ed. Wiistenfeld, 106). masajid Ii 'l-ajamd^a (al-MakrizT,
iv, 4); masdiid ajdmic (al-Baladhurl, 289, MadaD in;
Yakut, i, 643, 647, Basra); then masajid al-djami^
(Yakut, iii, 899; iv, 885; Ibn Hawkal1, 298, 315, 387;
al-Yackubi, 110, etc.). As an abbreviation we find also
al-ajamd^a (Yakut, i, 400; Ibn Battuta, iv, 343; cf.
masajid al-ajamdca, al-Baladhuri, 348) and especially
ajami^. As the khutba was the distinguishing feature,
we also find masajid al-khutba (al-Makrlzi, iv, 44, 64,
87), ajami^ al-khutba (ibid., iv. 55) or masajid al-minbar,
al-Mukaddasi, 316, for ajami*-, 1. 8).

Linguistic usage varied somewhat in course of time
with conditions. In the time of cUmar there was pro-
perly in every town only one masajid aj_dmic for the Fri-
day service. But when the community became no
longer a military camp and Islam replaced the
previous religion of the people, a need for a number
of mosques for the Friday service was bound to arise.
This demanded mosques for the Friday service in the
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country, in the villages on the one hand and several
Friday mosques in the town on the other. This meant
in both cases an innovation, compared with old condi-
tions, and thus there arose some degree of uncer-
tainty. The Friday service had to be conducted by the
ruler of the community, but there was only one gover-
nor in each province; on the other hand, the demands
of the time could hardly be resisted and, besides, the
Christian converts to Islam had been used to a solemn
weekly service.

As to the v i l l a g e s (al-kura), cAmr b. al-cAs in
Egypt forbade their inhabitants to celebrate the Fri-
day service for the reason just mentioned (al-Makrizi,
iv, 7). At a later period, then, the khutba was delivered
exceptionally, without minbar and only with staff, until
Marwan b. Muhammad in 132/749-50 introduced the
minbar into the Egyptian kurd also (ibid., 8). Of a
mosque in which a minbar had been placed, we are told
aju^ila masajidan li 'l-a^ydn (al-Tabarl, i, 2451) and a
village with a minbar is called karya ajdmica (al-Bukhari,
Djum^a, bdb 15; cf. madina ajdmi^a, Ibn Hawkal1, 321),
an idea which was regarded by al-Bukhari (d.
256/870) as quite obvious. In introducing the minbar?,
into the Egyptian villages, Marwan was apparently
following the example of other regions. In the
4th/10th century, Ibn Hawkal mentions a number of
mandbir in the district of Istakhr (1st edn., 182 ff.) and
a few in the vicinity of Marw (ibid. ,316) and in Trans-
oxania (ibid., 378; cf. 384), and al-MukaddasI does
the same for other districts of Persia (309, 317) and he
definitely says that the kurd of Palestine are dhdt
mandbir (ibid., 176; cf. al-Istakhrf1, 58); al-Baladhuri
(331) also uses the name minbar for a village mosque
built in 239/853-4; in general, when speaking of the
kurd, one talks of mandbir and not of ajawdmic (cf. al-
Istakhri1, 63). Later, however, the term masd^id ajamic

is used for a Friday mosque (Ibn Djubayr, 217). The
conditions of primitive Islam are reflected in the
teaching of the HanafTs, who only permit the Friday
service in large towns (cf. al-Mawardl, al-Ahkdm al-
sultdniyya, ed. Enger, 177).

As to the towns , the Shaficis on the other hand
have retained the original conditions, since they per-
mit the Friday service in only one mosque in each
town (see DJUMCA and op. cit., 178-8), but with the
reservation that the mosque is able to hold the com-
munity. The distinction between the two rites was of
importance in Egypt. When in 569/1173-4 Salah al-
Dln became supreme in Egypt, he appointed a ShaficI
chief kddT and the Friday service was therefore held
only in the al-Hakim mosque, as the largest; but in
665/1266, al-Malik al-Zahir Baybars gave the HanafTs
preference, and many mosques were therefore used as
Friday mosques (al-Makrizi, iv, 52 ff.; al-Suyutl,
Husn al-muhddara, ii, 140; Quatremere, Hist. Suit.
Maml. i/2, 39 ff). During the Umayyad period, the
number of djawdmi** in the towns were still very small.
The geographers of the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries
in their descriptions of towns as a rule mention only
"the aj_dmi°\ Ibn al-Fakih, ca. 290/903, sometimes
says masdjid ajdmi^ wa-minbar (304-6, also minbar
simply, 305). In keeping with the oldest scheme of
town planning, it was very often in the middle of the
town surrounded by the business quarters (Ibn
Hawkal1, 298, 325; al-Mukaddasi, 274-5, 278, 298,
314, 316, 375, 376, 413, 426, 427, etc.; Nasir-i
Khusraw, ed. Schefer, 35, 41, 56) and the dor al-imdra
was still frequently in the immediate vicinity of the
chief mosque (Ibn Hawkal1, 298, 314; al-MukaddasT,
426).

Al-Istakhri mentions as an innovation in Islam that
al-Hadjdjadj built a djdmi*- in a 1-Wasit on the west

bank, although there was already one on the east bank
(al-Istakhri,1 82-3; cf. al-YackubT, Bulddn, 322). Ibn
Djubayr (Rihla, 211) mentions only one ajdmi^ in
K u f a , called Masdjid al-Kufa by Ibn al-Fakih,
although he also mentions other mosques (173; cf.
174, 183 and al-MukaddasT, 116). In Basra , where
al-YackubI (2 78/891) already mentions 7,000 mosques
(Bulddn, 361), al-Mukaddasi (375/985) gives 3
ajawdmi*- (117). In S a m a r r a 5 , among many mos-
ques, there was one ajdmi*- (al-YackubI, Bulddn, 258,
259), which was later replaced by another (ibid., 260-
1); al-Mutawakkil also built one outside the original
town (ibid., 265; see also P. Schwarz, Die ^Abbdsiden-
Residenz Sdmarrd, 1909, 32). In Baghdad , al-Yackubi
mentions only one ajdmi*- for the eastern town and for
the western (Bulddn, 240, 245, 251, 253; the almost
contemporary Ibn Rusta just mentions the old
western town and its ajdmi^, 109) although he gives the
fantastic figures of 15,000 mosques in the east town
(ibid., 254) and 30,000 in the west (or in the whole
town?, ibid., 250). After 280/893-4 there was added
the aj_dmi<i of the eastern palace of the caliph (Mez,
Renaissance, 388, Eng. tr. 410, quoting al-Khatfb al-
Baghdadi, Ta^rikh Baghdad', a private ajdmic of Harun
al-Rashld in the Bustdn Umm Musd is mentioned by
Ibn al-Kifti, Ta^rikh al-Hukamd^, ed. Lippert, 433
below). These three ajawdmi^ are mentioned about
340/951 by al-Istakhri (84), who also mentions one in
the suburb of Kalwadha. Ibn Hawkal in 367/977
mentions the latter and also the Djamic al-Baratha
(164-5, of 329/940-1; Mez, loc. cit.), a fifth was added
in 379/989, a sixth in 383/993 (Mez, 389, Eng. tr.
410-11); thus al-Khatlb al-BaghdadT in 460 (1058
gives 4 for West Baghdad, 2 for the east town (cf. Le
Strange, Baghdad, 324). Ibn Djubayr in 581/1185
gives in the east town 3, and 11 ajawdmi(~ (Rihla, 228-
9) for the whole of Baghdad. For Ca i ro , al-Istakhri
gives two ajdmi^s: the cAmr and Tulun Mosques (49)
besides that in al-Karafa, which was regarded as a
separate town (cf. Ibn Rusta [ca. 290/903], 116-17).
Al-MukaddasI, who wrote (375/985) shortly after the
Fatimid conquest, mentions the cAmr mosque (al-
Azhar), also one in al-Djazira, in Djlza and in al-
Karafa (198-200, 209; the djamic in al-DjazIra, also
Djamic Mikyas [cf. al-MakrizT, iv, 75] is mentioned in
an inscription of the year 485/1092; see van Berchem,
CIA, i, no. 39). As these places were all originally
separate towns, the principle was not abandoned that
each town had only one djami^. The Fatimids, how-
ever, extended the use of Friday mosques and, in
addition to those already mentioned, used the Djamic

al-Hakim, al-Maks and Rashida (al-Makrizi, iv, 2-3).
Nasir-i Khusraw in 439/1047 mentions in one passage
the djawdmi** of Cairo, in another seven for Misr and
fifteen in all (ed. Schefer, 134-5, 147). This was
altered in 569/1173-4 by Salah al-Dm (see above), but
the quarters, being still regarded as separate towns,
retained their own Friday mosques (cf. for the year
607/1210-11 in al-Karafa, al-MakrizI, iv, 86).

After the Friday worship in Egypt and Syria was
freed from restriction, the number of ajawdmic

increased very much. Ibn Dukmak (ca. 800/1397-8)
gives a list of only eight djawdmi<: in Cairo (ed. Vollers,
59-78), but this list is apparently only a fragment (in
all, he mentions something over twenty in the part of
his book that has survived); al-Makrizi (d. 845/1442)
gives 130 djawdmi'- (iv, 2 ff.). In D a m a s c u s , where
Ibn Djubayr still spoke of "the ajami0', al-NucaymI
(d. 927/1521) gives twenty ajawdmic (JA, ser. 9, vii,
231 ff.), and according to Ibn Battuta, there were in
all the villages in the region of Damascus masdajid
djdmi^a (i, 236). The word djami*- in al-MakrizI always
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means a mosque in which the Friday worship was held
(vi, 76, 115 ff.), but by his time this meant any
mosque of some size. He himself criticises the fact that
since 799/1396-7 the saldt al-djum^a was performed in
al-Akmar, although another d^dmi^ stood close beside
it (iv, 76; cf. also 86).

The great spread of Friday mosques was reflected in
the language. While inscriptions of the 8th/14th cen-
tury still call quite large mosques masdjid, in the
9th/15th most of them are called d^dmi^ (cf. on the
whole question, van Berchem, CIA, i, 173-4); and
while now the madrasa [q.v.] begins to predominate
and is occasionally also called d^dmi^, the use of the
word masdjid becomes limited. While, generally
speaking, it can mean any mosque (e.g. al-Makrlzi,
iv, 137, of the MuDayyad mosque), it is more
especially used of the smaller unimportant mosques.
While Ibn Dukmak gives 472 masddjid in addition to
the aj_awdmic, maddris, etc., al-MakrizI only gives nine-
teen, not counting al-Karafa, which probably only
means that they were of little interest to him. Djdmi^
is now on the way to become the regular name for a
mosque of any size, as is now the usage, in Egypt and
Turkey at least. In Ibn al-Hacljdj (d. 737/1336-7), al-
djawdmi^ is occasionally used in this general meaning
in place of al-masddjid (Madkhal, ii, 50). Among the
many Friday mosques, one was usually distinguished
as the chief mosque; we therefore find the expression
al-djdmi'~ al-aczam (Ibn Battuta, ii, 54, 94; cf. the older
expression al-masdjid al-aczam, in ibid., ii, 53). The
principal djamP decided on such questions as the
beginning and ending of the fast of Ramadan (Mad-
khal, ii, 68).

3 . O t h e r r e l i g i o u s a c t i v i t i e s in the
m o s q u e . "The mentioning of the name of God" in
the mosques, was not confined only in the official
ritual ceremonies. Even in the time of the Prophet, we
are told that he lodged Thakaft delegates in the
mosque so that they could see the rows of worshippers
and hear the nightly recitation (al-Wakidi-
Wellhausen, 382). Although this story (which is not
given in Ibn Hisham, 916) may simply be a reflection
of later conditions, the recitation of the Kurgan must
have come to be considered an edifying and pious
work at quite an early date. In the time of al-
MukaddasT, the kurrd^ of Naysabur used to assemble
on Fridays in the djami*- in the early morning and
recite till the duhd, (328), and the same author tells us
that in the Mosque of cAmr in Egypt the a^immat al-
kurrd^sat in circles every evening and recited (205). In
the time of Ibn Djubayr, there were recitations of the
Kurgan in the Umayyad mosque after the saldt al-subh
and every afternoon after the saldt al-^asr (Rihla, 271-
2). Besides the recitation of the Kurgan, there were
p r a i s e s of God, etc., all that which is classed as
dhikr, and which was particularly cultivated by
Sufism. This form of worship also took place in the
mosque. The ahl al-tawhid wa 'l-macrifa formed madjalis
al-dhikr, and assembled in the mosques (al-Makkl, Kut
al-kulub, i, 152). In the Mosque of the Umayyads and
other mosques of Damascus, dhikr was held during the
morning on Friday (al-Makrizi, iv, 49). In the
Masdjid al-Aksa the HanafTs held dhikr, and recited at
the same time from a book (al-Mukaddasi, 182). In
Egypt, Ahmad b. Tulun and Khumawarayh allowed
twelve men quarters in a chamber near the minaret in
order to praise God, and during the night, four of
them took turns to praise God with recitations of the
Kurgan and with pious kastdas. From the time of Salah
al-Dln, an orthodox ^akida was recited by the
mu^adhdhins in the night (al-Makrizi, iv, 48). Ibn al-
Hadjdj demands that the recitation of the Kur'an

aloud should take place in a mosque for the special
purpose (masdjid madjhur), as otherwise pious visitors
are disturbed (Madkhal, ii, 53, 67). Mosques and, in
particular, mausoleums, had as a rule regularly-
appointed reciters of the Kurgan. In addition there
was, e.g. in Hebron and in a mosque in Damascus,
a shaykh who had to read al-Bukhari (or also Muslim)
for three months (Sauvaire, Hist. Jems, et Hebr., 17;
JA, ser. 9, iii. 261). In Tunis, al-Bukhari was read
daily in a hospital (al-Zarkashl, tr. Fagnan, Rec. Soc.
Arch. Constantine [1894], 188).

S e r m o n s were not only delivered at the saldt al-
djum^a. In clrak, even in al-Mukaddasi's time, one
was preached every morning, according to the sunna
of Ibn c Abbas (130), it was said. Ibn Djubayr, in the
Nizamiyya in Baghdad, heard the ShaficT ra^is preach
from the minbar on Friday after the casr. His sermon
was accompanied by the skilled recitations of the
kurrd^ who sat on chairs; these were over twenty in
number (Ibn Djubayr, 219-22). In the same way, the
calls of the mu^adhdhins to prayer to the Friday khutba
were delivered to a musical accompaniment (see
below, I. H. 4). The unofficial sermons, which more-
over were not delivered in mosques alone, were
usually delivered by a special class, the kussds (pi. of
kdss) (on these, cf. Goldziher, Muh. Stud., ii, 161 ff.;
Mez, Die Renaissance des I slams, 314 ff.; and KASS). The
kussds, who delivered edifying addresses and told
popular stories, were early admitted to the mosques.

Tamim al-Darl is said to have been the first of
these; in Medina in the caliphate of cUmar before the
latter's decease, he used to deliver his orations at the
Friday saldt, and under cUmar he was allowed to talk
twice a week in the mosque; in the reign of CA1T and
of Mucawiya the kussds were employed to curse the
other side (al-MakrizT, iv, 16-7). In the Mosque of
cAmr in Cairo, by the year 38/658-9 or 39/659-60 a
kdss was appointed, named Sulaym b. cltr al-Tudjibi,
who was also kddi (ibid., iv, 17, wrongly: Sulayman;
al-KindT, Governors and judges, ed. Guest, 303-4).
There are other occurrences of the combination of the
two offices (Ibn Hudjayra [d. 83/702], al-KindT, 317;
Khayr b. Nucaym in the year 120/738, ibid., 348; cf.
al-Suyutl, Husn al-muhddara, i, 131, Djabr, according
to Thawba b. Nimr, Husn, i, 130 below; Ibrahim b.
Ishak al-Karl [d. 204], Kindi, 427; see also al-
MakrTzT, iv, 18), which shows that the office of kdss
was quite an official one. There is also evidence of the
employment of kussds in the mosques of clrak in the
cAbbasid period (Yakut, Udabd\ iv, 268, v, 446). The
kdss read from the Kur'an standing and then delivered
an explanatory and edifying discourse, the object of
which was to instil the fear of God into the people (al-
MakrTzT, iv, 18). Under the Fatimids also, the kussds
were appointed to the mosques; for example in
403/1012-13 the imam undertook the office in the
Mosque of cAmr (al-MaknzT, iv, 18, below) and the
rulers had also a kdss in the palace. The kussds were
called ashdb al-kardsi, because they delivered their
discourses on the kursi (al-MakkT, Kut al-kulub, i, 152;
Ibn al-Hao!jdj, Madkhal, i, 159; cf. al-MakrizT, iv,
121). Their discourse was called dhikr or wacz or
rnaw^iza, whence the kdss was also called mudhakkir (al-
MukaddasT, 205) or wd^iz. Specimens of their
discourses are given by Ibn cAbd Rabbihi (al-^Ikd al-
fand, Cairo 1321/1903, i, 294 ff) . It was not only the
appointed officials who delivered such discourses in
the mosque. Ascetics made public appearances in
various mosques and collected interested hearers
around them (cf. e.g. al-MaknzI, iv, 135). In the
Djamic al-Karafa, a whole society, the Banu Djawha-
n, delivered wacz discourses from a kursi for three
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months on end; their servant collected money in a
begging-bowl during the discourse, and the shaykh
distributed some of it among the poor (ibid., iv, 121).

The kasas was completely taken over by popular
Sufism and later writers would hardly reckon, as al-
Makkl does, the "story-tellers" among the
mutakallimun (Kut al-kulub, i, 152). The whole system
degenerated to trickery and charlatanry of all kinds,
as may be seen in the Makdma [q.v.] literature (cf.
thereon Yakut, Udabo?, vi, 167-8, and see also Mez
and Goldziher, op. cit.). Al-Makrizi therefore distin-
guishes between al-kasas al-khdssa, the regular and
seemly edifying discourse in the mosque, and al-kasas
al-^dmma, which consisted in the people gathering
round all kinds of speakers, which is makruh (iv, 17).
Others also have recorded their objections to the
kussds. Ibn al-Hadjdj utters a warning against them
and wants to forbid their activities in the mosque com-
pletely, because they deliver "weak" narratives (Mad-
khal, i, 158-9; ii, 13-14, 50). He says that Ibn cUmar,
Malik and Abu Dawud rejected them and CA1T ejected
them from the masdjid of Basra. It is of little
significance that al-Muctadid in 284/897 forbade peo-
ple to gather round them, for he issued a similar inter-
dict against thefukahd* and the reasons were evidently
political (al-Tabari, iii, 2165); it was for political
reasons also, but with a very different motive, that
cAdud al-Dawla forbade their appearing publicly in
Baghdad because they increased the tension between
Sunnis and Shicis (Mez, op. cit., 319). As late as
580/1184, the wu^dz still flourished in the mosques of
Baghdad, as is evident from the Rihla of Ibn Djubayr
(219 ff., 224), and in the 9th/15th century there was
in the Azhar mosque a madjlis al-wacz as well as a halak
al-dhikr (al-Makrizi, iv, 54).

When Ibn al-Hadjdj denounces speaking aloud in
the mosque, it is in the interest of the pious visitors
who are engaged in religious works and meditation.
Ictikdf [ q . v . ] , r e t i r e m e n t to a m o s q u e for a
per iod , was adopted into Islam from the older
religions.

The word cakf means in the Kurgan the ceremonial
worship of the object of the cult (sura VII, 134; XX,
93, 97; XXI, 53; XXVI, 71; cf. al-Kumayt,
Hdshimiyydt, ed. Horovitz, 86, 15) and also the ritual
stay in the sanctuary, which was done for example in
the Meccan temple (sura II, 119; XXII, 25). In this
connection, it is laid down in the Kurgan that in the
month of Ramadan believers must not touch their
wives "while ye pass the time in the mosques" (cdkifun
fi 'l-masddjid, sura II, 183), an expression which
shows, firstly, that there were already a number of
mosques in the lifetime of the Prophet, and secondly,
that these had already to some extent taken over the
character of the temple. The connection with the early
period is evident from a hadith, according to which the
Prophet decides that cUmar must carry out a vow of
i^tikdffor one night in the Masdjid al-Haram made in
the Djahiliyya (al-Bukhari, IHikdf, bdb 5, 15-16; Fard
al-khums, bdb 19; Maghdzi, bdb 54; Aymdn wa 'l-nudhur^
bdb 29). It is completely in keeping with this that the
Prophet, according to the hadith, used to spend ten
days of the month of Ramadan in iHikdfm the mosque
of Medina (al-Bukhari, Ictikdf, bdtf; Fadl Laylat al-
kadar, bdb 3), and in the year in which he died, as
many as twenty days (ibid., Ictikdf, bdb 17). During
this period, the mosque was full of booths of palm
branches and leaves in which the ^dkifun lived (ibid.,
bdb 13; cf. 6, 7). The Prophet only went to his house
for some very special reason (ibid., bdb 3). This custom
was associated with the ascetism of the monks. The
faithful were vexed, when on one occasion he received

Safiyya in his booth and chatted for an hour with her
(al-Bukhari, Fard al-khums, bdb 4; I'tikdf, bdb 8, 11,
12). According to another tradition, his Ptikdf was
broken on another occasion by his wives putting up
their tents beside him, and he postponed his ictikdf till
Shawwal (al-Bukharl, Ictikdf, bdbs 6, 7, 14, 18).
According to Zayd b. CAH, the ictikdf can only be
observed in a chief mosque (ajdmi^) (Corpus iuris di Zaid
b. ''AIT, no. 447). During the early period, it was one
of the initiatory rites for new converts. In the year
14/1635 cUmar ordered the retreat (al-kiydm) in the
mosques during the month of Ramadan for the people
of Medina and the provinces (al-Tabarl, i, 2377). The
custom persisted and has always been an important
one among ascetics. "The man who retires for a time
to the mosque devotes himself in turn to saldt, recita-
tion of the Kurgan, meditation, dhikr, etc." says Ibn
al-Hadjdj (Madkhal, ii, 50). There were pious people
who spent their whole time in a mosque (akdmufihi; al-
Makrizi, iv, 87, 97); of one we were told that he spent
his time in the mandra of the Mosque of cAmr (ictakafa,
ibid., 44). Al-SamhudT says that during the month of
Ramadan, he spent day and night in the mosque
(Wustenfeld, Medina, 95). Sacd al-Dm (d. 644/1246-7)
spent the month of Ramadan in the Mosque of the
Umayyads without speaking (Ibn Abi Usaybica, ii,
192). Nocturnal vigils in the mosque very early
became an established practice in Islam. According to
Hadith, the Prophet frequently held nocturnal saldts in
the mosque with the believers (al-Bukhari, Djumca.
bdb 29), and by his orders cAbd Allah b. Unays al-
AnsarT came from the desert for twenty-three suc-
cessive nights to pass the night in his mosque in rites
of worship (Ibn Kutayba, Ma^drif, ed. Wustenfeld,
142-3). Out of this developed the tahadjajud [q.v.] saldt,
particularly recommended in the law and notably the
tardwih saldts [ q . v . ] . In Dihll on these occasions,
women singers actually took part (Ibn Battuta, iii,
155).

During the nights of the month of Ramadan, there
were f e s t i v a l s in the mosques, and on other occa-
sions also, such as the New Year, sometimes at the
new moon, and in the middle of the month. The
mosque on these occasions was illuminated: there was
eating and drinking; incense was burned and dhikr
and kird^a performed.

The Friday saldt was particularly solemn in
Ramadan, and in the Fatimid period, the caliph
himself delivered the khutba (see al-Makrizi, ii, 345 ff.;
Ibn TaghrlbirdI, ii/1, ed. Juynboll, 482-6, ii/2, ed.
Popper, 331-3). The mosques associated with a saint
had and still have their special festivals on his mawlid
[q.v.]; they also are celebrated with dhikr, kird^a, etc.
(cf. Lane, Manners and customs, chs. xxiv ff.). The
saint's festivals are usually local and there are
generally differences in the local customs. In the
Maghrib, for example, in certain places the month of
Ramadan is opened with a blast of trumpets from the
mandbir (Madkhal, ii, 69).

The mosque thus on the whole took over the role of
the temple. The rulers from cUmar onwards dedi-
cated gifts to the Kacba (Ibn al-Fakih, 20-1, and EGA,
iv, Indices, glossarium, s.v. shamsd), and, as in other
sanctuaries, we find women vowing children to the
service of the mosque (al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 74; al-
Makrizi, iv, 20). Tawdf was performed, as at the
Kacba, in mosques with saints' tombs as is still done,
e.g. in Hebron; Mudjlr al-Dln sees a pre-Islamic
custom in this (Sauvaire, Hist. Jems, et Hebron, 5).
Especially important business was done here. In times
of trouble, the people go to the mosque to pray for
help, for example during drought, for which there is
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a special salat (which however usually takes place on
the musalla) [see isTiSKA3], in misfortunes of all kinds
(e.g. Wustenfeld, Medina, 19-20; al-MaknzT, iv, 57);
in time of plague and pestilence, processions, weeping
and praying with Kur^ans uplifted, were held in the
mosques or on the musalla, in which even Jews and
Christians sometimes took part (Ibn Taghribirdi, ii/2,
ed. Popper, 67; Ibn Battuta, i, 243-4, cf. Quatremere,
Hist. Suit. Maml., ii/1, 35, 40; ii/2, 199) or for a period
a sacred book like al-Bukhari's Sahih was recited
(Quatremere, op. cit. ii/2, 35; al-Djabartl, Merveilles
biographiques, French tr., vi, 13). In the courtyards of
the mosques in Jerusalem and Damascus in the time
of Ibn Battuta, solemn penance was done on the day
of cArafa (i, 243-4), an ancient custom which had
already been introduced into Egypt in the year
27/647-8 by cAbd al-cAz!z b. Marwan (ku^ud after the
^asr; cf. al-Kindl, Wuldt, 50). Certain mosques were
visited by barren women (Wustenfeld, Medina, 133).
An oath is particularly binding if it is taken in a
mosque (cf. J. Pedersen, Der Eid bei den Semiten, 144);
this is particularly true of the Kacba, where written
covenants were also drawn up to make them more
binding (ibid., 143-4, Chron. Mekka, i, 160-1). It is in
keeping with this idea of an oath that Jews who had
adopted Islam in Cairo had to take oaths in a
synagogue which had become a mosque (al-Makrizi,
iv, 265). The contract of matrimony (cakd al-nikdh)
also is often concluded in a mosque (Santillana, //
Muhtasar, ii, 548; Madkhal, ii, 72 below; Snouck
Hurgronje, Mekka, ii, 163-4), and the particular form
of divorce which is completed by the li^dn [q. v. ] takes
place in the mosque (al-Bukharf, Salat, bob 44; cf.
Pedersen, Der Eid, 114).

It is disputed whether a co rpse may be brought
into the mosque and the salat al-djindza performed
there. According to one hadith, the bier of Sacd b. Abl
Wakkas was taken into the mosque at the request of
the Prophet's widow and _the salat held there. Many
disapproved of this, but cA:)isha pointed out that the
Prophet had done this with the body of Suhayl b.
Bayda3 (Muslim, Djand^iz, tr. 34; cf. also Ibn Sacd,
i/1, 14-15). The discussion on this point is not uncon-
nected with the discussions regarding the worship of
tombs. In theory, this is permitted by al-ShaficI, while
the others forbid it (see Juynboll, Handbuch, 170; I.
Guidi, II Muhtasar, i, 151). The matter does not seem
to be quite clear, for Kutb al-Dln says that only Abu
Hanifa forbids it, but he himself thought that it might
be allowable on the authority of a statement by Abu
Yusuf (Chron. Mekka, iii, 208-10). In any case, it was
a very general practice to allow it, as Kutb al-DTn also
points out. cUmar conducted the funeral salat for Abu
Bakr in the Mosque of the Prophet and cUmar's own
dead body was brought there; later it became a
general custom to perform the ceremony in Medina
close to the Prophet's tomb and in Mecca at the door
of the Kacba; some even made a sevenfold tawdfwith
the corpse around the Kacba. This was for a time for-
bidden by Marwan b. al-Hakam and later by cUmar
b. cAbd al-AzIz (Kutb al-Dln, loc. cit., Wustenfeld,
Medina, 77). The custom was very early introduced
into the Mosque of cAmr (al-Makrizi, iv, 7, 1 ff.).
That later scholars often went wrong about the pro-
hibition is not at all remarkable; for it is not at all in
keeping with the ever-increasing tendency to found
mosques at tombs. Even Ibn al-Hadjdj, who was anx-
ious to maintain the prohibition, is not quite sure and
really only forbids the loud calling of the kurra?,
dhdkirun, mukabbirun and muridun on such occasions
(Madkhal, ii, 50-1, 64, 81). When a son of Sultan al-
MuDayyad died and was buried in the eastern kubba of

the MuDayyad mosque, the khatib delivered a khutba
and conducted the salat thereafter and the kurro?
recited for a week at the grave, while the amirs paid
their visits to the grave (al-Makrizi, iv, 240, 2 ff.). In
Persia, it was the custom for the family of the deceased
to sit in the mosque for three days after the death and
receive visits of condolence (al-Mukaddasi, 440
below).

4. Mosques as o b j e c t s of p i l g r i m a g e . As
soon as the mosque became a regular sanctuary, it
became the object of pious visits. This holds especially
true of the memorial mosques associated with the
Prophet and other saints. Among them, three soon
became special objects of pilgrimage. In a hadith the
Prophet says "One should only mount into the saddle
to visit three mosques: al-Masdjid al-Haram, the
Mosque of the Prophet and al-Masdjid al-Aksa" (al-
Bukharl, Fadl al-salat Ji masd^id Makka wa 'l-Madina,
bdb 16; Djazo? al-sayd, bob 26; Sawm, bdb 67; Muslim,
Hadjdj., tr. 93; Chron. Mekka, i, 303). This hadith
reflects a practice which only became established at
the end of the cUmayyad period. The pilgrimage to
Mecca had been made a duty by the prescription of
the hadjdj in the Kurgan. The pilgrimage to J e r u s a -
lem was a Christian custom which could very easily
be continued, on account of the significance of al-
Masdjid al-Aksd in the KurDan. This custom became
particularly important when cAbd al-Malik made it a
substitute for the pilgrimage to Mecca (al-YackubI,
Ta^rikh, ii, 311). Although this competition did not
last long, the significance of Jerusalem was thereby
greatly increased. Pilgrimage to M e d i n a developed
out of the increasing veneration for the Prophet. In
the year 140/757-8, Abu Djacfar al-Mansur on his
hadjdj visited the three sanctuaries (al-Tabari, iii, 129)
and this became a very usual custom. Mecca and
Medina, however, still held the preference. Although
those of Mecca and Jerusalem were recognised as the
two oldest (the one is said to be 40 years older than the
other; Muslim, Masddjid, tr. 1; Chron. Mekka, i, 301),
the Prophet is however reputed to have said "A salat
in this mosque is more meritorious than 1,000 saldts in
others, even in al-Masdjid al-Hardm" (al-BukharT, Fadl
al-saldt ft masdjid Makka wa 'l-Madina, bdb 1; Muslim,
Hadjdj, tr. 89; Chron. Mekka, i, 303). The hadith is
aimed directly against Jerusalem and therefore prob-
ably dates from the Umayyad period. According to
some, it was pronounced because someone had com-
mended performing the salat in Jerusalem, which the
Prophet was against (Muslim, loc. cit.; al-Wakidl-
Wellhausen, 349). The three mosques, however,
retained their pride of place (Ibn Khaldun, Mukad-
dima,jash 4, 6; Ibn al-Hadjdj, Madkhal, ii, 55), and as
late as 662/1264 we find Baybars founding awkdf for
pilgrims who wished to go on foot to Jerusalem
(Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., i/1, 248).

Although these three mosques officially hold a
special position, others also are highly recommended,
e.g. the mosque in K u b a 3 [see AL-MADINA]. A salat in
this mosque is said to be as valuable as an ^umra or two
visits to the mosque in Jerusalem (al-Diyarbakrl,
Khamis, i, 381-2). Attempts were also made to raise
the mosque of Kufa to the level of the three. CA1T is
said to have told someone who wanted to make a
pilgrimage from Kufa to Jerusalem that he should
stick by the mosque of his native town, it was "one of
the four mosques" and two rak^as in it were equal to
ten in others (Ibn al-Fakih, 173-4; Yakut, Mu^djam,
iv, 325); in another tradition, saldts in the provincial
mosques are said to be generally worth as much as the
pilgrimage (al-Makrizi, iv, 4), and traditions arose
about the special blessings associated at definite times
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with different holy places of Islam (al-Mukaddasi,
183) and especially about their superior merits (Ibn
al-Fakfh, 174). The Meccan sanctuary, however,
always retained first place, which was marked by the
hadjdj. It was imitated by al-Mutawakkil in Samarra^:
he built a Kacba as well as a Mina and an cArafa there
and made his amirs perform their hadjdj there (al-
Mukaddasi, 122).

D. The c o m p o n e n t p a r t s and f u r n i s h i n g s
of the m o s q u e .

1. The d e v e l o p m e n t of the e d i f i c e . Except
in the case of Mecca the earliest mosques as described
above (B. 1) were at first simply open spaces marked
off by a zulla. The space was sometimes, as in al-
Fustat, planted with trees and usually covered with
pebbles, e.g. in Medina (Muslim, Hadjdj, tr. 95; al-
Baladhurf, 6) and Fustat (al-MakrlzT, iv, 8; Ibn
Dukmak, iv, 62; Ibn TaghrTbirdi, i, 77), which was
later introduced in Basra and Kufa, the courtyards of
which were otherwise dusty (al-Baladhuri, 277, 348).
These conditions could only last so long as the Arabs
retained their ancient customs as a closed group in
their simple camps. The utilisation of churches was
the first sign of a change and was rapidly followed by
a mingling with the rest of the population and the
resulting assimilation with older cultures.

cUmar made alterations in the mosques in Medina
and in Mecca also. He extended the Mosque of the
Prophet by taking in the house ofcAbbas; but like the
Prophet, he still built with labin, palm trunks and
leaves and extended the booths (al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb
62; al-Baladhurf, 6). In Mecca also, his work was con-
fined to extending the area occupied by the mosque.
He bought the surrounding houses and took them
down and then surrounded the area with a wall to the
height of a man; the Kacba was thus given its/znaMike
the mosque in Medina (al-Baladhun, 46; Chron.
Mekka, i, 306; Wustenfeld, Medina, 68). cUthman also
extended these two mosques, but introduced an
important innovation in using hewn stone and plaster
(ajass) for the walls and pillars. For the roof he used
teak (sddi). The booths, which had been extended by
cUmar, were replaced by him by pillared halls (arwika,
sing, riwdk) and the walls were covered with plaster
(al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 62; al-Baladhun, 46; Wusten-
feld, Medina, 70). Sacd b. Abi Wakkas is said to have
already taken similar steps to relieve the old simplicity
of the barely-equipped mosque in Kufa. The zulla
consisted of pillars of marble adorned in the style of
Byzantine churches (al-Tabari, i, 2489; Yakut, iv,
324).

This was little in keeping with the simple architec-
ture of the original town, for Basra and Kufa had
originally been built of reeds and only after several
great fires were they built of labin (see above, I. B. 1;
cf. Ibn Kutayba, Macdrif, ed. Wustenfeld, 279). As to
Kufa, Sacd by cUmar's orders extended the mosque
so that it became joined up with the Ddr al-Imdra. A
Persian named Ruzbih b. Buzurdjmihr was the
architect for this. He used fired bricks (ddjurr) for the
building, which he brought from Persian buildings,
and in the mosque he used pillars which had been
taken from churches in the region of Hlra belonging
to the Persian kings; these columns were not erected
at the sides but only against the kibla wall. The
original plan of the mosque was therefore still re-
tained, although the pillared hall, which is identical
with the zulla already mentioned (200 dhirdcs broad),
replaced the simple booth, and the materials were bet-
ter in every way (al-Tabarl, i, 2491-2, 2494). Already
under the early caliphs we can therefore note the
beginnings of the adoption of a more advanced
architecture.

These tendencies were very much developed under
the Umayyads. Even as early as the reign of
Mucawiya, the mosque of K u f a was rebuilt by his
governor Ziyad. He commissioned a pagan architect,
who had worked for Kisra, to do the work. The latter
had pillars brought from al-Ahwaz, bound them
together with lead and iron clamps to a height of 30
dhirdcs and put a roof on them. Similar halls, built of
columns (here like the old booth in Medina called
suffa: al-Tabari, i, 2492, 14; but also zulla, plur. zildl:
al-Tabari, ii, 259-60) were added by him on the
north, east and western wall. Each pillar cost him
18,000 dirhams. The mosque could now hold 60,000
instead of 40,000 (idem, i, 2492, 6 f f , cf. 2494, 7;
Yakut, iv, 324, 1 ff.; al-Baladhurl, 276). Al-
Hadjdjadj also added to the mosque (Yakut, iv, 325-
6). Ziyad did similar work in Basra . Here also he
extended the mosque and built it of stone (or brick)
and plaster and with pillars from al-Ahwaz, which
were roofed with teak. We are told that he made al-
suffa al-mukaddima, i.e. the kibla hall, with 5 columns.
This seems to show that the other sides also—as in
Kufa—had pillared halls. He erected the Ddr al-Imdra
close to the kibla side. This was taken down by al-
Hadjdjadj, rebuilt by others, and finally taken into the
mosque by Harun al-Rashld (al-Baladhurl, 347, 348
above, 349; Yakut, i, 642, 643). In Mecca also in the
same period similar buildings were erected. Ibn al-
Zubayr and al-Hadjdjadj both extended the mosque,
and Ibn al-Zubayr was the first to put a roof on the
walls; the columns were gilded by cAbd al-Malik and
he made a roof of teak (Chron. Mekka, i, 307, 309).
The Mosque of cAmr was extended in 53/673 with
Mucawiya's permission by his governor Maslama b.
Mukhallad to the east and north; the walls were
covered with plaster (nurd] and the roofs decorated; it
is evident from this that here also the original booth
of the south side was altered to a covered hall during
the early Umayyad period. A further extension was
made in 79/698 in the reign of cAbd al-Malik (al-
MakrTzT, iv, 7, 8; Ibn Dukmak, iv, 62). Thus we find
that during the early Umayyad period, and in part
even earlier, the original simple and primitive
mosques were in some cases extended, in other cases
altered. The alteration consisted in the old simple
booth of the Mosque of the Prophet being gradually
enlarged and transformed into a pillared hall with the
assistance of the arts of countries possessing a higher
degree of civilisation. In this way, what had originally
been an open place of assembly developed impercep-
tibly into a court, surrounded by pillared halls. Very
soon a fountain was put in the centre of the court, and
we now have the usual type of mosque. The same plan
is found in the peristyle of the houses and in the
aithrion of a basilica like that of Tyre (Herzog-Hauch,
Realencyclopddie*, x, 780).

The great builders of the Umayyads, cAbd al-Malik
and his son al-Walld I, made even more radical pro-
gress. The former entirely removed the original
mosque in Jerusalem, and his Byzantine architects
erected the Dome of the Rock as a Byzantine building
(cf. Sauvaire, Jems, et Hebron, 48 ff) . Al-Walld like-
wise paid equally little attention to the oldest form of
mosque, when, in Damascus, he had the church of St.
John transformed by Byzantine architects into the
Mosque of the Umayyads. As al-Mukaddasi distinctly
states, they wanted to rival the splendours of the
Christian churches (159). The new mosques, which
were founded in this period, were therefore not only
no longer simple, but they were built with the help of
Christians and other trained craftsmen with the use of
material already existing in older buildings. Al-
Hadjdjadj, for example, used materials from the sur-
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rounding towns when building his foundation of
Wash (al-Tabari, iii, 321; al-Baladhurl, 290). Col-
umns from churches were now used quite regularly
(e.g. in D a m a s c u s : al-MascudI, Murudj_, iii, 408 =
§ 1292; R a m l a : al-MukaddasI, 165; cf. al-Bala-
dhuri, 143 ff.; for E g y p t , see al-MakrizT, iv, 36,
124-5). Sometimes, remains _of the older style
remained alongside the new. In Iranshahr, al-Mukad-
dasT found in the chief mosque wooden columns of the
time of Abu Muslim along with round columns of
brick of the time of cAmr b. al-Layth (316). The
building activities of al-Walid extended to Fustat,
Mecca and Medina (cf. Ibn al-Faklh, 106-7) where no
fundamental alterations were made, but complete
renovations were carried out. With these rulers, the
building of mosques reaches the level of older
architecture and gains a place in the history of art.
There is also literary evidence for the transfer of a
style from one region to another. In Istakhr, for exam-
ple, there was a djami'* in the style of the Syrian mos-
ques with round columns, on which was a bakara (al-
Mukaddasi, iii, 436-7; cf. for Shlraz, 430). Al-Walld
also rebuilt the Mosque of the Prophet, in part in the
Damascus style (ibid., 80; al-Kazwini, ed.
Wustenfeld, ii, 71).

This revolution naturally did not take place without
opposition, any more than the other innovations,
which Islam adopted in the countries with a higher
culture which it conquered. After the Mosque of the
Prophet had been beautified by Christian architects
with marble, mosaics, shells, gold, etc. and al-Walid
in 93/712 was inspecting the work, an old man said:
"We used to build in the style of mosques; you build
in the style of churches" (Wustenfeld, Medina, 74).
The disccusions on this point are reflected in hadiths.
When cUmar enlarged the Mosque of the Prophet, he
is reported to have said: "Give the people shelter from
the rain, but take care not to make them red or yellow
lest you lead the people astray", while Ibn cAbbas
said: "You shall adorn them with gold as the Jews and
Christians do" (al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb 62). Ibn c Abbas
here takes up the Umayyad attitude and cUmar that
of old-fashioned people, according to whom any
extension or improvement of the zulla was only per-
missible for strictly practical reasons. The conser-
vative point of view is predominant in Hadith. It is
said that extravagant adornment of the mosques is a
sign of the end of the world; the works of al-Walid
were only tolerated from fear of thefitna (Ibn Hanbal,
Musnad, iii, 134, 145, 152, 230, 283; al-NasaDI,
Masd^id, bdb 2; Ibn Madja, Masddjid, bdb 2). The lack
of confidence of pious conservatives in the great mos-
ques finds expression in a hadith, according to which
the Prophet (according to Anas) said: "A time will
come over my umma when they will vie with one
another in the beauty of their mosques; then they will
visit them but little" (al-cAskalanI, Path al-Bdri, i,
362). Infikh, we even find divergence from the oldest
quadrangular form of the mosque condemned (Guidi,
//Muhtasar, i, 71). Among the types which arose later
was the "suspended" (mu^allak), i.e. a mosque
situated in an upper storey (e.g. in Damascus, JA, ser.
9, vol. v, 409, 415, 422, 424, 427, 430).

2. De ta i l s of the c o m p o n e n t p a r t s and
equipment of the mosque. — a. The
M i n a r e t [see on this, MANARA]. — b. The
C h a m b e r s . The old mosque consisted of the court-
yard and the open halls running along the walls: these
were called al-mughattd (al-MukaddasI, 82, 158, 165,
182) because they were roofed over. When we are told
that in Palestine, except in Jericho, towers were
placed between the mughattd and the courtyard (ibid.,

182), this seems to suggest that the halls were closed,
which would be quite in keeping with the winter
climate of this region. The halls were particularly
extensive on the hibla side, because assemblies were
held here. The space between two rows of pillars was
called riwdk, pi. arwiha or riwdkdt (ibid., 158, 159; al-
Makrizi, iv, 10, 11, 12, 49). Extension often took the
form of increasing the number of the arwika. In some
districts, a sail-cloth was spread over the open space
as a protection from the sun at the time of the worship
(al-MukaddasI, 205, 430).

The c o u r t y a r d was called sahn. The open space
around the Kacba is called Find^ al-Ka^ba (Chron.
Mekka, i, 307; Ibn Hisham, 822; cf. Find^ Zamzam:
Yakut, Udabd^, vi, 376). Find^ is also the name given
to the open space around the mosque (al-MakrizT, iv,
6). Trees were often planted in the courtyard: e.g. in
the mosque of cAmr (see above, I. B. 1; when we read
in al-Makrizi, iv, 6, that it had no sahn, this probably
means that this space, planted with trees, between the
covered halls was very narrow). In Medina, at the
present day, there are still trees in the Rawda (al-
Batanunl, Rihla, 249); in Ibn Djubayr's time there
were 15 palms there (Rihla, 194). Other mosques in
Cairo had trees growing in them (al-Makrizi, iv, 54,
64, 65, 120; in al-Masdjid al-Kafuri, there were as
many as 516 trees: ibid., 266), as is still the case to-
day. In other cases the court was covered with pebbles
(see above, I. D. 1); but this was altered with a more
refined style of architecture. Al-Mukaddasi mentions
that this was only found in Tiberias, out of all the
mosques in Palestine (182). Frequently, as in Ramla,
the halls were covered with marble and the courtyard
with flat stone (ibid., 165). In the halls also, the
ground was originally bare or covered with little
stones; for example in the mosques of cAmr until
Maslama b. Mukhallad covered it with mats (see
below). The floor of the Mosque of cAmr was entirely
covered with marble in the Mamluk period (al-
Makrizi, iv, 13-14, cf. in Shlraz, Ibn Battuta, ii, 53).
But in the mosque of Mecca, the sahn is still covered
with little stones (al-Batanunl, Rihla, 99 below); 400
dinars used to be spent annually on this (Chron. Mekka,
ii, 10-11). In Medina also, little pebbles were used
(Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 190; Ibn Battuta, i, 263).

There were not at first enclosed chambers in the
halls. A change in this respect came with the introduc-
tion of the maksura (on this word, cf. Quatremere,
Hist. Suit. Mami, ill, 164, n. 46). This was a box or
compartment for the ruler built near the mihrdb. Al-
Samhudl gives the history of the maksura in Medina
(Wustenfeld, Medina, 71-2, 89). The traditions all
agree that the maksura was introduced to protect the
ruler from hostile attacks. According to some
authorities, cUthman built a maksura of labin with
windows, so that the people could see the imam of the
community (ibid., and al-MakrizT, iv, 7). According
to another tradition, Marwan b. al-Hakam, governor
of Medina after an attempt had been made on him by
a YamanI in the year 44/664, was the first to build a
maksura of dressed stone with a window (al-Baladhurl,
6 below; al-Tabarl, ii, 70). Mucawiya is then said to
have followed his example. Others, again, say that
Mucawiya was the first to introduce this innovation.
He is said to have introduced the maksurdt with the
accompanying guard as early as the year 40/660-1 or
not till 44/664-5 after the Kharidji attempt (al-Tabarl,
i, 3465, 9; Ibn al-Faklh, 109, 3; al-Makrizi, iv, 12,
11 ff); according to one story because had had seen
a dog on the minbar (al-Bayhakl, ed. Schwally, 393
below; cf. on the whole question, H. Lammens,
Mo^dwiya, 202 ff) . This much seems to be certain,
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that the maksura was at any rate introduced at the
beginning of the Umayyad period, and it was an
arrangement so much in keeping with the increasing
dignity of the ruler that, as Ibn Khaldun says, it
spread throughout all the lands of Islam (Mukaddima,
Cairo 1322/1904-5, 212-13, fast 37). The governors
built themselves compartments in the principal
mosques of the provinces, e.g. Ziyad in Kufa and
Basra (al-Baladhun, 277, 348) and probably Kurra b.
Shank in Fustat (al-MakrizT, iv, 12). In Medina, we
are told that cUmar b. cAbd al-cAzfz as governor (86-
93/705-12) raised the maksura and built it of teak, but
al-Mahdl had it taken down in 160/777 and a new one
built on the level of the ground (ibid., 7; Wustenfeld,
op. cit.; al-Baladhurl, 7 centre). We are further told
that in 161/778, al-Mahdl prohibited the makdsir of the
provinces, and al-MaDmun even wanted to clear all
the boxes out of the masddjid aj_dmica, because their use
was a sunna introduced by Mucawiya (al-Makrlzi, iv,
12; al-YackubT, Ta^nkh, ii, 571). But this attempt did
not succeed. On the contrary, their numbers rapidly
increased. In Cairo, for example, the Djamic al-
cAskar built in 169/785-6 had a maksura (al-Makrizi,
iv, 33 ff.) and the mosque of Ibn Tulun had a maksura
beside the mihrdb which was accessible from the Ddr al-
Imdra (ibid., 36, 37, 42; Ibn TaghrTbirdl, ii, 8, 14).
The maksura was found in the larger mosques. In the
Djamic al-Kalca, Muhammad b. Kalawun in
718/1318 built a maksura of iron for the sultan's saldt
(al-MakrizT, iv, 132). According to Ibn Khaldun, the
maksura was an innovation peculiar to the Islamic
world. The question must however be left open,
whether in its introduction and development there
may not be some connection with the boxes of the
Byzantine court, at least, for example, when the
Turks in the Yeshil Djamic in Bursa put the sultan's
box over the door (R. Hartmann, Im neuen Anatolien,
27).

Although the maksura was introduced with the
object of segregating the ruler and was therefore con-
demned by the strict as contrary to the spirit of Islam
(e.g. Madkhal, ii, 43-4), makdsir were probably intro-
duced for other purposes. Ibn Djubayr mentions three
in the Mosque of the Umayyads: the old one built by
Mucawiya in the eastern part of the mosque, one in
the centre, which contained the minbar, and one in the
west where the Hanafis taught and performed the
saldt. There were also other small rooms shut off by
wooden lattices, which could be sometimes called
maksura and sometimes zdwiya. As a rule, there were
quite a number of zdwiyas connected with the mosque
which were used by students (Rihla, 265-6). We find
the same state of affairs in other mosques.

While the groups of the kurrd^, the students, the
lawyers, etc. had originally to sit together in a com-
mon room, gradually the attempt was made to intro-
duce separate rooms for some of them. Small com-
partments were either cut off in the main chamber or
new rooms were built in subsidiary buildings. In the
former case, we get the already mentioned makdsir or
zawdyd. Ibn al-Hadjdj says that a madrasa was often
made by the simple process of cutting off a part of the
mosque by a balustrade (darbazin) (Madkhal, ii, 44).
Thus in the halls of the Mosque of cAmr there were
several compartments for teaching, which were called
maksura and zdwiya, in which studies were prosecuted
(al-MakrizT, iv, 20, 16, 25). In the Azhar Mosque, a
maksurat Fdtima was made in the time of the Fatimids,
where she had appeared, and the amirs in the follow-
ing period made a large number of such makdsir (ibid.,
52, 53). In the Aksa Mosque about 300/912-13, there
were three maksuras for women (Ibn al-Faklh, 100).

These divisions might be a nuisance at the great Fri-
day assemblies, and this is why al-Mahdl wanted to
remove them in 161/778 from the masdajid al-ajamd^dt
(al-Taban, iii, 486), and Ibn al-Hadjdj condemned
them as works of the mulk and numbers them like
other embellishments with the ashrdt al-sd^a (Madkhal,
ii, 43-4).

The mu ̂ adhdhins not only lived in the minarets,
where, at any rate in the Tulunid period, they held
vigils (al-MakrizT, iv, 48). They had rooms (ghuraf,
sing, ghurfd) on the roof and these rooms in time came
to be numerous (ibid., 13, 14). All kinds of rooms
were put in subsidiary buildings, for the khatib (ibid.,
13), for judges, for studies, etc. In addition, there
were dwelling-houses, not only for the staff but also
for others. As already mentioned, devout men used to
take up their residence in the mosque for a con-
siderable period for iHikdf and any one at any time
could take up his quarters in the mosque; he could
sleep there and make himself at home. It therefore
came quite natural to the devout to reside per-
manently in the mosque. Ascetics often lived in the
minaret (see above), a zdhid lived on the roof of the
Azhar mosque, others made themselves cells in the
mosque, as a shaykh in Naslbln did (Ibn Djubayr.
Rihla, 240; cf. in Harran, 245) and as happened in
Salah al-Dln's time in the Mosque of the Umayyads
(Ibn Abl Usaybica, ii, 182). It was, however, very
usual for them to live in the side rooms of the mosque,
as was the case for example, in the Mosque of the
Umayyads (Ibn Djubayr, 269; Ibn Battuta, i, 206). In
particularly holy mosques like that in Hebron, houses
for al-mu^takifun were built around the sacred place
(Sauvaire, Hist. Jems, et Hebron, 11-12) and also beside
the Masdjid Yunis at the ancient Niniveh (al-
MukaddasT, 146). Kitchens were therefore erected
with the necessary mills and ovens and cooked food
(djashisha) and 14-15,000 loaves (raghif) were daily
distributed to those who stayed there and to visitors
(Sauvaire, 20; cf. Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., i/1,
231). Bread was also baked in the mosque of Ibn
Tulun (Quatremere, op. cit., i/1, 233) and kitchens
were often found in the mosques (for al-Azhar, see al-
DjabartT, Merveilles, iii, 238-9; Sulayman Rasad, Kanz
al-djawhar fi ta^rikh al-Azhar, 71 ff., 107 ff.). Those
who lived in and beside the mosque were called
muaj_dwirun (cf. al-MukaddasT, 146; for Jerusalem,
Nasir-i Khusraw, 82, 91; for Mecca, Ibn Djubayr,
149; for Medina, Ibn Battuta, i, 279, where we learn
that they were organised under a kadim, like the North
Africans under an amin in Damascus; Ibn Djubayr,
277-8). They were pious ascetics, students and some-
times travellers. The students generally found accom-
modation in the maddris, but large mosques like that
of the Umayyads or al-Azhar had always many
students, who lived in them. The name of the halls,
riwdk, was later used for these students' lodgings (cf.
van Berchem, CIA, i, 43, n. 1; perhaps al-MakrizT, iv,
54, 23). Strangers always found accommodation in
the mosques (cf. above, I. C. 1). In smaller towns, it
was the natural thing for the traveller to spend the
night in the mosque and to get food there (Yakut, iii,
385; al-Kiftl, Ta\ikh al-Hukamd\ ed. Lippert, 252).
Travellers like Nasir-i Khusraw, Ibn Djubayr, Ibn
Battuta and al-cAbdan (JA, ser. 5, iv [1854], 174)
were able to travel throughout the whole Muslim
world from one mosque (or madrasa or ribdt) to the
other. The traveller could even leave his money for
safe keeping in a mosque (Safar-ndma, 51). Large
endowments were bequeathed for those who lived in
the mosques (Ibn Djubayr, op. cit.; Ibn TaghrTbirdl,
ii/2, 105 f.).
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In later times, the rulers often built a lodge or
pavilion (manzard) in or near the mosque (al-Makrizi,
ii, 345; iv, 13; cf. on the word, Quatremere, Hist.
Suit. Mami, ii/2, 15).

There was often a special room with a clock in the
mosques; this also is probably an inheritance from the
church, for Ibn Rusta talks of similar arrangements in
Constantinople (126 above). Ibn Djubayr (270)
describes very fully the clock in the Mosque of the
Umayyads (cf. JA, ser. 9, vii, 205-6). It was made in
the reign of Nur al-Dln by Fakhr al-DTn b. al-Sacati
(Ibn Abl Usaybica, ii, 183-4; an expert was kept to
look after it, ibid., 191). There was a clock in the
Mustansiriyya in Baghdad (Sarre and Herzfeld, Arch.
Reise, ii, 170), and the Mosque of cAmr also a ghurfat
al-sd^dt (al-Makrizi, iv, 13, 15). In the Mosque of Ibn
Tulun is still kept a sundial of the year 696/1296-7; cf.
van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 415), but the clocks were
usually mechanical (see also Dozy, Supplement, s.v.
mindjdna, and on the clock generally, E. Wiedemann,
in Nova Ada der K. Leop. Carol. Akad., c [Halle 1915]).
In the Maghrib also we find mosqueclocks, e.g. in the
Bu clnaniyya (JA, ser. 11, xii, 357 ff.).

The very varied uses to which the mosques were put
resulted in their becoming storehouses for all sorts of
things. In 668/1269-70, the Mosque of the Umayyads
was cleared of all such things; in the courtyard there
were, for example, stores for machines of war, and the
zdwiya of Zayn al-cAbidm was a regular khan (JA, ser.
9, vii, 225-6).

c. The p r a y e r - n i c h e or Mihrdb [see for this,
MIHRAB].

d. The p u l p i t or Min bar [see for this, MINBAR].
e. The p l a t f o r m or Dakka. In the larger

mosques, there is usually found near the minbar a plat-
form to which a staircase leads up. This platform
(dakka, popularly often dikka) is used as a seat for the
mu ̂ adhdhins when pronouncing the call to prayer in
the mosque at the Friday service. This part of the
equipment of a mosque is connected with the develop-
ment of the service (cf. below, under I. H. 4, and C.
H. Becker, Zur Geschichte des islamischen Kultus, in hi.,
iii [1912], 374-99 = Islamstudien, i, 472-500; E. Mitt-
woch, Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des islamischen Gebets und
Kultus, mAbh. Pr. Ak. W. [1913], Phil.-Hist. Cl. , no.
2). The first adhdn call is pronounced from the
minaret, the second (when the khatib mounts the min-
bar) and the third (before the saldt, ikdmd) in the
mosque itself. These calls were at first pronounced by
the mu^adhdhin standing in the mosque. At a later date,
raised seats were made for him.

Al-HalabT records that Maslama, Mucawiya's
governor in Egypt, was the first to build platforms
(here called mandbir) for the calls to prayer in the
mosques (Sira Halabiyya, ii, 111 below). This story,
however, given without any reference to older
authorities, is not at all reliable. It seems that a
uniform practice did not come into existence at once.
In Mecca, the mu^adhdhins for a time uttered the
second call (when the preacher mounted the minbar)
from the roof. As the sun in summer was too strong
for them, the amir of Mecca, in the reign of Harun al-
Rashid, made a little hut (zulla) for them on the roof.
This was enlarged and more strongly built by al-
Mutawakkil in 240/854-5, as his contemporary al-
Azrakl relates (Chron. Mekka, i, 332-3). The position
in the mosque of cAmr in Cairo was similar. Here also
the adhdn was uttered in a chamber (ghurfd) on the
roof, and in 336/947-8 there is a reference to its
enlargement (al-Makrizi, iv, 11). As late as the time
of Baybars, when the many chambers were removed
from the roof of the Mosque of cAmr,. the old ghurfa

of the mu^adhdhin was left intact (ibid., 14; cf. al-Kindi,
Wuldt, ed. Guest, 469, n. 2). In the Mosque of Ibn
Tulun, the adhdn was pronounced from the cupola in
the centre of the satin (al-Makrizi, iv, 40). Al-
MukaddasI records in the 4th/10th century as a
notable thing about Khurasan that the mu ̂ adhdhins
there pronounced the adhdn on a sanr placed in front
of the minbar (327). The dukkdn "platform" in front of
the minbar in the mosques of Shahrastan must have
had the same purpose (ibid., 357).

In the 8th/14th century, Ibn al-Hadjdj mentions the
dakka as a bidca in general use, which should be con-
demned as it unnecessarily prevents freedom of move-
ment within the mosque (Madkhal, ii, 45 above). In
the year 827/1424 a dakka in the mosque of al-Hakim
is mentioned (al-Makrizi, iv, 61); the dakkas men-
tioned in inscriptions from Cairo all date from the
period before and after 900/1495. Ibn al-Hadjdj men-
tions that, in addition to the large dakka used for the
Friday worship, there was sometimes a lower one for
ordinary saldts (Madkhal, ii, 46-7) and says that in the
larger mosques there were several dakkas on which
mu ̂ adhdhins pronounced the adhdn in succession so that
the whole community could hear it (tabligh', ibid., 45-
6). Lane also mentions several muballighs in the Azhar
Mosque (Manners and customs, Everyman's Library
edn., 87, 2).

f. The r e a d i n g - s t a n d or Kursi; K u r D a n s
and re l i cs . In the mosques there is usually a kursi
[q.v.], that is, a wooden stand with a seat and a desk.
The desk is for the KurDan, the seat for the kdss, or
reader, kdri*. Ibn Djubayr attended the worship in
Baghdad at which a celebrated preacher spoke from
the minbar, but only after the kurrd^, sitting on kardsi
had recited portions of the Kur'an (Rihla, 219, 222).
The wd^iz, often identical with the kdss, sat on a kursi
made of teak (Ibn Djubayr, 200. Yakut, Udabd\ ii,
319; al-MakrfzT, iv, 121); sometimes he spoke from
the minbar to which the wdciz often had access (cf. Ibn
Djubayr; see Mez, Renaissance des Isldms, 320, Eng. tr.
332). The kussds are called by al-Makkl ashdb al-kardsi,
which is in keeping with this (Kut al-kulub, i, 152,
quoting K. al-Madkhal, i, 159). Several kardsi are often
mentioned in one mosque (cf. for the Mosque of
cAmr, al-Makrizi, iv, 19). Whether the kardsi men-
tioned for the earlier period always had a desk cannot
be definitely ascertained. The kardsi with dated
inscriptions given by van Berchem in his Corpus all
belong to the 9th/15th century (nos. 264, 302, 338,
359^is, 491). According to Lane, at the Friday ser-
vice, while the people are assembling, a kdrP on the
kursi recites sura XVIII up to the adhdn (Manners and
customs, 86). The same custom is recorded by Ibn al-
Hadjdj and condemned because it has a disturbing
effect (Madkhal, ii, 44, middle).

The Kurgan very soon received its definite place in
the mosque, like the Bible in the church (cf. al-
BukharT, Saldt, bdb 91: they prayed at a pillar beside
al-mushaf). According to one tradition, cUthman had
several copies of his KurDan sent to the provinces (e.g.
Noldeke-Schwally, Gesch. d. Qpr., ii, 112-13); al-
Hadjdjadj, a little later, is said to have done the same
thing (al-Makrizi, iv, 17). The mosques had many
other copies beside the one kept on the kursi. Al-
Hakim put 814 masdhifm the Mosque of Ibn Tulun,
where the founder had already put boxes of Kur^ans
(al-MakrlzT, iv, 36, 40; cf. al-Suyutl, Husn al-
muhddara, ii, 138) and in 403/1012-13, he presented
1,289 copies to the Mosque of cAmr, some of which
were written in letters of gold (al-Makrizi, iv, 12; al-
Suyutl, ii, 136). Even earlier than this there were so
many that the &z<#"al-Harith b. Miskin (237-45/851-9)
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appointed a special amin to look after them (al-Kindi,
Wuldt, 469); there are still a very large number in the
Mosque of the Prophet (see al-Batanuni, Rihla, 241
above). Of particular value was the mushaf Asmd*,
belonging to the Mosque of cAmr, prepared by cAbd
al-cAz!z b. Marwan, later bought by his son and after-
wards by his daughter Asrna0; her brother left it in
128/746 to the mosque and it was used for public
readings (see its whole history in al-MakrizI, iv, 17-
18). Besides it, another copy was for some time also
used for reading, which was said to have lain beside
cUthman, when he was killed and to have been
stained with his blood, but this one was removed by
the Fatimids (ibid., 19). In the time of Ibn Battuta, a
Kurgan for which the same claims were made was kept
in Basra (ii, 10). On New Year's Day, when the
Fatimid caliphs used to go in procession through the
town, the caliph at the entrance to the Mosque of
c Amr took up in his hands a mushaf said to have been
written by CA1T and kissed it (Ibn Taghrlbirdi, ii/1,
472 middle); it was perhaps the mushaf Asmd^. In
Syria, Egypt, and the Hidjaz, in the 4th/10th century,
there were Kur'ans which were traced back to
cUthman (al-Mukaddasi, 143; cf. Ibn Hawkal1, 117).
One of the KurDans made for cUthman was shown in
the Mosque of the Umayyads in Damascus in the time
of Ibn Djubayr. It was produced after the daily saldts
and the people touched and kissed it (Rihla, 268). It
was brought there in the year 507/1113-14 from
Tiberias (al-Dhahabl, Ta^rikh, Haydarabad, 1337, ii,
25). Other KurDans of cUthman were shown in
Baghdad and Cordova (see Mez, Renaissance des
Isldms, 327, Eng. tr., 338-9) and Ibn Djubayr saw
another in the Mosque of the Prophet; it lay in a desk
on a large stand, here called mihmal (Rihla, 193; cf.
thereon Dozy, Supplement, s.v.). The Fadiliyya madrasa
also had a mushaf cUthmdn, bought by the Kadi al-
Fadil for 30,000 dinars (al-MaknzI, iv, 197) and there
is one in Fas (Archives Marocaines, xviii [1922], 361).
Valuable Kur^ans like these had the character of relics
and belonged to the khizdna of the mosque. They were
often kept in a chest (sanduk) (Ibn Djubayr, op. cit.; for
al-mushaf, al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb 95, Muslim has al-
sanduk; see al-cAskalani, Path al-Bdn, i, 385), also
called tdbut (Ibn Djubayr, 104). In the Kacba, Ibn
Djubayr saw two chests with Kur'ans (84, 3). Ibn al-
Faklh mentions 16 chests with Kur^ans in the
Jerusalem mosque (100). In the mosques there were
also sanddik for other things, such as lamps (al-
Makrlzl, iv, 53; Wustenfeld, Medina, 82 = Ibn
Djubayr, 194), a tdbut for almsMadkhal, ii, 44, below),
for the bayt al-mdl or the property of the mosque (see
below). There were also chests for rose-wreaths (Mad-
khal, ii, 50) which were in charge of a special officer.
In the Mosque of cAmr there was a whole series of
tawdbit (al-MakrizI, iv, 9).

The KurDans were not the only r e l i c s to be kept
in the mosques. Bodies or parts of the bodies of saints
(cf. above, B. 4, C. 1) and other dthdr were kept and
revered in mosques: the rod of Moses (in Kufa,
Yakut, iv, 325, previously in Mecca, see Goldziher,
Muh. Stud., ii, 361), the Prophet's sandals (in Hebron,
Ibn al-Faklh, 101, also in Damascus, where the
Madrasa Ashrafiyya had his left and the Dam-
maghiyya his right sandal; JA, ser. 9, iii, 271-2, 402),
his cloak (in Adhruh, al-Mukaddasi, 178), hair from
his beard (in Jerusalem among other places, al-
Batanum, Rihla, 165) and many other things (see
Goldziher, Muh. Stud., ii, 358 ff.; Mez, Renaissance des
Isldms, 325-6, Eng. tr., 337-9). These relics were often
kept in valuable reliquaries. The head of Husayn was
buried in a tdbut in his mosque in Cairo (Ibn Djubayr.

45). There was a black stone like that in the Kacba in
a mosque in Shahrastan (al-Mukaddasi, 433).

On the other hand, pictures and images were
excluded from the mosques, in deliberate contrast to
the crucifixes and images of saints in churches, as is
evident from Hadith (al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb?, 48, 54;
Djand^iz, bdb 71; Muslim, Masddjid, tr. 3; cf. on the
question, Becker, Christliche Polemik und islamische
Dogmenbildung, in ZA, xxvi [1911] = Islamstudien, i,
445 ff.). It is of interest to note that in the earliest
period, Sacd b. Abl Wakkas had no scruples about
leaving the wall-paintings in the Iwdn of Kisra at
Mada°in standing, when it was turned into a mosque
(al-Tabarl, i, 2443, 2451). The case was somewhat
different, when, before the chief mosque in Dihli,
which had been a Hindu temple, two old copper idols
formed a kind of threshold (Ibn Battuta, iii, 151),
although even this is remarkable (cf. Snouck
Hurgronje, Verspreide Geschriften, ii, 451 ff. = ZDMG,
Ixi [1907], 186 ff.). In some circles the opposition to
pictures extended to other relics also. Ibn Taymiyya
condemned the reverence paid to the Prophet's foot-
print, which was shown, as in Jerusalem, in a
Damascus mosque also (Quatremere, Hist. Suit.
Maml., ii/2, 246).

g. C a r p e t s . Carpets [see on these, BISAT in
Suppl.] were used to improve the appearance of the
mosques. The custom of performing the saldt upon a
carpet is ascribed by Hadith to the Prophet himself.
Anas b. Malik performed the saldt with him in his
grandmother's house and the Prophet used a cloth or
mat (hasir), which had become black through wear; as
a rule, he used a mat woven of palm leaves, khumra (al-
Bukhari, Saldt, bdbs 19, 20, 21; Hayd, bdb 30; Muslim,
Masdajid, tr. 47; Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, iii, 145).
In any case, it is clear from al-Baladhurl that the saldt
was at first performed in the mosque simply in the
dust and then on pebbles (al-Baladhuri, 277, 348; cf.
al-Zurkanl, Shark cald 'l-Muwattd\ i, 283-4). Later,
when the halls were extended, the ground, or the pav-
ing, was covered with matting.

The first to cover the ground in the Mosque of
cAmr with husur instead of hasbd^ was Mucawiya's
governor Maslama b. Mukhallad (al-MakrizI, iv, 8;
al-Suyuti, ii, 136; Ibn Taghrlbirdi, i, 77). The dif-
ferent groups which frequented the mosque (cf.
above) had their places on particular mats: when a
kadi (middle of the 3rd/9th century) ejected the
ShaficTs and Hanafis from the mosque, he had their
husur torn up (al-Kindi, Wuldt, 469). Ibn Tulun
covered his mosque floor with cAbbadanT and SamanI
mats (al-MakrizT, iv, 36, 38). For the mosque of al-
Hakim in the year 403/1012-13, al-Hakim bought
1,036 dhird^s of carpeting for 5,000 dinars (al-Maknzi,
iv, 56; cf. for al-Azhar, ibid., 50). In the year
439/1047-8 in the Mosque of cAmr, there were ten
layers of coloured carpets one above the other (Nasir-i
Khusraw, ed. Schefer, text, 31, tr. 149). In the
Mosque at Jerusalem, 800,000 dhird^s of carpets were
used every year (Ibn al-Fakih, 100). In the Mosque in
Mecca they were renewed every Ramadan (loc. cit.).
On ceremonial occasions, the minbar was also draped
with a carpet (sadjdjdda}; in Medina, the minbar and
the sacred tomb was always covered like the Kacba in
Mecca (Wustenfeld, Medina, 83; cf. Quatremere,
Hist. Suit. Maml, ii/1, 91) and some, especially the
teachers, had their skins (farwa), in some cases, also a
cushion to lean upon. The doors were also covered
with some material (al-MakrizT, iv, 56). On feast-
days, the mosques were adorned with carpets in a
particularly luxurious fashion (see Ibn Taghrlbirdl,
ii/1, 483). The puritanical rejected all this as bidca and
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preferred the bare ground (Madkhal, ii, 46, 49, 72, 74,
76), as the Wahhabls still do.

h. L i g h t i n g . Where evening meetings and vigils
were of regular occurrence, artificial lighting became
necessary. Al-Azraki gives the history of the lighting
of the Meccan Mosque . The first to illuminate the
Kacba was cUkba b. al-Azrak, whose house was next
to the Mosque, just on the makdm; here he placed a
large lamp (misbdh). cUmar, however, is said
previously to have placed lamps upon the wall, which
was the height of a man, with which he surrounded
the mosque (al-Baladhun, 46). The first to use oil and
lamps (kanddil) in the mosque itself was Mucawiya (cf.
Ibn al-Fakih, 20). In the time of cAbd al-Malik,
Khalid b. cAbd Allah al-Kasrl placed a lamp on a
pillar of the Zamzam beside the Black Stone, and the
lamp of the Azrak family disappeared. In the reign of
al-Ma^mun in 216/831, a new lamp-post was put up
on the other side of the Kacba, and a little later two
new lanterns were put up around the Kacba. Harun
al-Rashid placed ten large lamps around the Kacba
and hung two lanterns on each of the walls of the
mosque (thurayydt; cf. Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 149, 150,
155, 271; van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 506). Khalid al-
Kasri had the mascd also illuminated during the
pilgrimage, and in 119/737 the torches called nafdtdt
were placed here, and cUmar b. cAbd al-cAzfz
ordered the people, who lived in the streets of Mecca,
to put up lamps on 1 Muharram for the convenience
of those visiting the Kacba (Chron. Mekka, i, 200-2, cf.
458-9). In 253/867 Muhammad b. Ahmad al-
Mansurf erected a wooden pole in the centre of the
sahn and kanddil on ropes were hung from it. This was,
however, very soon removed (ibid., ii, 196-7). About
100 years later, al-MukaddasT saw around the tawaf
wooden poles on which hung lanterns (kanddil), in
which were placed candles for the kings of Egypt,
Yemen, etc. (74). Ibn Djubayr describes the glass
kanddil, which hung from hooks in the Meccan Haram
(Rihla, 103) and lamps (mashdcil) which were lit in iron
vessels (ibid., 103, cf. 143). Similar silver and gold
kanddil were seen by him in Medina (ibid., 192 at the
top; see also Wiistenfeld, Medina, 83 ff.). According to
Ibn al-Faklh (before 300/912), 1,600 lamps were lit
every evening in J e r u s a l e m (100), and in the next
century al-MukaddasT says that the people of Palestine
always burn kanddil in their mosques, which were
hung from chains as in Mecca (182). The illumination
was thus very greatly increased. In the year 60/679-
80, when cUbayd Allah b. Ziyad was searching for his
enemies in the mosque of K u f a , the lamps were not
sufficient, and large torches had to be used in sear-
ching the pillared halls (al-Tabari, ii, 259-60). This,
like what has already been said about Mecca, shows
out of what modest beginnings this part of the
mosque's equipment developed.

In the time of the c A b b a s ids, lamps and lanterns
were part of the regular furniture of the mosque. Al-
Ma-'mun is said to have taken a special interest in this.
He ordered lamps to be put in all the mosques, partly
to assist those who wanted to read and partly to pre-
vent crime (al-Bayhakl, 473). For this purpose, the
kanddil, already mentioned, hung on chains were
used, as at the building of the mosque of Ibn Tulun
(al-MaknzI, iv, 36, 38), in the Azhar Mosque and
elsewhere; they were often of silver (ibid., 56, 63).
Golden kanddil were also used and were of course con-
demned by Ibn al-Hadjdj (Madkhal, ii, 54) as osten-
tatious. At the same time, candles (shamc or shama^)
were used in large numbers, the candle-sticks (atwdr,
sing, tawr) often being of silver (Ibn Djubayr, Rihla,
45, 151, 194; cf. Wustenfeld, Medina, 95, 100). About

400/1009-10, large candelabra were made in E g y p t ,
which from their shapes were called tannur, stoves. Al-
Hakim presented the Mosque of cAmr with a tannur
made out of 100,000 dirhams of silver; the mosque
doors had to be widened to admit it. He also gave it
two other lamps (al-Suyutl, ii, 136 below; cf. Nasir-i
Khusraw, text 51, tr. 148; Ibn TaghribirdT, ed. Pop-
per, ii/2, 105). In the Mosque of al-Hakim, in addi-
tion to lamps and candle lanterns, he also put 4 silver
tandnir and he made similar gifts to the Azhar and
other mosques: the lamps were of gold or silver (al-
MakrizI, iv, 51, 56, 63; cf. Ibn Taghrlbirdi, ii/2,
105). The tandnir and other lanterns could also be
made of copper (see van Berchem, CIA, i, nos. 502,
503, 506, 507, 511), as, for example, the celebrated
candelabrum of the Mosque of MuDayyad (al-
MakrlzT, iv, 137) which was made for the mosque of
Hasan but sold by it (ibid., 118).

This great interest in the lighting of the mosque was
not entirely based on practical considerations. Light
had a significance in the worship and Islam here, as
elsewhere, was taking over something from the Chris-
tian Church. When, in 227/842 the caliph was on his
deathbed, he asked that the saldt should be performed
over him with candles and incense (hi "l-sham^ wa '/-
bukhur) exactly after the fashion of the Christians (Ibn
Abl Usaybica, i, 165; cf. ii, 89). The dependence of
Islam on Christianity is also seen in the story that
cUthman, when he was going to the evening saldt in
Medina, had a candle carried in front of him, which
his enemies condemned as bidca (al-YackubT, Ta^rikh,
ii, 187). The Shi c f bias does not affect the significance
of this story. A light was used particularly in the
mihrdb, because it represented the holy cell, to which
light belongs (cf. sura XXIV, 35). Then, in Mecca,
lamps were placed before the imams in the mihrdbs and
there were considerable endowments for such mihrdb
lamps (Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 103, 144). Light, as was
everywhere the custom in ancient times, was
necessary in mausoleums, and the documents of
endowment show that a large number of oil-lamps
were used in this way (cf. e.g. the document for al-
Malik al-Ashraf's mausoleum, van Berchem, CIA, i,
no. 252). But in the mosque generally the use of lights
had a devotional significance and lamps might be
endowed for particular individuals (cf. al-MukaddasT,
74, quoted above). The lamps so given by al-Hakim
were therefore placed in the mosques with great
ceremony, with blasts of trumpets and beating of
drums (Ibn Taghrlbirdl, ii/2, 105).

On ceremonial occasions a great illumination was
therefore absolutely necessary. In the month of
Ramadan, says Ibn Djubayr, the carpets were
renewed and the candles and lamps increased in
number, so that the whole mosque was a blaze of light
(Rihla, 143); on certain evenings, trees of light were
made with vast numbers of lamps and candles and the
minarets were illuminated (ibid., 149-51, 154, 155).
In the Mosque of the Prophet in the time of al-
Samhudl, forty wax candles burned around the sacred
tomb, and three to four hundred lights in the whole
mosque (Wustenfeld, Medina, 100). On the mawlid al-
nabi, says Kutb al-Dln, a procession went from the
Kacba in Mecca to the birthplace of the Prophet with
candles, lanterns (fawdnis) and lamps (mashdcH) (see
Chron. Mekka, iii, 439). In the haram of Jerusalem,
according to Mudjlr al-Dm, 750 lamps were lit by
night and over 20,000 at festivals (Sauvaire, Hist.
Jems, et Hebron, 138). In the dome of the Kubbat al-
Sakhra in 452/1060, a chandelier and 500 lamps fell
down (ibid., 69); at the taking of the town in
492/1099, the Franks carried off 42 silver lamps, each
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of 3,600 dirhams, 23 lamps of gold and a tannur of 40
rath of silver (ibid., 71). It was similar, and still is, in
Cairo and elsewhere in the Muslim world. For the
laylat al-wukud in the Mosque of cAmr, 18,000 candles
were made for the Mosque of cAmr, and every night
eleven-and-a-half kintdrs of good oil were used (al-
MakrizI, iv, 21 and more fully, ii, 345-6). The four
"nights of illumination" fell in the months of Radjab
and Shacban, especially nisf Sha^bdn (Quatremere,
Hist. Suit. Maml., ii/2, 131; cf. also Snouck-Hur-
gronje, Mekka, ii, 77). In 1908 electric light was intro-
duced into the Mosque of the Prophet (al-Batanunl,
Rihla, 245-6).

(On the question in general of illumination, see
Clermont-Ganneau, La lampe et I'olivier dans le Goran,
in Recueil d'Archeologie Orientate, viii [1924], 183-228;
on the copper candelabra, see A. Wingham, Report on
the analysis of various examples of oriental metal-work, etc. in
the South Kensington Museum, etc., London 1892; F. R.
Martin, Altere Kupferarbeiten aus dem Orient, Stockholm
1902; on glass lamps, see G. Schmoranz, Altorien-
talische Glass-Gefdsse, Vienna 1898; van Berchem, CIA,
i, 678 ff.; M. Herz Bey, La Mosquee du Sultan Hasan
(Comite de Conservation des Monuments de I'Art Arabe),
1899, 8 ff.; see also the Bibliography in Isi, xvii
[1928], 217 ff.).

i. Incense . According to some traditions, even
the Prophet had incense burned in the mosque (al-
Tirmidhl, i, 116; see Lammens, Mocdwia, 367, n. 8)
and in the time of cUmar, his client cAbd Allah is said
to have perfumed the mosque by burning incense
while he sat on the minbar. The same client is said to
have carried the censer (midjmar. cf. Lammens, loc.
cit.) brought by cUmar from Syria before cUmar when
he went to the saldt in the month of Ramadan (A.
Fischer, Biographic von Gewdhrsmdnnern, etc., 55 n.).
According to this tradition, the use of incense was
adopted into Islam very early as a palpable imitation
of the custom of the Church. In keeping with this is
the tradition that, in Fustat as early as the gover-
norship of cAmr, the mu ̂ adhdhin used to burn incense
in the mosque (Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, 132; cf. Annali
dell' Islam, iv, 565). The Kubbat al-Sakhra Mosque
had incense burned in it during the consecration
ceremony (Sauvaire, Hist. Jems, et Hebron, 53).

Under the Umayyads, incense was one of the
regular requirements of the mosque (tib al-masdjid: al-
Tabarl, ii, 1234, 10). Mucawiya is named as the first
to perfume the Kacba with perfume (khaluk) and
censer (tayyaba: Ibn al-Faklh, 20, 12). It became the
custom to anoint the sacred tombs with musk and tib
(Chron. Mekka, i, 150, 10; Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 191, 9).
Baybars washed the Kacba with rose-water (al-
Makrizi, iv, 96, 14). Incense, as well as candles, was
used at burials (cf. de Goeje, ZDMG, lix [1905], 403-
4; Lammens, Mocdwia, 436, n. 9). Al-Muctasim's
desire to be buried with candles and incense (bukhur)
exactly like the Christians (Ibn Usaybica, i, 165, 12 f.,
cf. above) shows that they were aware that the custom
bore much the same relation to the Christian usage as
the mosque building did to the church. The consump-
tion of incense in the mosques gradually became very
large, especially at festivals (see for the Fatimids, Ibn
Taghribirdi, ii/1, 484, 12; ii/2, ed. Popper, 106, 3; al-
Makrizi, iv, 51; on vessels for holding incense, see the
Bibliography in Isl., xvii [1928], 217-18, and MACDIN.
4. In Islamic art).

j. W a t e r - s u p p l y . Nothing is said of a water-
supply in connection with the oldest mosques. The
Mosque of Mecca occupied a special position on
account of the Zamzam well. In the early days of
Islam, two basins (hawd) are said to have been sup-

plied by it, one behind the well, i.e. just at the side of
the mosque for wudu^ and one between the well and
the rukn for drinking purposes; the latter was moved
nearer the well by Ibn al-Zubayr. In the time of
Sulayman b. cAbd al-Malik, a grandson of cAbd Allah
b. cAbbas for the first time built a kubba in connection
with Zamzam (Chron. Mekka, i, 299). At the same
time, the governor Khalid al-Kasrl laid down lead
piping to bring water from the well of al-Thablr to the
mosque, to a marble basin (fiskiyya) with a running
fountain (fawwdrd) between Zamzam and the rukn,
probably on the site of the earlier hawd. It was
intended to supply drinking-water in place of the
brackish water of Zamzam, but a branch was led on
to a birka at the Bab al-Safa, which was used for ritual
ablutions. The people, however, would not give up
the Zamzam water and immediately after the coming
to power of the cAbbasids, the provision for drinking-
water was cut off, only the pipe leading to the birka
being retained (ibid., i, 339-40). In Ibn Djubayr's
time, there was, in addition to Zamzam, a supply of
water in vessels and a bench for performing the wudu^
(Rihla, 89). Khalid's plan, arrangements for ablutions
at the entrance and a running fountain in the sahn,
seems to have been a typically Umayyad one and to
have been introduced from the north. Such fountains
were usual ir the north, not only in private houses,
but also for example in the aithrion (atrium) surrounded
by pillars, which, from Eusebius's description,
formed part of the church of Tyre (see Hauch, in
Herzog-Hauch, Realenzyclop. f. prot. Theol. u. Kirche3,
x, 782).

The usual name for the basin, fiskiyya (in Egypt now
faskiyyd), comes from piscina, which in the Mishna and
in Syriac takes the form piskin (see Levy, Neuhebr. u.
chald. Worterbuch, iv, 81b; Fraenkel, Fremdworter, 124;
fiskina, found in al-Azrakf, Chron. Mekka, i, 340 is
probably due to a slip). At the same time, however,
birka or sikdya or sihnd^, which probably comes from
the Persian (cf. Fraenkel, op. cit., 287), or the old
Arabic hawd, are also used. The arrangements for
ablutions were called matdhir or mayddi^, sing, mi^da^a
(now usually medd), "place for wudu". The accom-
modation in Mecca just mentioned was later
extended. Ibn Djubayr mentions a building at al-
Zahir, 1 mil north of Mecca which contained matdhir
and sikdya for those performing the minor cumra
(Rihla, 111).

In Medina , Ibn Djubayr mentions rooms for
wudu^ at the western entrance to the mosque (Rihla,
197, 13 f.; cf. the plan in al-Batanuni, Rihla, facing p.
244). At the same time, Ibn Zabala mentions seven-
teen receptacles for water in the sahn in the year
199/814-15, probably for drinking-water; later
(8th/14th century) a large basin surrounded by a rail-
ing is mentioned in the centre of the court. It was
intended for drinking purposes, but became used for
bathing and was therefore removed. Baths and
latrines were built anew by al-Nasir's mother
(Wustenfeld, Medina, 99 ff).

In Damascus, where every house, as is still the case,
was amply supplied with water, Yakut (d. 626/1229)
found no mosque, madrasa or khdnakdh which did not
have water flowing into a birka in the sahn (Yakut, ii,
590). Ibn Djubayr describes the arrangements in the
Mosque of the Umayyads. In the sahn, as is still the
case, there were three kubbas. The centre one rested on
four marble columns, and below it was a basin with
a spring of drinking-water surrounded by an iron
grille. This was called kafas al-md^ "water-cage".
North of the sahn was a Masdjid al-Kallasa, in the sahn
of which there was again a sihridj_ of marble with a
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spring (Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 267). There was also run-
ning water in an adjoining mashhad (269), in the
khdnakdh and madrasa (271), and in a hall beside the
living apartments there was again a kubba with a basin
(hawd) and spring water (269). There were also sikdydt
against the four outer walls of the mosque, whole
houses fitted up with lavatories and closets (273); a
century earlier, we are told that at each entrance to
the mosque there was a mi^da^a (159). The whole
arrangements correspond exactly to those made by
Khalid al-KasrT in Mecca in the Umayyad period and
must therefore date from the Umayyads.

It was the same in other S y r i a n and Mesopo ta-
rn i an towns. In Samarra0, al-Mutawakkil built in his
new dj_dmic a fawwdra with constant running water (al-
Yackubl, Bulddn, 265). In Naslbln, the river was led
through the sahn of the mosque into a sihridj_', there was
also a sihriaj_ at the eastern entrance with two sikdydt in
front of the mosque (Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, 239). In
Mawsil in the mosque, which dated from the
Umayyad period, there was a spring with a marble
cupola over it (ibid., 235). In Harran, there were in
the satin three marble kubba?, with a bi^r and drinking-
water (ibid., 246), in Aleppo, two (ibid., 253). In
Kufa, there were three hawds with Euphrates water in
front of the Djamic (ibid., 212), but in the mosque in
a zdwiya, a domed building with running water
(Yakut, iv, 325, 326, here called tannur; cf. Ibn al-
Fakih, 173, Ibn Djubayr, 89, 267). It was the same in
Amid (Nasir-i Khusraw, ed. Schefer, 28) and in
Zarandj in Sidjistan (Ibn Hawkal1, 298-9). The prin-
cipal mosques of clrak had mayddi^ at the entrances,
for which, according to a remarkable note by al-
MukaddasT, rents were paid (129, read kardst?; cf.
mastaba: Ibn Djubayr, 89). In P a l e s t i n e also, in al-
Mukaddasi's time, there were conveniences for ab-
lutions at the entrances to the djawdmi^ (matdhir: 182;
mayddP: al-Istakhri1, and in S a n c a D in the 4th/10th
century, beside each mosque, there was water for
drinking and for wudu^ (Ibn Rusta, 111). In Persia
also, it was the custom to have a hawd in front of the
mosque (al-MukaddasT, 318) and there was drinking-
water in the mosque itself on a bench (kursi) in iron
jars into which ice was put on Fridays (ibid., 327). Not
only at the Zamzam well but also in the mosques of
clrak, men were appointed whose duty it was to
distribute drinking-water (al-TabarT, iii, 2165). The
regular custom, therefore, was to have at the entrance
to, or in front of the mosque, conveniences for wudu^,
and in the court of the mosque itself a fountain as the
traditional ornament and for drinking water. It was
the exception for the wudu^to take place in the mosque
itself.

In E g y p t , at first the Mosque of Ibn Tulun was
arranged similarly to the Syrian mosques. In the cen-
tre of the sahn there was a gilt dome, supported by six-
teen marble columns and surrounded by a railing.
This upper storey was supported by nineteen marble
columns and below was a marble basin (kas^a) with a
running fountain (fawwdra); the adhdn was called from
the dome (al-MakrizI, iv, 37; the description is not
quite clear). People complained that there were no
arrangements for washing (mi^da^d) there. Ibn Tulun
replied that he had not made them because he had
concluded the mosque would be polluted thereby. He
therefore made a mi^da^a with an apothecary's shop
behind the mosque (ibid., 38, 39; al-Suyuti, ii, 139; Ibn
TaghrlbirdT, ii/10). This suggests that previously in
Egypt, the washing arrangements had been directly
connected with the mosque. After the fire of the year
376/986-7, the fawwdra was renovated by al-cAziz (al-
Makrizi, iv, 40), and again in 696/1297 by Ladjm,

whose inscription still exists (CIA, i, no. 16). A new
mPda^a was built in 792/1390 beside the old one on the
north, outside the mosque (al-Makrizi, iv, 42).

The Mosque ofcAmr first got afawwdra in the time
of al-cAziz. In 378-9/998-9 his vizier Yackub b. Killis
installed one in the cupola, already in existence for the
bayt al-mdl. Marble jars were put there for the water
(probably drinking-water) (al-Makrlzi, iv, 9, 11; cf.
al-Suyuti, ii, 136; Yakut, iii, 899). A new water basin
was installed by Salah al-Din beside his manzara in the
mosque. The water was led to the fawwdrat al-fiskiyya
from the Nile. This was prohibited in the reign of
Baybars al-Bundukdarl (658-76/1260-77) by the chief
kadi, because the building was being affected by it (al-
MakrTzT, iv, 14; al-Suyuti, ii, 137). The amir, who
restored it, brought the water for the fiskiyya from a
well in the street (al-MakrizT, iv, 15).

Like Ibn Tulun, the Fatimids do not seem to have
considered the mi^da^a indispensable. For the Azhar
Mosque had originally no mi^da^a: as late as al-
Hakim's wakf document for the provision of mi^da^a,
money is given only with the provision that something
of the kind should be made (al-MakrizI, iv, 51, 54).
At a later date we hear of two mi^da^a's, one at the
adjoining Akbughawiyya (ibid., 54). On the other
hand, there was already afiskiyya in the centre of the
court, but whether it had existed from the first is not
known. It had disappeared, when traces of it were
found in 827/1424 in laying-out a new sihridi (ibid.,
54). Thefiskiyya of the Mosque of al-Hakim was not
erected by the founder. Like that of the Mosque of
cAmr, it was removed in 660/1262 by the kddiTadj al-
Dln, but after the earthquake of 702/1302-3, it was
again rebuilt and provided with drinking-water from
the Nile (ibid., 56, 57) and again renovated after
780/1378 (ibid., 61). A small mi^a, later replaced by
another, was in the vicinity of the entrance (ibid. ,61).
Other Fatimid mosques had basins in the sahn, which
were supplied from the Nile and from the Khalldj
(ibid., 76, 81, 120).

The traditional plan was retained in the period
following also. For example, we know that the amir
Tughan in_815/1412 placed a birka in the centre of the
Djamic of Aksunkur which was covered by a roof sup-
ported by marble pillars and supplied by the same
pipe as the already existing mi^da^as (al-MaknzI, iv,
107, cf. 124, 138, 139, etc.). At the ceremonial
dedication of mosques, it was the custom for the
patron to fill the birka in the sahn with sugar, lemonade
or other sweet things (e.g. at the MuDayyadI, in
822/1419, al-MaknzT, iv, 139; at the Madrasa of
Djamal al-Din in 811/1408-9, ibid., 253; another in
757/1356, ibid., 256).

The importance of the birka of the mosque, as a
drinking-place, diminished as pious founders erected
drinking fountains everywhere (cf. for Mecca, Chron.
Mekka, ii, 116-18; also EGA, Glossarium, 211, s.v.
hubb; 258, s.v. sabil) and especially when it became the
custom to build a sabil with a boy's school in part of
the mosque (see below, I. E. 4, end). A hawd for
watering animals was also sometimes built in the
vicinity of the mosque (al-MakrizT, iv, 76). Sometimes
also the birka of the sahn was used for washing. In the
year 799/1397 the amir Yalbugha made arrangements
for this in the Akmar mosque so that one could get
water for wudu^ from taps from a birka put up in the
sahn (al-MakrizT, iv, 76). Al-Makrizi condemns this
addition, but only because there was already a mi^da^a
at the entrance and the sahn was too small for the new
one (ibid.}, and not on grounds of principle; and it was
only because the wall was damaged that the amir's gift
was removed in 815/1412 (ibid., 77). The custom of
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using the water supply of the satin for wuduD survived
in many places in Egypt. The arrangements were
therefore usually called mi^da^a or rather medd (which
is not found in the inscriptions). If they had taps, they
were called hanafiyya; according to Lane's suggestion,
because the Hanafis only permitted ablutions with
running water or from a cistern 10 ells broad and deep
(Lexicon, s.v.; cf. Manners and customs. Everyman's
Library, 69; cf. on the question M. Herz, Observations
critiques sur les bassins dans les sahns des mosquees, in BIE,
iii/7 [1896], 47-51; idem, La mosquee du Sultan Hasan,
2; Herz wrongly dates the modern usage from the
Turkish conquest in 923/1517). In quite recent times,
the mi^da^as have often been moved outside to special
buildings. Ibn al-Hadjdj condemns bringing water
into the mosque, because the only object is for ablu-
tions and ablutions in the mosque are forbidden by
"our learned men" (Madkhal, ii, 47-8, 49); like shav-
ing, ablutions should be performed outside the
mosque in keeping with the Prophet's saying idfalu
matdhirakum cald abwdb1 masddjidikum (ibid., ii, 58). It
was in keeping with this principle that in earlier times
the mPda^a was usually put at the entrance and the
barbers took up their places before the entrance (cf.
the name Bab al-Muzayyinin "The Barbers' Gate" for
the main entrance to the Azhar mosque). Mi^da^as
were also to be found in hospitals; thus the "lower
hospital" was given two in 246/957, one of which was
for washing corpses (Ibn Dukmak, 99 below).
E. The m o s q u e as a s t a t e i n s t i t u t i o n .

1. The m o s q u e as a p o l i t i c a l cen t r e . Its
r e l a t i o n to the r u l e r . It was inherent in the char-
acter of Islam that religion and politics could not be
separated. The same individual was ruler and chief
administrator in the two fields, and the same building,
the mosque, was the centre of gravity for both politics
and religion. This relationship found expression in the
fact that the mosque was placed in the centre of the
camp, while the ruler's abode was built immediately
adjacent to it, as in Medina (and in Fustat,
Damascus, Basra, Kufa). We can trace how this ddr
al-imdra or kasr (so for Kufa: al-Tabari, ii, 230-1; kasr
al-imdra, ibid., 234) with the growth of the mosque
gradually became incorporated in it at Fustat and
Damascus and was replaced by a new building. The
tradition remained so strong that, in Cairo, when the
new chief mosque Djamic al-cAskar was being
planned in 169/785-6, a Ddr Umard^ Misr was built
beside it with direct access to the mosque (al-MakrizT,
iv, 33-4), and when Ibn Tulun built his mosque, a
building called the Ddr al-imdra was erected on its
south side, where the ruler, who now lived in another
new palace, had rooms for changing his robes, etc.,
from which he could go straight into the maksura (ibid.,
42).

The cAbbasids at the foundation of Baghdad intro-
duced a characteristic innovation, when they made
the palace the centre of the city; the case was similar
with Fatimid Cairo; but Sulayman b. cAbd al-Malik
in Ramla had already built the palace in front of the
mosque (al-Baladhuri, 143). Later rulers, who no
longer lived just beside the mosque, had special
balconies or something similar built for themselves in
or beside the mosque. Salah al-Dfn built for himself a
manzara under the great minaret of the mosque of
cAmr (al-Makrizi, iv, 13; al-Suyuti, ii, 137) and just
to the south of the Azhar mosque, the Fatimids had a
manzara from which they could overlook the mosque
(al-MaknzI, ii, 345).

The caliph was the appointed leader of the saldt and
the khatib of the Muslim community. The significance
of the mosque for the state is therefore embodied in

the minbar. The installation of the caliph consisted in
his seating himself upon this, the seat of the Prophet
in his sovereign capacity. When homage was first paid
to Abu Bakr by those who had decided the choice of
the Prophet's successor, he sat on the minbar. cUmar
delivered an address, the people paid homage to him
and he delivered a khutba, by which he assumed the
leadership (Ibn Hisham, 1017; al-Tabarl, i, 1828-9;
al-Diyarbakrl, ii, 75; al-YackubT, fa^nkh, ii, 142); it
was the same with cUmar and cUthman (ibid., 157,
187).

The khutba, after the glorification of God and the
Prophet, contained a reference to the caliph's
predecessor and a kind of formal introduction of
himself by the new caliph. It was the same in the
period of the Umayyads and cAbbasids (see for al-
WalTd, al-Tabarl, ii, 1177 ff.; al-Amm, ibid., iii, 764;
al-Mahdl, ibid., iii, 398, 451, 457; cf. on this question
also al-Bukharl, Ahkdm, bdb 43). The minbar and the
khutba associated with it was still more important than
the imamate at the saldt, it was minbar al-mulk (Hamdsa,
ed. Freytag, 656, v, 4). According to a hadith, the
Prophet carried the little Hasan up to the minbar and
said, "This my son is a chieftain", etc. (al-Bukharl,
Mandkib, bdb 25). This reflects the later custom by
which the ruler saw that homage was paid to his
successor-designate; this also was done from the min-
bar (cf. khutiba yawm al+djum^a Ii 'l-Mu^tadid bi-wildyat
al-cahd, al-Tabarl, iii, 2131). The Fatimid caliph
showed honour to a distinguished officer by allowing
him to sit beside him on the minbar (al-Suyuti, ii, 91);
in the same way, Mucawiya allowed Ibn c Abbas to sit
beside him cald sanrihi (Ibn Abl Usaybica, i, 119), but
whether the reference is to the minbar is perhaps
doubtful. The bay'-a could also be received by another
on behalf of the caliph, but it had to be accepted on
the minbar. Thus the governor of Mecca in 196/811-12
accepted on the minbar homage to cAbd Allah al-
Ma-'mun and the deposition of Muhammad al-Amin
(al-Tabari, iii, 861-2; cf. for al-Mahdl: ibid., 389).
There are other cases in which the solemn deposition
of a ruler took place on or beside the minbar (Aghdni1,
i, 12; Wiistenfeld, Medina, 15). Even at a much later
date, when spontaneous acclamation by the populace
was no longer of any importance, the ceremonial
installation on the minbar was still of importance (al-
Makrlzi, iv, 94). It had become only a formality but
still an important one. Homage was paid to the
cAbbasid caliphs in Egypt in the great iwdn of the
palace or in a tent in which a minbar had been put up,
and similarly to the sultans whose investiture was read
out from the minbar (cf. Quatremere, Hist. Suit.
Maml, i/1, 117, 149 ff, 183 ff) . If one dreamt that
he was sitting on the minbar, it meant that he would
become sultan (ibid., ii/2, 103). The cAbbasid caliph
had, however, long had his own throne after the old
Persian fashion in his palace (Ps. -al-Djahiz, al-Tddj_fi
akhldk al-muluk, ed. Ahmad Zaki, Cairo 1914, 7 ff.; tr.
Pellat, Le livre de la couronne, Paris 1954, 35 ff.) and so
had the Fatimids (Ibn Taghrlbirdi, ii/1, 457) and the
Mamluks (Quatremere, op. cit., i/1, 87; cf. 147).
When later we find mention of the kursi U-khildfa (van
Berchem, CIA, i, no. 33), sanr al-mulk (Chron. Mekka,
iii, 113), sarir al-saltana (al-MaknzI, ii, 157; cf. al-sanr,
royal throne: Ibn Hawkal1, 282, 285; kursi similarly:
cf. Ibn cArabshah, Vita Timuri, ed. Manger, ii, 186)
or martabat al-mulk (Quatremere, op. cit., i/2, 61), the
reference is no longer to the minbar. This does not
mean that the ruler could no longer make public
appearances in the mosques: thus in 648/1250, al-
Mucizz Aybak regularly gave audiences in al-maddris
al-sdlihiyya (Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., 17) and
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memorial services for Baybars were held a year after
his death in several mosques, maddris and khawdnik in
Cairo (677/1278; ibid., i/2, 164-5).

The caliph spoke chiefly from the minbar of the
capital, but when he made the pilgrimage he also
spoke from the mandbir in Mecca and Medina (cf. e.g.
al-Tabari, ii, 1234; al-Yackubi, ii, 341, 501; Chron.
Mekka, i, 160). Otherwise, in the provinces, the gover-
nor stood in the same relation to the mosques as the
caliph in the capital. He was appointed "over saldt
and sword" or he administered "justice among the
people" and the saldt (al-Tabarl, iii, 860), he had
"province and minbar" under him (ibid., ii, 611), al-
wildydt wa 'l-khutba (al-Mukaddasi, 337). Speaking
from the minbar was a right which the caliph had
delegated to him and it was done in the name of the
caliph. cAmr b. al-cAs therefore refused to allow peo-
ple in the country to hold djuma*- except under the
direction of the commander (al-Makrizi, iv, 7). This
point of view was never quite abandoned. The khutba
was delivered "in the name of the caliph (ibid., 94)
or "for" him (lahu, ibid., 66, 74, 198; Ibn Taghri-
birdi, ii/1, 85 below; al-Mukaddasi, 485 above), and
in the same way an amir delivered a khutba "for" a
sultan (al-Makrizi, iv, 213, 214). The sultan did not
have the "secular" and the caliph the "spiritual"
power, but the sultan exercised as a Muslim ruler the
actual power which the caliph possessed as the
legitimate sovereign and had formally entrusted to
him. During the struggles between the different
pretenders, there was thus a confession of one's
politics if one performed the saldt with the one or the
other governor (al-TabarT, ii, 228, 234, 258; Chron.
Mekka, ii, 168). The pretenders disputed as to whether
the one or the other could put up his standard beside
the minbar (al-Tabarl, iii, 2009).

Like the caliph, the g o v e r n o r also made his for-
mal entry into office by ascending the minbar and
delivering a khutba', this was the symbol of his
authority (e.g. al-Tabari, ii, 91, 238, 242; Chron.
Mekka, ii, 173; cf. Hamdsa, 660, vv. 2-3; al-Djahiz,
Baydn, iii, 135). After glorifying God and the Prophet,
he announced his appointment or read the letter from
the caliph and the remainder of his address, if there
was a war going on, was exclusively political and often
consisted of crude threats. The khutba was not
inseparably connected with the Friday service. The
commander-in-chief could at any time issue a sum-
mons to the saldt and deliver his khutba with admoni-
tions and orders (see al-Tabarl, ii, as above and 260,
297-8, 300, 863, 1179) and it was the same when he
left a province (ibid., 241); a governor, who could not
preserve his authority with the khutba was dismissed
(ibid., 592). Since war was inseparably associated with
early Islam, and since the mosque was the public
meeting-place of ruler and people, it often became the
scene of warlike incidents. While the governor in his
khutba was issuing orders and admonitions relating to
the fighting, cheers and counter-cheers could be
uttered (ibid., 238) and councils of war were held in
the mosque (al-Taban, i, 3415; ii, 284; al-Baladhuri,
267). Soon after his election cAbd al-Malik asked from
the minbar who would take the field against Ibn al-
Zubayr, and al-Hadjdjadj shouted that he was ready
to go (Chron. Mekka, ii, 20). After the Battle of the
Camel, CAH sent the booty to the mosque of Basra and
cADisha looked for another mosque (al-Tabarl, i,
3178, 3223). Rowdy scenes occasionally took place in
the mosques (al-Kindf, Wuldt, 18); Ziyad was stoned
on the minbar (al-Tabarl, ii, 88); one could ride right
into the mosque and shout to the governor sitting on
the minbar (ibid., 682); fighting often took place in and
beside the mosque (ibid., 960, 1701 f f ; Wustenfeld,

Medina, 13-14). Sometimes for this reason, the gover-
nor was surrounded by his bodyguard during the saldt
or the minbar or even clothed in full armour (al-Walld:
al-Tabarl, ii, 1234; al-Yackubi, ii, 341; al-Hadjdjadj:
al-Tabarl, ii, 254). Saldt and sword were thus closely
associated in reality.

It thus came to be the custom for the enemies of the
ruler and his party to be cu r sed in the mosques.
This custom continued the old Arab custom of regular
campaigns of objurgation between two tribes, but can
also be paralleled by the Byzantine ecclesiastical
anathematisation of heretics (cf. Becker, Islamstudien,
i, 485, Zur Gesch. d. islamischen Kultus).

The first to introduce the official cursing of the
cAlids from the minbar of the Kacba is said to have
been Khalid al-Kasri (Chron. Mekka, ii, 36). The
reciprocal cursing of Umayyads and cAlids became
general (cf. al-Tabarl, ii, 12, 4; Aghdni1, x, 102; Ibn
TaghribirdT, i, 248; see also Lammens, Mocdwia,
180-1). Like the blessing upon the ruler, it was uttered
by the kussds (al-Makrizi, iv, 16); it was even recorded
in inscriptions in the mosque (Ibn Taghribirdi, ed.
Popper, ii/2, 63, 64; cf. also Mez, Renaissance, 61,
Eng. tr., 64). As late as 284/897, al-Muctadid wanted
to restore the anathematisation of Mucawiya from the
minbar but abandoned the idea (al-Tabari, iii, 2164).
Anathemas were also pronounced on other occasions,
for example, Sulayman had al-Hadjdjadj cursed
(Chron. Mekka, ii, 37), and al-Muctamid had Ibn
Tulun solemnly cursed from the mandbir (al-Tabarl,
iii, 2048, 5 ff.); and other rulers had MuctazilT
heretics cursed from the pulpits (see Mez, op. cit. ,198,
Eng. tr. 206; cf. against Ibn Taymiyya, Quatremere,
Hist. Suit. Maml., ii/2, 256). Ibn Battuta describes the
tumultuous scene with thousands of armed men utter-
ing threats in a mosque in Baghdad when a ShicT
khatib was on the minbar (ii, 58).

In was very natural to mention with a b l e s s i n g
upon him the ruler in whose name the Friday khutba
was delivered. Ibn c Abbas, when governor of Basra,
is said to have been the first to pronounce such a du^d^
over CA1T (Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, fas I 37, end); it
is not improbable that the custom arose out of the
reciprocal objurgations of cAlids and Umayyads; the
kussds, who had to curse the cAlids in the mosques,
used to pray for the Umayyads (al-Makrizi, iv, 17).
Under the cAbbasids, the custom became the usual
form of expressing loyalty to the ruler (Ibn
TaghrTbirdT, ii/1, 151). After the caliph, the name of
the local ruler or governor was mentioned (ibid., 156,
161): even in Baghdad in 369/979-80 by order of the
caliph al-Ta^iS the actual ruler cAdud al-Dawla was
mentioned in the du^d^ (Ibn Miskawayh, vi, 499; ed.
Cairo 1915, 396) and the Buyids, according to al-
MukaddasI, were generally mentioned in the khutba
even in the remotest parts of the kingdom (this is evi-
dent from the above-mentioned expression khutiba
lahu, for which we also find calayhi: see Ibn Hawkal1,
20; al-Mukaddasi, 337, 338, 400, 472, 485; cf.
Glossarium, s.v.). There is also evidence that prayers
used to be uttered for the heir-apparent (al-MakrizI,
iv, 37; Kitdb al-Wuzard^, ed. Amedroz, 420). Under
the Mamluks also, the sultan's heir was mentioned
(Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., ii/1, 101; ii/2, 3).
Under the Fatimids, it was even the custom to call
saldm upon the ruler from the minaret after the adhdn
al-fadjr (al-MakrlzT, iv, 45); this also took place under
the Mamluks, e.g. in 696/1297, when Ladjln was
elected (Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., ii/2, 45). The
prayer for the sovereign in the khutba did not find
unanimous approval among the learned (see Snouck
Hurgronje, Verspreide Geschriften, ii, 214-15).

In general, the mosque, and particularly the minbar,
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was the place where o f f i c i a l proclamations were
made, of course as early as the time of the Prophet (al-
Bukhari, Saldt, bdbs 70, 71), cUthman's bloodstained
shirt was hung upon the minbar (al-Tabari, i, 3255);
messages from the caliph were read from it (ibid., iii,
2084). Al-Walld announced from the minbar the
deaths of two distinguished governors (Ibn Taghri-
birdl, i, 242); the results of battles were announced in
khutbas (Yakut, i, 647; al-^Ikd al-farid, Cairo 1321, ii,
149-50). In the Fatimid and cAbbasid periods also,
proclamations, orders, edicts about taxation, etc., by
the ruler were announced in the principal mosque (al-
Tabari, ii, 40; iii, 2165; Ibn Taghribirdl, ii/2, 68; al-
Makrizi, Itti^dz, ed. Bunz, 87 above; Quatremere,
Hist. Suit. Maml., i/2, 89; ii/2, 44, 151); documents
appointing the more important officers were also read
upon the minbar (al-Kindi, Wuldt, 589, 599, 603, 604,
etc., passim; al-MakrizT, ii, 246; iv, 43, 88); frequently
the people trooped into the mosque to hear an official
announcement (al-Kindl, Wuldt, 14; cf. Dozy, Gesch.
d. Mauren in Spanien, ii, 170).

After the position of the caliph had changed, tradi-
tion was so far retained that he still delivered the
khutba in the principal mosque on special occasions,
particularly at festivals. Thus the Fatimid al-cAziz
preached in the Mosque of al-Hakim on its comple-
tion (al-Makrfzf, iv, 55) and in the month of
Ramadan he preached in the three chief mosques of
Cairo, one after the other (ibid., 53, cf. 61-2; Ibn
Taghrlbirdl, ii/1, 482 ff ; exceptionally also in al-
Rashida: al-MakrlzI, iv, 63). The cAbbasid caliph
also used to preach at festivals (e.g. al-Radl: Yakut,
Udabd^, ii, 349-50); it was the exception when a zealot
like al-MuhtadT in the year 255/869 followed the old
custom and preached every Friday (al-Mascudi,
Murudj_, viii, 2 = § 3110). Even the faineant caliph in
Egypt preached occasionally (al-Makrizf, iv, 94;
Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., ii/1, 138-9). Although
the mosque lost its old political importance in its later
history, it has never quite lost its character as the place
of assembly on occasions of public importance. This
is evident from al-Djabarti's history, and even quite
recently large meetings have been held in the mosques
of Egypt on questions of nationalist politics.

2 . The m o s q u e and p u b l i c a d m i n i s t r a -
t ion . The actual work of government was very early
transferred from the mosque into a special diwdn or
madjlis (see al-Tabarl, Glossarium, s.v.) and negotia-
tions were carried on and business frequently done in
the kasr al-imdra (cf. al-Tabari, ii, 230-1). But when
financial business had to be transacted at public
meetings, the mosque was used; of this there is par-
ticular evidence from Egypt. Here the director of
finance used to sit in the Mosque ofcAmr and auction
the farming out of the domains, with a crier and
several financial officers to assist him. Later, the
Diwdn was transferred to the Djdmi^ of Ahmad b.
Tulun, but even after 300/912-13, we find Aba Bakr
al-Madhara°I sitting on such occasions in the Mosque
of cAmr. Under the Fatlmids, the vizier Yackub b.
Killis used first the ddr al-imdra of the Mosque of Ibn
Tulun (see above); later his own palace and after-
wards the caliph's kasr was used (al-MakrizI, i, 131-2).
In the same way, in the reign of Mucawiya, the Coptic
churches were used and the taxation commission took
up their offices in them (Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer,
Fuhrer durch die Ausstelling, no. 577); and Ibn Rusta (ca.
290/903) says that the officials in charge of the
measurement of the Nile, when they noticed the rising
of the river, went at once to the chief mosque and
announced it at one halka after another, at the same
time scattering flowers on those seated there (116).

The connection with administration was also seen
in the fact that the treasury-chest, the bayt al-mdl (iden-
tical with the tdbut; al-Kindi, Wuldt, 70, 117) was kept
in the mosque. In Fus t at, Usama b. Zayd, the direc-
tor of finance, in 97/715-i 6 and 99/717-18 built in the
Mosque of cAmr a kubba on pillars in front of the min-
bar for the bayt al-mdl of Egypt. A drawbridge was
placed between it and the roof. In the time of Ibn
Rusta, it was still possible to move about freely below
the kubba, but in 378-9/988-9 al-cAz!z put up a run-
ning fountain below it (Ibn Rusta, 116; al-MakrlzT,
iv, 9, 11, 13; al-Suyutl, ii, 136; Yakut, iii, 899). Al-
Kindl records an attempt to steal the chest in 145/762
(Wuldt, 112-13). In the disturbed period around the
year 300/912, the wall al-Nusharl closed the mosque
between the times of saldt for the safety of the chest,
which was also done in Ibn Rusta's time (al-Kindi,
Wuldt, 266; Ibn Rusta, 116). New approaches to the
bayt al-mdl were made in 422/1031 from the khizdna of
the mosque and from the Diwdn (al-MakrizI, iv, 13).

In K u fa, the buyut al-amwdl, at least during the
early period, were in the Ddr al-imdra (al-Tabari, i,
2489, 2491-2); in the year 38/658-9, during the
fighting, it was saved from Basra and taken with the
minbar to the Mosque of al-Huddan (ibid., 3414-15).
In Pa l e s t i ne , in the chief mosque of each town,
there was a similar arrangement to that in the Mosque
of cAmr (al-MukaddasT, 182). In D a m a s c u s the bayt
al-mdl was in the most western of the three kubba?, in
the court of the Mosque of the Umayyads; it was of
lead and rested on 8 columns (ibid. ,157; Ibn Djubayr,
264, 267; Ibn Battuta, i, 200-1); it is still called kubbat
el-khazne ("treasure-cupola", earlier kubbat ^A^isha (cf.
Baedeker, Paldstina und Syrien). In the time of the two
travellers mentioned, the kubba only contained pro-
perty of the mosque. Ibn Djubayr saw a similar kubba
in the chief mosque of Har ra r^ and says that it came
from the Byzantines (246). In Adharbayd jan , also
by the time of alTstakhrl, the Syrian custom had been
everywhere introduced (184); in I r a n s h a h r , in the
centre of the court, there was a building with marble
colums and doors (al-MukaddasT, 316), which
perhaps points to a similar state of affairs, and in
A r m e n i a , it is recorded that the bayt al-mdl was kept
in the Djdmi^ in the time of the Umayyads as in Misr
and elsewhere (Ibn Hawkal1, 241). The kubba was
usually of lead and had an iron door. Ibn al-Hadjdj
considers it highly illegal to shut off a diwdn in a
mosque, since this is the same as forbidding entrance
to it. This shows that the custom still survived in his
time.

Ibn Djubayr's remark about Harran suggests that
here again we have an inheritance from Byzantium.
It was probably the building belonging to the piscina
(cf. above) that the Muslims put to a practical use in
this way. For the Byzantines had the treasury (sakelle)
in the palace, and it is doubtful if the treasure-
chambers of the church (skenophylakion) were built in
this way (cf. F. Dolger, in Byzantinisches Archiv, Heft
9 [1927], 26, 34).

3. The m o s q u e as a c o u r t o f j u s t i c e . That
the Prophet used to settle legal questions in his
mosque was natural (see al-BukharT, Ahkdm, bdbs 19,
29, etc.; cf. Saldt, bdb 71; Khusumdt, bdb 4), but he
could also deliver judgments in other places (ibid.,
passim). In HadTth, it is recorded that some kddis of the
earlier period (Shurayh, al-Shacbi, Yahya b. Yacmar,
Marwan) sat in judgment beside the minbar, others
(al-Hasan, Zuraca b. Awfa) on the open square beside
the mosque (al-Bukhari, Ahkdm, bdb 18). The custom
had all the better chance of survival, as churches were
used in the same way (Joshua Stylites, ed. Wright, ch.
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29; cf. Mez, Renaissance, 223, Eng. tr., 224). Sitting
in judgment was primarily the business of the ruler,
but he had to have assistants and Abu Bakr's kadi is
mentioned as assisting cUmar (al-Tabari, i, 2135),
and a number of judges appointed by cUmar are men-
tioned (Ibn Rusta, 227). In the reign of cUthman,
cAbd Allah b. Mascud is said to have been judge and
financial administrator of Kufa (Ibn Kutayba,
Ma^drif, ed. Wustenfeld, 128). On the other hand, we
are told that cAbd Allah b. Nawfal, appointed by
Marwan in 42/662, was the first kddi in Islam (al-
Tabari, iii, 2477); it is recalled that in the year
132/749-50 the kadi of Medina administered justice in
the mosque (ibid., 2505). In Basra, we are told that al-
Aswad b. Sari* al-Tamimi immediately after the
building of the mosque (i.e. in the year 14/635)
worked in it as kadi (al-Baladhuri, 346). In the early
period, cUmar wanted to choose a kadi, who had been
already acting as a judge before Islam (al-Kindl,
Wuldt, 301-2; al-Suyuti, ii, 86). Even the Christian
poet al-Akhtal was allowed to act as arbiter in the
mosque of Kufa (see Lammens, Mo^dwia, 435-6).

In Fustat, as early as 23/643 or 24/644 by command
of cUmar, cAmr b. al-cAs appointed a kddi named
Kays (al-Suyutl, ii, 86; al-Kindl, 300-1). The kddi
held his sessions in the Mosque of cAmr but not
exclusively there. The kddi Khayr b. Nucaym (120-
7/738-45) held his sessions sometimes before his
house, sometimes in the mosque, and for Christians
on the steps leading up to the mosque (al-Kindl, 351-
2). A successor of his (177-84/793-800) invited Christ-
ians who had lawsuits into the mosque to be heard
(ibid., 391); of another judge (205-11/820-6), it is
recorded that he was not allowed to sit in the mosque
(ibid., 428). It seems that the kddi could himself choose
where he would sit. A judge, officiating in the year
217/832, sat in winter in the great pillared hall, turn-
ing his back towards the kibla wall, and in summer, in
the sahn near the western wall (ibid., 443-4). During
the Fatimid period, the subsidiary building on the
north-east of the Mosque of cAmr was reserved for the
judge. This judge, called from the year 376/986
onwards kddi 'l-kuddt (cf. al-Suyutl, ii, 91; al-Kindl,
590), sat on Tuesday and Saturday in the rnosque and
laid down the law (al-MakrizI, ii, 246; iv, 16, 22; cf.
al-Kindl, 587, 589; cf. Nasir-i Khusraw, tr. Schefer,
149).

In al-Yackub!'s time in Baghdad, the judge of the
east city used to sit in its chief mosque (Bulddn, 245),
in Damascus the vice-kddi in the 4th/10th century had
a special riwdk in the Mosque of the Umayyads (al-
Mukaddasi, 158), and the notaries (al-shurutiyyun) also
sat at the Mosque of the Umayyads at the Bab al-Sacat
(ibid., 17). In Naysabur, every Monday and Thurs-
day, the maajlis al-hukm was held in a special mosque
(ibid., 328). In course of time, the judge was given a
madjlis al-hukm of his own (cf. al-Suyutl, ii, 96), and in
279/892 al-Muctadid wanted to forbid the kadis to hold
sessions in the mosques (Ibn TaghrTbirdT, ii/1, 87
above; perhaps, however, we should read kdss: see
Goldziher, Muh. Stud., ii, 164, n. 4). Justice was also
administered in the ddr al-^adl (Quatremere, Hist. Suit.
Mami, ii/2, 79). But the administration of justice did
not at once lose all connection with the mosque.
Under the Fatimids, the custom had been introduced
that the kddi should hold sittings in his house, but Ibn
al-cAwwam, appointed just after 400/1009-10, held
them either in the DjamP at the Bayt al-Mdl or in a
side-room (al-Kindl, 612; cf. Ibn TaghribirdT, ed.
Popper, ii/2, 69; al-Kalkashandl, Subh al-a^shd*, iii,
487: for 439/1046, see Nasir-i Khusraw, ed. Schefer,
text, 51, tr. 149). In Mecca, the ddr al-kddi was in

direct connection with the mosque (Ibn Djubayr,
104). In the 8th/14th century, Ibn Battuta attended a
court presided over by an eminent jurist in a mosque
(madrasa) in Shlraz (ii, 55, 63; cf. also Madkhal, ii, 54
below), and in Damascus the Shafici chief kddi held his
sessions in the cAdiliyya Madrasa (so Ibn Khallikan,
in Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Maml., ii/1, 22; cf. also for
Egypt: ibid., 87, ii/2, 253), the vice-kadis sat in the
Zahiriyya Madrasa (Ibn Battuta, i, 218). The judg-
ment might even be put into execution in the madrasa
(ibid., 220). During the Mamluk period in Egypt, we
occasionally find a small mosque being used as a
madjlis for judges (al-MakrIzi, iv, 270; Ibn Dukmak,
98 above); Ibn Khaldun held legal sittings in the
Madrasa al-Salihiyya (clbar, vii, 453).

A mufti, especially in the large mosques, was also
frequently appointed; he sat at definite times in a halka
Ii 'l-fatwd, e.g. in Cairo (al-Kazwinl, in al-Suyutl, i,
182; Djalal al-Dln, ibid., 187), in Tunis (al-Zarkashl,
Chronicle, tr. Fagnan, in Rec. Mem. Soc. Arch. Constan-
tine, xxi [1895], 197, 202, 218, 248). In Baghdad, Abu
Bakr al-DTnawarl (d. 405/1014-15) was the last to give
fatwds in the Mosque of al-Mansur according to the
madhhab of Sufyan al-Thawri (Ibn TaghrlbirdI, ed.
Popper, ii/2, 120).

F. The a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of the m o s q u e
1. F inances . The earliest mosques were built by

the rulers of the various communities, and the
members of the community did all the work necessary
in connection with the primitive mosques. The later
mosques as a rule were erected by rulers, amirs, high
officials or other rich men in their private capacity and
maintained by them. The erection of the mosque of
Ibn Tulun cost its builder 120,000 dinars, the Mosque
of Mu'ayyad 110,000 (al-Makrlzi, iv, 32, 137, 138).
The upkeep of the mosque was provided for by estates
made over as endowments (wakf, habs) (cf. thereon
besides thefikh books, I. Krcsmarik, Das Wakfrecht, in
ZDMG, xlv [1891], 511-76; E. Mercier, Le code du
hobous ou ouakf selon la legislation musulmane, 1899). In
the 3rd/9th century we thus hear of houses which
belonged to the mosque and were let by them (Papyrus
Erzherzog Rainer, Fiihrer, nos. 773, 837), and Ibn Tulun
handed over a large number of houses as an endow-
ment for his mosque and hospital (al-MakrizI, iv, 83).
This custom was taken over from the Christians by
the Muslims (see Becker, in Isl, ii [1911], 404).
According to al-MakrizT, estates were not given as
wakf endowments until Muhammad Abu Bakr al-
Madhara0! (read thus) bequeathed Birkat al-Habash
and Suyut as endowments (about 300/912-13; this was
however cancelled by the Fatimids again (ibid.}. Al-
Hakim made large endowments not only for his own,
but also for mosques previously in existence, such as
the Azhar, al-Hakiml, Dar al-cllm and Djamic al-
Maks and Djamic Rashida; the endowments consisted
of dwelling-houses, shops, mills, a kaysdriyya and
hawdnit, and the document (ibid., 50-1) specifies how
and for what purposes the revenues are to be
distributed. Baths were also given as endowments for
mosques (ibid., 76, for 529/1135; cf. 81 for the year
543/1148-9). Salah al-Dln granted lands to his
maddris: in 566/1170-1, for example, a kaysdriyya to the
Kamhiyya and a day^a in al-Fayyum, and the teachers
received wheat from al-Fayyum; in the same year he
endowed the Nasiriyya with goldsmiths' shops and a
village (ibid., 193-4; cf. another document, 196-7).
During the Mamluk period also, estates were given as
endowments (for documents of this period, see van
Berchem, CIA, i, nos. 247, 252, 528; Moberg, in MO,
xii [1918], 1 ff.; JA, ser. 9, iii, 264-6; ser. 11, x,
158 ff., 222 f ; xii, 195 f f , 256 f f , 363 ff). They
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were often a considerable distance apart: the mosques
in Egypt often had estates in Syria (van Berchem,
CIA, i, no. 247; al-Makrlzi, vi, 107, 137). Not only
were mosques built and endowed, but already existing
ones were given new rooms for teachers, minbars,
stipends for Kurgan reciters, teachers, etc. There were
often special endowments for the salaries of the imam
and the mu^adhdhins, for the support of visitors, for
blankets, food, etc. (see Ibn Djubayr, 277 with refer-
ence to the Mosque of the Umayyads). The
endowments, and the purpose for which they might be
used, were precisely laid down in the grant and the
document attested in the court of justice by the kadi
and the witnesses (cf. al-MakrlzI, iv, 50, 196 below).
The text was also often inscribed on the wall of the
mosque (cf. ibid., 76; the above-mentioned inscrip-
tions amongst others. For documents from Tashkent,
see RMM, xiii [1911], 278 ff.). Certain conditions
might be laid down, e.g. in a madrasa that no Persian
should be appointed there (al-MakrlzI, iv, 202 below),
or that the teacher could not be dismissed or some
such condition (van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 201); that
no women could enter (JA, ser. 9, iii, 389); that no
Christian, Jew or Hanball could enter the building
(ibid., 405); etc. Endowments were often made with
stipulations for the family of the founder or other pur-
poses. That mosques could also be burdened with
expenses is evident from an inscription in Edfu of the
year 797/1395 (van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 539). If a
mosque was founded without sufficient endowment, it
decayed (e.g. al-MakrlzI, iv, 115, 201, 203) or else the
stipends were reduced (ibid., 251), but in the larger
mosques as a rule the rulers provided new
endowments. According to al-Mawardi, there were
also special "Sultan mosques" which were directly
under the patronage of the caliph and their officials
paid from the bayt al-mdl (al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya, ed.
Enger, 172 above, 176 above).

Just as the bayt al-mdl of the state was kept in the
mosque, so was the mosque's own property kept in it,
e.g. the kanz or khizdnat al-Ka^ba, which is mentioned
in cUmar's time and may be presumed to have existed
under his predecessors (al-Baladhurl, 43 above;
Chron. Mekka, i, 307, ii, 14). The Bayt Mdl al-Djamic in
Damascus was in a kubba in the sahn (al-Mukaddasi,
157; Ibn Djubayr, 267; Ibn Battuta, i, 201.' cf. for
Medina, Wiistenfeld, Medina, 86). Rich men also had
their private treasure-chambers in the mosque (see
above, I. E. 2), as used to be the case with the Temple
at Jerusalem (see E. Schiirer, Gesch. d. jud. Volkes^, ii,
1907, 322-8; F. Cumont, Fouilles de Doura-Europos,
1926, 405-6).

2. A d m i n i s t r a t i o n . As Imam of the Muslim
community, the caliph had the mosques under his
charge. This was also the case with the sultan, gover-
nor or other ruler who represented the caliph in every
respect. The administration of the mosques could not
however be directly controlled by the usual govern-
ment offices. By its endowment, the mosque became
an object sui generis and was withdrawn from the usual
state or private purposes. Their particular association
with religion gave the kadi?, special influence, and, on
the other hand, the will of the testator continued to
prevail. These three factors decided the administra-
tion of the mosque, but the relation between them was
not always clear.

a . A d m i n i s t r a t i o n of the s e p a r a t e mos-
ques . The mosque was usually in charge of a ndzir or
wall who looked after its affairs. The founder was
often himself the ndzir or he chose another and after
his death, his descendants took charge or whoever was
appointed by him in the foundation charter. In the

older period, the former was the rule and it is said to
have applied especially in the case of chief mosques,
if we may believe Nasir-i Khusraw, according to
whom al-Hakim paid the descendants of Ibn Tulun
30,000 dinars for the mosque and 5,000 for the
minaret, and similarly to the descendants of cAmr b.
al-cAs 100,000 dinars for the Mosque of cAmr (Safar-
ndma, ed. Schefer, text 39-40, tr. 146, 148). In 3787
988 we read of an administrator (mutawalli) of the
mosque in Jerusalem (al-Makrizi, iv, 11). In the case
of mosques and maddris founded during the Mamluk
period, it is often expressly mentioned that the
administration is to remain in the hands of the descen-
dants of the founder, e.g. in the case of a mosque
founded by Baybars (al-MakrizI, iv, 89), in the
Djamic Maks when the vizier al-Maksi renovated it
(ibid., 66), the Sahibiyya (ibid., 205), and the
Karasunkuriyya (ibid., 232), etc.; so also in the
Badriyya in Jerusalem ("to the best of the descen-
dants", cf. van Berchem, CIA, ii/1, 129). Other cases
are also found. Sometimes an amir or official was
administrator, e.g. in the Mu^ayyad (al-Makrizi, iv,
140), the Taybarsiyya (ibid., 224), the Azhar (ibid.,
54-5) or the Mosque of Ibn Tulun (al-Kalkashandi,
Subh, xi, 159-62). In Djamal al-Dln's madrasa, it was
always the kdtib al-sirr (al-Makrizi, iv, 256), in the
khdnakdh of Baybars the khdzinddr and his successors
(van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 252); but it was more fre-
quently a kadi; for example, in the mosque of Baybars
just mentioned, the Hanafi kadi was to take charge
after the descendants (al-Makrizi, iv, 89); in the
Akbughawiyya, the Shafic T kadi was appointed but his
descendants were expressly excluded (ibid., 225). In
the Mosque of the Umayyads, during the Mamluk
period the Shafic I chief kadi was as a rule the ndzir (al-
Kalkashandi, iv, 191), and thus also in the Nasir
mosque in Cairo (ibid., xi, 262-4). In this city, we find
during the Mamluk period that amirs and kadis alter-
nately acted as ndzirs in the large mosques (e.g. the
Mosque of Ibn Tulun, al-MaknzI, iv, 42). Cases are
also found, however, in which descendants of the
founder unsuccessfully claimed the office of ndzir (al-
Maknzl, iv, 218, 255). This was the result of the
increasing power of the kadis (see below). In the
maddris, the ndzir was often also the leading professor;
the two offices were hereditary (ibid., 204, the
Sahibiyya al-Baha^iyya; and 238 above, the Djamal-
iyya). In Tustar, a descendant of Sahl as ndzir and
teacher conducted a madrasa with the help of four
slaves (Ibn Battuta, ii, 25-6).

The ndzir managed the finances and other business
of the mosque. Sometimes he had a fixed salary (in
Baybars' khdnakdh, 500 dirhams a month, van Ber-
chem, CIA, i, 252; in the Dulamiyya in Damascus in
847/1443-4, only 60 dirhams a month, JA, ser. 9, iii,
261), but the revenues of the mosque were often
applied to his personal use. His control of the funds of
the mosque was however often limited by the central
commission for endowments (see below). The ndzir
might also see to any necessary increase of the
endowments. He appointed the staff and he fixed their
pay (cf. e.g. al-MakrizI, iv, 41). He could also
interfere in questions not arising out of the business
side of administration; for example, the amir Sawdub,
the ndzir of the Azhar in 818/1415-16, ejected about
750 poor people from the mosque. He was however
thrown into prison for this by the sultan (ibid., 54).
Generally speaking, the ndzir1s powers were con-
siderable. In 784/1382 a ndzir in the Azhar decided
that the property of a mudj_dwir, who had died without
heirs, should be distributed among the other students
(ibid., 54). In Mecca, according to Kutb al-Dm, the
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Nazir al-Hardm was in charge of the great festival of the
mawlid of the Prophet (12 RabTc I) and distributed
robes of honour in the mosque on this occasion (Chron.
Mekka, iii, 349). In the Azhar, no ndzir was appointed
after about 493/1100 but a learned man was
appointed Shaykh al-Azhar, principal and adminis-
trator of the mosque (Sulayman Rasad al-Zayyatl,
Kanz al-ajawhar fi ta \ikh al-Azhar, 123 ff.). Conditions
were similar in Mecca in the late 19th century
(Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, ii, 235-6, 252-3).

As we have seen, kddis were often ndzirs of mosques.
This was especially the case in the maddris, where the
kddis were often teachers (cf. al-Makrizi, iv, 209, 219,
222, 238, etc.); the kddis were particularly anxious to
get the principal offices in the large schools (cf. al-
Kalkashandi, xi, 235). Their influence was however
further increased by the fact that, if a ndzir qualified
by the terms of the founder's will no longer existed,
the kddi of the madhab in question stepped into his
place (cf. ZDMG, xlv [1897], 552). By this rule, which
often gave rise to quarrels between the different kddis
(e.g. al-MakrlzT, iv, 218, the Zahiriyya), a kddi could
accumulate a larger number of offices and "milk the
endowments" (ibid., iii, 364). Sometimes their
management was so ruthless that the schools soon
declined (e.g. the Sahibiyya and the Djamaliyya, al-
MakrTzT, iv, 204-5, 238). They also exercised influ-
ence through the committee of management of the
mosque.

b. C e n t r a l i s a t i o n in the m a n a g e m e n t of
the m o s q u e s . The large mosques occupied a special
position in the Muslim lands, because the caliph had
to interest himself particularly in them, especially
those of Mecca and Medina, where the rulers and
their governors built extensions and executed renova-
tions (cf. Chron. Mekka, i, 145; iii, 83 ff) . During the
cAbbasid period, the kddi occasionally plays a certain
part in this connection; for example al-Mahdl (158-
69/775-85), presented the kddi with the necessary
money to extend and repair the Meccan mosque
(ibid.,i, 312; ii, 43). In 263/877, al-Muwaffak ordered
the governor of Mecca to undertake repairs at the
Kacba (ibid., ii, 200-1). In 271/1884-5, the governor
and the kddi of Mecca co-operated to get money from
al-Muwaffak for repairs, and they saw the work
through (ibid., iii, 136-7). In 281/894, the kddi of
Mecca wrote to the vizier of al-Muctadid about the
Ddr al-Nadwa and backed up his request by sending a
deputation of the staff there (sadana). The caliph then
ordered the vizier to arrange the matter through the
kddi of Baghdad and a man was sent to Mecca to take
charge of the work (ibid., iii, 144 ff) .

The importance of the kddi was based primarily on
his special knowledge in the field of religion. A zealous
kddi like al-Harith b. Miskln in Cairo (237-45/851-9)
forbade the kurrd^ of a mosque to recite the Kurgan
melodiously; he also had the masdhif'm the mosque of
cAmr inspected and appointed an amm to take charge
of them (al-Kindl, Wuldt, 469). After the building of
the Tulunid mosque, a commission was appointed
under the kddi 'l-kuddt to settle the kibla of the mosque
(al-MakrizT, iv, 21-2). But at a quite early date they
also obtained a say in the management of the funds.
The first kddi to lay his hands on the ahbds was Tawba
b. Namir al-HadramT; while hitherto every endow-
ment had been administered by itself by the children
of the testator or someone appointed by him, in
118/736 Tawba brought about the centralisation of all
endowments and a large diwdn was created for the
purpose (al-Kindl, 346). How this system of cen-
tralisation worked is not clear at first, but it was car-
ried through under the Fatimids.

A l - M u c i z z created a special diwan al-ahbas and
made the chief kddi head of it as well as of the djawdmi*'
wa 'l-mashdhid(al-Makrizi, iv, 83 and 75; cf. al-Kindl,
585, 587, 589, according to whom al-cAz!z specially
appointed the chief kddi over the two djdmity, and a
special boyt al-mdl was instituted for it in 363/974; a
yearly revenue of 150,00 dirhams was guaranteed;
anything left over went to form a capital fund. All
payments were made through his office after being
certified by the administration of the mosque (al-
Makrizi, iv, 83-4). The mosques were thus
administered by the kddis, directly under the caliph.
The diwdn al-birr wa 'l-sadaka in Baghdad (Mez,
Renaissance, 72, Eng. tr., 80) perhaps served similar
purposes.

A l - H a k i m reformed the administration of the
mosques. In 403/1012-13 he had an investigation
made, and when it proved that 800 (or 830) had no
income (ghalld), he made provision for them by a pay-
ment of 9,220 dirhams monthly from the Eayt al-Mdl;
he also made 405 new endowments (of estates) for the
officials of the mosque (al-MakrlzI, iv, 84, 264).
Under the Fatimids, the kddis used to inspect all the
mosques and mashdhid in and around Cairo at the end
of Ramadan and compare them with their inventories
(ibid., 84). The viziers of the Fatimids, who also had
the title kddi, did much for the mosques (Djawhar,
Yackub b. Killis, Badr al-DjamalT, cf. van Berchem,
CIA, i, nos. 11, 576, 631).

Under the A y y u b i d s , conditions were the same
as under the Fatimids. The diwdn al-ahbds was under
the kddis (al-MakrlzI, iv, 84). Salah al-Dln gave a
great deal to the mosques, especially the maddris:
20,000 dirhams a day is a figure given (ibid., 117).
When Ibn Djubayr says that the sultan paid the
salaries of the officials of the mosques and schools of
Alexandria, Cairo and Damascus 43, 52, 275), he
must really mean the Diwdn already mentioned.

The same conditions continued for a time under the
M a m l u k s . In the time of Baybars, for example, the
chief kddi Tad] al-Dfn was ndzir al-ahbds. He caused the
Mosque of cAmr to be renovated, and when the funds
from the endowments were exhausted, the sultan
helped him from the Bayt al-Mdl (al-MakrlzI, iv, 14);
after conferring with experts, the chief kddi forbade a
water-supply brought by Salah al-Dln into the
mosque (ibid., 14; al-Suyutl, ii, 137). In 687 the chief
kddi Taki al-Dln complained to Kalawun that the
cAmr and Azhar mosques were falling into ruins,
while the ahbds were much reduced. The sultan would
not however permit their restoration but entrusted the
repairs of the mosques to certain amirs, one to each
(al-MakrlzT, iv, 14, 15). This principle was several
times applied in later times, and the amirs frequently
gained influence at the expense of the kddis. Thus after
the earthquake of 707/1303 (cf. thereon Quatremere,
Hist. Suit. Mami, ii/2, 214 ff), the mosques were
allotted to amirs, who had to see that they were rebuilt
(al-MakrizT, iv, 15, 53). From the middle of the
7th/13th century, we often find amirs as adminis-
trators of the chief mosques. The kddi had however
obtained so much authority that he was conceded "a
general supervision of all matters affecting the
endowments of his madhhab" (al-cUmari, al-Ta^rif hi
'l-mustalah al-sharif, 117; cf. ZDMG, xlv [1891], 559);
according to this theory the kddi could intervene to
stop abuses. In Syria in 660/1262 Ibn Khallikan
became kddi over the whole area between al-cArish
and the Euphrates and superintendent of wakfs,
mosques, madrasas, etc. (Quatremere, Hist. Suit.
Maml, i/1, 170).

Sultan B a y b a r s reformed these endowments and
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restored the office of nazir al-awkaf or nazir al-ahbas al-
mabrura or n. ajihdt al-birr (al-Kalkashandi, iv, 34, 38;
v, 465; ix, 256; xi, 252, 257; cf. Khalil al-Zahiri, Zub-
dat kashf al-mamdlik, ed. Ravaisse, 109). According to
al-Makrizi, the endowments were distributed among
the Mamluks in three departments (djihdt): 1. ajihdt al-
ahbds, managed by an amir, the Dawdddr: this looked
after the lands of the mosques, in 740/1339-40, in all
130,000/a<sk£ms; 2. djihdt al-awkaf al-hukmiyya bi-Misr
wa 'l-Kdhira, which administered dwelling-houses; it
was managed by the Shafici kadi 'l-kuddt, with the title
Nazir al-Awkdf. This department came to an end in the
time of al-Malik al-Nasir Faradj because an amir., sup-
ported by the opinion of the HanafT chief kadi, spent
a great deal and misused the funds; 3. ajihdt al-awkdf
al-ahliyya, comprised all the endowments which still
had particular ndzirs, either descendants of the testator
or officials of the sultan and the kadi. The amirs seized
their lands and Barkuk, before he became sultan,
sought in vain to remedy the evil by appointing a
commission. The endowments in general disappeared
somewhat later because the ruling amirs seized them
(al-Makrizi, iv, 83-6). In modern times, as a rule,
endowments in Muslim lands have been combined
under a special ministry, a Wizdrat al-Awkdf.

To be distinguished from the administrators of the
mosque is the nazir who is only concerned with the
supervision of the erection of mosques. Anyone could
be entrusted with the building of a mosque (e.g. al-
Makrizi, iv, 92). Under the Mamluks, there was also
a clerk of works, mutawalli shadd al-^amd^ir or nazir al-
cimdra: he was the overseer of the builders (ibid., 102;
see Zubdat kashf al-mamdlik, ed. Ravaisse, 115, cf. 109;
van Berchem, CIA, i, 742, no. 751).

The caliph or the ruler of the country was in this,
as in other matters, supreme. As we have seen, he
intervened in the administration and directed it as he
wished. He was also able to interfere in the internal
affairs of the mosque, if necessary through his usual
officers. In 253/867 after the rising in the Fayyum, the
chief of police issued strict orders by which it was for-
bidden to say the basmala aloud in the mosque; the
number of prayers in the month of Ramadan was cut
down, the adhdn from the minaret forbidden, etc.
(Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer, Fuhrer, 788). In the year
294/908, the governor clsa al-Nushari had the
Mosque of cAmr closed except at the saldts, because
the bayt al-mdl was kept in it, which however produced
protests from the people (al-Makrizi, iv, 11; al-Kindl,
Wuldt, 266; Ibn Rusta, 116). Many similar examples
could be mentioned, especially during periods of
unrest. In 205/821 the nd^ib, in conjunction with the
kddis, revised the budget of the Mosque of the
Umayyads and made financial reforms (JA, ser. 9,
vii, 220). The adhdn formulae were laid down in edicts
by the ruler (al-Makrizi, iv, 44, 45). In the year
323/935 the vizier in Baghdad had a man whipped
who had recited a variant text of the KurDan in the
mihrdb, after he had been heard in his defence in the
presence of the kddis and learned men (Yakut, Udabd^,
vi, 300). The importance of the sovereign in connec-
tion with the mosque depended on his personality. As
a rule, he recognised the authority of the regular
officials. When, for example, al-Khatlb al-Baghdadi
asked the caliph al-Ka°im for authority to read hadith
in the mosque of al-Mansur, the latter referred the
question to the nakib al-nukabd^ (Yakut, Udabd^, i, 246-
7; cf. Wiistenfeld, Schdfft, iii, 280).

The consecration of the mosque was attended by
certain ceremonies. When, for example, the midday
worship was conducted for the first time in the Djamic

al-Salih in Cairo, a representative from Baghdad was

present (al-Makrizi, iv, 81). At the consecration of the
Mosque of Ibn Tulun, the builder gave al-Rab^ b.
Sulayman, a pupil of al-Shafici, who lectured on
hadith, there, a purse of 1,000 dinars (al-Suyutl, ii,
139). Al-Makrizi describes the consecration ceremony
at several mosques. In the Mosque of al-Mu-'ayyad
the sultan was present seated on a throne surrounded
by his officers; the basin of the sahn was filled with
sugar and halwa, the people ate and drank, lectures
were given, then the saldt was read and khutba
delivered and the sultan distributed robes of honour
among the officials of the mosques and Sufis (al-
Makrizi, iv, 139); similarly at the Zahiriyya in
662/1264 where poems were also recited: cf.
Quatremere, Hist. Suit. Mami, i/1, 228), Madrasat
Djamal al-Din, in 811/1408-9; al-Sarghitmishiyya,
757 (al-Makrizi, iv, 217-18, 253, 256).

G. The pe r sonne l of the mosque.
1. The Imam. From the earliest days of Islam, the

ruler was the leader of the saldt', he was imam as leader
in war, head of the government and leader of the com-
mon saldt. The governors of provinces thus became
leaders of the saldt and heads of the kharddj_, and when
a special financial official took over the fiscal side, the
governor was appointed Wa 'l-saldt wa 'l-harb. He had
to conduct ritual prayer, especially the Friday saldt, on
which occasion he also delivered the khutba. If he was
prevented, the chief of police, sahib al-shurta, was his
khalifa (cf. al-Makrizi, iv, 83). cAmr b. al-cAs permit-
ted the people of the villages to celebrate the two
festivals, while the Friday divine service could only
take place under those qualified to conduct it (who
could punish and impose duties; ibid., 7). This was
altered under the cAbbasids. The caliph no longer re-
gularly conducted the saldts (after the conquest of the
Persians; al-Makrizi, iv, 45), and cAnbasa b. Ishak,
the last Arab governor of Egypt (238-42/852-6), was
also the last amir to conduct the saldt in the d^dmi^. An
imam, paid out of the bayt al-mdl, was now appointed
(ibid., 83), but the governor still continued to be for-
mally appointed cald 'l-saldt. Henceforth, the ruler
only exceptionally conducted the service, for example,
the Fatimids on ceremonial occasions, especially in
the month of Ramadan (Ibn Taghrlbirdi, ed. Juyn-
boll, ii, 482 f f ; al-Kalkashandl, iii, 509 ff); in many
individual mosques, probably the most prominent
man conducted the service; according to the hadith,
the one with the best knowledge of the Kurgan and,
failing him, the eldest, should officiate (al-Bukhari,
Adhdn, bdbs 46, 49).

The imam appointed was chosen from among those
learned in religious matters; he was often a Hashimite
(Mez, Renaissance, 147, Eng. tr., 150); he might at the
same time be a kadi or his nd^ib (see al-Kindl, 575,
589; Ibn Battuta, i, 276-7). During the saldt he stood
beside the mihrdb; al-Mukaddasi mentions the
anomaly that in Syria one performed one's saldt "in
front of the imam" (202). He could also stand on an
elevated position; on one occasion Abu Hurayra con-
ducted the saldt in the Meccan mosque from the roof
(al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb 17). In Mecca, in Ibn
Djubayr's time, each of the four recognised madhdhib
(with the Zaydls in addition) had an imam; they con-
ducted the saldt, one after the other each in his place,
in the following order: Shaficis, Malikls, HanafTs and
Hanballs; they only performed the saldt al-maghnb
together; in Ramadan, they held the tardwih in dif-
ferent places in the mosque, which was also often con-
ducted by the kurrd* (Rihla, 101, 102, 143-4). This is
still the case; very frequently one performs the saldt,
not after the imam of one's own madhhab (Snouck
Hurgronje, Mekka, ii, 79-80). In Jerusalem, according
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to Mudjir al-Dm, the order was: Malikis, Shaficis,
HanafTs and Hanbalis, who prayed each in their own
part of the Haram; in Hebron the order was the same
(Sauvaire, Hist. Jer. et Hebron, 136-7). In Ramadan,
extraordinary imams were appointed (ibid., 138).

When the imam no longer represented a political
office, each mosque regularly had one. He had to
maintain order and was in general in charge of the
divine services in the mosque. In al-MukaddasI's time
the imam of the Mosque of cAmr read a ajuz^ of the
Kurgan every morning after the saldt (205). It was his
duty to conduct every saldt, which is only valid fl
djamd^a. He must conform to the standards laid down
in the law; but it is disputed whether the saldt is invalid
in the opposite case. According to some, the leader of
the Friday saldt should be a different man from the
leader of the five daily saldts (al-Mawardl, al-Ahkdm al-
sultdniyya, ed. Enger, 171; Ibn al-Hadjdj, Madkhal, ii,
4l', 43 ff., 50, 73 f f ; al-Subkl, Mu^id al-ni^am, ed.
Myhrman, 163-4; for hadiths, see Wensinck, Hand-
book, 109-10). Many misgivings against payment
being made for religious services were held by certain
authorities, who quoted in support of their view a say-
ing of Abu Hanifa (al-MukaddasI, 127).

2. The Khatib or p r e a c h e r [see KHATIB].
3. The Kdss and Kdri^. On these, see above, I.

C. 3. Sometimes, in later usage, wdciz is used of the
official speaker, very like the khatib (cf. Ibn Battuta,
iii, 9), while al-kdss is only applied to the street story-
teller (al-Subkl, Mu^id al-ni^am, 161-2). The kurrd^
were also frequently appointed to madrasas and partic-
ularly to mausoleums (al-Makrizi, iv, 223; Yakut, iv,
509; al-Subkl, 162; van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 252).

4. The Mu^adhdhin. According to most tradi-
tions, the office of mu ̂ adhdhin was instituted in the
year 1, according to others only after the isrd^, in the
year 2, according to some weak traditions, while
Muhammad was still in Mecca. At first, the people
came to the saldt without being summoned. Trumpets
(buk) were blown and rattles (ndkus) used, or fires lit
after the custom of Jews, Christians and Madjus.
cAbd Allah b. Zayd learned the adhdn formula in a
dream; it was approved by the Prophet and when Bilal
proclaimed it, it was found that cUmar had also
learned the same procedure in a dream (Ibn Hisham,
357-8; al-Diyarbakrl, i, 404-5; al-Bukharl, Adhdn, bdb
1; al-Zurkani, i, 121 ff) . There are also variants of
the story, e.g. that the Prophet and cUmar had the
vision, or Abu Bakr or seven or fourteen of the Ansar.
According to some, the Prophet learned it at the
micrddi from Gabriel, hence the introduction of the
adhdn is dated after the isra?\ among the suggestions
made, the hoisting of a flag is mentioned (Sira
Halabiyya, ii, 100 ff) . Noteworthy is a tradition which
goes back to Ibn Sacd, according to which at cUmar's
suggestion, at first a munddi, Bilal, was sent out who
called in the streets: al-saldta ajami(iatan. Only later
were other possibilities discussed, but the method
already in use was confirmed by the dream, only with
another formula, the one later used al-Diyarbakrl, i,
404; Sira Halabiyya, ii, 100-1). According to this
account, the consideration of other methods would be
a secondary episode, and probably the tradition in
general represents a later attitude to the practices of
other religions. But in Islam, other methods were cer-
tainly used. In Fas, a flag was hung out in the
minarets and a lamp at night (JA, ser. 11, xii, 341).
The flag is also found in the legend of the origin of the
practice.

The public crier was a well-known institution
among the Arabs. Among the tribes and in the towns,
important proclamations and invitations to general

assemblies were made by criers. This crier was called
munddi or mu^adhdhin (Sira Halabiyya, ii, 170; Lam-
mens, La Mecque, 62 ff., 146; idem, Berceau, i, 229 n.;
idem, Mocdwia, 150). Adhdn therefore means pro-
clamation, sura IX, 3, and adhdhana, mu^adhdhin, sura
VII, 70, "to proclaim" and "crier". Munddi (al-
Bukhari, Fard al-khums, bdb 15) and mu^adhdhin (ibid.,
Sawm, bdb 69; Saldt, bdb 10 = Djizya, bdb 16; Sira
Halabiyya, ii, 270) are names given to a crier used by
the Prophet or Abu Bakr for such purposes. Official
proclamations were regularly made by criers (cf. al-
Tabari, iii, 2131, 3). Sadjah and Musaylima used a
mu^adhdhin to summon the people to their prayers (al-
Taban, i, 1919, 1932; cf. Annali deW Islam, i, 410;
638-9). It was therefore a very natural thing for
Muhammad to assemble the believers to common
prayer through a crier (nddd li'l or ild 'l-saldt, sura V,
63; Ixii, 9); the summons is called nidd^ and adhdhdn,
the crier munddi (a\-Bukhari, Wudu^, bdb 5; Adhdn, bdb
7) and mu^adhdhin", the two names are used quite
indiscriminately (e.g. ibid., Wudu^, bdb 5; al-Tabari,
ii, 297 sq.). Munddi 'l-saldt, al-MukaddasI, 182, 12,
also sd^ih "crier" is used (al-Tabari, iii, 861; Chron.
Mekka, i, 340).

In these conditions, it was very natural for the crier
in the earliest period to be regarded as the assistant
and servant of the ruler; he is his mu^adhdhin (Ibn
Sacd, i, 7; Muslim, Saldt, tr. 4; al-Makrizi, iv, 43,
etc.; cf. al-Tabari, ii, 1120). cUmar sent to Kufa
cAmmar b. Yasir as amir and cAbd Allah b. Mascud
"as mu^adhdhin and wazir"1 (Ibn al-Fakih, 165); he is
thus the right hand of the ruler. Al-Husayn had his
munddi with him, and the latter summoned to the saldt
on al-Husayn's instructions (al-Tabarl, ii, 297, 298;
cf. Ibn Ziyad, ibid., 260 and in the year 196/811-12,
the ^dmil in Mecca, ibid., iii, 861, 13; also Chron.
Mekka, i, 340). During the earliest period, the
mu^adhdhin probably issued his summons in the streets
and the call was very short: al-saldta djdmi^at™ (Ibn
Sacd, 7, 7; Chron. Mekka, i, 340; al-Tabarl, iii, 861; cf.
also in the year 196/811-12, Sira Halabiyya, ii, 101 al-
Diyarbakrl, i, 404-5). This brief summons was,
according to Ibn Sacd, also used later on irregular
occasions (i, 7 ff.; cf. the passage in al-Tabari).
Perhaps also the summons was issued from a par-
ticular place even at a quite early date (see I. D. 2a).
After the public summons, the mu^adhdhin went to the
Prophet, greeted him and called him to prayer; the
same procedure was later used with his successor;
when he had come, the mu^adhdhin announced the
beginning of the saldt (akdma 'l-saldt: cf. al-BukharT,
Wudu\ bdb 5; Adhdn, bdb 48; Sira Halabiyya, ii, 104-5;
al-Makrizi, iv, 45; and IKAMA). The activity of the
mu^adhdhin thus fell into three sections: the assembling
of the community, the summoning of the imam and
the announcement of the beginning of the saldt. In the
course of time, changes were made in all three stages.

The assembling of the community by crying aloud
was not yet at all regular in the older period. During
the civil strife in clrak, cUbayd Allah b. Ziyad in the
year 60/680 had his munddi summon people with
threats to the evening saldt in the mosque, and when
after an hour the mosque was full, he had the ikdma
announced (al-Taban, ii, 260). When a large number
of mosques had come into existence, the public call to
prayer had to be organised lest confusion result, and
the custom of calling from a raised position became
general after the introduction of the minaret. While
previously the call to prayer had only been
preparatory and the ikdma was the final summons, the
public call (adhdn) and the ikdma now formed two
distinct phases of the call to prayer. Tradition has
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retained a memory of the summoning in the streets,
now completely fallen into disuse, when it tells us that
cUthman introduced a third adhdn, a call in al-ZawraD,
which was made before the call from the minaret: this
call, however, was transferred by Hisham b. cAbd al-
Malik to the minaret (al-Bukharl, Djumca, bdbs 22, 25;
Sim Halabiyya, ii, 110; Ibn al-Hadjdj, Madkhal, ii, 45).
This may be evidence of the gradual cessation of the
custom of summoning the community by going
through the streets. Ibn Battuta (but this is excep-
tional) tells us that the mu ̂ adhdhins in Khwarazm still
fetched the people from their houses and those who
did not come were whipped (iii, 4-5), which recalls
Wahhabi measures. When exactly the Sunn! and, in
distinction to it, the Shlcl formula, finally developed
can hardly be ascertained [see ADHAN]. The call hayya
^ald 'l-faldh is known from the time of cAbd al-Malik
(65-85/685-705) (al-Akhtal, ed. Salhani, 254; see
Horovitz, in hi., xvi [1927], 154; on takbir, see ibid.;
on adhdn formulae, see further Sira Halabiyya, ii, 105-
6). At first, the call was only made at the chief
mosque, as was the case in Medina and Misr (al-
Makrizi, iv, 43 below), but very quickly other mos-
ques were also given mu^adhdhins: their calls were suf-
ficiently audible in the whole town. The chief mosque
retained this privilege, that its mu^adhdhin called first
and the others followed together (al-MakrizI, iv, 43
below, 44).

The s u m m o n i n g by the imam in Medina was
therefore quite a natural thing. The custom, at first
associated with the ruler's mosque, was not observed
in Medina only (see for cUthman and CAH, al-Tabari,
i, 3059-60), but was also usual under the Umayyads.
The formula was al-saldm calayka ayyuhd 'l-amir wa-
rahmatu 'lldh wa-barakdtuhu, hayya cald 'l-salat, hayya ^ald
'l-faldh al-saldt, yarhamuka 'lldh (al-MakrizI, iv, 45; Sira
Halabiyya, ii, 105). After the alteration in the adhdn
and the greater distance of the ruler from the mosque,
to summon him was no longer the natural conclusion
to the assembling of the community. In the cAbbasid
period and under the Fatimids, there was a survival of
the old custom, in as much as the mu^adhdhins ended
the adhdn call before the saldt al-fadjr on the minarets
with a saldm upon the caliph. This part of the
mu^adhdhin's work was thus associated with the first
adhdn call. When Salah al-Din came to power, he did
not wish to be mentioned in the call to prayer, but
instead he ordered a blessing upon the Prophet to be
uttered before the adhdn to the saldt al-fadjr, which after
761/1360 only took place before the Friday service. A
muhtasib ordered that after 791/1389 in Egypt and
Syria at each adhdn a saldm was to be uttered over the
Prophet (al-MakrizI, iv, 46; Sira Halabiyya, ii, 110).
Ibn Djubayr relates that in Mecca after each saldt al-
maghrib, the foremost mu^adhdhin pronounced a duW
upon the cAbbasid Imam and on Salah al-Dln from the
Zamzam roof, in which those present joined with
enthusiasm (103), and according to al-MakrizI, after
each saldt prayers for the sultan were uttered by the
mu^adhdhins (iv, 53-4). Another relic of the old custom
was that the trumpet was sounded at the door of the
ruler at times of prayer; this honour was also shown
to cAdud al-Dawla in 368/978-9 by order of the caliph
(Miskawayh, vi, 499; ed. Cairo 1315, 396).

The ikdma always remained the real prelude to the
service and is therefore regarded as the original adhdn
(al-Bukharl, Djurn^a, bdb 24). In the earliest period, it
was fixed by the arrival of the ruler and it might hap-
pen that a considerable interval elapsed between the
summoning of the people and the ikdma (cf. al-Tabarl,
ii, 260, 297-8). The times were later more accurately
defined; one should be able to perform one to three

salats between the two calls (al-Bukhan, Adhan, bab 14,
16). Some are said to have introduced the practice of
the mu ̂ adhdhin calling hayya cald 'l-saldt at the door of
the mosque between the two calls (Sira Halabiyya, ii,
105). From the nature of the case, the ikdma was
always called in the mosque; at the Friday service, it
was done when the imam mounted the minbar (al-
Bukharl, Djum^a, bdb 22 ,25; Sira Halabiyya, ii, 110; al-
MakrTzI, iv, 43) while the mu^adhdhin stood in front of
him. This mu^adhdhin, according to some, ought to be
the one who called the adhdn upon the minaret (Sim
Halabiyya, ii, 109), while Ibn al-Hadjdj ignoring the
historical facts only permits the call from the minaret
(Madkhal, ii, 45). In Tunis, the ikdma was announced
by ringing a bell as in the churches (al-Zarkashl, tr.
Fagnan, in Rec. Soc. Arch. Constantine [1894], 111-12).
A similarity to the responses in the Christian service
is found in the fact that the call of the mu^adhdhin,
which contains a confession of faith, is to be repeated
or at least answered by every one who hears it (al-
Bukharl, Djurr^a, bdb 23); this is an action which con-
fers religious merit (Ibn Kutlubugha, Tabakdt al-
Hanafiyya, ed. Fliigel, 30). It is possible that we should
recognise in this as well as in the development of the
formulae the influence of Christians converted to
Islam (cf. Becker, Zur Gesch. d. islam. Kultus, in Isl., iii
[1912], 374 f f , and Islamstudien, i, 472 f f , who sees
an imitation of the Christian custom in the ikdma in
general; on the possibility of Jewish influence, see
Mittwoch, mAbh. Pr. A. W. [1913], Phil.-Hist. Cl.
2).

The mu^adhdhin thus obtained a new importance.
His work was not only to summon the people to divine
service, but was in itself a kind of religious service.
His sphere of activity was further developed. In Egypt
we are told that Maslama b. Mukhallad (47-62/667-
82) introduced the tasbih. This consisted in praises of
God which were uttered by the mu ̂ adhdhins all through
the night until fadjr. This is explained as a polemical
imitation of the Christians, for the governor was
troubled by the use of the nawdkis at night and forbade
them during the adhdn (al-MakrizI, iv, 48). In the time
of Ahmad b. Tulun and Khumarawayh, the
mu ̂ adhdhins recited religious texts throughout the
night in a special room. Salah al-Din ordered them to
recite an cakida in the night adhdn and after 700/1300-
1, dhikr was performed on Friday morning on the
minarets (ibid., 48-9, Sira Halabiyya, ii, 111). In Mecca
also, the mu^adhdhins performed dhikr throughout the
night of 1 Shawwal on the roof of the kubba of the
Zamzam well (Ibn Djubayr, 155, 156; cf. for
Damascus, al-MakrizT, iv, 49). Similar litanies are
kept up in modern times, as well as a special call about
an hour before dawn (ebed, tarhim: see Lane, Manners
and customs, Everyman's Library, 75-6, cf. 86; Snouck
Hurgronje, Mekka ii, 84 ff) .

The original call of the mu ̂ adhdhin thus developed
into a melodious chant like the recitation of the
Kurgan. Al-MukaddasI tells us that in the 4th/10th
century in Egypt during the last third of the night, the
adhdn was recited like a dirge (205). The solemn effect
was increased by the large number of voices. In large
mosques, like that of Mecca, the chief mu ^adhdhin
called first from a minaret, then the others came in
turn (Chron. Mekka, iii, 242-5); Ibn Djubayr, 145 ff;
(cf. Ibn Rusta, 111, 1 ff. and above). But in the
mosque itself, the ikdma was pronounced by the
mu^adhdhins in chorus on the dakka (see above, I. D.
2e) erected for this purpose, which is also traced to
Maslama. In the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries we
hear of these melodious recitations (tatnb) of the
mu^adhdhins on a raised podium in widely separated
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parts of the Muslim world (Sanca:), Egypt, Khurasan.
al-Mukaddasi, 327; Ibn Rusta, 111; the expression al-
mutala^ibin, ''the musicians", if correct, probably
refers to the mu^adhdhins, al-Mukaddasi, 205; cf. also
al-Kindi, Wuldt, 469; for Pars we are expressly told
that the mu^adhdhins call without tatrib, al-Mukaddasi,
439, 17). Sometimes in large mosques, they were sta-
tioned in different parts of the mosque to make the
imam's words clear to the community (tabligh). The
singing, especially in chorus, like the tabligh, was
regarded by many as bid^a (al-Kindi, op. cit.; Madkhal,
ii, 45-6, 61-2; Sira Halabiyya, ii, 111). In other ways
also, the mu^adhdhins could be compared to deacons at
the service. The khatib on his progress to the minbar in
Mecca was accompanied by mu^adhdhins, and the chief
mu ̂ adhdhin girded him with a sword on the minbar (Ibn
Djubayr, 96-7).

The new demands made on the mu ̂ adhdhins
necessitated an increase in their number, especially in
the large mosques. The Prophet in Medina had two
mu^adhdhins, Bilal b. Ribah, Abu Bakr's mawld, and
Ibn Umm Maktum, who worked in rotation.
cUthman also is said occasionally to have called the
adhdn in front of the minbar, i.e. the ikdma (al-Makrizi,
iv, 43). It is therefore regarded as commendable to
have two mu^adhdhins at a mosque (Muslim, Saldt, tr.
4; cf. al-Subkl, Mucid, 165). Abu Mahdhura was also
the Prophet's mu^adhdhin in Mecca. Under cUmar,
Bilal's successor as mu^adhdhin was Sacd al-Karaz, who
is said to have called to prayer for the Prophet in
Kuba° (al-MakrlzT, op. cit.', cf. Sira Halabiyya, ii,
107 ff.). In Egypt under cAmr, the first mu ̂ adhdhin in
al-Fustat was Abu Muslim; he was soon joined by
nine others. The mu^adhdhins of the different mosques
formed an organisation, the head (carif) of which, after
Abu Muslim, was his brother ShurahbTl b. cAmir (d.
65/684-5); during his time, Maslama b. Mukhallad
built minarets (al-Makrizi, iv, 44).

The office of mu^adhdhin was sometimes hereditary.
The descendants of Bilal were for example mu^adhdhins
of the Medina Mosque in al-Rawda (Ibn Djubayr.
194). We also find in Medina the sons of Sacd al-
Karaz officiating (Ibn Kutayba, Macdrif, ed.
Wustenfeld, 132, 279), in Mecca, the sons of Abu
Mahdhura (ibid., 278; Sira Halabiyya, ii, 106), in
Basra, the sons of al-Mundhir b. Hassan al-cAbdI,
mu^adhdhins of cUbayd Allah b. Ziyad (Ibn Kutayba,
279); it is, however, possible that this was really the
result of a system of guilds of mu^adhdhins. In the
ajawdmi^ of the Maghrib in the 8th/14th century, each
had regularly four mu^adhdhins who were stationed in
different parts of the mosque during the saldt (Mad-
khal, ii, 47 above); but there were often quite a large
number. In the Azhar mosque in the time of al-
Hakim, there were fifteen, each of whom was paid
two dinars a month (al-Makrfzf, iv, 51). Ibn Battuta
found seventy mu^adhdhins in the Mosque of the
Umayyads (i, 204). About 1900, in Medina there
were in the Mosque of the Prophet fifty mu^adhdhins
and twenty-six assistants (al-Batanum, Rihla, 242).
Blind men were often chosen for this office; Ibn Umm
Maktum, for example, was blind (al-Bukhari, Adhdn,
bdb 11; Sira Halabiyya, ii, 104; cf. Lane, op. cit., 75).
The Prophet is said to have forbidden Thakif to pay
a mu^adhdhin (al-Wakidl-Wellhausen, 383). cUthman
is said to have been the first to give payment to the
mu^adhdhins (al-MakrlzI, iv, 44) and Ahmad b. Tulun
gave them large sums (ibid., 48). They regularly
received their share in the endowments, often by
special provisions in the documents establishing the
foundations.

The mu^adhdhins were organised under chiefs

(ru^asa^: al-Makrizi, iv, 14). In Mecca, the ra\s al-
mu^adhdhimn was identical with the mu^adhdhin al-
Zamzami who had charge of the singing in the upper
story of the Zamzam building (Chron. Mekka, iii, 424-
5; Ibn Djubayr, 145; cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, ii,
322). The ra^is was next to the imam but subordinate
to him; in certain districts, it was the custom for him
to mount the pulpit during the sermon with the imam
(when the latter acted as khatib) (Madkhal, ii, 74). The
position which they originally occupied can still be
seen from the part which they play in public proces-
sions of officials, e.g. of the Kadi Jl-Kuddt, when they
walk in front and laud the ruler and his vizier (al-
Makrizi, ii, 246).

Closely associated with the mu ̂ adhdhin is the muwak-
kit, the astronomer, whose task it was to ascertain the
kibla and the times of prayer (al-Subkl, Mucid, 165-6
and see MIKAT); sometimes the chief mu^adhdhin did
this (Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, ii, 322).

5. Servants . According to Abu Hurayra, the
Mosque of the Prophet was swept by a negro (al-
Bukharf, Saldt, bdb 72, cf. 74). The larger mosques
gradually acquired a large staff of servants (khudddm),
notably bawwdb, farrdsh, and water-carriers (cf. e.g.
van Berchem, CIA, i, 252). In Mecca there have
always been special appointments, such as supervisor
of Zamzam and guardian of the Kacba (sddin, pi.
sadana, also used of the officials of the mosque: al-
Makrlzi, iv, 76; cf. Ibn Djubayr, 278). In Ibn Bat-
tuta's time, the servants (khudddm) of the Mosque of
the Prophet were eunuchs, particularly Abyssinian;
their chief (shaykh al-khudddm) was like a great amir and
was paid by the Egyptian-Syrian government (i, 278,
348); cf. the title of an amir of the year 798/1395-6,
shaykh mashd^ikh al-sdda al-khudddm bi 'l-haram al-sharif
al-nabawi (van Berchem, CIA, i, no. 201). In the
Mosque of Jerusalem in about 300/912-13, there were
no less than 140 servants (khddim; Ibn al-Fakfh, 100);
others give the figure 230 (Le Strange, Palestine, 163)
and according to Mudjlr al-Dln, cAbd al-Malik
appointed a guard of 300 black slaves here, while the
actual menial work was done by certain Jewish and
Christian families (Sauvaire, Hist. Jer. et Hebr., 56-7).

In other mosques, superintendents (kayyim, pi.
kawama) are mentioned, a vague title which covered a
multitude of duties: thus the Madrasa al-Madjdiyya
had a kayyim who looked after the cleaning, the staff,
the lighting and water-supply (al-Makrizi, iv, 251),
the Azhar Mosque had one for the mi^da^a, who was
paid twelve dinars (ibid., 51) and also 4 kawama, who
were paid like mu ̂ adhdhins (two dinars a month) and
are mentioned between them and the imams, probably
supervisors of the staff (ibid., 51). In other cases, a
kayyim al-d^dmi^, sometimes a kadi, is mentioned, who
is apparently the same as the imam, the khatib or some
similar individual of standing (ibid., 75, 121, cf. 122;
cf. Ibn Djubayr, 51). A mushrif, inspector, is also men-
tioned, e.g. in the Azhar (al-Makrizi, iv, 51).

Bibliography : given in the article.
(J. PEDERSEN)

H. The a r c h i t e c t u r e of the mosque.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n . Attemps to generalise about

regional variations in mosque architecture are fraught
with difficulty and have often miscarried. One solu-
tion, admittedly a compromise, is to select a few of the
most celebrated mosques, to imply in more or less
arbitrary fashion that they are typical, and to base the
requisite generalisations on them. This approach has
at least the merit of clarity, and it could indeed be
argued that it is in the finest mosques of a given period
and region that local peculiarities are apt to find their
fullest expression. Nevertheless, such a broad-brush
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approach, for all its superficial attractions, is simply
not specific enough. Another approach, which might
be termed typological, cuts across regional and tem-
poral boundaries in order to isolate the significant
variants of mosque design and trace their develop-
ment. Yet, precisely because it ignores such bound-
aries, this approach tends to minimise the significance
of regional schools and fashions. The categories and
sub-species which it proposes tend to have a somewhat
academic flavour; while technically defensible, they
somehow miss the point. A third approach might be
to rely on statistics and, by chronicling all known mos-
ques of pre-modern date, to discover the types and
distribution of the most popular varieties. The picture
to emerge from such a study might indeed be literally
accurate, but it would not distinguish between the
djdmi^ and the masdjid, that is, between the major
religious building of a town or city and the
neighbourhood mosque (on the d^dmi^ and its func-
tions, see above, I. C. 2.). Since virtually all the mos-
ques under discussion here fall into the category of
djami*-, such a study would be of limited value in this
context, and would assuredly blur the sharp outlines
of regional peculiarities of mosque design. After all,
the simplest types of mosques not only vastly out-
number the more complex ones but are also to be
found throughout the Muslim world. It is such mos-
ques, therefore, which make up the standard distribu-
tion of this building type. They dominate by sheer
weight of numbers, but—by the same token—they
distort the overall picture, suggesting a uniformity
that actually exists only at the level of the most
primitive buildings. Only when a statistical survey of
this kind is relieved of the effectively dead weight of
such buildings can regional and temporal distinctions
stand out in their full clarity.

Such are the difficulties attendant on venturing a
tour cThorizon of formal developments in the pre-
modern mosque. What, then, is the best way of tack-
ling this problem? The most promising line of
approach is probably to identify those mosque types
which are most distinctive of a given area and period,
describing their constituent features but avoiding a
detailed analysis of individual buildings. It should be
emphasised that the over-riding aim of highlighting
significant regional developments entails the suppres-
sion of much corroborative detail and, more impor-
tantly, of those periods when a given region was
simply continuing to build mosques in a style already
well established. Admittedly the lulls in innovation
have their own part to play in the history of mosque
architecture; but that part is too modest to rate any
extended discussion here.

For that same reason, areas in which the pace of
change was sluggish are allotted less attention in the
following account than those which were consistently
in the forefront of experiment. The Maghrib, for
example, receives less space than Iran, while clrak
and the Levant take second place to Egypt and
Anatolia. These emphases, moreover, reflect the basic
truth that the design of a mosque was often less liable
to take on a distinctively local colouring than were its
decoration, its structural techniques or even specific
components of that design, such as the minaret [see
MANARA]. The time-span covered by this article is also
limited. The mosque architecture of the last two cen-
turies, which have seen the gradual invasion of a long-
established Islamic idiom by European ideas and
motifs, and in which a general decline is unmistak-
able, is omitted from this account. One final caveat
should be sounded: the ensuing generalisations
deliberately exclude the peripheral areas of the Islamic

world, notably Indonesia, Malaysia, China and sub-
Saharan Africa, for which see sections III-VII below.
Nearly all the mosques in these areas are of post-
mediaeval date, and therefore lie in the shadow of
developments in the Islamic heartlands. There is,
moreover, a strong vernacular element in these
regional traditions, for they draw very heavily on a
reservoir of ideas, practices and forms which owe very
little to Islam. Thus for reasons which are as much
historical and cultural as geographical they do not
belong in the mainstream of mosque architecture.

This survey, then, will cover the central Islamic
lands from al-Andalus to Afghanistan. The very
nature of the material, however, makes it undesirable
to embark directly on a series of regional summaries:
the sheer lack of surviving monuments would require
each summary to start at a different date. In most
areas of the Islamic world it is not until the 5th/llth
century that mosques survive in sufficient quantities
for the lineaments of a local style to emerge. To
explain that style would in most cases entail reference
to earlier mosques in other regions, with consequent
repetition and overlap. The crucial decisions which
dictated the subsequent formal development of the
mosque were taken in the early centuries of Islam;
and the buildings which embodied those decisions are
themselves thinly scattered over the entire area
bounded by al-Andalus and Afghanistan. Yet the
interconnections between these buildings are such as
to make light of their geographical remoteness from
each other.

Accordingly, a pan-Islamic survey of the early
architectural history of the mosque will preface the
individual accounts of local developments. These
accounts in turn will be of unequal length. Pride of
place will go to the Arab mosque plan, which not only
had the widest diffusion but also covers the longest
chronological span. Next in length will be the survey
of the Persian tradition, almost as ancient as that of
the Arab plan but more restricted in geographical
scope. Shortest of all will be the discussion of the
Turkish mosque type, whose creative development is
confined in time to the 8th-llth/14th-17th centuries
and in space to Anatolia.

2. Ea r ly h i s t o r y of the m o s q u e : 622-1000
A.D.

(a) The house of the Prophet . Beyond doubt,
the genesis of the mosque is to be sought in a single
seminal building: the house of the Prophet, erected to
Muhammad's own specifications in Medina in 1/622.
It was a near-square enclosure of some 56 x 53 m.
with a single entrance; a double range of palm-trunk
columns thatched with palm leaves (a feature of many
African mosques to this day) was added on the kibla
side, with a lean-to for destitute Companions to the
south-east and nine huts for Muhammad and his
wives along the western perimeter. By a curious
paradox, it was not built even secondarily as a
mosque. This fact cannot be over-emphasised, since
to ignore it is to misinterpret the subsequent history of
mosque architecture. The venerated model for all
later mosques itself became a mosque only, as it were,
by the way and in the course of time. How is this to
be explained? The accumulated deposit of many cen-
turies of reverence makes it difficult to disinter the full
original context of the building. Yet this much is
clear: it was first and foremost a house for Muham-
mad and his family to live in. It was also conceived
from the beginning as a gathering place for the grow-
ing band of Muslims: in fact a kind of community
centre, complete with the attendant associations of
welfare. At the same time it served political, military
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and legal functions, while its high walls and single
entrance allowed it at need to act as a place of refuge
for the community. To be sure, by degrees people
began to pray in it; but they prayed in many other
places too and there is no evidence that it was used as
the regular place of worship in the earliest years of the
community. The mere fact that dogs and camels were
allowed free access to it effectively disposes of such a
notion. In short, Muhammad had, it seems, no inten-
tion of creating a new type of building here. It is in
no sense radical. In its extreme simplicity and
austerity it well reflects his own life-style at that time.
Its substantial scale may seem to contradict this, but
is in fact somewhat deceptive, for some 80% of the
interior consists of a vast empty courtyard. Yet it was
this very emptiness that gave the mosque its innate
flexibility, and in subsequent centuries a large open
space became a standard feature of most large
mosques. It is surely a propos to note that the earliest
Christian places of worship, the so-called tituli, were
also ordinary houses. (For a detailed discussion of the
Prophet's masdjid and its various functions, see above,
I. A. 1.).

(b) The so-ca l led "Arab plan". Although
there was thus a large measure of accident in the
adoption of Muhammad's house as the model par
excellence of later mosques, that form could not have
enjoyed the popularity it did unless it had answered to
a nicety the needs of Muslim liturgy and prayer. Its
components—an enclosed square or rectangular space
with a courtyard and a covered area for prayer on the
kibla side—could be varied at will so as to transform
the aspect of the building. Thus there evolved the so-
called "Arab" or "hypostyle" mosque plan. From
the first it showed itself capable of quite radical
modification according to circumstances. At Kufa in
17/638 the location of the mosque within one of the
garrison cities (amsdr) allowed the builders to dispense
with the element of security, and the perimeter—its
dimensions fixed, according to al-Baladhuri, by four
bowshots—is marked by ditches; elsewhere, as at
Basra in the year 14/635, a reed fence served the same
purpose. At Fustat in the rebuilt mosque of cAmr
(53/673), corner turrets served simultaneously to
articulate the exterior, to single out the mosque from
afar and to provide a place from which the call to
prayer could be made: the germ of the future minaret.
Multiple entrances became a feature as early as the
first mosque of cAmr at Fustat (22/643), admitting
light to the musalld [q. v., and also above, I. B. 6] and
allowing maximum ease of circulation.

The sunny climate of the southern Mediterranean
and the Near East allowed the courtyard to accom-
modate the huge numbers of extra worshippers atten-
ding the Friday service. This was when its large
expanse justified itself. For the rest of the week it was
largely empty, and the heat and light emitted by this
expanse could cause discomfort. This was especially
likely if there were no provision for shade on three of
the four sides, as in the early versions of the Great
Mosques of Cordova (170/787), Kayrawan (221/836)
and Tunis (250/864). Hence there arose the practice
of adding arcades along the three subsidiary sides, so
that people could walk around the mosque in cool
shade. In time these arcades could be doubled, tripled
or even quadrupled. A change in the alignment of
their vaulting from one side of the mosque to another
brought welcome visual relief and excluded the
danger of monotony; so too did variations in the depth
or number of the arcades (the second c Amr mosque in
Cairo). As the surface area of the covered sanctuary
was increased so did new spatial refinements suggest

themselves, such as the progressive unfolding of seem-
ingly endless vistas in all direction. Rows of supports
(often spolia) with fixed intercolumniations created
hundreds of repetitive modular units, perhaps
deliberately mirroring the long files of worshippers at
prayer.

Externally, the accent was on simplicity, with
regular buttresses giving the structure a warlike air.
At the Great Mosque of Samarra (completed 238/852)
there are a dozen of these on each long side, not coun-
ting the corners, with doorways after every second
buttress. At Susa the exterior dispenses with but-
tresses in favour of rounded corner bastions, while in
the mosque of al-Hakim in Cairo (381/991 onwards)
the minarets at the corner of the facade rise from two
gigantic square salients. The emplacement of the
mihrab [q.v.] was marked by a corresponding rec-
tangular projection on the exterior wall. Entrances
were commonly allotted a measure of extra
decoration—as in the series of shallow porches along
the flank of the Cordova mosque—but massive portals
on the scale of those in Western cathedrals found no
favour in the early mosques of Arab plan. The
absolute scale of some mosques (the mosque of
Samarra, for instance, could have accommodated
100,000 people) encouraged the adoption of fixed pro-
portional ratios such as 3:2, which contributed in
large measure to the impression of satisfying harmony
which these mosques produced. The Karakhanid
mosque of Samarkand (5th/llth century) illustrates
the continuing use of such ratios. Sometimes the scale
of the mosque was illusionistically increased by the
addition of a broad open enclosure (ziydda) on three of
the four sides (Mosque of Ibn Tulun, Cairo, finished
264/878, presumably copying the mosques of
Samarra). In comparison with later mosques of
similar scale, which catered for multiple subsidiary
functions by adding appropriate purpose-built struc-
tures to the central core, these early mosques maintain
simple and symmetrical lines, especially for their
outer walls.

The architectural vocabulary of these early
mosques brought further scope for diversity. In the
first half-century of Islamic architecture, the system of
roofing was still primitive, and even when columns
and roof-beams had replaced palm-trunks and thatch-
ing, the basic scheme remained trabeate (Basra;
Kufa; and Wasit, 83/702) whether the roof was flat or
pitched. Thus the post-and-lintel system long familiar
from Graeco-Roman buildings was perpetuated, and
the pervasive classical flavour was strengthened by the
lavish use of spolia. Sometimes, however, as in the
bull-headed capitals of the Istakhr mosque, these were
of Achaemenid origin.

By degrees, wooden roofs resting on arcades gained
popularity, and this was the prelude to full-scale
vaulting in durable materials (especially in Iran:
Tarikhana mosque, Damghan, and Fahradj d^dmi*-,
both perhaps 3rd/9th century; Na°in d^dmi*-, perhaps
4th/10th century). The earliest mosques all use col-
umns, and were thereby restricted to relatively low
roofs. By the 3rd/9th century the pier had ousted the
column as the principal bearing member, though it
occurs as early as the mosques of Damascus,
Baclabakk and Harran, and though the column was
still used for some mosques (Kayrawan; al-Azhar,
Cairo, 362/973). This change made it possible to raise
the height of the roof, an important development
given the oppressive sensation produced by a low roof
extending over a large surface area. At the Cordova
mosque the column shafts bore piers braced by
strainer arches; but this device, for all its ingenuity,
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could not rival the popularity of superposed arcades in
the fashion of Roman aqueducts (Damascus mosque,
finished 98/716).

The apparently minor detail of whether the arcades
ran parallel to the kibla or at right angles to it was suf-
ficient to transform the visual impact of the roof. In
the latter case, it focused attention on the kibla, and
this was the solution that recommended itself to
Maghrib! architects (mosques of Cordova, Tunis and
Kayrawan). Syrian architects, on the other hand, with
only one major exception (Aksa mosque, Jerusalem),
preferred arcades parallel to the kibla (Damascus;
Kasr al-Hayr East, ca. 109/728; Baclabakk, ca.
6th/12th century; Harran, ca. 133/750; and Rakka,
ca. 3rd/9th century), possibly reflecting in this the
influence of the Christian basilica ubiquitous in that
region, and several Egyptian mosques followed suit,
including those of Ibn Tulun, al-Azhar and al-Hakim.
It was a natural development to build mosques with
arcades running in both directions (Great Mosques of
Sfax and Susa, both finished 236/850), but with these
exceptions the early experiments with this idea are all
on a relatively modest scale which betrays some
uncertainty of purpose. They comprise a small group
of 9-bayed mosques with a dome over each bay and no
courtyard: a type represented in Toledo, Kayrawan,
Cairo and Balkh and dating mainly from the 4th/10th
century. These buildings inaugurate the much more
ambitious use of vaults in later mosques. No such
solutions are to be found in the larger mosques built
before the 5th/llth century. This early Islamic
vaulting drew its ideas impartially from the Romano-
Byzantine tradition and from Sasanian Iran, and
quickly developed its own distinctive styles, in which
the pointed vault soon dominated.

(c) The secular e lement in ear ly mosque
a r c h i t e c t u r e . In some mosques, the desire to
emphasise the covered sanctuary (musalld) was
achieved simply by adding extra bays and thus
increasing its depth. In other mosques, especially
those with royal associations, the requisite emphasis
was achieved by some striking visual accentuation of
the musalld: a more elaborate facade, a higher and
wider central aisle, a gable or a dome. Once this idea
of glorifying the musalld had taken root it was
enthusiastically exploited, for example by furnishing
this area with several carefully placed domes (Cor-
dova, al-Azhar). On occasion, indeed, the musalld—
complete with such distinguishing features as wider
central aisle, dome in front of the mihrdb and
transversely vaulted bays adjoining the kibla—could
itself become the mosque, with no attached courtyard
(al-Aksa).

The effect of singling out the musalla by these
various means is to emphasise that this area is more
important than any other in the mosque. Since this
latter notion runs counter to the widely-expressed
belief that all parts of the mosque are equally sacred,
and that gradations of sanctity within it run counter
to the spirit of Islam, its origins are worth investigat-
ing. It should be stressed at the outset that these
various articulating devices cannot all be explained as
attempts to draw attention to the kibla. Some measure
of emphasis for this purpose was certainly required.
Hence, no doubt, the greater depth of arcades on that
side and the provision of an elaborate facade for the
musalld alone. Similarly, the use of a different align-
ment or type of vaulting for the bays immediately in
front of the kibla would make sense as a means of
signposting this crucial area. Yet the addition of a
dome or gable, or both, along the central aisle of the
musalld, and the greater width and height of that aisle,

cannot be explained—as is so often the case—simply
as a means of highlighting the mihrdb. After all, the
entire kibla wall served to mark the correct orientation
for prayer, so that the mihrdb was technically redun-
dant. The relatively late appearance of the mihrdb (no
lst/7th century mosque appears to have possessed one
and it is described as an innovation introduced by al-
Walld I in his re-building of the Mosque of the
Prophet in Medina in 84/703) further suggests that it
was not devised to meet some liturgical imperative.

The evidence points rather to the desire to assert in
as public a way as the dictates of religious architecture
would permit, the importance of the ruler in religious
ceremonies. It was the duty of the caliph or of his
representative to lead his people in prayer and to pro-
nounce the khutba [q. v . ] . The political overtones of the
latter ritual, which proclaimed allegiance to the ruler
in much the same spirit as the diptychs in the contem-
porary Byzantine liturgy, in large part explain the
physical form of the minbar [q. v. ] from which the khutba
was pronounced. Similarly, the mihrdb, another
latecomer to mosque architecture, can be interpreted
in secular terms, most conveniently as a throne apse
transposed into a religious setting. These royal con-
notations could only be intensified by the addition of
a dome over the bay directly in front of the mihrdb.

Underneath that same dome was the preferred loca-
tion for the maksura (see for this, above, I. D. 2.b.),
usually a square enclosure of wood or stone reserved
for the ruler, and ensuring both his privacy and his
physical safety. Each of these elements in the
mosque—mihrdb, minbar, maksura, dome—drew added
power from the proximity of the others, and together
they stamped a secular and princely significance on
this particular area of the mosque. The earliest sur-
viving mosque which illustrates this emphasis, the
Great Mosque of Damascus, adds a further refine-
ment: a high transverse gable with a pitched roof cuts
across the lateral emphasis of the musalld and thus
highlights not just the mihrdb area but also the way to
it. The extra height of the gable and the way it cleaves
across the grain of the mosque underscore its pro-
clamatory role. Sometimes, as in the djami^s of Tunis
and Kayrawan, another dome over the central
archway of the musalld facade sufficed to create an axis
focused on the mihrdb. As at Damascus, this axis
asserted itself both inside the musalld and—by virtue of
its greater width and the consequent break in the even
tenor of the roofing—externally, at roof level. In later
mosques, such as al-Azhar and al-Hakim (which
possibly derive in this from al-Aksa) the notion of the
external gable is toned down to a broad flat strip pro-
jecting only modestly above roof level; but internally,
the emphasis on the broader central nave terminating
in the dome over the mihrdb remains unchanged. It
seems likely that these articulating devices were
intended to mark out a processional way, presumably
the formal route by which the ruler approached the
mihrdb.

So much, then, for the various elements in mosque
design for which princely associations have been pro-
posed. Yet their mere enumeration does not tell the
full story. For it is above all the occurrence of these
features in mosques located next to the residence of
the ruler that places their political associations beyond
doubt. This close juxtaposition of the secular and the
religious may well have had its roots in the Prophet's
house. Be that as it may, at Basra, Kufa, Fustat,
Damascus, to name only a few very early examples,
the principal mosque and the private residence of the
ruler adjoined each other, and the viceroy Ziyad b.
Ablhi [q. v. ] said of this arrangement "it is not fitting
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that the Imam should pass through the people"—a
sentiment, incidentally, not shared by many later
Islamic rulers. The analogy with the palatine chapel
in Byzantium and mediaeval Europe—at Constan-
tinople and Ravenna, Aachen and Palermo—is strik-
ing. Perhaps the most public expression of the idea in
the mediaeval Islamic world was in the Round City of
Baghdad, where the huge and largely empty space at
the heart of the city held only two buildings: the
palace and the mosque, next door to each other. It
would be hard to find the concept of Caesaropapism
expressed more explicitly, or on a more gargantuan
scale, than this.

The local expression of the articulating features
under discussion varied from one part of the Islamic
world to another, but they had come to stay.
Henceforth, the d^dmi*- of Arab plan only rarely
returned to the simplicity of the lst/7th century. Such,
however, was the strength of the traditions formed at
that time that the basic nature of the earliest mosques
remained substantially unchanged. They were proof,
for example, against immense increases in size and
against a growing interest in embellishment by means
of structural innovations and applied ornament. Even
the conversion into mosques of pre-Islamic places of
worship, as at Damascus and Hama, was powerless to
affect their essential nature. The component parts of
the Arab mosque could be redistributed and re-
arranged almost at will without impairing their func-
tional effectiveness.

In much the same way, their idiosyncrasies of struc-
ture and decoration were purely cosmetic. The range
of options in these areas was gratifyingly wide. Win-
dows and lunettes bore ajoure grilles in stone or plaster
with geometric and vegetal designs (Damascus
mosque); wooden ceilings were painted or carved and
coffered (Sanca° mosque, lst/7th century onwards); a
wide range of capitals, at first loosely based on
classical models but in time featuring designs of Cen-
tral Asian origin (Samarra) was developed; and piers
with engaged corner colonnettes (Ibn Tulun mosque,
Cairo) rang the changes on the traditional classical
column. Finally, the aspect of these early mosques
could be varied still further by the type of flooring
employed—stamped earth, brick, stone or even mar-
ble flags—and by applied decoration in carved stone
or stucco, fresco, painted glass, embossed metalwork
or mosaic.

3. Later h i s t o r y of the "Arab plan"
mosque.

The essentially simple components of the Arab plan
set a limit to the (degree of diversity that could be
achieved within these specifications. Most of the room
for manoeuvre had been exhausted within the first
four centuries of Islamic architecture. Thus the subse-
quent history of the Arab plan cannot match the early
period for variety and boldness; the later mosques,
moreover, lie very much in the shadow of their
predecessors, to such an extent, indeed, that it is hard
to single out significant new departures in these later
buildings. It can scarcely be doubted that the presence
of the great Umayyad and cAbbasid mosques, built at
the period when the Islamic world was at the peak of
its material prosperity, acted as a signal deterrent to
later architects with substantially less money, men
and materials at their disposal. In these early cen-
turies the caliphal permission, not readily granted,
had been required for the construction of a djamP
making it therefore a major undertaking, and cor-
respondingly hard to emulate. By the 5th/llth cen-
tury, moreover, most of the major Muslim cities had
their own didmic, so that the need for huge mosques
had much declined.

Although mosques of Arab plan have continued to
be built throughout the Islamic world until the present
day, in the mediaeval period there were only two
areas where they achieved dominance: in the Western
Islamic lands before they fell under Ottoman rule,
and in pre-Ottoman Anatolia. These areas will there-
fore provide the material for most of the discussion
which follows. Nevertheless, sporadic references will
be made to mosques elsewhere, for instance in Egypt
and the Yemen.

(a) The Maghrib. The Maghrib rightfully takes
pride of place in this account because for almost a
millennium virtually no mosque that was not of Arab
type was built there. Here, then, is to be found the
most homogeneous and consistent development of
that type. Its sources lie, like so much of Maghrib! art,
in Syria, and specifically in the Great Mosque of
Damascus. Its transverse gable becomes a leitmotif in
Maghrib! mosques, and in some cases (such as the
Karawiyym Mosque [q. v. ], Fez, founded 226/841 but
largely of the 6th/12th century) is associated with the
same proportions as the Syrian building, including
the relatively shallow oblong courtyard imposed on
the Damascus mosque by the classical temenos but
copied thereafter in other mosques as a deliberate
feature. In the Mosque of the Andalusians at Fez
(600-4/1203-7) the Damascus schema is retained
despite a jaggedly irregular perimeter and trapezoidal
courtyard; and, as at the Karawiyym mosque, the
main entrance to the mosque is aligned to it, a refine-
ment not found at Damascus. The length of the gable
has also increased considerably, though its height is
modest.

In later Maghrib! mosques especially, the emphasis
shifted from the exterior elevation of the gable to its
impact from within the building. It attracts unusually
intricate vaulting, often ofmukarnas [q.v.] type, or may
be marked by domes ranging in number from two
(Tlemcen, 531/1136) to six (second Kutubiyya, Mar-
rakesh, mid-6th/mid-12th century). The latter
mosque has a further five cupolas placed three bays
apart along the transverse kibla aisle. Thus by means
of vaulting alone is created a T-shape which combines
the secular and religious emphases of the djami^.
Fewer vaults or domes, more strategically placed—for
example at the mihrdb, the musalld entrance and the
corners of the kibla wall—could suffice to carry the T-
shape into the elevation, but the form could be created
at ground level alone by means of a wider central nave
and by ensuring that the vaults stopped one bay short
of the kibla, thus opening up dramatically the space
immediately in front of it. The T-shape can indeed
claim to be the principal Maghrib! contribution to the
development of mosque form, though horseshoe
arches and square minarets were equally characteris-
tic of the style.

Three other features distinguish Maghrib! mosques
from those found elsewhere in the Islamic world,
though all have their origins in al-Andalus: the use of
pierced ribbed or fluted domes, especially over the
mihrdb; the manipulation of arch forms to create
hierarchical distinctions by means of gradual enrich-
ment; and a readiness to alter the size, shape and loca-
tion of the courtyard in response to the imperatives of
a specific design. The ribbed domes (e.g. djamfo of
Taza, 537/1142 and 691/1292, and Algiers, ca.
490/1097) derive from those of the Cordova mosque,
but elaborate on them by cramming them with vegetal
designs in carved stucco or by increasing the number
of ribs from the usual eight to twelve (Tlemcen djjimi^)
or even sixteen (Taza d^dmi0). This practice gives free
rein to the characteristically Maghrib! obsession with
non-structural arched forms, here used as a lace-like
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infill between the ribs; the overall effect is one of
feathery lightness and grace. The light filtered
through these domes suffuses the area of the mihrdb
with radiance, perhaps as a deliberate metaphor of
spiritual illumination, an idea rendered still more
potent when, as is often the case, that mihrdb bears the
popular text of sura XXIV, 36-7, "God is the Light
of the heavens and the earth; the likeness of His Light
is as a niche wherein is a lamp..."

Long files of arcaded columns stretching in multiple
directions and generating apparently endless vistas
are a particular feature of Maghrib! mosques. The
distinctive "forest space" thereby created finds its
fullest expression in the fourth major rebuilding of the
Cordova mosque, the supreme generative master-
piece of Western Islamic architecture, and the major
Almoravid and Almohad mosques are best inter-
preted as reflections of this great original. Where the
Cordova mosque, however, employed systems of
intersecting arches and carefully differentiated types
of capital to establish hierarchical distinctions, later
Maghrib! djamfe typically use a wide range of arch
profiles to the same end. These include, besides the
ubiquitious horseshoe type already noted, lobed,
multifoil, interlaced cusped, trefoil, lambrequin and
other varieties. They spring from piers, not columns,
and this, coupled with the low roof, dim lighting and
the general absence of ornament unconnected with
vaulting, lends these interiors a ponderous austerity.
Against this general background of parsimonious
simplicity, the sudden switch from plain arch profiles
for most of the sanctuary to elaborate ones for the
axial nave alone constitutes a dramatic enrichment of
the interior. Sometimes the transverse aisle in front of
the kibla wall attests a third type of arch profile, and
thus a further gradation of importance is emphasised.

In most western Islamic mosques the courtyard is
something of an appendage. It is almost always very
much smaller than the covered space. Custom decreed
that it was isolated at the opposite end of the mosque
from the mihrdb, and that it should either be con-
tiguous to the outer wall or be separated from it by no
more than a single aisle. By contrast, the sanctuary
tended to be of disproportionate depth and extent.
This meant that the courtyard was never able to func-
tion as the heart of the mosque. Only when the sanc-
tuary was reduced, as in the Kasba mosque in Mar-
rakesh (581-6/1185-90), with its pronounced
cruciform emphasis, was the courtyard able, both
literally and figuratively, to play a more central role.
In narrow rectangular plans, it can be a diminutive
square box hemmed in by deep lateral aisles (Mosque
of al-Mansura, 704-45/1304-44) or an extended
shallow oblong (Mosque of Seville, ca. 571/1175). In
oblong plans, it faithfully mirrored that emphasis on
a diminutive scale (Tinmal, 548/1153; first Kutu-
biyya, Marrakesh, ca. 555/1160). Exceptional on all
counts is the gigantic but unfinished mosque of
Hasan, Rabat (ca. 591/1195), whose scale of 180 x
139 m. makes it the second largest mosque in the
world, after the Great Mosque of Samarra. Here the
typical shallow oblong courtyard is supplemented by
two lesser and narrow courtyards perpendicular to the
kibla and along the lateral walls. These were, it seems,
intended for men and women respectively, but they
would also have served for ventilation and lighting,
besides offering visual relief to the endless march of
columns.

(b) A n a t o l i a . For all that pre-Ottoman Anatolia
was a fertile field for innovation in later mediaeval
experiment with the hypostyle mosque, its contribu-
tion cannot seriously match that of the Maghrib and

al-Andalus, not least because of the much shorter time
span, a mere three centuries; discussion of it will
accordingly be brief. The earliest surviving mosques
well illustrate the dependence of local builders on
more developed traditions of Arab and Persian origin.
The Great Mosque of Diyarbakir (484/1091) follows
the transept schema of Damascus, while those of
Mayyafarikm (550/1155), Dunaysir (601/1204) and
Mardm (largely 6th/12th century) follow Iranian
precedent in their emphasis on a monumental dome
rearing up out of the low roofing of the sanctuary and
set squarely in front of the mihrdb bay. Their
foreshortened courtyards, however, owe nothing to
Iranian precedent and instead presage later develop-
ments. So too did the increasing tendency to use
domical forms rather than modular trabeate units as
the principal means of defining space.

The buildings of the 6th/12th and 7th/13th cen-
turies sufficiently demonstrate the embryonic state of
mosque design in Anatolia, for the variety of plans is
bewildering and defies easy categorisation. The
absence of direct copies of the classical Arab type of
plan is striking, though modifications of it were
legion. A common solution was to do without the
courtyard altogether—perhaps a response to the
severe Anatolian winter—and reduce the mosque to a
wooden-roofed hall resting on a multitude of columns
or pillars (cAla:) al-D!n mosque, Konya, 530/1135 to
617/1220; Sivas, ca. 494/1101; Afyon, 672/1273;
Beysehir, 696/1296). Usually the minaret was outside
the mosque and therefore not integrated into the
layout. Sometimes a similar design was executed in
multiple small vaults (Divrigi, castle mosque,
576/1180; Niksar, 540/1145; Urfa, 6th/12th century),
and indeed the preference for vaulted as distinct from
trabeated construction is well marked even at this
experimental stage. Whatever the roofing system
adopted in these enclosed mosques, the scope for
development in either direction was small, while poor
lighting, a sense of cramped space and inadequate
ventilation were virtually inevitable. Huge piers and
low vaults gave many of these mosques a crypt-like
appearance (cAlaD al-Din mosque, Nigde, 620/1223;
Sivas, Ulu Cami).

The obvious way forward was to allot a more
significant role to the dome, a decision made at an
early stage (Great Mosque of Erzurum, 530/1135;
Kayseri, 535/1140; and Divrigi, 626/1229) but by no
means universally accepted. In such mosques the
domed bay is invariably the largest of all and is placed
along the axis of the mihrdb. This emphasis on the
totally enclosed covered mosque was to remain the
principal feature of Turkish mosque architecture, and
as a natural corollary fostered a compact and
integrated style. Sometimes a small courtyard is
integrated into this design (Malatya, 635/1237;
Kayseri, Mosque of Khwand Khatun, 635/1237;
Harput, 560/1165). By degrees, however, the court-
yard was relegated to one of two functions: as a
forecourt, akin to the atrium of Byzantine churches
and thus heralding the mosque proper, instead of
being co-equal to the sanctuary; and as a bay within
the musalld, furnished with a skylight and a fountain
as a symbolic reminder of the word outside. Some-
times these two uses coincided. The skylight bay
(shddirwdn) was normally placed along the axis of the
mihrdb and thus served as a secondary accent for it, in
much the same manner as a central dome.

The 8th/14th century saw no major developments
in hypostyle plans. Flat-roofed prayer halls, some with
wooden-roofed porches (Meram mosque, Konya,
804-27/1402-24), others, especially in the Karaman
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region, without them, continued to be built. So too
did hypostyle mosques with vaulted domical bays
(Yivli Minare mosque, Antalya, 775/1373; the type
recurs both in eastern Anatolia and Ottoman territory
in Bursa and Edirne). Variations in the Damascus
schema, with the transept replaced by one or more
domes, a raised and wider central aisle, a skylight
bay, or any combination of these were frequent (clsa
Bey mosque, Selcuk, 776/1374; Ulu Garni, Birgi,
712/1312; mosque of Akhi Elvan, Ankara, ca.
780/1378). Finally, mosques with an enlarged domed
bay in front of the mihrdb spread from their earlier
base in south-eastern Anatolia, an area bounded to
the east by the Ulu Garni in Van (791-803/1389-1400)
and to the west by that of Manisa (778/1376). In the
latter mosque the kibla side is dominated by the dome
and takes up almost half the mosque; a large arcaded
courtyard with a portico accounts for the rest. With
such buildings the stage is set for Ottoman architec-
ture and Arab prototypes are left far behind.

These Anatolian mosques depart still further from
the norm of the hypostyle type in their predilection for
elaborate integrated facades. While earlier mosques of
Arab type frequently singled out the principal en-
trance by a monumental archway, often with a dome
behind it, the tendency was to keep the facade
relatively plain. Only in the highly built-up areas of
the major cities of the Near East, such as Cairo,
Jerusalem, Damascus and Aleppo, did the extreme
shortage of space, and often the small scale of the
mosques themselves, oblige architects to decorate
mosque facades if they wished to draw attention to
them, e.g. the Akmar mosque, Cairo, 519/1125. In
Anatolia the tenacious Armenian tradition, which
favoured extensive external sculpture and articula-
tion, may well have predisposed Muslim architects in
Anatolia to develop integrated decorative schemes for
the main facades of their mosques. A monumental
stone portal or pishtdk [q. v. ], often an iwdn [q. v. ] was
the standard centrepiece for such designs. It could be
strongly salient and tower well above the roofline
(Divrigi Cami). Further articulation was provided by
ranges of recessed arches with decorative surrounds
(Dunaysir), open or blind arcades along the upper
section of the facade (Mayyafarikln and cAla:> al-Din
mosque, ^Conya), and windows with densely carved
frames (clsa Bey mosque, Selcuk).

(c) Egyp t and Syria. It seems possible that
some of the more elaborate Mamluk mosque facades
in Cairo, such as those of Baybars (660/1262) and
Sultan Hasan (757/1356) may derive, if at several
removes, from Anatolian prototypes of the kind dis-
cussed above. It is noteworthy, however, that in
general the mosques of the Ayyubid and Mamluk
period offer little scope for large-scale reworking of the
hypostyle plan, since they were too small. The
mosque of Baybars and that of al-Nasir Muhammad
b. Kalawun in the Cairo citadel (718/1318), which is
a free copy of it, provide exceptions to this rule; in
both cases a monumental dome over the mihrdb bay is
the principal accent of an extensive covered space.
The relative scarcity of major mosques in this period
not only reflects the primacy of the great early ajdmfo
which were still in use, and which made further such
buildings redundant; it also marks a shift in patronage
away from mosques towards mausolea, madrasas,
khdnkdhs and the like. In time, not surprisingly, joint
foundations became the norm, in which the mosque
was a mere oratory, a component in some larger com-
plex. Eventually, too, the forms of mosques came to
reflect those of contemporary madrasas more than the
hypostyle plans of earlier periods. Hence the

dominance of small domed mosques such as the
7th/14th century Mamluk a^amics of Tripoli. Such
buildings have no bearing on the history of the Arab
mosque plan.

(d) The Yemen. Apart from the Maghrib, it was
principally in the Yemen that the large hypostyle
mosque maintained its popularity throughout the
mediaeval period. Inadequate publication has meant
that these buildings are less well known than they
deserve, and without excavation the dating of many of
them will remain problematic. This is particularly
regrettable because several of them were built on the
site of pre-Islamic temples, churches or synagogues
(e.g. al-Djila3 mosque, Sanca°), and spolia from these
earlier buildings—such as columns, capitals, inscrip-
tions and even sculptures of birds—are used very
widely. Persistent local tradition attributes the ajdmi^s
of Sanca:> and al-Djanad to the time of the Prophet;
both were probably rebuilt by al-Walld I. The former
has preserved much more of its original appearance:
perimeter walls of finely cut stone in stepped courses
enclose a roughly square shape with a central court-
yard with the musalld only slightly deeper than the
other sides. Al-Djanad, on the other hand, has had its
similar original layout transformed by a domed
transept and numerous subsidiary buildings. This
gradual transformation by the addition of prayer
halls, mausolea, ablutions facilities and the like is a
recurrent pattern in the Yemen (ajamics of Zabld and
Ibb).

Small hypostyle mosques of square form (al-
cAbbas, 7th/13th century), or of rectangular shape,
whether broad and shallow oblongs (Tithid, 7th/13th
century) or narrow and deep (Tamur, 5th/llth cen-
tury or earlier), are common, and a few larger
mosques of this kind, still without a courtyard, are
known (Dhibin, after 648/1250). The commonest
form, however, comprises a structure that is rec-
tangular or trapezoidal (Masdjid al-Sawmaca, Hut,
7th/13th century) with a central courtyard and exten-
sive covered riwdks on all sides (Rawda djdmic,
7th/13th century). Often this formula is enriched by
a lavishly carved or painted wooden ceiling over the
sanctuary area alone (Shibam ajdmi*-, 4th/10th cen-
tury) or by the incorporation of mausolea (Zafar
Dhibin, 7th/13th century; funerary mosque of the
Imam al-Hadf Yahya, Sacda, 4th/10th century and
later) or of minarets (Djibla, 480/1087; Dhu Ashrak,
410/1019). Influences from the central Islamic lands
explain the use of wider central aisles in the musalld
(Zafar Dhibin, Ibb, Djibla, Dhu Ashrak) and a con-
centration of domes along the kibla wall (enlargement
of Ibb ajami*-', Djamic al-Muzaffar and Ashrafiyya
mosque, both 7th/13th century, Tacizz). The glory of
these Yemeni mosques as a group lies in their decora-
tion: exceptionally long bands of stucco inscriptions
(mosques of Dhamar and Rada, 7th/13th century and
later), frescoes with epigraphic, floral and geometric
designs (Rasulid mosques of Tacizz) and a matchless
series of carved and painted wooden ceilings (Zafar
Dhibin, al-cAbbas, Sirha, Dhibin, Shibam, Sanca°
and others).

4. The I r a n i a n t r a d i t i o n .
(a) The ear ly per iod . Such was the prescriptive

power of the ''Arab plan" that its influence per-
meated mosque architecture in the non-Arab lands
too. It would therefore be an artificial exercise to con-
sider the development of the Iranian mosque in isola-
tion, the more so as many early mosques in Iran
(Bishapur, Sfraf, Susa, Yazd) were of Arab plan.
Some also had the square minarets which were an
early feature of that plan (Damghan; Siraf). Rather
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did the Iranian mosque acquire its distinctive charac-
ter by enriching the hypostyle form by two elements
deeply rooted in pre-Islamic Iranian architecture: the
domed chamber and the iwdn, a vaulted open hall
with a rectangular arched facade. The domed
chamber derived from the mostly diminutive Sasa-
nian fire temple with four axial arched openings, the
so-called cahdr tdk. Set in the midst of a large open
space, it served to house the sacred fire. This layout
obviously lent itself to Muslim prayer, and literary
sources recount how such fire temples were taken over
and converted into mosques (e.g. at Bukhara) by the
simple expedient of blocking up the arch nearest the
kibla and replacing it with a mihrdb\ but conclusive
archaeological evidence of this practice is still lacking,
though the mosques of Ya.zd-i Khast and Kurwa may
be examples of it. Such domed chambers, whether
converted fire temples or purpose-built Muslim struc-
tures, may have served as self-contained mosques,
with or without an attached courtyard; certainly the
earliest part of many mediaeval Iranian mosques is
precisely the domed chamber.

The associations of the iwdn, by contrast, were
markedly more secular than religious; its honorific
and ceremonial purpose in Sasanian palaces is
epitomised by the great vault at Ctesiphon, where it
announced the audience chamber of the Emperor.
The iwdn form was therefore well fitted to serve as a
monumental entrance to the mosque, to mark the cen-
tral entrance to the musalld (Tarlkhana, Damghan:
NaDIn) or, indeed, itself to serve as the sanctuary (as
at Nmz perhaps 363/973 onwards?). Thus both the
domed chamber and the iwdn quickly found their way
into the vocabulary of Iranian mosque architecture,
and by their articulating power gave it a wider range
of expression than the Arab mosque plan could com-
mand. It was in the interrelationships between the
domed chamber, the iwdn and the hypostyle hall that
the future of the Iranian mosque was to lie.

(b) The Sa ld juk per iod. The tentative experi-
ments of early Iranian mosque architecture
crystallised in the Saldjuk period, especially between
ca. 473/1080 and ca. 555/1160. The major mosques
built or enlarged at this time have as their major focus
a monumental domed chamber enclosing the mihrdb
and preceded by a lofty iwdn. This double unit is com-
monly flanked by arcaded and vaulted prayer halls.
This arrangement represents the final transformation
of the musalld in Iranian mosques, using the
vocabulary of Sasanian religious and palatial architec-
ture for new ends. The sanctuary iwdn opens onto a
courtyard with an iwdn at the centre of each axis punc-
tuating the regular sequence of riwdks. These arcades
attain a new importance as fagade architecture by
their arrangement in double tiers. Yet the focus of
attention is undoubtedly the great domed chamber.
The simplicity of the prototypical cahdr tdk is scarcely
to be recognised in these massive Saldjuk maksura
domes with their multiple openings in the lower walls
and their complex zones of transition. This concentra-
tion on the domed chamber was often achieved at the
expense of the rest of the mosque (Gulpayagan gjdmi**,
ca. 510/1116). The new combination of old forms
created the classical, definitive version of the already
ancient ^-iwan courtyard plan that was to dominate
Iranian architecture for centuries to come, infiltrating
not only other building types such as madrasas and
caravansarais, but also spreading as far west as Egypt
and Anatolia and eastwards to Central Asia and
India. The 4-iwdn mosque thus became in time the
dominant mosque type of the eastern Islamic world.

Up to the end of the Saldjuk period, however, the

way was still open for numerous other combinations
of hypostyle hall, domed chamber and iwdn. Bashan,
for example (4th/10th century) has a square layout
with courtyard, hypostyle hall, domed sanctuary and
sanctuary iwdn, but lacks any further articulation of
the courtyard facade by iwdns. The mosques of Dan-
dankan [q.v. in Suppl.] and Mashhad-i Misriyan
[q.v. ] (both 5th/llth century) are typologically
related. At Urmiya/Rida^iyya (7th/13th century) the
mosque is an extensive shallow oblong with the domed
chamber at one end of a hypostyle hall, and no iwdn.
Sometimes the mosque is entirely covered by five
(Masdjid-i Diggaron^ Hazara, 5th/llth century) or
nine domed bays (Car Sutun mosque, Tirmidh.
5th/llth century; Masdjid-i Kuca Mir, Natanz,
6th/12th century). In its Saldjuk form the mosque at
Ardabfl comprised a domed chamber with an iwdn in
front of it, while at Sin (528/1136) the sanctuary, com-
prising a deep iwdn with mukarnas vaulting, engulfs
one side of the diminutive courtyard. The huge court-
yard of the Firdaws ajdmic (597/1201) is dominated by
its single iwdn which heralds a low vaulted sanctuary.
The ajdmics of Faryumad (7th/13th century?) and
Gunabad (606/1210) have only two iwdns facing each
other across a narrow courtyard, and no domed
chamber. Other mosques in Khurasan are simpler
still, comprising only the domed chamber itself
(Sangan-i PaDIn, 535/1140; Birrabad and cAbdal-
lahabad, both possibly Saldjuk) or with insignificant
bays adjoining it (Takhlatan Baba, 6th/12th century).
Often too, the various elements were added in an
unpredictable sequence, for instance at Simnan where
a probably 5th/11th century columned hall had a com-
plete mosque "unit" comprising a domed chamber,
iwdn and courtyard tacked on to its side. Even within
the classical 4-iwdn model, considerable diversity
could be attained by varying the scale of the com-
ponents: from long narrow courtyards (Simnan) or
small square ones of domestic scale (Zawara,
527/1133) to huge open expanses broken up by trees
(Shlraz djdmic, mainly 10th/16th century), pools or
fountains.

The principal emphasis on the internal facade was,
however, unchanging. The exterior, by contrast, was
unadorned and unarticulated to the point of austerity.
Variations in the height or breadth of iwdns reinforced
axial or hierarchical distinctions. By common consent
the sanctuary iwdn was the largest and deepest; the
opposite iwdn was next in size, though often very
shallow, while the two lateral iwdns were usually the
smallest. Minarets at the corner of the sanctuary iwdn
underlined its importance, while the twin-minaret
portal iwdn first encountered in the Saldjuk period
(Nakhcivan, ca. 582/1186; Ardistan, Masdjid-i Imam
Hasan, 553/1158) became increasingly monumental
and elaborate in later centuries (d^amfe of Ashtardjan,
715/1315, and Yazd, 846/1442). Iwdn minarets of this
kind gradually replaced the freestanding cylindrical
minarets so popular in the Saldjuk period.

(c) The I lkhan id per iod. As in Mamluk
Egypt, so too in Iran the later mediaeval history of the
mosque is sometimes hard to disentangle from that of
the madrasa-, tomb- or shrine-complex. Prayer and
communal worship were, after all, integral to the
operation of such "little cities of God" as the shrines
of Ardabll, Natanz, Turbat-i Djam, Bastam and
Lindjan—all of them the scene of much building
activity in the 8th/14th century—to say nothing of the
great shrines of Kumm and Mashhad. Such new
foundations as these were simply perpetuated Saldjuk
models (Hafshuya, early 8th/14th century), though
these were subtly altered by having their proportions
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attenuated or otherwise modified. At Ashtardjan
everything is subordinated to the principal axis
announced by the double minaret facade, an
emphasis which is taken up and intensified by the
single great iwdn which takes up the full width of the
courtyard and leads into the domed sanctuary. At
Waramin, too (722/1322 onwards), which is of
standard 4-fzt>an type, the sense of axial progression is
strong, and is made rather more effective than at
Ashtardjan by the absolute length of the mosque and
the extended vestibule. The d^dmi^ of CAH Shah in
Tabriz, by contrast (ca. 710-20/1310-20) deliberately
returned, it seems, to much earlier models, for it com-
prised essentially a huge cliff-like iwdn preceded by a
courtyard with a central pool and clumps of trees in
the corners—perhaps a deliberate reference to the
Tak-i Kisra itself. For smaller mosques, Saldjuk
models were again at hand; hence, for example, the
trio of domed chamber mosques with twdns at Aziran,
Kadj and DashtT, all datable ca. 725/1325. Yet
another compliment to earlier masters was the
Ilkhanid tendency to add new structures to existing
mosques: a madrasa to the Isfahan djami*- (776-8/1374-
7), an iwdn to the mosque at Gaz (ca. 715/1315), and
so on.

(d) The T lmur id per iod . The Tlmurid period
took up still further ideas which had been no more
than latent in earlier centuries. While some mosques
of traditional form were built such as the Mosque of
Gawhar Shad, in Mashhad, of standard ^-iwdn type
(821/1418), attention focused particularly on the por-
tal and kibla iwdns, which soared to new heights. Tur-
rets at the corners magnified these proportions still
further. This trend towards gigantism is exposed at its
emptiest in the ^-iwdn d^dmi** of Ziyaratgah, near
Harat (887/1482), where the absence of decoration
accentuates the sheer mass of the sanctuary iwdn
looming over the courtyard. At its best, however, as
in the mosque of Blbi Khanum, Samarkand
(801/1399) where these exceptional proportions are
consistently carried through to virtually every part of
the mosque, the effect is overwhelming. Here the 4-
iwdn plan is transformed by the use of a domed
chamber behind each lateral iwdn\ by the profusion of
minarets—at the exterior corners and flanking both
portal and sanctuary iwdns—and by the four hundred-
odd domes which cover the individual bays.

As in the Mongol period, however, the fashion for
building fchdnkdhs, madrasas and funerary monuments,
all of them capable of serving as places of worship
(shrine of Ahmad Yasawl, Turkestan, begun
797/1394; the Rlgistan complex, Samarkand, begun
in its Tlmurid form in 820/1417; Gawhar Shad com-
plex, Harat, 821/1418) excluded an equal emphasis
on architecture. This may explain the continued
popularity of so many standard mosque types—the
domed hypostyle (Ziyaratgah, Masdjid-i Cihil Sutun
ca. 890/1485) and the two-iwdn type so long familiar
in Khurasan (Badjistan and Nishapur ajdmics, both
later 9th/15th century)—to say nothing of the
emphasis on refurbishing earlier mosques (djamfo of
Isfahan, 880/1475 and Harat, 903-5/1497-9), which,
in accordance with the Tlmurid predilection for
innovative vaulting, often took the form of trans-
versely vaulted halls (ajdmi^s of Abarkuh, 808/1415;
Yazd, 819/1416; Shlraz, ca. 820/1417; Maribud,
867/1462; and Kashan, 867-8/1462-3; and the mos-
ques of Sar-i Rig, 828/1424 and Mir Cakinak, 840-
1/1436-7, at Yazd). There was also still ample room
for surprises. The winter prayer hall added to the
Isfahan d^dmi** in 851/1447 has multiple aisles of huge
pointed arches springing directly from the ground and

lit by ochre alabaster slabs let into the vaults and dif-
fusing a golden radiance. The hoary ^-iwdn formula
was given a new twist by the addition of twin domed
chambers flanking the sanctuary iwdn (Harat ^amzc,
9th/15th century), an idea which infiltrated other plan
types too (Rushkhar ajdmic, 859/1454). At Djadjarm
(late 9th/late 15th century?) the central axis marked
by the domed chamber and the courtyard is flanked
on each side by a trio of vaulted bays.

Yet perhaps the most original mosque designs of the
period were those which focused on the single dome
and thus echoed, if only distantly, the preoccupations
of contemporary Ottoman architects. This concept
manifested itself in several different ways. In the
Masdjid-i Gunbad, Ziyaratgah (ca. 887-912/1483-
1506), a square exterior encloses small corner
chambers and a cruciform domed central area, a
layout more reminiscent of a palace pavilion than a
mosque. The core of the Masdjid-i Shah, Mashhad
(855/1451), is again a large domed chamber, but this
is enclosed by a vaulted ambulatory and preceded by
a long facade with corner minarets and a portal iwdn.
Most ambitious of all, however, is the Blue Mosque
in Tabriz (870/1465) in which a similar idea is given
much more integrated expression by virtue of the
open-plan arrangement of the central space. The
dome springs from eight massive piers, but this
octagon has further piers in the corners, making it a
square with twelve openings, and thus offering easy
access to the multidomed ambulatory. A similar open-
ness characterises the gallery area and ensures that
this mosque, though entirely covered, was airy,
spacious and flooded with light. The range and
subtlety of its polychrome tilework makes this mosque
an apt coda for a period which exploited to an
unprecedented degree the role of colour in archi-
tecture.

(e) The Sa fav id per iod. The restoration and
enlargement of existing mosques, a trend already
noted in Tlmurid times, continued apace in the
Safavid period, and involved over a score of mosques
in the 10th/16th century alone. Yet not one new
mosque of the first importance survives from this cen-
tury, though the Masdjid-i CA1I in Isfahan (929/1522),
a classic 4-iwdn structure, has a sanctuary whose open-
plan dome on pendentives provides a bridge between
the Blue Mosque in Tibrlz and the Lutfallah mosque
in Isfahan (1011-28/1602-10). The latter, a private
oratory for Shah cAbbas I, makes a very public break
with tradition, for it is simply a huge square chamber.
Its lofty dome rests on eight arches via an inter-
mediary zone of 32 niches. The whole interior is
sheathed in glittering tilework whose smooth surfaces
simplify all structural subtleties. Though the mosque
is correctly oriented towards Mecca, it is set at an
angle to the great square (mayddri) from which it is
entered, an angle dissimulated by the portal iwdn
which instead obeys the orientation of the mayddn
towards the cardinal points of the compass. A low
vaulted passage linking iwdn and dome chamber, but
invisible from either, resolves these conflicting axes. It
also draws attention to a discrepancy which could
easily have been avoided and is therefore deliberate.

In the nearby Masdjid-i Shah (1021-40/1612-30),
which also fronts the mayddn, the problem of discor-
dant axes is solved with sovereign ease, for the portal
leads into a diagonal vestibule which in turn opens
into a ^-iwdn courtyard now correctly orientated. Both
portal and kibla iwdns have paired minarets to assert
their importance. The scale is vast, but the entire
mosque is conceived in due proportion to it. As at the
comparably large mosque of BTbl Khanum, dome
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chambers behind the lateral iwans give extra space for
prayer, while two madrasas with courtyards flank the
main courtyard to the south. Thus even at the height
of its popularity, the 4-twdn mosque could accom-
modate quite major innovations without impairing its
essential character. Later Safavid mosques, such as
the djamfo of Sarm and Cashum, the Masdjid-i Wazir
in Kashan and that of CA1I KulT Agha in Isfahan,
serve by their very modesty, however, to highlight the
altogether exceptional status of the two mosques on
the Isfahan mayddn. Even such a spacious and hand-
some version of the traditional 4-Fuuzn schema as the
Masdjid-i Hakim, Isfahan (1067/1656) could not fail
to be an anticlimax in their wake.

5. The Tu rk i s h t r ad i t i on .
(a) Early domed mosques . The earliest Ana-

tolian mosques follow Arab prototypes, and by
degrees some of them take on an Iranian colouring,
especially in their free use of twdns for portals and for
sanctuary entrances. Already by the 7th/13th century,
however, an emphasis on the isolated domed chamber
as a mosque type began to make itself felt. This idea
too might have had Iranian origins, but it soon
developed in ways that owed nothing to Iran, since the
contemporary preference for entirely covered
mosques with no courtyard was itself enough to
encourage experiments in the articulation of interior
space. The dome quickly became the most favoured
device to this end. In Iran, by and large, the domed
chamber behind the kibla Twdn remained spatially
isolated from the rest of the mosque. In Anatolia, by
contrast, architects were always seeking new ways of
integrating the main domed space with the area
around it. A consistent emphasis on domical forms
created the necessary visual unity to achieve this.
Already in the Saldjuk period tentative experiments in
this direction may be noted, for example the cAla:) al-
Dln mosque, Nigde (620/1223), whose kibla is marked
by three domed and cross-vaulted bays with further
parallel aisles behind. In the Ulu Garni of Bitlis
(555/1160), a single great dome replaces these smaller
bays, while in the Gok mosque and madrasa, Amasya
(665/1266), the masdjid comprises a series of triple-
domed aisles. Experiment with domical forms was
therefore deeply rooted in Anatolian architecture from
the beginning. It is above all, however, the hallmark
of mosques erected by the Ottomans, and can be
traced to the very earliest years of that dynasty.

(b) Ot toman a r c h i t e c t u r e be fo re
857/1453. The sequence begins very modestly with
a series of mosques comprising a simple domed cube
with a lateral vestibule (cAla? al-Din mosque, Bursa,
736/1335, a structure typical of well over a score of
such Ottoman mosques built in the course of the
8th/14th century) and minor variants of this schema,
such as the mosque of Orhan Gazi, Bilecik, and the
Yesil Garni, Iznik, 780/1378. Such structures have a
natural affinity with larger mausolea throughout the
Islamic world, and with the simplest forms of Iranian
mosques. It is only with hindsight that their signi-
ficance for later developments, in which the theme of
the single, and (above all) central, dominant dome of
ever-increasing size becomes steadily more important,
can be appreciated. This, then, is the main line of
evolution in Ottoman mosque architecture, and the
discussion will return to it shortly.

Meanwhile, two other types of mosque, in which
the dome also loomed large, deserve brief investiga-
tion, especially as they bade fair in the formative early
years to oust the domed, centrally planned mosque as
the favoured Ottoman type, and also because they had
their own part to play in the final synthesis of the

10th/16th century. The presence of three major types
of domed mosque in the same century is a reminder
that the pace of change was uneven. Several mosques
conceived on an altogether larger scale rejuvenated
the hypostyle form by investigating the impact of
multiple adjoining domes. In some cases, like the Ulu
Garni, Bursa, of 797/1394, a simple square sub-
divided into 20 domed bays of equal width though of
varying height—the choice of the dome as the agent
of vaulting is a diagnostic Ottoman feature—the effect
was distinctly old-fashioned. At ground level this is an
Arab mosque, even if its elevation is Anatolian. Con-
temporary with this, but marking a very different
attitude to interior space, are two mosques in Bursa,
that of Yfldfrim Bayazld, 794/1390, and the Yesil
Garni of 816/1413, which use the dome motif on
various scales and thus far more imaginatively. They
represent a second preparatory stage on the way to the
mature Ottoman mosque, and their large layout is by
turn cruciform, stepped or of inverted T-type. Their
distinguishing feature is the use of several domes of
different sizes. In the two cases under discussion, the
inverted T-plan highlights the mihrdb aisle by two
adjoining domes along the central axis flanked by a
trio of domed or vaulted bays on each side, the whole
knit together laterally by a 5-domed portico. Sand-
wiched between these two buildings in date is the Ulu
Garni of Edirne, 806/1403, where the square is sub-
divided into nine equal bays, eight of them domed,
with a domed and vaulted portico tacked on. At the
mosque of Celebi Sultan Mehemmed, Dimetoka, this
arrangement is refined by an increased concentration
on the central dome, which is enveloped by vaults on
the main axes and diagonals, the whole preceded by
a 3-domed portico. Such a combination cannot fail to
recall the standard quincunx plan, complete with nar-
thex, of mid-Byzantine churches, and it was of course
these buildings which dominated the Anatolian coun-
tryside in the early centuries of Turkish occupation.
Steady Byzantine influence can be seen to have
affected the evolution of Ottoman architecture even
before the capture of Istanbul brought Turkish
architects face to face with Hagia Sophia. Yet it would
be grossly mistaken to regard mature Ottoman mos-
ques as mere derivatives of Hagia Sophia. The Uc,
§erefeli mosque, Edirne, of 851/1447, with its huge
central dome on a hexagonal base flanked on either
side by a pair of much smaller domes and preceded by
a lateral courtyard enclosed by 22 domed bays, makes
excellent sense within a purely Ottoman perspective
as a key stage in the evolution which terminated in the
great masterpieces of Sinan. The divergence between
the great dome and the lesser ones flanking it has
already become acute and was to end in their total
suppression.

Yet one significant element, crucial to Hagia
Sophia and a cliche of Ottoman architecture after
857/1453, had not yet entered the architectural
vocabulary of the Turkish mosque before that date.
This was the use of two full semi-domes along the
mihrdb axis to buttress the main dome. The long-
rooted Islamic custom of marking the mihrdb bay by a
great dome rendered such a feature otiose. Once the
decision had been taken to make the largest dome the
central feature of a much larger square, the way was
open for the adoption of this Byzantine feature, and
with it the transformation and enrichment of interior
space was a foregone conclusion. Otherwise, most of
the architectural vocabulary used in mature Ottoman
mosques was already to hand by 857/1453: flying but-
tresses, the undulating exterior profile created by
multiple domes, tall pencil-shaped minarets and a cer-
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tain parsimony of exterior ornament allied to
exquisite stereotomy. It has to be admitted, however,
that these features had yet to find their full potential,
notably in the failure to develop a suitably imposing
exterior to match the spatial splendours within. That
potential could be realised only when these features
were used in tandem with each other by masters seek-
ing to express a newly-won confidence and bent on
creating an integrated style for that purpose. The
mosque was, moreover, their chosen instrument;
indeed, Ottoman architecture is, first and foremost,
an architecture of mosques.

(c) O t t o m a n a r c h i t e c t u r e a f t e r 857/1453.
The capture of Constantinople in 857/1453 provided
both a terminus and an impetus to a radical rethink-
ing of mosque design. Appropriately enough, the first
building to express the new mood was a victory monu-
ment, as its name indicates: the Fatih Mosque (867-
75/1463-70). This has a single huge semi-dome but-
tressing the main one but also displacing it off the
main axis; clearly, the spatial, aesthetic and structural
implications of such a semidome had not yet been
fully grasped. Within a generation, this anomaly at
least had been rectified; the mosque of Bayazld II
(completed 913/1506) has two such semi-domes on the
mihrdb axis, with four lesser domes flanking this cen-
tral corridor on each side. On the other hand, the pro-
jecting portico sandwiched between dome chamber
and courtyard is a clumsy and lopsided expedient with
little functional justification. Yet the resultant
emphasis on the portico is wholly typical of a period
in which this feature re-appeared under numerous
guises, especially in doubled form (Mihrimah
mosque, completed ca. 973/1565). The §ehzade
mosque (955/1548) presents a much more streamlined
appearance, with dome chamber and courtyard of
approximately equal proportions. Within the sanc-
tuary, the great central dome opens into semi-domes
on all four sides, with small diagonal semi-domes
opening off the main ones and corner domes. It is
instructive thus to see Ottoman architects developing
the possibilities of the centralised plan like the builders
of Christian churches and martyria a millennium
before, and coming to very similar conclusions.
Smaller mosques with domes on hexagonal (Ahmed
Pasa, completed ca. 970/1562) or octagonal bases
(Mihrimah mosque) were scarcely less popular than
domed squares. A small number of wooden-roofed
mosques perpetuating earlier modes, and with their
roots in the Arab tradition, survive (e.g. Ramazan
Efendi in Kocamustafapasa, 994/1585, and Tekkeci
Ibrahim Aga, 999/1590) as reminders of a very wide-
spread type of Ottoman mosque now almost entirely
eclipsed by more durable structures.

In the ferment of experiment which marks
10th/16th century Ottoman architecture, the key
figure was undoubtedly Sinan, an Islamic equivalent
to Sir Christopher Wren, who transformed the face of
the capital city as of the provinces with some 334
buildings (mostly mosques) erected in his own
lifetime, and whose pivotal role as chief court architect
(effectively Master of Works) allowed him to stamp
his ideas on public architecture from Algeria to clrak
and from Thrace to Arabia in the course of a
phenomenally long career which spanned virtually the
entire century. The Suleymaniye mosque in Istanbul
(963/1556) is by common consent the masterpiece of
his middle age. It takes up and refines the model of the
Bayazld II mosque by adding ideas taken from the
§ehzade mosque, like the succession of semi-domed
spaces billowing out from the main dome, though
only along the principal axis. Huge arches serve to
compartmentalise the spatial volumes.

All these mosques are preceded by an open court-
yard whose cloister is roofed by long files of adjoining
domes. This standard feature typifies the new
emphasis on subsidiary structures, mausolea, 'imdrets,
madrasas and the like, and the consistent attempt to
integrate them visually with the sanctuary itself, for
example by subordinating them to the principal axes
of the design. All this implies a marked increase in
scale and a new sensitivity to the landscaping of the
ensemble. Hence the recurrent choice of dramatic
sites for these mosques, especially in Istanbul with its
built-in vistas along the Bosphorus. This awareness of
topography as a feature of mosque design is evident as
early as the Fatih mosque; its three parallel axes are
grouped around and within an enclosed open piazza
measuring some 210 m. per side. The climax of
mature Ottoman architecture is reached with Sinan's
final masterpiece, the Selimiye at Edirne (982/1574),
in which the largest of Ottoman central domes (31.28
m. in diameter, hedged externally by the loftiest
quartet of Ottoman minarets (70.89 m. high) rests on
eight piers pushed as close to the walls as safety will
allow so as to create the largest possible open space.

While the increase in the absolute height and
breadth of these great domed chambers is striking, the
amount of articulation and detail crammed into these
spaces is scarcely less impressive. All is subordinated
to a formidable concentration of purpose—for exam-
ple, the carefully considered fenestration, surely a
legacy from Hagia Sophia, with its superposed group-
ings of eights and sixes or sevens, fives and threes. In
the interests of creating the maximum untrammelled
space, thrusts are concentrated onto a few huge piers
with spherical pendentives between them, and thus
the layout is a model of clarity and logic. Flooded with
light, their volumetric subdivisions apparent at a
glance, these interiors are at the opposite pole from
the dim mysteries of Hagia Sophia. Frescoes reminis-
cent of manuscript illumination and of carpet designs
vie with Iznik tiles to decorate the interior surfaces,
and often (as in the case of fluted piers) to deny their
sheer mass.

Externally, these mosques attest a well-nigh fugal
complexity by virtue of their obsessive concentration
on a very few articulating devices like windows,
arches and domes. The repetition of the same forms
on varying scales intensifies the sense of unity. Even
the minarets which mark the outer limits of the
mosque's surface area are brought into play; for
example, those of the Sultan Ahmed Mosque (com-
pleted 1025/1616) have the bases of their balconies so
calibrated as to coincide with the top of the main
dome, its collar and the collar of the main subsidiary
half-domes, while their location at the corners of the
building binds it together and defines the sacred space
from afar. Detailing is sparse and crisp, with a strong
linear emphasis, a flawless sense of interval and a pro-
nounced attenuation of features like wall niches and
engaged columns (Suleymaniye mosque). Nothing is
allowed to impair the primary aesthetic impact of cliff-
like expanses of smooth grey stone. Most notable of all
is a dramatic but ordered stacking of units culmin-
ating in the great dome which crowns and developes
the entire ensemble. These individual units are each
locked into place within a gently sloping pyramidal
structure whose inevitable climax is the central dome.
From this peak the subsidiary domes, semi-domes and
domed buttresses cascade downwards to form a rippl-
ing but tightly interlocked silhouette. These highly
articulated exteriors are a triumphant reversal of the
standard Islamic preference in mosque architecture
for stressing the interior at the expense of the exterior.
As the viewpoint changes, so too does the profile of
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these mosques, from a continuous smoothly
undulating line to a series of sharp angular projections
formed by stepped buttresses and roof-turrets. The
preference for saucer domes rather than pointed
domes with a high stilt fosters the sense of immovable,
rock-like stability, with the topmost dome clamped
like a lid onto the mobile, agitated roof-lines beneath
it.

This, then, can justly claim to be architects'
architecture. It merits that term by virtue of its
unbroken concentration on the single germinal idea of
the domed centralised mosque. It is against that con-
sistent unity of vision that the role of the Hagia Sophia
must be assessed. Of course, Turkish architects were
not blind to its many subtleties, and they freely quar-
ried it for ideas. But it was as much a challenge that
inspired them to emulation as it was a source for
technical expertise. Finally, it was the Ottomans who
succeeded where the Byzantines had failed: in devis-
ing for these great domed places of worship an
exterior profile worthy of the splendours within. The
triumphant issue of their labours to that end can be
read along the Istanbul skyline to this day.
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II. IN MUSLIM INDIA
A. Typology.
The nature of the regional building styles and their

characteristic decoration have been treated s.v. HIND.
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vii. Architecture, in Vol. Ill above. This section deals
with the essential typology of mosques in India, and
excludes the simplest structures used only for occa-
sional prayer such as the kibla-mdications at some
tombs and graveyards [see MAKBARA. 5. India], and
the special structures (cidgdh) provided for the citfs; for
these see MUSALLA. 2.

The continuous history of the mosque begins with
the M. Kuwwat al-Islam in DihlT, founded
immediately after the Muslim conquest in 587/1191.
There are however records of mosques founded
earlier, e.g. under the cAbbasid caliphate in Sind
[q. v. ], by small communities of Muslim traders,
especially in Gudjarat and the Malabar coast, and by
individual Sufi pirs who gathered a community
around them. The remains of these are mostly too
exiguous to be of value in a general statement. Recent
explorations by M. Shokoohy, not yet published, have
revealed a few structures, of1 a century or two before
the conquest, at Bhadreshwar in Gudjarat. These, in
common with the first structures of any fresh conquest
of expansion, are constructed from the remains of
Hindu buildings; in the case of mosques built after a
conquest there has been a deliberate pillaging of
Hindu or Djayn temples, as an assertion of
superiority as well as for the expediency of making use
of material already quarried and of local impressed
labour before the arrival of Muslim artisans.
Examples of this are cited for different regions of
India s.v. HIND, vii. Architecture, in Vol. Ill, p. 441
above. (It should be pointed out that the practice of
pillaging the buildings of the conquered is known in
India in the case of rival Hindu kings also.)

Where a mosque is actually constructed on the
plinth of a destroyed Hindu building (e.g. M.
Kuwwat al-Islam at Dihli; Atala M. at Djawnpur) the
kibla [q. v. ] will probably not be accurately located and
the original cardinal west made to serve the purpose;
but in general an effort is made to observe the correct
kibla, which varies between 20° north of west in the
south of India to 25° south of west in the extreme
north, with a conventional west used only rarely in
original buildings.

Mosques which might be described as "public"—
i.e. not only the Mas^id-i ^dmic of a particular locality
(and of course in a conurbation there may be a
separate djami** for each original mahalla) but also the
individually-founded or endowed mosques within a
town—are enclosed on all sides. This has not been
required of mosques within a sard^T or a dargdh, or
when the mosque is an adjunct of a tomb, and there
are countless instances of small private mosques
where there seems never to have been any enclosure.
The enclosure for the public mosque is particularly
necessary for Islam in partibus infidelium, and those
courtyards which are not enclosed are protected from
the infidel gaze in some other way, e.g. by the sahn
standing on a high plinth (exajnples: the Djamic M.
at Shahdjahanabad, Dihll, Atala M. at Djawnpur.
where in both the courtyard is limited only by an open
arcade or colonnade). The principal entrance is
usually on the east, although any gate may be on occa-
sion specified as a royal entrance; it is rare, though
not unknown, for any entrance to be made in the
western wall, and where this has happened it is not
designed for access by the general public. The internal
position of the principal mihrdb [q. v. ], sometimes of
subsidiary mihrdbs also, is indicated on the outside of
the west wall by one or more buttresses; a feature of
mosques in India is the way the exterior elevation of
the west wall is brought to life by decorative expe-
dients.

The interior of the mosque admits of little variation
outside two well-defined types. In one the western end
(known in India as liwdn) is a simple arrangement of
columns supporting a roof, usually of at least three
bays in depth but possibly of many more; the roof
may be supported by beam-and-bracket or by the
arch; the former arrangement being by no means con-
fined to compilations of pillaged Hindu/Djayn
material. The liwdn openings may be connected
directly with the arcades or colonnades of other sides
of the sahn. Where Hindu material has been used it is
usually necessary to superimpose one column upon
another in order to gain sufficient height, for not
infrequently a mezzanine gallery may be incorporated
in the structure, in the Itwdn or in the side riwdks.
These are frequently referred to as "women's
galleries", but this is surely impossible unless they are
placed to the rear of the structure so that women may
not make their prayers in front of men; gallery struc-
tures in the liwdn are more likely to be either reserved
for royal (male) use or to be cillas for the use of a local
pir. In the other type, the liwdn is physically separated
from the sahn by a screen of arches (maksura}, which
may conceal a columnar structure to the west, as in
the M. Kuwwat al-Islam where the maksura is a later
addition to the original structure, or in the mosques of
Gudjarat where the arch is not used with as much
freedom as in other styles. More commonly, however,
the arches of the maksura are part of a vaulting system
whereby the liwdn is composed into one or more halls;
there is always an odd number of maksura arches, and
it is common for the bay which stands in front of the
principal mihrdb to be singled out for special treat-
ment, either by being made taller than the rest, or by
being specially decorated (the latter treatment com-
mon in the mosques of Bldjapur [q.v. ]). (This is not
invariably the central bay, as mosques are not
necessarily symmetrical about the principal mihrdb
axis; cf. the "Stonecutters' M." in Fathpur SikrT,
where a cilia occupies two additional bays at the north
end of the liwdn, or the Afha0! Kangura M. at Kashi
Banaras, where the side riwdks of the liwdn are of une-
qual length.) In one mosque at Bldjapur (Makka M.),
the liwdn stands within and unattached to the surroun-
ding courtyard. A staircase is commonly provided to
give access to the liwdn roof, either separately or incor-
porated within the walls or the base of a minaret, as
this is a favourite place from which to call the ddhdn;
a staircase may be provided within a gateway for the
same purpose. The liwdn roof may be surmounted by
one or more domes. Inside the liwdn, the principal
mihrdb stands within the west wall opposite the main
opening; if there are other mihrdbs, the central one is
always the most sumptuously decorated and may be
set deeper within the west wall than the other. The
minbar is usually a permanent stone structure, with an
odd number of steps, only occasionally made an
object of decoration (splendid examples in the older
Bengal mosques and in the Malwa sultanate). A sim-
ple minbar is often provided when not liturgically
necessary, as in the mosque attached to a tomb. There
is an exceptional case at Bldjapur, at the mosque
building for the cenotaph of Afdal Khan: the mosque
is two-storeyed, the two halls being exactly similar
except that a minbar is provided only in the lower one.
(In another first-floor mosque at Bldjapur, the Anda
M., there is no minbar, the ground floor is apparently
a well-guarded sard^i, and the suggestion has been
made that the whole structure was intended for zandna
use.) The floor of the liwdn is often marked out into
musallds of mihrdbi shape for each individual worship-
per. Lamps may be suspended from the liwdn ceiling.
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The hwan facade is open to the sahn; i.e. there is never
any portion closed off like the zimistdn of Persian
mosques.

The sahn is usually an open courtyard, containing
a hawd [q.v.] for the wudu^; this is usually placed cen-
trally, except that in some Shlcl mosques the hawd
may be placed to one side of the central axis. There
are rare cases where the sahn is completely or partially
covered (e.g. the Djamic M. at Gulbarga [q. v. ] is com-
pletely covered; in two mosques of the Tughlukid
period at Dihll, Khifki M. and Sandjar (Kali) M.,
additional riwdks leave only four small open court-
yards in the middle of the sahn). In such cases provi-
sion must be made for the wudu* outside the sahn;
some major mosques may also make provision,
outside the sahn, for the ghusl. In some Gudjarat
mosques there is a water reservoir under the floor of
the sahn, sometimes with chambers wherein to take
refuge from the heat of the sun, with some sort of
kiosk standing in the sahn from which water may be
drawn; the idea is imitated on a small scale in the floor
of the Djamic M. in Fathpur SikrI. In one complex
(Radjon kl baDIn) south of the M. Kuwwat al-Islam
the mosque and an associated tomb seem subordinate
to an enormous step-well (bd^oli [q.v.}).

One or more bays of the side or end riwdks may be
closed off for a special purpose, e.g. to make a room
for relics, or to serve as a room for the kadi or
mutawalli; in Shlcl mosques, sometimes to house the
calams, etc., but these are usually accommodated in
the Imdmbdrd or cAshurd-khdna where there is one. The
use of part of the mosque as a madrasa [q. v. ] is com-
monplace, and many instances could be cited at the
present day where there is no special provision for
such a purpose; but there are instances of a special
building forming an integral appendage of the
mosque designated as a madrasa; e.g. M. Khayr al-
Manazil, near the Purana Kilca in Dihll, where the
northern riwdk, of two storeys, forms the madrasa of
the foundation.

The sahn may be used also for graves, from the
simplest tombstone to elaborate mausoleums (see
MAKBARA. 5); e.g. the Djami* M. of Fathpur Sikri,
where most of the northern side of the sahn is occupied
by the tomb of Salim Cishti, the Zanana Rawda, and
the tomb of Nawwab Islam Khan (not so designed
originally, and possibly a djamdcat-khdna for the saint's
disciples).

A mindr is by no means an invariable appendage to
the Indian mosque; apart from a few occasional early
instances, only in the Gudjarat sultanate, and in
Burhanpur in Khandesh, was a functional mindr pro-
vided for the adhdn before the Mughal period; after the
10th/16th century, the mindr becomes common, but
not invariable. See further MANARA. 2. India.

The administration of the mosque may be under
the kddi[q.v.] or, in the case of larger foundations, a
committee headed by a mutawallT [q.v.]. Where a
mosque stands on a high plinth there may be openings
in it sufficiently large to be rented off as storerooms or
to traders, in which case the revenues accrue to the
mosque; see also WAKF.

Bibliography : There are no studies dealing
with mosque typology alone; for works on all
architectural aspects, see the Bibliographies to
HIND. vii. Architecture, and Section B. below.

(J. BURTON-PAGE)
B. The m o n u m e n t s .
The development of the mosque in the subcontinent

can be recognised as an adaptation of the Arab pro-
totype, largely as already modified by Iranian
builders, to local materials, climate, and the pro-

clivities of a long-established tradition of architecture
and ornament. The Arab elements in this fusion were
those basic to the expression of the djamdcat, the collec-
tive act of prayer and the simple, egalitarian liturgy:
the courtyard and its protective enclosure, the kibla
wall, here on the western side, the zulla or prayer hall,
here known as liwdn, along the western wall, and col-
onnades, riwdk or ddldn, along the other sides, with an
essential severity of outline and a spare orthogonal
framework. The Iranian elements were rhythmic
arcading, the prominent use of pishtdk [q.v.] or fron-
tispiece alcoves, the voussoired dome, ultimately dou-
ble, and a particular sense of proportion; minarets did
not become general until relatively late, and then
often as decorative rather than functional features. A
gamut of Iranian decorative devices including ceramic
tiles [see KASHI], cut plaster-work, gac-bari, plaster
relief work, munabbat-kdri, and pietra dura inlay,
parcin-kdri, besides the pseudostructural pendentive-
work, kalub-kdn, or squinch-netting. The Indian
elements, within the context of an elaborated stone-
cutting technique, were initially a certain heaviness
due to the stone itself (especially in corbelled domes),
complexity in individual forms, a vibration set up by
the reiteration of forms at different scales, an interest
in diagonal axes, and an overwhelming fertility of
imagination in carved ornament. Indian traditions of
massing only influenced mosque design in a limited
way, and then largely through changes in dome form
and grouping. The traditions of temple building were
in strong contrast, creating massive, highly ornate
enclosures within which progressively more intimate
cells led to individual confrontation with a deity; the
vertical extension was frequently emphasised as much
as the horizontal. Despite this difference, a reconcilia-
tion of these traditions led to an enlivening of the
mosque outline, especially on the skyline, with a fre-
quent play of pinnacles and pavilions, much use of
receding planes, and in some cases a culminating cen-
trality comparable with the Ottoman achievement.
The underlying Arab archetype retained its simplicity
of arrangement in most regions, though periodically
transformed in others. Evidence for the direct transfer
of skills from temple-building to mosque building,
which can be deduced from the earlier forms, is pro-
vided by a Maru-Gurdjara architectural manual of
the 15th century A.D., the Vrksdrnava, in a chapter on
the Rehmdna-prdsdda, or temple of Rehmana, i.e. of
Allah, giving instructions for layout, orientation,
superstructure and exclusively floral decoration, all
within prescribed norms. The principal modifications
attributable to the climate are a tendency to raise the
courtyard level to catch wind currents and escape dust
and noise, a tendency to pierce the courtyard walls to
allow the currents through, and a preference for river-
side sites. Specific architectural features are incor-
porated, notably the finaly pierced dj_dli screen to
reduce glare, and the chadjdjd or eaves pent to throw
off monsoon water and increase shade. A general
trend in the chronological development is the move-
ment from trabeated construction towards arcuate or
vaulted forms, though this is achieved with some
hesitation. This is in parallel with a progression from
a somewhat provincial emulation of Iranian or Cen-
tral Asian types through local technique to a much
more accomplished creation of local types in which
influence from the Vildyat can still be traced. Although
the relative neglect of the madrasa [q.v.] as a building
form may have been due in part to a practice of
teaching within the mosque, this seems not to have
produced any overall adaptation of layout, unless in
the development of the undercroft.
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The Arab c o n q u e s t of Sind. It is recorded
that the first mosque in Sind was built by Muhammad
b. Kasim at Daybul [q.v. ] after his capture of the city
in 92/711, followed by another at Multan [q.v.], next
year; he was urged to build mosques in every town,
the resources seized having proved unexpectedly
large. A third great mosque was built at Mansura
[q.v.] either by his son ca. 120/738, or in the early
years of Abu Djacfar al-Mansur, i.e. after 136/754,
with teak columns. Little remains of these. If Daybul
is correctly identified with Bhambor, and the uncer-
tain date of 109/727 is right, then the mosque there
may be among the oldest in Islam. Its plan is certainly
close to that of Kufa [<7.z>.], as rebuilt in 50/670, with
the same double rows of columns for the riwdk, but
only three aisles (of twelve bays) parallel to the kibla
wall in lieu of five for the prayer hall; no trace has
been found of a mihrdb recess, but neither has one
been found at Wasit [see MIHRAB], as built under the
same governor, al-Hadjdjadj b. Yusuf. Outer bays of
the riwdk were walled off to form cells, hudjra, and
stone bases contain traces of timber pillars. Another
inscription gives 239/853-4; one in flowered Kufic for
294/906-7 probably refers to rebuilding after the
earthquake of 280/893. The building thus conforms to
the early clrakl type, even to its strip foundations;
though in yellow freestone, it lacks the stone columns.
Pivots for gates in front of the liwdn suggest some kind
of maksura. At Mansura, the Djamic Masdjid appears
to have had a six-aisled prayer hall, built on an earlier
Hindu site; three smaller mosques show careful align-
ment and external buttressing for a mihrdb. In the
absence of detail, the influence of these buildings is
imponderable, but Daybul and Mansura survived
until the 7th/13th century, and Mansura like Multan
was taken by Mahmud of Ghazna; they can hardly
have been ignored. A further early mosque in Kach,
at Bhadresvar, has been identified by Shokoohy as a
rebuilding with purposely-carved stone ca. 560/1165.
This has a prayer hall of two aisles, a double riwdk
colonnade at the sides, and a single one to the east.
The prominent mihrdb is echoed outside the east wall,
which faces an open hypostyle hall, no doubt for an
overflow congregation. The roof is trabeated through-
out, mostly on the east-west axis.

In the period preceding the DihlT Sultanate, the
principal mosques must have been at Lahawr [#.#.],
the Ghaznawid centre (as Mahmudpftr) from
412/1021, including the Khishti Masdjid., of which
nothing remains, though brickwork is still typical of
the area.

Sul tana te . At DihlT [q.v.] the victory of Kutb
al-Din [q.v. ] was proclaimed by the creation
(587/1191) of the Masdjid Kuwwat al-Islam, "The
Might of Islam", on a temple plinth, with stonework
taken from 27 other temples by elephant-power. The
plan, of the same clrakl type, is here elongated on the
east-west axis, and includes formally symmetrical
entrances to the east, north and south. The colon-
nades in the prayer hall are four aisles deep, those to
the east three, and those down the long sides two. The
hall is now modified to include a row of five corbelled
domes, above five mihrdbs, by adjustment of the bay
spacing to carry octagonal systems of lintels; this roof
was set higher than the riwdk roofs, and mezzanines
were built at the four angles of the court, possibly for
women. Ingenious use of the strongly articulated tem-
ple pillars, with cruciform capitals and internally
tiered domes, achieved a relatively light, harmonious
building, whose Hindu character was scarcely
disguised. In 595/1199, however, a great frontal
screen of five pointed arches was added to the hall. Its

clearly-framed format, with the central arch much
taller, is Iranian, and related to the Ghurid Shah-i
Mashhad in Ghardjistan (571/1175-6), or the Ribat:i
Sharaf [q.v.] (508/1114-15), but its construction is
limited to Indian techniques, with corbelled arches.
The marvellously vigorous combination of sinuous
Hindu carving with tughrd inscriptions makes fresh use
of Indian skills for a Muslim purpose. The exag-
gerated height of this screen, with no direct relation to
the hall behind, set a pattern for later buildings. In the
same year Kutb al-Din began the immense Kutb
Mlnar [q.v.] outside the southeast corner of the
mosque, much like that at Khwadja Siyah Push in
Sistan, as a symbol of the centrality of faith; minarets,
if used at all in Hindustan, are usually symbolic rather
than functional until Mughal times. The exception is
at Adjmer. There the equally symbolic re-use of
temple components as "the annihilation of idolatry"
achieved more orderly expression in the Afha:>i-din-
ka Djhonpfa (595/1199), under Abu Bakr al-HirawT,
with some evidence of specially-cut masonry in the
lower column-shafts and tiered domes (see Meister,
op. at.), and a single, exquisite, cusped marble mihrdb.
The court is almost square, and probably had nine
domes on all four sides, though there are five aisles in
the prayer hall to three elsewhere; the effect is
spacious, well-lit and calm. A reeded shaft graced
each external angle, and the site on a mound allowed
a grand approach stair to the east. Here too a great
screen wall was added, with seven arches, under Iltut-
mish (607-33/1211-36), two lateral arches on each side
reflecting the cusped form of the mihrdb; the central
arch is less dominant than at Dihll, but is surmounted
by two minaret shafts (now stumps), reeded and
creased like the Kutb, so emulating a Saldjuk [q.v.]
pishtdk. Iltutmish was to extend the work at Dihll.
Accepting Aybek's plan, he enlarged the prayer hall
by a further three domes to north and south, with cor-
responding mihrdbs and screen wall. Corbels on the
latter suggest a double storey in each central bay, as
in later work in Gudjarat. The riwdk, built as before,
now enclosed the first mosque, including the Mlnar,
to which he added three storeys [see DIHLI for plan and
details] (completed 1229). The ShahlDjamic Masdjid
at Bari Khatu is of the same period and type, set on
a high plinth; it introduces an ornate domed gallery
over the east entrance. At Bada°un [q.v.] the great
Djamic Masdjid built by Iltutmish in 620/1223-4
adheres to the same basic layout, but has been heavily
rebuilt.

cAla° al-Din Khaldji's scheme to double the
Kuwwat al-Islam again fell victim to its own ambi-
tion, for it was abandoned at his death. Remnants
show that it respected the existing alignments in
prayer hall, screen wall, and north gateway, and even
in the immense cAla •* T Mlnar which was to rise from
the centre of the new prayer court. The inherent sym-
metry cannot have mitigated the disruption of wor-
ship by three courts set within each other. The only
complete element to survive is the southern gateway,
or cAlaDI Darwaza (710/1311), set as a cdrtdk on the
palace approach: an elegant, accomplished building of
a new order. Its vocabulary is recognisable in the
Djamacat Khana at the dargdh of Nizam al-Din (dated
for his death 725/1325), fully Muslim in style, and
built with new stone. This has no courtyard, but only
a prayer hall of three domed chambers, to each of
which there is a broad archway in the eastern facade.
The square central space, almost the same size as the
Darwaza, has a similar system of concentric keel
arches for its squinches, as in earlier Khurasanian
work (cf. Kirk Kiz near Termez), here carved,
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framed, and supporting an octagonal cornice; above,
round the base of the smooth dome, are 32 arched
niches, four of them pierced to admit light. The grace
of the interior is achieved by a balance between the
four main arches, the squinches, and at a reduced
scale the mihrdb and pairs of small arches at each cor-
ner, sustaining interest at each level. Each arch, inside
or out, is contained by bands of inscriptions on the
extrados (derived from Cisht?), set off by lotus buds
lining the intrados, in recessed planes above the angle
shafts first introduced in Iltutmish's screen. The now-
voussoired arch construction is masked by the carv-
ing. The lateral bays have two domes each on
triangular pendentives, and may have been added
rather later. Externally, the lateral bays are sunk, and
the central one advanced and raised as a modest fron-
tispiece; all are joined by a string course at mid-height
and a lotus-bud parapet. Each archway is latticed. A
provincial variant of the same style can be seen in the
Ukha Masdjid at Bayana, erected by Kutb al-Dln
Mubarak (716-20/1316-20). The mosques of the same
period at Djalor, Dawlatabad, Patan and Bharoc are
built from temple spoil, but that at Dawlatabad con-
tinues the use of tapering, fluted corner buttresses,
and Bharoc, with its more conscious blending of
Hindu with Muslim elements, provides a starting
point for the Gudjarati style, with latticed windows,
coffered ceilings over carefully-grouped columns, and
domes of two sizes over the liwdn. The Djamic

Masdjid at Khambayat (ca. 1325) owes .a more direct
debt to DihlT in its arches and massing, but local
features are evident in the merlon parapet, pinnacles
on the frontispiece, latticework set in a grid-like
frame, and pillars carrying a cusped arch just inside
the main archway. These examples attest to the diffu-
sion of the style in western Hindustan.

An altogether different treatment of the mosque
was to characterise Tughluk building. Most of the
examples at Dihll are undated, and have been
ascribed to Flruz Shah, but it has been suggested
(Burton-Page, op. cit. in Bibl., 1974, 15) that the large
Begampur Masdjid is better explained as built by
Muhammad b. Tughluk for his new city of Djahan-
panah (ca. 725/1325). Raised on a high plinth, it is
important in introducing the Iranian four-iwdn plan to
India. North and south, the iwdns are advanced well
into the court between heavy walls, boxing entrances
at the centre of each side; to the east, the projection
is outwards to a flight of steps, and to the west the tall
arch rises to twice the roof height between tapering'
octagonal stair turrets, framing a triple entrance to the
prayer hall. Here the main chamber is square, under
a large pointed dome completely masked by this
pishtdk. The hall on either side is three-aisled, with
lesser domes, and 44 more domes cover the single
riwdk all round the court, above arcades, and match-
ing arched windows (for plan see ASIAR, iv [1871-2],
pi. x). Muhammad's transfer of Dihll's population to
Dawlatabad in 729/1329 appears to have depleted the
skilled labour force and led to its dispersion elsewhere,
notably in the Bahmam Sultanate; southward expan-
sion emptied the treasury. Nevertheless, the change of
attitude introduced by Flruz Shah (752-90/1351-88)
was primarily an ethical one, in which his religious
integrity required a return to prescribed simplicity
and lack of ostentation. His building programme
encompassed many mosques and 120 khdnakdhs in
Dihll and Flruzabad alone, under the architect Malik
Ghazi Shahna; given his stringent financial control, a
modest but durable type of construction was
inevitable. The fortified appearance of these mosques
probably owes more to Khurasanian prototypes,

whose tapering round towers and massive walls had
met the needs of mud construction, than to the need
for defence (Ghiyath al-Dln, a KaraDuna Turk, may
have mediated this influence). The Djamic Masdjid at
Firuzshah Kotla (755/1354), now ruined, was built to
incorporate a tahkhdna or undercroft, with arcaded
vaults accessible from three sides, the east fronting the
river. It once had three-aisled riwdks with multiple
domes, and 216 stone pillars about 16 ft. (4.87 m.)
high, around a central octagonal pool with its own
dome. To the north, one of the Ashoka's stone pillars
was re-erected on a three-storey, arcaded pyramid as
a marker. The materials for this and Flruz Shah's
other mosques are rough rubble stonework faced with
cund plaster, once whitewashed or painted, with a
minimum of mouldings. The common repertoire
included tall plain walls with merlons, plain lintels on
plain, squared quartzite piers set in twos or fours,
with elementary scrolled cross-brackets and capitals,
still Hindu in type, and two-centred arches of variable
width sunk in panels, sometimes concentric. Domes
were of a similar, helmet-like profile, set on framed,
recessed squinch arches. Externally, the mass is
emphasised by long flights of steps, projecting por-
ches, and battered towers at the angles. The device of
the tahkhdna, which allowed the lease of shop spaces to
sustain the mosque, is repeated at the Kalan Masdjid
(798/1387?) which exhibits these features, and an
unusual corridor around the prayer hall, besides
cannon-like guldasta pinnacles crowning the angle-
towers of the porch. The Khifki Masdjid, also on a
tahkhdna, repeats the three-aisled riwdk, but in com-
bination with three-aisled passages which traverse the
court on both axes, dividing it into four smaller
square courts. This four-court plan is to be seen in a
perhaps earlier form at the Sandjar Masdjid
(772/1370-1) at Nizam al-Dln, though there the riwdk
and the passages are only one aisle deep, and the
courts are rectangular. This scheme, possibly derived
from Djayn temple plans, was presumably intended to
provide shade; the courts themselves were probably
covered by awnings, as in palaces at the time. It
intruded on the essential unity of the sahn and its con-
gregation, and the_experiment was not repeated. The
mosque of Shah cAlam includes an early example of
a mezzanine gallery in the northwest corner; the inac-
cessibility of such retreats leaves their purpose
uncertain.

The Djamic Masdjid at I r i c (815/1412), some 40
miles north of Jhansi, demonstrates the transition
from the Tughluk to the Sayyid manner. The plan,
with single-aisled riwdks, is centred on a prayer
chamber whose dome spans the full depth of the hall,
with two aisles and six smaller domes on each side.
The structure is wholly arcuate, on low piers carefully
detailed to articulate both axes, with frequent use of
recessed planes; the arches are now stilted, with
marked corbelling at the impost giving a shouldered
effect, and set in deep panels. The riwdk has groined
vaulting. The dome is single, a little pointed inside,
with ribs, and still set on concentric squinch arches.
The generally ponderous effect is offset by the assured
but simple proportions, and the skyline is relieved
with merlons (see Mem. ASI, xix, Calcutta 1926, for
drawings).

The Lodf mosque (Tughlukid) at Khayrpur
(900/1494) incorporates similar features, while its
massing shows the continuity of Tughlukid tradition
despite Tlmur's incursion. Attached by a walled court
to the Bafa Gumbad, it is balanced by an arched
structure opposite: a significant precedent for later
tombs. An arcaded basement makes up the change in
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level at the rear, with tapering round buttresses at
each rear corner, and at each angle of the projecting
bay of the central mihrdb, whose tops are alternately
reeded below guldasta pinnacles; a Hindu window is
corbelled out from the middle, and from either end
wall. The hall has five bays; the three in the middle
are domed, but the ends have low, flat vaults. The
elevation reiterates the pattern, with three broad
shouldered arches, and narrow ones at the
extremities. As at Iric, the central pishtdk is raised a lit-
tle, but here it is set between narrow, niched piers,
and the outer two bays are united by the line of a
chadjdjd. Like its dome, the central arch, thrice
recessed, is a little higher than the others, and a
muscular tension results from the contrast of line. The
surfaces, worked outside and in with deeply cut
plaster, vibrate with countless arabesques; each
extrados is inscribed, and inscribed rosettes fill the
spandrels. Inside, they enhance pendentive systems of
oversailing lintels carved with mukarnas [q. v. ] niches.
The vocabulary is further enlarged by blind merlon
parapets, counterset trefoils around the octagonal
dome bases (precursors of later foliation), and
spreading lotus finials, mahdpadma. The development
of this type is apparent in the Moth kl Masdjid (ca.
911/1505), where the lateral domes are shifted to the
end bays, in a much freer spacing. There they are
supported on similar corbelled pendentives, as long
used in Iran, while the central dome rests on squinch
arches. The five facade arches are narrower, and a
lancet window is added at each end. The pishtdk now
encloses a lofty blind arch reacing the parapet, which
frames the entrance arch below, and a window above,
as anticipated in the mihrdb at Khayrpur. The two cor-
ner buttresses give way to polygonal towers, arcaded
in two storeys. White marble is used to set off the red
sandstone, with coloured tilework, notably on chains
at the courtyard corners, and painted carved plaster.

Despite his dissatisfaction with this style, B a b u r
appears to have secured little improvement at his
mosques (932/1526) at Kabul! Bagh, Panipat and
Sambhal, beyond introducing Tlmurid squinch net-
ting. Humayun, however, developed it further in the
Djamall Masdjid (943/1536) at Dihll, in the same five-
bay format. This only has one dome. The pishtdk is
contained between engaged reeded shafts that
anticipate the Mughal use of minarets. The four-
centred arches on either side are separated by large
superimposed niches, which help to maintain the
rhythm, and their haunches are slight. KhaldjI lotus
buds are re-introduced on the central intrados. The
Masdjid-i Kuhna at the Purana Kilca (ca. 1535-60?)
shows further refinement. Each of its five arches is
contained within a taller blind one, and that in a
panel. The end bays, broken forward, resemble the
Djamall pishtdk, but the three middle ones are set
deeper, with delicate angle shafts, and are propor-
tionately taller. The fine ashlar incorporates the first
geometric marble mosaic, after Tlmurid models, and
elaborate moulding profiles. Inside, the rippling
recessed arches carry squinch arches below the promi-
nent central dome, niched pendentives on either side,
and arched cross ribs with vaulting at either end,
again of a Tlmurid type.

R e g i o n a l d e v e l o p m e n t s . Bengal .
Remains from the early Muslim annexation are

very limited. At Tribeni, an inscription framing the
mihrdb is dated 698/1298, but the mosque has been
rebuilt, as has the Salik mosque at Basirhat
(705/1305). At Chota Pandua [see PANDUA, Chota]
ruins of a large brick mosque include basalt Hindu
columns supporting well-rounded, two-centred arches

of a type that remained typical of Bengal, and mihrabs
with carved trefoil heads above ringed shafts, plainly
derived from Hindu niches, though within diapered
Muslim frames, and a kiosk-like minbar [q.v.]. It may
have been the model for the huge Adlna Masdj id
at Hadrat Pandua (776/1374-5)(154.70 x 87 m.),
which has similar features. There the broad courtyard
resembles that of the Great Mosque at Damascus in
its proportions and the dominance of a maksura-like
bay at the centre of the prayer hall, once vaulted over.
This runs through the hall, with five arches leading to
five aisles of 18 bays on either side, but the presence
of a royal mezzanine in the north wing leaves its pur-
pose in doubt. Triple-aisled riwdks surround the court
behind plain, stone-faced arcades, each arch recessed
once within a panel. The simple pillars support brick
cross arches between which spherical pendentives of
corbelled brick carry 378 identical low domes, punc-
tuated only by the maksura. Outside, the ashlar wall is
advanced and recessed in alternate vertical strips
traversed by cornice and string course, each set off by
an aedicule containing a cusped arch and lamp.
Although never repeated at this scale (32 mihrdbs!)
such treatment of detail was to inform most subse-
quent work. From the 9th/15th century onwards,
mosques took a closed form in response to the wet
climate, with the characteristically curved Bangall
eaves line, but still with the massive polygonal corner
buttresses of the period. Thus the Camkatta Masdjid
at Gawf (ca. 880/1475?) has a single square chamber
of brickwork surmounted by a single dome; it has
single openings centred north and south, and three to
the east giving on to a vaulted verandah running the
full width, again with single doors to north and south,
and three to the east. The piers between the arched
openings carried aedicules set high, and glazed
tilework. The Lattan Masdjid (880/1475-6) is similar,
but with a more complete symmetry, having three
openings to north and south, and three mihrdbs
opposite the doors, three domes over the verandah,
and intermediate "corner" buttresses; the central
verandah dome has a roof with four curved eaves—a
cawcdla. It was once tiled outside and in. The Gun-
mant Masdjid at Gawf (889/1484?) encloses four bays
of three aisles, all domed, on either side of a central
maksura, the stonework of whose vault is carved in
relief. A further variant is illustrated by three mosques
at Gawf. The Thantipara Masdjid (885/1480) is rec-
tangular, enclosing five bays of two aisles, with a
single line of four stone pillars to carry its ten domes.
Fine terracotta reliefs fill the spandrels and the two
registers of aedicules on the piers outside. At the
Chota Sona Masdjid, built between 899/1493 and
925/1519, the plan is comparable, but of three aisles;
its central bay is wider, and has three cawcdla roofs in
lieu of domes. Its ashlar front is finely carved, and the
dome was once gilded. The Bafa Sona Masdjid
(932/1526) combines eleven bays of three aisles with
a verandah forming a further aisle down the front,
facing an open quadrangle with arched gateways; the
stone is remarkably plain. Such forms continued well
into the Mughal period, as seen in the Kutb Shah!
mosque at Hadrat Pandua (990/1582).

D j a w n p u r . A mosque begun in 778/1376 by
Flruz Shah Tughluk was completed under the
independent Shark! sultans (811/1408); its name,
Atala Masdjid, apparently refers to the pylon-like
pishtdk which was to become the dominant trait of
subsequent buildings here (Sk. attdla = "watch
tower", see Lehmann, op. cit., 23), exaggerating the
great screen-arch at Dihll. The four-iwdn plan is
apparently derived from the Begampur Masdjid at
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Dihli, though the iwan walls are reduced to massive
spurs outside the enclosure, and those to north and
south have domes carried on clustered columns, leav-
ing the three-aisled riwdk unimpeded. Only the
western iwdn still boxes in space in the prayer hall,
accessible through triple doors as before, but with bi-
axial symmetry, three arches on either side maintain-
ing the continuity of the three prayer hall aisles; the
frontal turrets are now resolved as square towers
tapering five stories to accommodate the pishtdk arch,
whose recessed tympanum is pierced in three registers
to reveal the open air beyond. This pylon, used for
giving the adhdn, is echoed at 1/3 scale on either side
in the liwdn wings, and in the remaining iwdns outside
the remarkable two-storey colonnade; it may have
been suggested by the pierced archway of the Shaykh
Barha mosque at Zafarabad (711/1311), though its
scale perhaps owes something to Pandua [for further
description, see DJAWNPUR]. Tapering cylindrical tur-
rets at the angles of the rear wall attest to Tughlukid
influence. At the Lai Darwaza Masdjid (ca.
852/1447), built on the same pattern, the structure
behind the main Twdn is still lighter, minimising
obstruction of the prayer hall below the central dome,
though mezzanines are set on either side; the absence
of lateral domes, due to the smaller scale, leaves that
at the centre uncluttered. The dome piers, with
massive Hindu brackets, contrast oddly with the
Iranic slenderness of the colonnades. In structural
terms, the Djamic Masdjid (842/1438, but finished
under Husayn Shark!) is a reversion to the Begampur
type, with boxed-in, domed iwdns on all four sides,
and the same high undercroft. In the prayer chamber
the colonnades are eliminated except under the mez-
zanines either side of the central chamber, where the
pillars are paired to match its piers, for the wings are
again boxed in by heavy masonry supporting the roof
of a single pointed barrel vault spanning east and
west, on either side. The prayer hall is thus divided
into three spaces free of supports, but separated by
their cross walls and the two-storey mezzanines. The
same triality is seen in the facade. The simply niched
towers and arcaded tympana of the earlier pishtdks are
transmuted into a rhythmic display of framed and
fretted openings. The dichotomy between high frontal
screen and the dome hidden behind is nowhere more
pronounced ^than here. Related mosques are to be
found at Itawa (Djamic Masdjid) and Banaras
(Afha3! Kanguar).

Gud ja ra t . In a sandstone architecture, drawing
more than that of any other region on the Hindu and
Jain traditions, two tendencies in mosque design had
already emerged in the Khaldji phase already referred
to: the screening of the prayer-hall front between a
series of archways, as at Khambayat (after Nizam al-
Dln at Dihll), or the treatment of the hall as an open
colonnade, given additional rhythm by the surge of
domes above the chadjdja line, as at Bharoc. In either
case the domes were carried by the Hindu device of
beams spanning between two columns grouped to
convert each square bay to an octagon. Remaining
square bays were panelled in intricately recessed
layers of coffering, whose cellular carving matched
that of the domes. Pillars with markedly stratified
round shafts above squared, faceted pedestals, carry
vigorously curved brackets never far from living
movement. The proportions of the three-arched
screen are carefully repeated at Dholka in the mosque
of Hilal Khan Kadi (733/1333), but with bracketed,
tiered pinnacles marking the pishtdk so prominently as
to suggest the minarets which followed; the central
dome, raised a storey above the roof, is surrounded by

pierced screens. The same scheme, with its lower
wings on either side, recurs at Ahmadabad in Sayyid
cAlam's mosque (815/1412), with half-rounded,
tiered and bracketed buttresses framing the central
arch as bases for fully functional mindrs in a com-
parable style. The larger domes are now true,
hemispherical ones. The development reaches fruition
in the Djamic Masdjid at Ahmadabad (826/1423)
where the roof at the front of the three central bays is
raised for a clerestory, with mezzanine galleries
between, and the central dome is raised a further
storey, so that light can enter indirectly at two levels,
filtered by a pierced screen set in the usual Gudjarati
gridframe of stone: the remaining domes, three deep
and five in the length of the hall, surround these three
at the lower level. The mindrs, once four times this
height, fell in 1819 (see J. Forbes' drawing of 1781 in
ASWI, vii [1906], 30). The Masdjid of Malik cAlam
(1422?) combines a single arch with such minarets
and an open front. Continuing interest in the open
type of hall is seen, as at the mosque at Sarkhedj
(855/1451), where 140 pillars, grouped as usual to
support two rows of five equal domes, are set through-
out in pairs to achieve an elegantly simple unity below
a continuous roof line; there is little carving but for
the mihrdbs. The Djamic Masdjid at Campaner
(Mahmudabad) (924/1518-9) works variations on that
at Ahmadabad. The eleven main domes are stag-
gered, the central one being set over a single central
bay rising through three roof levels, behind a pishtdk
which now overlaps the mmdr on either side, and
incorporates three corbelled bay windows. The hall
wings (bdzuhd) thus maintain a single roof line, with a
plain walled front pierced by two arches each side, but
there are now corner turrets to match the octagonal
mindrs. The main dome is ribbed inside, the side ones
still corbelled, and the carved panels have filigree
tendril-work. As at Ahmadabad, the riwdk is one aisle
deep; three entrance pavilions outside the wall carry
prominent chatris, and the wall itself is strongly mod-
elled. The mosque of Ram Rupawati (ca. 916/1510)
shows a hall of only three domes treated similarly,
with bay windows playing a more conspicuous role in
modulating the front and ends. The culmination of
the open hall design at the mosque of Rani SiprI
(Sabari), also at Ahmadabad (920/1514), fronting her
tomb, has two rows of three corbelled domes, with
only one row of pillars down the centre, and another,
paired, in front, enlivened by alternate spacing. The
extreme delicacy of this small-scale scheme is most
evident in the slender, but solid and purely decorative
mmdrs now set at each end of the facade—a device
already introduced at the mosque of Muhafiz Khan
(897/1492) with full minarets. These two traditions
were reconciled in the mosque of Shaykh Hasan
Muhammad Cishti (973/1565-6), a pillared hall of
three mihrdbs in which the front is arcaded between
terminal mmdrs, and the central five bays are raised in
an upper storey of verandahs around a single dome.
Sldl Sacld al-Habshi's mosque (980/1572-3), still at
Ahmadabad, has five bays of three aisles with
intersecting arches, supporting shallow domes over
squinches, lintels and corbels, but is remarkable for its
ten large tracery lunettes, of which two are unrivalled
in the sinuous naturalism they bring to the interior.

Malwa. An initial phase of redeployed temple
material is distinguished by a simple grace which
remained typical of the kingdom. At the Djamic

Masdjid (or Lat Masdjid) at Dhar (807/1404-5) the
proportions of a single smooth hemispherical dome
impart a spaciousness to the centre of the prayer hall
colonnades, complemented by a pattern of flagstones,
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and a peaked, cusped mihrab arch; outside, its coronet
of merlons enhances the traces of a tiled merlon
parapet over the open front. One domed porch is sur-
rounded by coved vaults, and in another false arch
profiles are inserted between the pillars^ as in
GudjaratT temples. The first mosque at Mandu, that
of Dilawar Khan (808/1405-6) is spartan, however,
with its hall of elemental columns relieved only by
seven mihrdbs. Its successor, that of Malik Mughith
(835/1432) presents a more Tughlukid exterior, with
an arcaded undercroft in front between domed tur-
rets, and the prominent stair often used here. The
open, pillared prayer hall has three low, helmet-like
domes. These, though still supported by an octagon of
lintels, are partly enclosed by similar false arches
below, with web spandrels, well integrated with the
mihrdbs behind. The Djamic Masdjid (858/1454) has
the same undercroft and steps, and the three main
domes again span three rear aisles of the hall, but
there are now two aisles in front of them, which with
the triple aisles of the side riwdks are covered with
ranks of small domes, one to each bay, 158 in all. The
building is mature, wholly Muslim, and of a sturdy
dignity. The heaviness of strongly stilted domes is
balanced by the grace of matching arcades round the
court; the lofty hall is intersected by arches over plain,
squared pillars, and articulated with blind wall arches
and a characteristic flaring squinch. Each end dome
covers a mezzanine set on nine bays of cross-vaulting.
The^pink stone is almost plain. The Djamic Masdjid
at Canderl is comparable, though remarkable for
serpentine brackets developed from those of the minbar
at Mandu.

Khandesh. A similar restraint in the Djamic

Masdjid at Burhanpur is conspicuous in its open hall
front of 15 uniform arches, relieved only by a dancing
alternation of large and small trefoil merlons, and the
reiteration of chadjdjd brackets, the arcaded court
appearing larger thereby (997/1589). The interior of
the hall is equally regular, with five aisles of cross
vaulting sustained by plain squared pillars decorated
only on their bases, and a crested mihrdb to each bay,
rising above the string course, with three recessed
arches finely chiselled in the dark stone. A substantial
octagonal mindr rises from a faceted square base at
each end of the hall front, topped by a square lantern
and a dome. Similar tall but plain mindrs appear else-
where in the city, and most notably as a pair flanking
the pishtdk arch of the BfbT kl Masdjid, with four
djharokhd windows below their domes. Their tiered
form otherwise resembles that at Campaner, there is
even a djharokhd on either side fronting the three-
domed hall, whose organisation is apparently based
on Rani Rupawatf's mosque at Ahmadabad (see ASI,
NIS, ix, 1873-5).

Bahmani Sul tanate . The interpretation of the
liwan as a simple repetition of arched bays is already
present in the Shah Bazar Masdjid at Gulbarga (ca.
761/1360?), in an open-fronted hall of 15 bays of
crossed arches in six aisles, all of them domed. The
arches, set on tall piers, are recessed once, shouldered
at the impost and stilted; the domes are low. At the
Djamic Masdjid (769/1367, thus contemporary with
the Khifkl and Sandjar mosques at Dihll) similar
arches and squared piers are deployed quite dif-
ferently to cover what would normally be the court
with 63 domes on pendentives of corbelled work on
angle. The riwdks are replaced by broader aisles
roofed by rows of transverse pointed barrel vaults
countering the thrust of these, with a large dome at
each corner; these vaults rest on arches set on very low
imposts, the contrasts in height adding interest to the

interior, while light floods in from arcades in the outer
wall. A still larger dome is set in front of the mihrdb,
heavily stilted, over trilobed squinches echoing the
mihrdb itself, and set in a square clerestory (cf. that in
the mosque of Karlm al-Dln at Bldjapur, 720/1320).
The ensemble recalls bazar architecture in Iran; it was
without sequel, like the experiments at Dihll. A
variant of the arcaded open liwdn at the Dargah of
Mudjarrad Kamal (ca. 802/1400) has carved stucco
archi volts and rosettes, with an extraordinary
"entablature" of depressed cusped arches on sinuous
brackets. The Djamic Masdjid (Solah Khamba) in the
Fort at Bldar [q.v,] is another version (827/1423-4),
whose long front of 19 arched bays has square piers,
and the five-aisle interior round pillars, carrying small
domes on squinches. Heavy piers form a maksura
enclosing the central three bays, from which squin-
ches on sinuous brackets carry a tall 16-sided drum lit
by fine djalis, and a single large dome whose outer
form is close to the domes at Multan [q.v.} while its
supports recall the Tughlukid Twdn at Begampur. The
small three-bayed Langar ki Masdjid at Gulbarga (ca.
838/1435?) introduces a single pointed brick vault
over two arched ribs.

BarTd ShahT. At Bldar, the use of tall arches on
low imposts is resumed at the Djamic Masdjid (ca.
926/1520?), recessed once, with angular matching
squinches articulated with great clarity below plain
domes (cf. those in southern Iran). A transition to the
Bidjapur vocabulary can be seen in the Kali Masdjid
(1106/1694-5), where the three front arches are
framed by a pair of slender, formalised mmdrs, and the
decagonal mihrab recess is housed in a square rear
tower carrying a cdrtdk lantern, and a slightly bulbous
dome as introduced at the Madrasa of Mahmud
Gawan (877/1472); a domical vault roofs the central
bay. A small mosque at the tomb of CA1T Band
(984/1576), handled similarly, has three domes on
squinch-net pendentives, and a fretted cresting.

c lmad ShahT. The Djamic Masdjid at Gawilgafh
[q. v. ], rebuilt in 893/1488, already combined a seven-
arched hall facade on square piers with a square pylon
at either end topped by a chain with ^a/f-work in the
sides, and chadjdjas on serpentine brackets, but other-
wise follows the Bahmani pattern of a dome over
every bay, and a larger one raised on a tall drum at
the centre; an arcaded screen wall surrounds its court.
This is repeated at a smaller scale in the Djamic

Masdjid at Rohankhed (990/1582), where four pylons
with chains now form the hall ends, with a single cen-
tral dome: the imposing south gateway has extensive
carving.

N i z a m Shah I. The Damn Masdjid at Ahmad -
nagar, small and precise, has a three-arched facade
flanked by ornate pylons, which carry four graceful
mindrs capped by bud-like domelets. Octagonal pillars
form two arched aisles supporting a flat roof. At the
centre of a decorative parapet two slim minarets frame
an arch profile, as in the Badal Mahall Darwaza at
Gander!. No superstructure remains on the corner
piers of the Dilawar Khan mosque at Khed, but the
exterior is enhanced by cusped arches, with two
panelled bands running all round, and lotus
medallions in relief. The central dome set on a square
base imitates a tomb, complete with chadjdjds and cor-
ner chains. Inside, columns with volutes carry a coved
ceiling.

c A d i 1 Sh a h !. At Raycur [q. v. ] in the disputed D6-
ab, a series of liwdns were built with flat ceilings over
black basalt Calukyan pillars whose short, heavy pro-
files are compensated by a deep parapet; the Ek
Mlnar kl Masdjid has a tapering, free-standing mindr
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20 m. high (919/1513). In Bidjapur [q.v.] the Bidar
vocabulary was elaborated in dark stone. Thus in the
Djamic Masdjid of Yusuf (918/1512-3) the slightly
bulbous dome, set on a tall cylindrical drum, is
familiar but for the foliation around its base, as is the
dominance of the central arch, its form, and the
articulation of line and squinch within; what is new,
and characteristic, is the prominence given the dome,
and the domed cdrtdk lanterns at each corner, well
above the roof line. The same three-bay format is used
in the Djamic Masdjid of Ibrahim (ca. 957/1550?),
where a flat, domeless roof with sturdy domed guldasta
pinnacles at each corner is relieved by a panelled mindr
set over each front pier. Cusped arches surround its
mihrdb. The mosque of Ikhlas Khan (ca. 968/1560?) is
similar, with the addition of a lantern in two storeys
above the mihrdb, and a cusped central arch. All three
arches are cusped, and repeatedly recessed, in the
mosque of CA1I Shahid Plr where a pointed vault (as
at Gulbarga) runs parallel to the front, and a tall
domed shaft rises over the mihrdb. In all of these
carved stucco decoration, notably rosettes, is promi-
nent. A mosque in the fort at Naldrug (968/1560) may
have one of the first double domes in India. At the
Djamic Masdjid of Bidjapur, the largest in the Deccan
(985/1577-8?), these elements achieve mature expres-
sion. Its prayer hall, nine bays long and five aisles
deep, is articulated with a calm strength, only an
alternation of squinch detail varying a uniform struc-
ture with shallow domes; four piers at the centre are
omitted, and intersecting pendentive arches are
inserted in a miraculous change of scale to carry the
dome (as already found in the tomb of Sultan Kalim
Allah at Bidar and based on Timurid antecedents.
Clerestory arches with fine audits light it through a
square base rising above the roof, but the dome, still
of the Multan shape above its foliation, remains dim,
as usual here. Two features are innovations. At the
east end of each seven-bayed riwdk is an octagonal
base for an unbuilt mindr; the entire external wall is
modelled with two registers of arcading, the upper a
corridor, and the lower blind. Both may be derived
from the Musalla at Harat (841/1437-8) [q.v.]. A cen-
tral courtyard tank anticipates Mughal practice.
Stucco is partly replaced by carved stone at Malika
Djahan Begam's mosque (ca. 995/1586-7), in which
the dome now suggests a sphere in its collar of leaves,
repeated at each stage of four corner minarets; guldasta
lanterns, fretted cresting, and pendant stone chains
compound a new elegance. The same character
informs the Anda Masdjid (1017/1608) in fine ashlar,
set back above a sard^i, with a gadrooned dome, and
the mosque at the Mihtar-i Mahall, domeless, with
rod-like mmdrs, and four prolonged chadjdjd brackets
engaged to the piers. Its acme is the mosque at the
Ibrahim Rawda (1036/1626), facing the tomb across
a plinth within a walled garden; brilliant use is made
of elements repeated at a miniature scale to comple-
ment the whole. Afdal Khan's mosque (1064/1653) is
on two floors, the upper probably for women, as at the
Anda mosque. The style was taken as far south as
Sante Bennur. Much of the extravagant ornament is
discarded in the Makka Masdjid, in the latter half of
the century, free-standing within a riwdk continued to
the west.

Ku tb Shah I. At Golkonda [q.v. ], the first capital,
the ruins include a Djamic Masdjid built by Sultan
Kuli Kutb al-Mulk in 924/1518 near the Bala Hisar
Darwaza. The regional achievement is best
represented by the mosques at Haydarabad [q.v.],
which were given a new emphasis on height, accen-
tuated by the concentration of external detail in the

fascia between the chadjdja and the skyline, and com-
plemented by arcaded galleries around powerfully
contoured mmdrs. The multiple guldastas on fretted
parapets, and foliated bulbous domes are, like the
stucco, inherited from Bidjapur. The Djamic Masdjid
(1006/1597-8) has a spacious arched hall behind a
front of seven bays divided unusually into two
registers, the upper one of cusped arches being carried
on struts from the pier imposts; the central arch,
broader and taller than the others, is surmounted by
a plain profile in the upper section. The Makka
Masdjid, begun ca. 1026/1617, and continued until
finished by Awrangzlb in 1105/1693, is set behind a
square courtyard reputed to hold 10,000 worshippers,
with a hall two aisles deep and five tall bays wide. In
the plain ashlar facade, the central arch is slightly
larger, as the only variation below the strong horizon-
tal of a chadjdjd on linked brackets, spanning between
the broad galleries of the turrets at either end, each of
which is crowned by a bulbous dome on a marked
necking. The columns carry arched pendentives and
domes, with a coved central bay. Verticality is partic-
ularly pronounced in the Toll Masdjid (1043/1633-4),
where the five narrow arches of the front are stilted
above impost blocks on the tall piers, and a tall
parapet of arched screens joins the mindr galleries for
their full height; each shaft has two further galleries
above roof level. Extensive use is made of cut plaster,
syncretic in style. For other developments in the
south, see MAHISUR. 2. Monuments.

Kashmir [<7-f l . ] . The combination of a mountain
climate and plentiful timber have resulted in a tradi-
tion of mosque building in a blockhouse technique of
laid dewddr logs and pitched roofs with birchbark sark-
ing topped by turf. In parallel with Dakhani mosques,
the basic constructional unit had much in common
with the local tomb type, a near-cubical volume set on
a stone base, the corners emphasised by timber join-
ting, and roofed by a pyramid, sometimes tiered, with
a slim spire at the centre. Frequent renewal after fires
renders dating unreliable, though the type seems to
have been used since the 8th/14th century. At
Shrinagar in the mosque of Shah Hamadan, the
volume is modulated by large roofed balconies on
each outside face, and the roof by a square arcaded
mu^adhdhm's gallery below the peaked spire. Four
tapering octagonal columns support a painted ceiling,
with small rooms ranged to north and south. Cusped
round arches contrast with the rhythms of varying
timber lattices and panelling. At the Djamic Masdjid
(last built 1085/1674), a variant of the four-twdn plan
places four of these units symmetrically around a
square court, joined by four-aisled riwdks full of
timber columns. Three form arched gateways, while
the larger one to the west rises between walls of arched
panelling over paired columns at the riwak ends in an
expansion of light and space, focussed on the simple
arches of a large mihrdb in a fenestrated wall. In this
case the outer walls are of brick with a simple repeated
window, contrasting with the four spired roofs. In
Baltistan and Kuhistan simple open liwdns of one or
two aisles are supported on wooden columns, often
fluted above a waisted base, and with brackets carved
in repeated waves supporting beams on the long axis;
here the connection with Turkestan building is
evident.

Mughal Empi re . During Akbar's minority, the
Timurid innovations introduced under Humayun
remained in currency, associated with the harem fac-
tion, as in the mosque and madrasa of Maham Anaga
(Anga), the Khayr al-Manazil (969/1561-2) whose
three bays to the court are close in format to the cen-
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tral three at Purana Kilca with a slightly raised pishtak
advanced between clustered shafts, and four-centred
arches whose tympana are pierced with archways at a
lower level; only the single dome has an awkward,
old-fashioned stilt. The arch spandrels are inlaid. The
screened upper storey of rooms enclosing the court on
three sides appears to be unique for the period, while
the portal is the first to use a semidomed iwdn. At
Fathpur Slkrl [q. v. ] these forms are less in evidence.
Although the front of the Stonecutters' Mosque (ca.
973/1565) is arched, originally in five bays, the arch
profile is cut from thin slabs set between thicker posts,
the chadjdjd is supported by long, sinuous brackets,
and the internal row of pillars is Hindu. The organisa-
tion of the great Djamic Masdjid (979/1571-2) stems
from Djawnpur via Bayana, where the technique of
assembling cut stone components was already well-
developed a century earlier (fieldwork by Shokoohy
1981). Three domed spaces at the centre and amid
either wing of the liwdn are each contained within
massive walls pierced by symmetric arches to com-
municate with the columned spaces between, where
flat, beamed roofs are supported on Hindu brackets,
all in red sandstone; the central dome set on squinch
arches is painted with swirling floral patterns, and the
lateral ones are ribbed, lit through the drum, and car-
ried on corbelled pendentives. The front of the hall
with its alternation of broad and narrows bays, thin
spandrels, long chadjdjds. and the form of the pillars
appears to be Gudjarati in origin, as does the great
tank under the courtyard. At the centre, however, is
a great pishtak of the Dihll type, with a semi-dome,
completely screening the stilted and lumpish dome
behind. The wings are of half the height, and relieved
by queues of little chains along the skyline, like the
riwdks with their central iwdns: these once served as
lanterns. Although the awkward column-spacing
under the lateral domes of the Atala Masdjid has been
resolved, and much is made of the three main spaces,
their walls still interrupt the unity of the hall.

The Mosque of Maryam ZamanI (1023/1614) at
Lahawr [q.v. ], known as the Begam Shahl Masdjid,
and built of brick following local practice, achieves an
unencumbered prayer hall of five square, domed com-
partments in line, interconnected by single arches
springing from heavy piers at front and rear. The cen-
tral compartment is wider, with a larger dome than
the others, still stilted, but housing an inner shell
which, though only of plaster, was probably the first
used in a mosque in the north. The new arch shape
extends to the squinches, with mukarnas semi-domes,
and the domes are articulated with netting, the whole
being elaborately painted with floral, geometric, and
inscriptional designs. Outside, the liwdn front follows
the model of the DjamalT Masdjid, with blind
superimposed niches on the pier faces, but the arches
are now simple in profile, the front is in one plane but
for the vaulted iwdn, and there are square, domed tur-
rets at either end. The Masdjid-i Wazfr Khan
(1044/1634-5) in the same city has a liwdn of the same
kind, both outside and in, as before punctuated by a
mihrdb below a semidome in each bay, with penden-
tives rising to carry the inner dome shells in the wings,
and squinches at the centre. The dome profile is
lower, with minimal stilting, but still unlike the profile
of the five arches. The turrets are here full-sized
octagonal minars with chains above the galleries, and
are echoed by a second pair at the east of a long court.
The brickwork forms shallow panels between
orthogonal fillets, containing a sumptuous variety of
tile mosaic; the interior is painted.

A series of court mosques faced entirely in white

marble—seen as "pure" like the heart of the austere"
(Bddshdh-ndma, ii/1, 155)—was probably initiated at
Agra [q.v.] with the tiny, perfectly simple Mlna
Masdjid and the larger, three-bayed Naglna Masdjid
within the Fort. The latter, in which the lower dome
profile has been transformed by necking above a torus
moulding into a smooth bulbous shape with a large
pointed mahdpadma (Bldjapurl influence is suggested
by the crescent above), represents an attempt to
eliminate the conflict between emphasis on the central
bay, and that on the dome behind, by replacement of
the pishtak with an upward curve of the chadjdjd and
parapet, in the new BangalT fashion, at the middle.
This accommodates the larger central arch; the arches
are engrailed, probably to reduce glare when viewed
from inside. In the mosque at the Tadj Mahall [q. v. ],
the same conflict is resolved by raising the level of the
fagade over the two lateral arches almost to pishtak
level, and including a blind arched panel above each.
This scheme is repeated at Lahawr in the mosque of
Da3! Anga (1045/1635-6), the corner turrets contain-
ing the taller front as before; the side arches are sur-
mounted by great cusped arch heads, and the Lahawrl
panelling is of tile mosaic inside and outside the three
interpenetrating square compartments. The treat-
ment of the Madrasa Masdjid at Patna (ca.
1040/1630) is comparable. The Fathpun Masdjid at
Agra, flanked by the same flaring turrets, has a fully
bulbous dome, but a tall marble pishtak in front over
a deep iwdn, and low wings; its red stone is finely
worked in relief, notably in the pendentives and inner
dome. Like it, the Moti Masdjid at Lahawr (ca.
1055/1645) is fronted by cusped arches flanking a
plain central one, but it offers a further solution to the
problem with a barely raised pishtak linked to the
wings by a continuous parapet in parcin-kdn. The
three marble domes still have the cavetto and profile
of Da31 Anga's mosque, now clearly visible. These
smaller mosques owe much to the consonant detail of
arcuate screens which separate their courts from the
outside world, and a finesse that extends to sadjdjdda
inlaid in the floor. On a larger scale, the Shah Djahani
Masdjid at Adjmer (1048/1638-9), with a prayer hall
two aisles deep with arched piers, presents a long,
unbroken facade of eleven bays, accented only by a
needle-like guldasta over each octagonal column, to a
balustrated court adjoining the dargdh of MucTn al-Dln
Cishtl; the whole is in marble.

Some of these tendencies are resolved at the Djamic

Masdjid at Agra, completed in red stone in
1058/1648. Its plan is essentially that of the five-
compartment prayer hall from Lahawr, complete with
its corner turrets and another pair at the east corners
of the court. Its capacity is increased by the addition
of a second row of compartments in front of the first,
the central one forming a deep iwdn, whose pishtak is
thus spaced well forward from the domes over the
main row behind; the two lateral domes are placed
over the ends, for better balance, and all three are
double and distinctly bulbous, with a pointed profile
accentuated by inlaid chevrons of white marble (struc-
tural inner domes were from henceforward the norm).
The front is of the tall type, with panels above and
between the well-spaced plain arches, and two promi-
nent shafts frame the marble pishtak. Chains enliven
the whole skyline. The interior is a smooth progres-
sion of netted pendentives and plain arches with a
broad extrados, at a noble scale. Its equivalent at
DihlT (1066/1656), also raised on a high podium, and
approached by three great pyramids of steps on the
axes, is the largest enclosed mosque in northern India.
Gateway iwdns on these axes regain their prominence,
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and the riwaks are open to the external air on all three
sides. A collision between these and the liwdn, a
weakness at Agra, is avoided by returning them along
the west, and then advancing the hall forward
between full-size minarets at the corners. The liwdn
plan fuses those of Agra and Fathpur Slkri, with alter-
nating main compartments, and slimmer piers at the
front; cusped arches are used throughout. The domes,
now on tall drums are, like the mindrs and the iwdn,
striped with marble inlay, and the entire front is
panelled in marble, with plain merlons above. Such
detail, and especially the marble calyces topping the
angle shafts, introduce a mannered deviation from the
former simplicity. The scale is such that the Twdn itself
forms a mihrdb to the courtyard.

The Moti Masdjid at Agra Fort (1063/1653), the
largest of the marble series, complete with riwdk and
axial gateways, combines a restraint of outline and of
plan with an extravagance in the intersecting, cusped
arch profiles. Eighteen identical piers in three aisles
carry plain coved ceilings alternating with three
domes on smooth pendentives, that rise bulbous
among the chains outside. That in the Dihli Fort
(1074/1663-4) shows the full extent of the stylistic
change at a small scale, with a Ban gall curve in the
chadjdjd over the central bay, set off by Bangall vaults
within, reticulated coving, clustered guldastas with
calyces, and floral relief playing on many surfaces; the
domes, rebuilt after the Mutiny, were originally
lower, and gilded.

The last of the great congregational mosques, the
Badshahl Masdjid at Lahawr (1084/1673-4) derives its
plan almost entirely from the great mosque at DihlT,
the principal differences being that the three-storey
octagonal mindrs are now set at the four corners of the
court, and the liwdn itself reverts to the local scheme
with a domed octagonal turret at each corner. The
riwaks, too, are subdivided into an alternating series of
hudpras for teaching, accessible only through door-
ways, and though raised as before, the court is thus
closed in. The liwdn, of brick faced with red stone, is
rather taller than at Dihli, and panelled in the local
manner, but the surfaces swarm with relief carving;
the marble domes formerly had dark drums to relate
them to the wings. Internally the squinched dome
chambers alternate with Bangall vaults, and the walls,
arch soffits and domes are panelled or worked in net-
patterns, islim-i khatd^T, of plaster relief, or else
painted. The mosque is claimed as the largest in the
world. The gateways of such structures served to
house the imam and other staff. The SonahrT Masdjid
at Dihli (1164/1751) repeats the Moti Masdjid at the
Fort in fawn sandstone. In subsequent work in Awadh
the curvilinear and vegetal elements were to become
dominant [see LAKHNAW], and were still vigorous in
the Djamic Masdjid of ca. 1840 in the capital.

Provincial developments within the Mughal empire
predictably show an adaptation of the court style to
local practice. In Bengal , the mosque of the Lalbagh
Fort at Dhaka (1089/1678) has the closed appearance
and panelled front typical of the area, but the height
of the prayer hall, its three cusped and netted front
Twdns, its three low domes and the four octagonal tur-
rets at its corners all refer to the experience of Lahawr.
The interior of the lateral bays is remarkable for
semidomes set below the apical dome, with two sets of
pendentives. Other mosques at Dhaka follow the same
format, as in that of Khan Muhammad Mirdha
(1118/1706), with tall minars at the liwdn corners, or
the Satgunbadh mosque with octagonal corner
towers.

The brick architecture of S i n d is extensively clad

in fine glazed tilework, owing much to Iranian influ-
ence, and apparently that of Harat [q.v.] in particular.
This ^is already apparent in the Dabglr Masdjid at
Thatta (997/1588-9), of which the liwdn remains in a
ruined state, containing a square central compart-
ment flanked by a rectangular one at each side, with
arches connecting them between massive piers, and
three deep iwdns, set in slightly raised pishtdks. The
central dome, like the iwdn below it, is notably larger
than those either side, but all three are set on double
octagonal drums of an Iranian type. The walls of the
central compartment each house one well-shaped arch
within another; at the west the interval contains an
arched window set on either side of the buff carved
sandstone mihrdb. The tilework, floral, geometric and
calligraphic, in cobalt and azure on a white ground,
filled arch spandrels and soffits. The Djamic Masdjid
of Shahdjahan (1057/1647) in the same city is unusual
in plan, with repeated heavy piers forming the two
aisles of the broad riwdks, and the three of the prayer
hall, around a very deep court, focussed on a great
pishtdk, with small subsidiary courts on each side of an
east entry passing under two domes in series (cf. the
Masdjid-i Djamic at Kirman). The multiple bays are
roofed by 80 small domes, with larger single ones over
the central Twdns, backed to the west by a single shell
dome replacing four bays in front of the mihrdb; this
rises from intersecting pendentive work over a zone of
16 arches, pierced for a clerestory at the angles, and
tiled throughout in mosaic (more than lOOl pieces per
sq. ft.) in ranks of wheeling stars. The smallest sound
at the mihrdb can be heard throughout the mosque,
perhaps by virtue of its domes. In both these mosques
the red brick is defined by white pointing which
accents the arches. Further excellent tilework at the
Djamic Masdjid of Khudabad has been badly
damaged. The treatment of its facade shows stronger
Lahawri influence in proportions and panelling; the
external walls, however, are noteworthy for three
superimposed registers of repeated blind arches, a few
being pierced at the lower levels.

At Ahmadabad , the mosque of Nawwab Sardar
Khan (ca. 1070/1660?) combines a relatively orthodox
Gudjarati treatment of a three-bayed liwdn, having
three plain arches between narrow piers, a djharokhd
bay on each end wall, and balconied mindrs framing
the front, with features that seem to bridge the styles
of Bidjapur and Agra. The three closely-spaced domes
are bulbous, above torus mouldings, with steep
mahdpadmas as in the Naglna and Mot! Masdjids. The
mindrs, however, carry long foliations, lotus buds and
the elongated, bulbed finial of the later cAdil Shahi
style, close to those at the similar and contemporary
Mosque of Afdal Khan in the Dargah of Gisu Daraz
at Gulbarga. The mosque, unlike its counterparts, is
of brick and stucco. The mosque of Nawwab
Shadjacat Khan (1107/1695-6) has a five-arched front,
with Gudjarati merlons, and mindrs placed to contain
the central three bays, but the piers are panelled with
rows of little niches, and a line of cartouches runs
overhead, with three low domes of the Da31 Anga
type; the mindrs once more have foliations, but have
lost their tops. In its ceiling, the domes alternate with
coved bays, as in the Moti Masdjid at Agra, and it is
finished with marble and polished plaster.

In general, it may be seen that whereas the
enclosure of the court only achieves full architectural
expression in cathedral mosques, or the later court
mosques, the prayer hall is the subject of consistent
architectural development. The particular structural
means adopted in each region for enclosing the space
become the vocabulary for a series of variations which
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in most cases go far beyond the immediate needs of
the liturgy or of mere shelter, and can be recognised
as successive resolutions of the need for balance, har-
mony, and unity at the chosen scale.
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III. IN JAVA.
In Java, the Arabic form masdjid is practically

limited to religious circles. The Indonesian languages
have developed the derivatives mesigit (Javanese, in
Central- and East Java), masigit (Sundanese, in West
Java) and maseghit (Madurese, on the island of
Madura and in part of East Java). In general, these
terms are used only for the mosques in which on the
Friday saldt al-djum^a is held. Smaller mosques serving
for the daily cult and religious instruction alone, are
called langgar (Javanese), tadjug (Sundanese) and bale
(in Banten).

Indonesian Islam has produced its own type of
mosque, clearly to be distinguished from that of other
Islamic countries. Since this type was probably first
developed in Java, it can be termed the Javanese type
of mosque. Its standard characteristics are the follow-
ing: (1) The ground plan is a square one. (2) The
massive foundations are raised. The Friday mosque is
not built on piles, as is the case with the classical
Indonesian houses and the smaller mosques men-
tioned above. (3) The roof is tapering, and consists of
two to five storeys narrowing towards the top (4) An
extension on the western or north-western side serves
as mihrdb [ q . v . ] . (5) At the front—sometimes also at
the two lateral sides—is an open or closed veranda.
(6). The courtyard around the mosque is surrounded
with a stone wall with one or more gates. Another
characteristic is that in Java the mosque stands on the
west side of the alun-alun, the grass-covered square
which is found in virtually all chief towns of regencies
and districts. In Tjeribon, Indramayn, Madjalengka
and Tjiamis—all regions in West Java—even each
desa has an alun-alun with a mosque at its west side.

In Java, the direction of the kibla [q. v . ] , is, however,
not west but north-west, and so, in order to indicate
the exact kibla, the mihrdb or niche is sometimes built
obliquely against the back wall. There are, however,
also regions, like the Priangan, where the exact kibla
is taken into consideration at the time of construction
of the mosque.

The gate at the front which gives access to the
courtyard surrounding the mosque is sometimes
covered. The mosques of Central and East Java are
characterised by their monumental entrance gates.

The ve randa (Javanese: surambi, serambi, srambi;
Sundanese: tepas masdjid, tepas masigit) is not con-
sidered as belonging to the mosque itself, as is evident
from the various purposes which it serves. It is the
place where, at night, after the mosque has been
closed, the saldt is performed; where travellers and
other people who have no home pass the night; where
marriages are concluded; where in former times (see
Raffles, The history of Java) religious courts were func-
tioning; where sometimes religious instruction is
given and where riyalat (Javanese; in Arabic riydda =
ascetic abstinence from sleep, food and sexual inter-
course) is practised. It is also the place for religious
meals (walimd) on feast days like Mawlid al-nabi and
Micrddj_ [q. vv. ] .

The wa l l s of the mosque itself are rather low, but
the roof tapers and ends in a sphere, on top of which
is an ornament, called mastaka or mustaka in those
regions where Javanese is spoken. It later times, this
ornament was crowned by a crescent as the decisive
symbol of Islam. This type of roof, in fact a piling-up
of ever-smaller roofs, dates from pre-Islamic times
and recalls the mem on Bali. In the present century,
the cupola-shaped roof (Ar. kubba [q. v. ]), an imitation
of the mosques in other Islamic countries, and in par-
ticular India, is competing with the traditional piled-
up roof of ancient Indonesia. Already before its
restoration in 1935, the Masdjid Kemayoran in
Surabaya diverged from the usual architectural pat-
tern in that its base was not square but octagonal. In
that year, two kubba?, were constructed to the left and
the right of the veranda. Another kubba was added to
the monumental minaret, which is said to be an imita-
tion of the Kutb Minar in Dihll [ q . v . ] . At the same
period, the kubba was also introduced into West Java.
The use of the cupola-shaped roof became firmly
established after Indonesia's independence in 1949.
Impressive, huge mosques, all with kubbas, have been
constructed since that time. The Masdjid al-Shuhadd3 in
Yogyakarta and the Masdjid Istikldl in Jakarta can be
considered as examples of a new type of architecture
applied to the mosque.

The i n t e r i o r of a mosque built in the ancient
Indonesian style can be described as a closed hall,
sometimes provided with pillars, of a sober character,
reflecting the simplicity which is the characteristic of
the masdjids in Java. There are no pictures of man or
animal on the walls, only sacred Arabic names and
some religious texts like the shahdda [q.v.] and the
hadith in which the builder of a mosque is praised:
"Allah has built a house in Paradise for whoever has
built a mosque for Allah". Since the floor of the
mosque has to be clean, it consists of cement, tiles or
marble. The grey colour of cement is occasionally
alternated with rows of red tiles, indicating the rows
(Arabic saff) of the faithful when performing the saldt.
Mats are usually spread on the floor. In mosques
which have not been constructed in the exact direction
of the kibla, these mats are laid out in the right direc-
tion. Regular mosque-goers have their own small mat
or rug (Ar. sadjdjddd). preferably one brought back by
pilgrims to Mecca.

The mihrdb at the rear side of the mosque is usual-
ly rather narrow, consisting of a small gate with a
round arch. Sometimes the niche, or rather the exten-
sion, is large enough to contain the minbar on the right
side. There are, however, also mosques with two or
even three niches next to each other, each provided
with a small gate. Occasionally, the mihrdb is built out
into a large pentagon with the minbar in the centre and
the place of the imam to the left, the front side being
fenced off by a wooden fencing with green and yellow
sheets of glass and decorated with religious texts.
Sometimes the mihrdb is built out into a large, square
place with the minbar in the centre, the place of the
imam for the daily saldt to the left, and to the right a
small movable construction with an open front, this
being the place of the regent of the region. The minbar
(Javanese and Sundanese: mimbar, Javanese and Sun-
danese of Banten: imbar) is always found to the right
of the mihrdb. Unlike other Islamic countries where the
minbar is reached by a high flight of stairs, the minbar
in Java is father low. The height may vary from one
to five steps, three steps being the average. Some min-
bars are very simple, but many others are conspicious
for their woodcarving. As Islam permits, decorations
consist of plants and flowers which sometimes look
like pictures of men and animals. On closer inspec-
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tion, however, they prove to be representations of
flowers and leaves of the lotus, arranged as wings and
birds. Sometimes the naga (serpent) motive can be
recognised on the arms of the minbar, as is the case in
the holy mosque of Demak in Central Java and in the
ancient, holy mosque of Kuta Dede in the same
region.

Each mosque in Java possesses a drum, called
bedug, stretched with buffalo-skin. Before the adhdn
[q.v.] (Javanese and Sundanese: adari) this drum is
beaten vigorously at least five times a day. The adhdn
itself is made either from the minaret (Javanese:
menara, Sundanese: munard) or, more often, in the
mosque itself since not every mosque has its minaret.
The mu^adhdhin. called modin or bilal, stands at the
entrance of the mosque or on its roof.

The highest official of the mosque is the panghulu
(thus in Sundanese; Javanese: pangulu; Madurese:
pangolo, pangoloh', Malay, penghulu), often a learned
man (Ar. ca/mz) who has studied theology and is a
pupil of the pesantren, the Indonesian religious school,
or of the more modern madrasa; he may even have
studied in Mecca. Traditionally, the panghulus are
highly-considered in Indonesian society. Sometimes
the function is hereditary. One of his tasks is to super-
vise and coordinate the functions of the lower officials
of the mosque: the imam, the khatib, the mu^adhdhin
[q. v. ] and the marbut, the official who is responsible for
maintenance. According to the linguistic area, these
officials are called imam, ketib or ketip, modin or bilal,
and merbot, merebot or occasionally marbot.

In Java the mosque is also used for iHikdf [ q . v . ] ,
especially during the last ten days of Ramadan.
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jid, dan amal ibadah dalamnja, 1955 [in Indonesian];
P. A. Hoessein Djajadiningrat, Islam in Indonesia, in
Islam, the straight path, Islam interpreted by Muslims, ed.
W. Morgan, 1958; G. F. Pijper, De Moskeeen van
Java, and De Panghulu s van Java, both in Studien over
de geschiedenis van de Islam in Indonesia 1900-1950,
Leiden 1977; idem, The minaret in Java, in India
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IV. In the rest of Sou th -Eas t As ia .
That the traditional South-East Asian mosque

originated in Indonesia and that it is formally sui
generis cannot be disputed. Whether, as has been
claimed, it developed in Java is less certain. Indeed,
the history of Islam in Indonesia would suggest
another possibility. The building in question was of
wooden construction. It consisted of a simple struc-
ture on a square groundplan, erected on a substantial
base. This distinguished it from the classic Indonesian
house on stilts. The existence of internal pillars prob-
ably depended on its size. It had openings in the walls,
probably closed with shutters, and an entrance in the
east side, opposite the later mihrdb. It is not known
how the kibla was originally indicated, but some mark
on the west wall seems likely. Above this groundfloor
hall, which had relatively low walls, there were a
number of upper storeys of decreasing area, up to a
total of four: each individual storey, including the
main hall, had its own roof, usually in palm thatch,
with widespreading eaves. The upper stories con-
tained loft-like rooms which were functional. The
whole building was topped by a finial which, in later
times, seems to have been crowned by a crescent. The
whole building was enclosed within a wall which had
a more or less elaborate gateway in the east side.
Occasionally there was more than one gate. There is
some evidence to suggest that the main structure was
surrounded by an irregular moat which may have

formed part of a stream which traversed the enclo-
sure. There was no mandra; the adhdn was given either
from the doorway of the mosque or from its top
storey. This was probably preceded by the vigorous
beating of a large skincovered drum, as is generally
the practice today. A more simple structure, essen-
tially a traditional Indonesian dwelling on stilts,
serves as the model for a prayer hall which does not
have the status of the mosque. It is still to be found in
communities which cannot muster the requisite forty
souls to constitute a congregation or, on occasions, as
a supplementary building in a compound where it
serves as a meeting place, a rest-house for visitors, an
administrative centre as well as for saldt when the
mosque proper is closed.

This Indonesian prototype did not have the veran-
dah, Javanese serambi, which is such a distinctive
feature of the Central Javanese mosque. There is no
evidence that this formed an original part of the
mosque, from which it is, in fact, separated, both
architecturally and dogmatically: shoes may be worn
there. It seems to have derived from a royal building
in pre-Islamic Central Java. Neither it, nor the ex-
ternalised mihrdb, belong to the original square
mosque.

Various origins have been proposed for the basic
Indonesian mosque. It has been derived from: (1) the
caridi, a temple of either Hindu or Buddhist intention,
ultimately of Indian origin but modified by Indone-
sian religious concepts; (2) the traditional bamboo
and thatch cockpit used in Bali for the quasi-ritual
cockfighting; (3) the multi-tiered sacred mountain
which is of widespread significance in Indonesian
religions (the Balinese temple with multi-tiered
thatched roofs known as a meru, after the Indian
sacred mountain, is an architectural example of this).
The objection to (1) is that, quite apart from its possi-
ble unacceptability to Muslim teachers, the caridi does
not occur in those parts of Indonesia where conver-
sions to Islam first took place. The cockpit hypothesis
appears to suffer from inherent implausibility. There
is, however, good reason for holding the concept of
the sacred mountain as one component in the
undoubtedly complex origin of the Indonesian
mosque. It differs so profoundly from mosques else-
where in the Islamic world, not least in Cambay [see
KHAMBAYAT] and other parts of Gudjarat [q. v. ] from
which the main impetus towards conversion seems to
have come.

South-East Asia lies across the sea route from the
Middle East and the Indian sub-continent to China
and beyond. The Malay Peninsula and Sumatra mark
the area where the monsoon system of the Indian
Ocean meets that of the Pacific, and constitute a
natural interchange point. For two millennia or more
merchants have travelled and traded through this
region. After the coming of Islam many of these
travellers were Muslims, but, although there were
without doubt Muslim communities in the ports and
harbours of the region, some of whose members may
have traded in the interior, there is no evidence at all
for conversion to Islam among the local peoples. (Nor,
incidentally, is there any evidence for mosques to
serve the needs of such Muslim traders.) The first
instances of such conversion comes at the end of the
7th/13th century. A hint in a Chinese source dated
683/1281 receives striking confirmation from Marco
Polo who spent several months in Sumatra, on his
way home from China ten years later. Of Ferlec
(Perlak) he noted "the people were all idolaters, but,
on account of the Saracen traders who frequent the
kingdom with their ships, they have been converted to
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the Law of Mahomet", adding that this was only the
townspeople, those of the mountains being like wild
beasts. The ruler of Samudra (Pasai), where Polo
spent some months waiting for the wind to change,
and who died in 699/1297, certainly died a Muslim
for his tombstone, which was imported from Cambay,
gives his name as Malik al-Salih. It was from this
remote, in Javanese terms, area of Aceh that Islam
spread to the Malay Peninsula, above all to Malacca,
[q. v. ], to the north coast of Java and thence to other
parts of Sumatra, to the coasts of Borneo and to the
sources for the much sought-after spices, by way of the
ports of Sulawesi and Maluku. Over a period of some
three centuries, Islam followed the trade routes and
with it there went the Indonesian masdjid, with its
tiered, overhanging roofs. More than a dozen have
been identified, notably by De Graaf. What is
noticeable is that it was precisely in areas which had
not been strongly influenced by Indo-Javanese
architecture of Hindu or Buddhist tradition that the
mosque of this type developed. Its origins have to be
sought in the socio-religious structures of northern
Sumatra in the communal house which, as elsewhere
in Indonesia, once constituted the men's house. Now
without windows or its original interior divisions, in
Aceh it has become the meunasah which serves as a
prayer house, a meeting place, and an administrative
centre as well as a KuPanic school. It had the advan-
tage that it had never housed idols, but this does not
explain how the teachers from Gudjarat and elsewhere
were persuaded to permit the adoption of such an
aberrant form of mosque.
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Oost Indien, 5 vols., Dordrecht-Amsterdam 1724-6.
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V. IN CHINA.
The Chinese term is Ch'ing-chen ssu, lit. "Pure and

True temple". Ch'ing-chen chiao ("Pure and True
Religion") being a Chinese synonym for Islam. The
first Muslim settlements in China, dating from the
early centuries of Islam, were established either by the
sea route along the southern and eastern coasts (Can-
ton and Hainan Island in Kwantung Province;
Chuan-chou in Fukien Province, Hang-chou in
Chekiang Province, Yang-chou on the lower Yangtze
in Kiangsu Province); or by the overland "Silk
Road" route at the ancient city of Ch'ang-an (some
miles south of present-day Sian, Shensi Province),
T'ang dynastic capital between 618-906 (correspond-
ing approximately to the first three centuries Hidjri).

Chinese Muslim tradition holds that numbers of
mosques were established in these and several other
cities by Sacd b. AbT Wakkas and various Compan-
ions of the Prophet or itinerant holy men during the
first century, quite probably during the Rashidun
caliphs' period. Pending further archaeological
excavation, however, most of these oral traditions
must be treated with caution, and according to Leslie
(op. cit., in Bibl., 40), but few sites "merit serious con-
sideration", the most important of which are:

1. Canton (the Huai-sheng mosque and Kuang-t'a
minaret). This mosque, claimed by Muslim tradition
as the first and oldest in China, may well date back to
T'ang times, but the earliest extant reference dates
from ca. 603/1206, whilst the earliest mosque inscrip-

tion (in Chinese and Arabic) records the re-building
of the Huai-sheng ssu in 751/1350 after its destruction
by fire seven years before. The presence of a mosque
in Canton in 755/1354 is attested by Ibn Battuta.

2. Chuan-chou (the Sheng-yu mosque), also some-
times claimed as the earliest mosque in China, though
Leslie considers this to be "a priori, less convincing"
than the claim of the Huai-sheng ssu. The mosque
inscription of 710/1310-11 (in Arabic) dates the first
building of the mosque to 400/1009-10, com-
memorating a restoration which took place over three
centuries later. It claims that the Sheng-yu ssu was the
first mosque "in this land", and calls it "The Mosque
of the Companions" (al-Ashdb).

3. Hang-chou (the Chen-chiao or Feng-huang
mosque), ascribed by late Ming (llth/17th century)
inscriptions to T'ang times, though Leslie rejects
these unsubstantiated claims in favour of a Sung
Dynasty establishment, Hang-chou being the capital
of the Southern Sung (ca. 521-678/1127-1279), and by
Yuan times "the greatest city in the world" (accord-
ing to Marco Polo), with a substantial Muslim
population living in its own ward (Ibn Battuta,
Odoric).

4. Ch'ang-an (the Ch'ing-chiao or Ch'ing-ching
mosque), which differs from those other mosques
listed so far in that its foundation is ascribed to the
arrival of Muslim soldiers travelling overland, rather
than sailors coming by sea. Undated epigraphic
evidence and long-established tradition date this
mosque to the early T'ang (late Umayyad) period,
but this remains inconclusive, and Leslie suggests that
"until further evidence is forthcoming its is better to
reject a T'ang date and query a Sung one, whilst tak-
ing for granted a Yuan [Mongol] presence".

Leslie continues by providing "Desultory Notes"
for numerous other cities in Eastern. Central and
Northern China (49-53), before concluding that many
thousands (or even tens of thousands) of Muslims,
mostly of Persian and Arab origin, were resident in
China during T'ang Dynasty times, though little
definitive evidence exists for the number of mosques
which had been established during this early period of
Chinese Islam. It is clear, however, that most of these
Hsi-yu jen or "Westerners" were semi-permanent or
permanent residents, many of whom would have
intermarried freely with the indigenous Chinese
population, thereby giving rise to a nascent Chinese-
speaking, increasingly Sinicised Muslim population
which would, by Ming times, develop into the Hui
Chinese Muslim community. Certainly by T'ang
times, the distinction was already being made
between "foreigners" and "native-born foreigners".
Shari^a law requires the establishment of congrega-
tional mosques wherever communities of more than
forty adult male Muslims are gathered together; the
presence of many small mosques along the Chinese
coast and (to a lesser extent) in the interior may,
therefore, be taken for granted by late T'ang/Sung
times. Doubtless, except in the more important
coastal towns such as Canton (Khanfu) and Chuan-
chou (Zaitun) these mosques would have been fairly
insubstantial buildings, long since altered beyond
recognition or destroyed; thus, definitive proof of the
extent of mosque-building in China during this early
period will depend upon future archaeological
excavations.

The Yuan period (ca. 678-770/1279-1368) was
characterised by a substantial expansion of Islam in
the central and western parts of China, most particu-
larly in Yunnan, where Sayyid Adjall Shams al-Dln
Bukharl (who conquered and ciibsequently admin-
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istered the former Nan-ch'ao area for the Mongols) is
credited with establishing two mosques in the region.
Sayyid Adjall and his family may be seen as the
archetypical example of Muslims in service under the
Mongols—by whom they were employed as soldiers,
administrators and financial middlemen—and from
Yuan times the central focus of Islam in China moved
definitively away from the southern coastal ports
towards the north and west. Certainly, the oldest mos-
ques in Yunnan and the north-west are likely to have
been established during this period, a trend which was
continued under the Ming Dynasty (ca. 771-
1054/1368-1644) which is also known as a period of
Sinicisation for the Chinese Muslim community—
indeed, it may be that the Chinese-speaking Hui
Muslim community emerged as a separate and
distinct entity (paralleling, for example, the Swahili
[q. v. ] in East Africa and the Mappila [q. v. ] of southern
India) during this period.

It is probable that the mosques of the Hui (Chinese-
speaking) Muslims, which are scattered throughout
China but are particularly numerous in the provinces
of Kansu, Ningsia, Tsinghai and Yunnan, evolved in
their characteristic form during this period. Certainly
under the Ming, the nascent Hui community ex-
panded greatly as a result of intermarriage, overt
(and, perhaps more frequently, covert) missionary
work, and their success in the fields of military and
commercial venture. Wherever Hui settled in any
numbers, haldl establishments (caravanserais,
restaurants, inns), mosques and attendant madrasas
soon followed. As Israeli notes (op.cit. in Bibl., 29),
many mosques constructed during the Ming period
were built in a style reminiscent of indigenous
Chinese temple architecture, either eliminating the
minaret altogether, or eschewing the distinctive styles
associated with the mosques of Central Asia, South
Asia and the Middle East in favour of Chinese-style
pagodas. As a result of this architectural development,
the muezzin could no longer call the faithful to prayer
in the usual way, but stood inside the mosque instead,
calling the adhan behind the main mosque entrance.
"And when one entered the mosque, one was struck
by the traditional Muslim flavour; cleanliness and
austerity. Except for the Emperor's tablets that were
mandatory in any house of prayer, there was no sign
of Chinese characters or Chinese characteristics. On
the walls there were Arabic inscriptions of verses from
the Qur'an and the west end (qibld) was adorned with
arabesques. Once the believers were inside, they put
on white caps, shoes were taken off, elaborate ablu-
tions were ritually performed, and the prayers began
in Arabic, with heart and mind centred on Mecca.
When prostrating themselves before the Emperor's
tablets, as required, the Muslims would avoid bring-
ing their heads into contact with the floor... and thus
did they satisfy their consciences in avoiding the true
significance of the rite—this prohibited worship was
invalid because it was imperfectly performed"
(Israeli, op.cit., 29)

Israeli defines this combination of external Sinicisa-
tion of mosque building and internal Islamic
orthodoxy as a manifestation of the dichotomy of
Chinese Islam. Certainly, the functions of the mosque
remained immediately recognisable in their Islamic
purpose. Thus, besides the area set aside for prayer,
the interior of larger Chinese mosques is generally
divided between lecture hall, dormitory, conference
rooms, community leaders' offices, and the "dead
man's room" for washing and otherwise preparing
deceased Muslims for burial. Amongst the best-
known and most beautifully decorated of these tradi-

tional Chinese mosques are the Niu-chieh ssu (Ox
Street mosque) in Peking, and the Hua-chueh ssu in
Sian.

By contrast with the Sinicised Hui Chinese mos-
ques scattered throughout "China Proper", the mos-
ques of the periphery are often very different. Thus
the mosque architecture of Sinkiang conforms closely
to that of neighbouring Western Turkestan, whilst in
the far north-east (Heilungkiang Province), an area
formerly much influenced by Russian culture,
mosque may sometimes outwardly resemble Ortho-
dox churches. In this context, an informative tril-
ingual study illustrating many of the best-known mos-
ques in China and clearly depicting the different
architectural forms has recently been published by the
China Islamic Association (op.cit. in Bibl., 1981).
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(A. D. W. FORBES)
VI. IN EAST AFRICA.
In East Africa the mosque is commonly spoken of

in Swahili as msikiti, pi. misikiti, but msihiri, misihire in
the Comoro Islands; and cf. Swahili sijida, the act of
adoration, and verb sujudu "to prostrate oneself",
from Ar. sadjada. Nineteenth-century traditional
histories claim the setting up of Muslim cities on the
eastern African coast in the 7th and 8th centuries
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A.D. Of this there is no earlier literary evidence, but
a mosque is mentioned in the Arabic History of Kilwa
named Kibala (possibly a Bantu form from kibld) as
existing on that island ca. 950 A.D. In spite of recent
excavations at Kilwa [q. v. ] by H. N. Chittick, there
has so far been no positive identification of a mosque
of this period. The first reliable evidence is from
inscriptions. Cerulli reports one in the Friday Mosque
at Barawa, Somalia, dated 498/1104-5, while on Zan-
zibar Island there is the well-known Friday Mosque at
Kizimkazi [q.v. ] which has an inscription dating its
foundation to 500/1107. The inscription is certainly of
SirafT provenance, which does not argue that Zan-
zibar was much Islamicised at this period. The
4th/10th century Kitdb ^Adja^ib al-Hind of Buzurg b.
Shahriyar of Ramhurmuz contains, however, the tale
of the conversion of an eastern African king of a place
of which no identification is given; he was followed by
his people. In the same century al-MascudT, who
visited eastern Africa, speaks of the people and their
sovereigns as pagan. By the 6th/12th century al-Idnsi
says that "the people, although mixed, are actually
mostly Muslims", which would accord with the
epigraphical evidence.

Between 1962 and March 1964 the greater number
of known mosques, from mediaeval times to the 18th
century, both standing and ruined, were planned and
photographed by P. S. Garlake. He omitted, how-
ever, an important series of foundation inscriptions of
mosques at Lamu [ q . v . ] , some twenty in all, and rang-
ing from the 14th to the 19th century. He rightly says
that "the most sensitive indicator of change and
development in style and decoration is bound to be
the mosque mihrab": he distinguishes a clear and
unbroken development of style and technique from
the early classic mihrab with a plain architrave of the
14th and 15th centuries; a developed classic mihrab in
which the plain surfaces of the architrave are broken
by decoration; a neo-classic mihrab of greater elabora-
tion, both this and the foregoing in the 16th century;
a simplified classic mihrab restricted to northern
Kenya, and a derived classic mihrab on the Tanzanian
coast in the 18th century, in which, however, there
were new developments that led to multifoliate arches
of an elaborate character. The dating of some of these
mihrdbs derives from inscriptions, but is based to a
great extent upon the evidence of imported pottery
and Chinese porcelain, the latter coming to be used as
a decoration by insetting it into the architrave of the
mihrab.

All the 19th century Swahili settlements in eastern
Africa are on the edge of the shore: Gedi, two miles
from the Mida creek, is the sole exception. Some
earlier mosques, however, are found on cliffs or
headlands, where they may have been placed to serve
as mariners' marks. Some of them are still of special
veneration for seafarers. The population in these
places was on the whole small, and only at Kilwa [q. v. ]
and at Mogadishu [see MAKDISHU] was the need felt
for mosques of more than modest size. Throughout
the coast from Somalia to Mozambique, the only
available building material of a permanent character
was coralline limestone, obtained either from old
raised beaches or directly from coral reefs. Mould-
ings, arches, and all features wherever precision was
required, were of finely dressed coral blocks. A fine
concrete, whose aggregate was coral rubble, was used
for circular and barrel vaults. The method of burning
it has survived to this day. From it also was made the
plaster which in the 18th century was used to decorate
not only the mihrab but also elaborately decorated
tombs. There was a limited repertoire of mouldings,
used also on tombs, and—more sparingly—in

domestic architecture. The planning of all buildings,
religious and domestic, was restricted by the span of
the timber rafters, always of mangrove wood, which
never exceeds 2,80 metres or approximately 9 feet.
Even the vaulted buildings coniform to this as to a
fixed and unalterable convention. Thus even in the
Great Mosque of Kilwa, with its five aisles and six
bays, there is a sense of constriction rather than of
spaciousness. Walls may be built of dressed coral
limestone but quite commonly of coral rubble
plastered over. Piers occur in mosques in Kenya and
Pemba during the 14th to 16th centuries, but not in
the south. After the 13th century in Tanzania, col-
umns alone are found, some square and some
octagonal. Generally, these were of dressed coral, but
occasionally, as at Kaole (southern mosque) and in
the northern musalld of the Great Mosque of Kilwa,
wooden columns fitted into coral sockets were used.
Because of the difficulty imposed by the length of the
rafters, the master-builders—for only rarely can
architects have been employed, and perhaps only for
the Fakhr al-Dln Mosque at Mogadishu—in seeking
to erect a building of a particular breadth, frequently
encumbered the perspective of the mihrab by con-
structing a central arcade of pillars. This clumsy
feature (which occurs quite unconnectedly in certain
mediaeval European churches) appears not only in
two-aisled mosques such as those of Tongoni and
Gedi but also in the four-aisled Friday Mosque of
Gedi and the original North Mosque which forms part
of the Great Mosque of Kilwa.

Minarets [see MANARA. 3. In East Africa] are very
rare, and minbars [q.v.] have certain idiosyncratic
features. In all, the mosques of the eastern African
coast have a distinct regional character of their own,
deriving in earlier times from the common use of
ogival or returned-horseshoe arches, and in later
times from the elaborate plaster decoration of the
mihrab and its architrave.

Bibliography : H. N. Chittick, Kilwa, 1975,
describes the Kilwa mosques, bringing up to date
P. S. Garlake, The early Islamic architecture of the East
African coast, Nairobi 1966, with its numerous plates
and plans and exhaustive bibliography up to that
date; G. S. P. Freeman-Grenville, Some preliminary
observations of medieval mosques near Dar es Salaam, in
Tanganyika Notes and Records, no. 36 (1954), is
wholly superseded by the finding of better evidence
for date; see also J. S. Kirkman, Men and monuments
of the East African coast, London 1964, and Fort Jesus,
Oxford 1974; and, for inscriptions, G. S. P. Free-
man-Grenville and B. G. Martin, A preliminary
handlist of the Arabic inscriptions of the eastern African
coast, mJRAS(\973).

(G. S. P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE)
VII. IN WEST AFRICA.
In Muslim West Africa, the smallest hamlet has its

mosque, and the quarters of an individual town com-
pete with one another in the construction of cultic
sites. In most villages, the mosque is situated in the
middle of the public square, near the tree which is the
traditional place for bargaining and discussion
("palaver"); it is generally constructed in the style of
a large shed, roofed with zinc plates and bamboo par-
titions or with banco or with moulded clay, and has
the appearance, in the majority of cases, of the most
attractive building in the locality, often surrounded by
bushy trees. The mosque is regarded with pious
respect, and is kept clean. Volunteers, often women of
a certain age, accept responsibility for maintenance,
cleaning and the supply of drinkable water for the
faithful.

In towns, the mosque is a more substantial building
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and it dominates the neighbourhood with its minaret
or minarets. Sometimes, as in the case of the Great
Mosque of Dakar, it has only one, while that of
Touba, the most important centre of the religious
brotherhood of the Murids, has three, of which the
tallest, known as the "Lamp" (Fall) measures 83 m.
In fact, it is the modern mosques which possess
minarets; the most ancient have none, but still
dominate their surroundings with cubic pillars. In
small villages, the floor of the mosque is covered with
matting or with fine sand which is sifted every day. In
the urban setting, oriental carpets cover the floor. A
palisade of bamboo or zinc plates or even a cement
wall forms an enclosure within which a spacious court-
yard is set out, to enable those worshippers who can-
not pray at the times when the mosque is crowded to
perform their religious duties. On the left side of the
larger mosques, the place reserved for women is
separated from that where the men pray by a metal
grill.

The imam leads the prayer standing in a niche (min-
bar) in the kibla wall. The Great Mosque is furnished
with a throne, a kind of raised dais where the imam
takes his place to preach his sermon and to harangue
the faithful, first in Arabic and then in the local
language.

All the other facilities, including lavatories and taps
for ablutions, are located on the exterior. In a corner
of the courtyard there is a hut for the washing of
corpses.

Each imam is served by a nd^ib or deputy who
officiates in his absence. Two or more muezzins make
the call to prayer from the tops of the minarets. In the
larger mosques loud-speakers have been installed, to
relay either the call to prayer or the sermon of the
imam. The majority of imams receive no monthly
salary. The imam of the Great Mosque of the
Senegalese capital is one of the few who receives
regular payment and occupies an official residence;
more often, the imam and his family are accom-
modated in the mosque.

The architectural style reproduces especially that of
the Maghrib. It is thus that the Great Mosque of
Dakar, inaugurated by King Hasan II, was built
under the supervision of a Moroccan architect, as was
the Islamic Institute which adjoins it. However the
ancient mosques of northern Senegal, including those
of Halwar, Ndioum, Guede and Dialmath, are in the
Sudanese style of the mosque-institutes of the towns of
Mali (Djenne, Mopti, Timbuktu, etc.) and of the land
of the Sahel (cf. J. Boulegue, Les Mosquees de style
soudanais au Fuuta-Tooro (Senegal), in Notes qfricaines,
136 (Oct. 1972), 117-19). This is a style characterised
by its massive buttresses exceeding the height of the
roof, in a rounded, conical form, with a small cubic
minaret; the whole is constructed in brick made from
dried earth and covered with a facing of the same
material and ochre or beige in colour. The walls are
very thick. An elaborate system of ventilation main-
tains a freshness similar to that provided by air-
conditioning.

Religious function. In West Africa, the principal func-
tion of the mosque is still religious; each quarter
possesses several, and in this context a genuine rivalry
prevails between quarters or between members of dif-
ferent brotherhoods. It is thus that the mosque of the
Tidjanls is found alongside those of the Murids [see
MURID], of the Kadiris [see KADIRIYYA] or of the
Hamallites [see HAMALIYYA). The faithful fill the mos-
ques without regard for their particular affiliation.
The Tidjanls organise gatherings in the mosque after
morning and evening prayers to recite, in chorus, the

litanies (dhikr) peculiar to their religious order. This
ritual is performed around a carpet and in darkness.
But on Fridays or at times of canonical festivals, great
crowds of Muslims are seen streaming towards the
mosques clad in their splendid boubous or flowing
robes.

Special prayers for the dead are also offered in the
mosque. In this case, the bier is placed before the
faithful, who pray upright without bowing or sitting.
After these funeral rites, the parents of the deceased
arrange a ceremony of recitation of the Kurgan "for
the repose of his soul".

The veneration of which the mosque is the object
inspired Cheikh El-Hadji Malik Sy (1853-1922),
founder of the zdwiyya tid^dniyya of Tivaouane, to com-
pose a poem in Arabic consisting of forty verses in
radjaz style and revealing the details of a whole system
of etiquette. Cheikh Aliou Faye, the chief marabout of
the Gambia, revised and embellished his master's
poem, entitling his version Tabshirat al-mund or "The
way of success for the disciple". The following are a
few of the verses:

Whosoever wishes to enter Paradise without
punishment and without the need to give an exact
account of his actions at the Resurrection, should
build a mosque for God the Merciful, and he will be
granted one hundred and thirty palaces in Paradise.

Every believer who enters this mosque to pray will
obtain a pleasant dwelling in Paradise.

A mosque may be built in any place, even in the
square of a church or a or a synagogue.

There it is forbidden to grow crops, to dig wells, to
sew and to compose [profane] poetry.

There it is forbidden to eat garlic, leek, onion, to
shave, to cause an injury to a human being, to cut the
nails, to cast lice or fleas and to kill them.

To tie animals, confine the mentally ill, to allow a
criminal to enter and be seated.

All mosques are of equal worth, with three excep-
tions: those of Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem, which
are the best mosques.

Social function. Besides this predominant religious
role, the mosque also performs a very important social
function. It is there, in fact, that, under the patronage
of the imam, marriages are contracted between the
parents of the betrothed parties. The father or guar-
dian of the prospective bride gives her hand to the
father or guardian of the suitor and receives the
dowry. This function is so important that when infor-
mation is sought regarding the marital status of a
female person, the question is asked: "Have the men
gone to the mosque for her?" (in Wolof: Ndax dem~
nahujakaja?). As a form of pleasantry and to tell a girl
that she is nubile, the remark is made: "I shall go to
see the imam about it." Parents or guardians may be
accompanied to the mosque by other parents and
friends who act as witnesses. The relatives of the
suitor bring the dowry which they entrust to the imam;
the latter gives it to the father or guardian of the pro-
spective bride and recites the sacramental formula. In
the presence of all, the imam blesses the couple. Cola,
non-alcoholic drinks or delicacies are distributed.

Even though, since the promulgation of a "Family
Code" in Senegal, for example, some ten years ago,
marriages must be contracted before the mayor or the
representative of the public authorities, it is con-
sidered that, without the mosque playing a part, the
matrimonial union is not valid. Thus the imam in fact
represents the municipal magistrate.

Often the elders of the village hold meetings not
under the traditional tree, but inside or in the court-
yard of the mosque at any hour of day or night to
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discuss public matters; finance for the sinking of wells,
construction of a market, division of the produce of
common land, preparations for the reception of distin-
guished guests, etc. In this case, the mosque
represents a kind of national assembly where all the
affairs of the village community are the object of wide
and democratic debate.

Sometimes the mosque performs the role of a
tribunal where disputes between members of the
village are laid public and closely examined. Solutions
are always formed on the basis of the SharFa, or of
local custom, or of both. These may be disputes
between spouses, between two dignitaries, between
two families, between herdsmen and stock-breeders,
between a representative of the state and local land-
owners, between traditional chiefs and religious
leaders. Sometimes the division of bequests is per-
formed in the mosque under the supervision of the
imam.

Some mosques provide places of lodging for
strangers. It is in this way that travelling Muslims are
accommodated. Furthermore, any person who is
regarded as having lived a pious life and who has con-
tributed to the building of the mosque, is buried there
after his death. Such is the case of Cheikh Ahmadou
Bamba Mbacke, Cheikh El-Hadji Malik Sy, Cheikh
Ibrahima Niasse, Cheikh Ahmadou Anta Samb, and
Bouh Kounta respectively at Touba, Tivaouane,
Kaolack, Kebemer and Ndiassance (Senegal).

Many other men renowned for their piety or for
their work in the service of Islam are entombed within
or in close proximity to the mosque.

Economic function. The economic function of the
mosque is explained by the fact that the temporal is
always closely linked with the spiritual. Thus, for
example, the sums raised from legal alms (zakdt) are
in most cases entrusted to the imam of the mosque
who, as an expert in the matter, ensures that they are
distributed to those entitled to them. Sometimes cattle
are led to the mosque to be slaughtered by the imam,
who distributes the meat to the needy. Every Friday,
a whole army of beggars is seen flocking to the mos-
ques, attracted by the prospect of receiving charity
from the wealthier believers. The same spectacle is
witnessed during the major Islamic feasts of Tabaski
and Korite.

The imam received a gratuity for his services when
marriage is celebrated. Even though the sum is by no
means considerable, it is important for the imam who
is not salaried. In the course of one Sunday afternoon
he may preside over several marriage ceremonies.
Furthermore, numerous mosques receive requests for
readings of the Kurgan in exchange for a certain sum,
the amount being left to the discretion of the
customer.

Mosques which incorporate tombs receive a pro-
fitable income as a result of daily, weekly, monthly
and annual pilgrimages or on the occasion of major
Islamic feasts. This applies in the case of the mosque
of Touba during the well-known feast ofMagal, which
commemorates the departure into exile (in 1895) of
Cheikh Ahmadou Bamba Mbacke, founder of the
brotherhood of the Murids, and that of Tivaouane at
the time of the Mawlud [see MAWLID].

Cultural function. Although the mosque in West
Africa fulfils a considerable economic role, its function
in the cultural sphere is more striking. In the majority
of cases, the courtyard of the mosque is the setting for
a KurDanic school. Sometimes dozens of young
children, boys and girls, are seen squatting in a half-
circle before their master, who sits either on the
ground, on a sheepskin rug or reclining on a couch,

holding a cane. Each pupil places on his knees a tablet
on which the lesson to be learned is inscribed in ink
made from soot from cooking-pots. In the evening,
after twilight and before the meal, a large fire is lit and
the verses to be learned are read by the light of the
flames. By this educational method, in the shadow of
the mosque, many scholars arrive at the point where
they can recite the entire Holy Book by heart.

The mosque also serves as a high school and univer-
sity when, having memorised the KurDan, the pupils
become students and learn the other Islamic sciences:
exegesis, hadith, theology, mysticism, Muslim law and
even literature, history, logic, astronomy, rhetoric,
etc.

It is also in the mosque that lectures are held on
various subjects relating to religion, as well as educa-
tional lectures given by scholars or distinguished
guests from other Muslim countries. In the mosque,
throughout the month of Ramadan, marabout
exegetes expound and comment on the KurD an before
an audience, either to recall the teaching of the Holy
Book or to instruct the faithful. On the "Night of
Destiny" nobody sleeps, and reverent vigil is held in
the mosque. Also in the mosque, particularly at
Tivaouane, the sanctuary of Tidjanism in Senegal,
the head khalifa of the disciples of the brotherhood
founded by Ahmad al-Tidjani (1737-1815 [q.v.])
expounds and comments on the Burda of al-Busiri
(608-^.695/1212-^.1295 [q.v. in Suppl.]).

Political function. Finally, the mosque performs in
West Africa a political function which is far from
insignificant, because the region contains a very
substantial percentage of Muslims. This figure is
increasing as a result of large-scale conversion to
Islam of followers of other religions (Christianity and
animism). Islam has enjoyed a revival of activity
under pressure exerted both from the interior of this
zone and, to a lesser extent, from the exterior. In
Senegal, for example, the quite recent appointment of
M. Abdou Diouf to the post of chief magistrate has
had a considerable influence in this domain, to such
an extent that, unlike his predecessor, the head of
state, accompanied by the presidents of the National
Assembly and the Economic and Social Council, par-
ticipates behind the senior imam in the prayers con-
ducted on the occasion of major festivals. In his
khutba, the latter invariably affirms his loyalty to the
authorities and invites the believers present to pray,
with him, for the President of the Republic and the
members of his government, whom he mentions by
name, appealing to God to "perpetuate their rule and
assist them, giving peace, health and long life to them,
to their families and to Senegal".

This account of the activity of the present President
of the Republic of Senegal applies to the other Muslim
Heads of State of West Africa.

The imam often uses the occasion of the Friday
Prayer to draw attention in his khutba to themes of
concern to the government such as the misappropria-
tion of public funds, corruption, juvenile delin-
quency, drugs, prostitution, the degradation of
morals, the urgent need to combat bush-fires and
desertification.

After this survey of the functions of the mosque in
West Africa, it may be affirmed that it performs a
multifarious role in this region by virtue of its status
as the supreme place of prayer.

Bibliography : J. M. Cuoq, Les Musulmans en
Afrique, Paris 1975, 103-271, gives information and
bibliographies concerning religious life in West
Africa; see also, in particular, J. Schacht, Sur la dif-
fusion des formes d'architecture religieuse musulmane a
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travers le Sahara, in Travaux de I'lnst. de Rech.
Sahariennes, xi (1954), ll_-27. (A. SAME)

AL-MASDJID AL-AKSA, literally, "the re-
m o t e s t s a n c t u a r y . " There are three meanings to
these words.

1. The words occur in Kurgan, XVII, 1: "Praise
Him who made His servant journey in the night (asra)
from the sacred sanctuary (al-masajid al-hardm) to the
remotest sanctuary (al-masajid al-aksa), which we have
surrounded with blessings to show him of our signs."
This verse, usually considered to have been revealed
during the Prophet's last year in Mecca before the
Hidjra, is very difficult to explain within the context
of the time. There is no doubt that al-masdjid al-hardm
is the then pagan sanctuary of Mecca. But whether the
event itself was a physical one and then connected
with a small locality near Mecca which had two
mosques, a nearer one and a farther one (A.
Guillaume, Where was al-Masjid al-Aqsd?, in Al-
Andalus, xviii [1953]), or a spiritual and mystical
night-journey (isrd^ and ascension (mi^rad^ [q.y.j) to a
celestial sanctuary; a consensus was established very
early (perhaps as early as the year 15 A.H., cf. J.
Horovitz, Koranische Untersuchungen, Berlin 1926, 140)
that al-masdjid al-aksd meant Jerusalem. By the time of
Ibn Hisham's Sira, nearly all the elements of what was
to grow into one of the richest mystical themes in
Islam were in place. Their study and the diverse and
at times contradictory interpretations found in early
commentaries of the Kurgan derive from a complex
body of religious sources (references in R. Blachere,
Le Goran, Paris 1949, ii, 374) which have not yet been
completely unravelled.

2. The words were occasionally used in early
Islamic times for Jerusalem, and, during many cen-
turies, more specifically for the Haram al-Sharif
[#.».], the former Herodian Temple area transformed
by early Islam into a restricted Muslim space.

3. The most common use of the words is for the
large building located on the south side of the Haram
platform and, next to the Dome of the Rock (Kubbat
al-Sakhra [q. v. ]), the most celebrated Islamic building
in Jerusalem. Its archaeological history has been
superbly established by R. W. Hamilton, The structural
history of the Aqsd Mosque, and his conclusions were
entirely accepted by K. A. C. Creswell and incor-
porated in his Early Islamic architecture, Oxford 1969,
373-80. Such points of debate as do exist (H. Stern,
Recherches sur la Mosquee al-Aqsd et ses mosa'iques, in Ars
Orientalis, v [1963]) deal only with the precise dating
of the archaeologically-determined sequences of
building, not with their character. From the 4th/10th
century onward, precious descriptions by al-
MukaddasT, Nasir-i Khusraw and, much later,
Mudjir al-Dln's chronicle of Jerusalem, provide a
unique written documentation which has been made
accessible in several books, of which the more impor-
tant ones are G. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems,
London 1890, and M. S. Marmardji, Textes geographi-
ques arabes sur la Palestine, Paris 1951, 210-60. An easily
accessible survey of drawings and plans is found in Eli
Silad, Mesgid el-Aksa, Jerusalem 1978. For inscrip-
tions, one should consult M. van Berchem, CIA,
Jerusalem, Cairo 1927, ii/2, and S.A.S. Husseini,
Inscription of the Khalif El-Mustansir, in QDAP, ix
(1942); A. G. Walls and A. Abul-Hajj, Arabic inscrip-
tions in Jerusalem, London 1980, 24-5, for a checklist.
Finally, it is possible that a unique picture of Zion in
the celebrated 9th century A.D. Byzantine manu-
script known as the Chludoff Psalter is a represen-
tation of the Aksa Mosque ca. 850 A.D.; cf. O.
Grabar, A note on the Chludoff Psalter, in Harvard Ukrai-

nian Studies, vii (1983) ( = a volume in honour of Pro-
fessor Ihor Sevcenko). The recent excavations carried
out south of the Haram have brought a lot of contex-
tual information pertinent to the uses of the Aksa
mosque, but, at least to the writer's knowledge,
nothing immediately pertinent to its forms or history.

The latter can be summarised in the following man-
ner: (a) There was an Umayyad hypostyle mosque
consisting of several aisles (their exact number cannot
be ascertained) perpendicular to the kibla, with a cen-
tral, wider, aisle on the same axis as the Dome of the
Rock. This mosque, like many Umayyad ones, re-
used a lot of materials of construction from earlier
buildings and was either built from scratch or com-
pleted under the caliph al-Walld I. The only item of
contention is whether it already contained a large
dome in front of the mihrdb which would have been
decorated with mosaics (Hamilton and Creswell argue
that it did not, Stern that it did; the argument of the
latter has historical logic on his side, as al-WalTd was
lavish in his imperial buildings, but the archaeological
arguments against it are weighty indeed). Many
decorative remains of painted and carved woodwork
(kept in various Jerusalem museums) which have
been preserved probably date from the Umayyad
period, but they, as well as numerous fragments of
mosaics, marble, etc., whose records remain in the
archives of the Palestine Archaeological Museum (the
so-called Rockefeller Museum), still await a full
investigation. This first Aksa mosque was the con-
gregational mosque of the city of Jerusalem, but it was
also seen as the covered part (mughattd) of the whole
Haram conceived as the mosque of the city.

(b) A series of major reconstructions took place in
early cAbbasid times, possibly because of a destructive
earthquake in 746. But the extent of the reconstruc-
tions carried out under al-Mansur, al-Mahdl and
cAbd Allah b. Tahir between 771 and 844 suggests
more than a simple restoration. It was certainly a
major attempt to assert cAbbasid sponsorship of holy
places. It is essentially this cAbbasid building which is
described by al-MukaddasI (ca. 985). It consisted of
fifteen naves perpendicular to the kibla, of a fancy
porch with gates inscribed with the names of caliphs,
and of a high and brilliantly decorated dome. Its
greatest pecularity is that it was open to the north,
towards the Dome of the Rock and the rest of the
Haram and to the east. The latter is unusual and is
probably to be explained by the ways in which the
Muslim population, mostly settled to the south of the
Haram, ascended the holy place. We know that the
main accesses to the Haram were through under-
ground passages, and the eastern entrances of the
Aksa may indicate that the Triple Gate and the so-
called Stables of Solomon in the southeastern corner
of the Haram played a much greater role in the life of
the city than has been believed.

(c) The earthquake of 1033 was a devastating one,
leading, among other causes, to a major reorganisa-
tion of the whole city [see AL-KUDS]. The Aksa was
rebuilt under al-Zahir between 1034 and 1036 and the
work completed under al-Mustansir in 1065. Except
for the latter, it is the mosque described by Nasir-i
Khusraw in 1047, and most of the central part of the
present mosque dates from that time. Shrunk to seven
aisles only, probably without side doors, it was a very
classical mosque adapted to the peculiar circum-
stances of Jerusalem, whose major characteristic was
the brilliance of its mosaic decoration. The triumphal
arch with its huge vegetal designs surmounted by a
royal inscription in gold mosaics, the gold pendentives
with their huge shield of "peacock's eyes," and the
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drum with its brilliant panels of an idealised garden
with Umayyad and possibly Antique reminiscences,
transformed the mosque into a true masterpiece of
imperial art and exemplified the political ambitions of
the Fatimids in Jerusalem.

(d) The Crusaders used the mosque as a palace and
as living areas for the Knights Templar, and much of
the present eastern and western facades date from this
occupation. In 1187, when the mosque was recon-
secrated to Islam, Salah al-Dln re-did the decoration of
the whole kibla wall, including the beautiful mihrdb and
the long inscription along the kibla wall. He also
brought in the minbar made in 1169 by order of Nur
al-Dln for the reconquered Holy City, but this great
masterpiece of Syrian woodwork was destroyed by an
arsonist in 1969 before it had been possible to study
it fully. The northern porch was restored in 1217 and
the eastern and western vaults re-done in 1345 and
1350. Under the later Ottomans, numerous repairs,
often of dubious quality, and plasterings or repain-
tings altered considerably the expressiveness of what
was essentially a Fatimid building with major Cru-
sader, Ayyubid and Mamluk details. It was only in
the nineteen-twenties and especially between 1937
and 1942 that a major and carefully supervised pro-
gramme of restoration took place.

In spite of scholarly debates which will continue to
grow about this or that detail, and this or that date for
some aspect of the building, the history of the monu-
ment is reasonably set. What is far more difficult to
define and to explain is its function, and on that issue
the debate has barely begun. As a work of art, should
it be considered as a finite monument to be explained
entirely in its own architectural terms? Or should it
always be understood as physically and visually part
of a broader vision, whether even completed or not,
of the Haram as a unit? Socially and culturally, was
it always, as it has become today, the city's mosque,
different from its other sanctuaries, or was it, at times,
simply the covered part of a single sanctuary? In all
likelihood, the answers to these questions will differ
according to the periods of the city's history. But
beyond the fascinating vagaries of meaning of an
extraordinary building in a unique setting, the prob-
lem is still unresolved of when it became known as the
Masdjid al-Aksa. The KurDanic quotation XCII,1,
appears for the first time in the 5th/llth century
official Fatimid inscription on the mosque's triumphal
arch, and it is possibly at that time that it acquired its
name. But in the early 10th/16th century, Mudjlr al-
Dln still calls it a d^ami^, while acknowledging that it
is popularly known as the Aksa.

These confusions are all part of the complexities of
Jerusalem's meaning in the Muslim world. Yet it
should be noted that the spiritual and onomastic
impact of the mosque extended much beyond its loca-
tion, since in the Javanese city of Kudus the main
mosque is also called the Masdjid al-Aksa.

Bibliography : Given in the article.
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AL-MASDJID AL-HARAM, the n a m e of the
M o s q u e of Mecca. The name is already found in
the pre-Islamic period (Horovitz, Koranische Studien,
140-1) in Kays b. al-Khatim, ed. Kowalski, v. 14:
"By Allah, the Lord of the Holy Masdjid and of that
which is covered with Yemen stuffs, which are
embroidered with hempen thread" (?). It would be
very improbable if a Medinan poet meant by these
references anything other than the Meccan sanctuary.
The expression is also fairly frequent in the KurDan
after the second Meccan period (Horovitz, op. cit.)
and in various connections; it is a grave sin on the part

of the polytheists that they prohibit access to the
Masdjid Haram to the "people" (sura II, 217, cf.
V,2; VIII, 34; XXII, 25; XLVIII, 25); the Masdjid
Haram is the pole of the new kibla (sura, II, 134, 149);
contracts are sealed at it (sura IX, 7).

In these passages, masajid hardm does not as in later
times mean a building, but simply Mecca as a holy
place, just as in sura XVII, 1, al-Masdjid al-Aksa
[q. v. ] "the remotest sanctuary" does not mean a par-
ticular building.

According to tradition, a saldt performed in the
Masdjid al-Haram is particularly meritorious (al-
Bukharl, al-Saldt Ji masajid Makka, bdb 1). This masdjid
is the oldest, being forty years older than that of
Jerusalem (al-Bukharl, Anbiyd*, bdb 10, 40).

This Meccan sanctuary included the Kacba [q.v.],
the well of Zamzam [q. v. ] and the Makam Ibrahim
[#.z>.] , all three on a small open space. In the year 8,
Muhammad made this place a mosque for worship.
Soon however it became too small, and under cUmar
and cUthman, adjoining houses were taken down and
a wall built. Under cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr, the
Umayyad and Abbasid caliphs, successive enlarge-
ments and embellishments were made. Ibn al-Zubayr
put a simple roof above the wall. Al-Mahdl had colon-
nades built around, which were covered by a roof of
teak. The number of minarets in time rose to seven.
Little columns were put up around the Kacba for
lighting purposes. The mosque was also given a
feature which we only find paralleled in a few isolated
instances: this was the putting up of small wooden
buildings, or rather shelters for use during the saldt by
the imam, one for each of the four orthodox rites. The
fact that one of these makdms might be more or less
elaborate than another occasionally gave rise to
jealousies between the Hanafis and the ShaficTs.
Ultimately, the ground under the colonnades, origin-
ally covered with gravel, was paved with marble slabs,
also in the matdf around the Kacba as well as on the
different paths approaching the matdf.

The mosque was given its final form in the years
1572-7, in the reign of the Sultan Sellm II, who, in
addition to making a number of minor improvements
in the building, had the flat roof replaced by a number
of small, whitewashed, cone-shaped domes.

A person entering the mosque from the mascd or the
eastern quarters of the town has to descend a few
steps. The site of the mosque, as far as possible, was
always left unaltered, while the level of the ground
around—as usual in oriental towns and especially in
Mecca on account of the dangers of sudden floods
(suyul)—gradually rose automatically in course of cen-
turies (cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, i, 18-20).

The dimensions of the Haram (interior) are given
as follows (al-Batanunl, Rihla, 96): N.W. side 545,
S.E. side 553 feet, N.E. side 360, S.W. side 364 feet;
the corners are not right angles, so that the whole
roughly represents a parallelogram.

Entering the matdf from the eastern side, one enters
first the Bab Bam Shayba, which marks an old boun-
dary of the masajid. Entering through the door, the
Makam Ibrahim is on the right, which is also the
Makam al-ShaficT, and to the right of it is the minbar.
On the left is the Zamzam building. As late as the
beginning of the 19th century, there stood in front of
the latter, in the direction of the north-east of the
mosque, two domed buildings (al-kubbatayn) which
were used as store-houses (Chron. der Stadt Mekka, ii,
337-8). These kubbas were cleared away (cf. already,
Burckhardt, i, 265); they are not given in recent
plans.

Around the Kacba are the makdms for the imams of
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the madhhabs, between the Kacba and the south-east of
the mosque, the makdm (or musalla) al-Hanbali, to the
south-west the makdm al-Mdlikt and to the north-west
the makdm al-Hanafi. The latter has two stories; the
upper one was used by the mu^adhdhin and the
muballtgh, the lower by the imam and his assistants.
Since WahhabI rule has been established, the Hanbali
imam has been given the place of honour; it is also
reported that the saldt is conducted by turns by the
imams of the four rites (OM, vii, 25). The makdm al-
Hanafi stands on the site of the old Meccan council-
chamber (ddr al-nadwa) which in the course of cen-
turies was several times rebuilt and used for different
purposes. The matdfis marked by a row of thin brass
columns connected by a wire. The lamps for lighting
are fixed to this wire and in the colonnades. In the
1930s, the mosque was provided with an installation
for electric light (OM, xvi, 34; xviii, 39).

The mosque has for centuries been the centre of the
intellectual life of the metropolis of Islam. This fact
has resulted in the building of madrasas and riwdks for
students in or near the mosque, for example, the
madrasa of Ka°it Bey on the left as one enters through
the Bab al-Salam. Many of these wakfs have however
in course of time become devoted to other purposes
(Burckhardt, i, 282; Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, i, 17).
For the staff of the mosque, cf. SHAYBA, BANU; Burck-
hardt, i, 287-91.
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MASDJIDI (A.), pi. masdjidiyyun, an adjective

formed from masdjid, but specifically concerning the
Friday mosque of Basra and used to designate
g r o u p s (see al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, iii, 360) of a d u l t s
or y o u n g peop le who were accustomed to meet
together in that building, near the gate of the Banu
Sulaym, as well as of p o e t s , p o p u l a r s t o r y -
t e l l e r s (kussds [see KASS]), and transmitters of
religious, historical and literary traditions, in par-
ticular, those regarding poetic verses. The informa-
tion which we possess on the masdjidiyyun in general
comes from al-Djahiz, who seems clearly to have
acquired from them, in his youth, part of his cultural
formation and perhaps also some of the traits of his
character. He was especially interested in a group
which was probably composed of Basran bourgeois or,
at all events, of idlers who exchanged ideas and held
conversations on subjects which were probably more
varied (see e.g. Eaydn, i, 243) than those for which he

puts forward some examples in his K. al-Bukhala^ (ed.
Hadjirl, 24-8; tr. Pellat, 41-8); the conversations thus
reproduced are concerned essentially with how to
spend as little money as possible, and allow us to
classify the persons taking part in these conversations
as part of the class of misers.

Nevertheless, al-Djahi? frequented other masajidiy-
yun: not only poets—al-Amidl (Muwdzana, 116) could
not appreciate their verses, and al-Marzubam
(Mu^djam, 379) states that Abu clmran Musa b.
Muhammad, e.g., was a masdjidi—but also tradi-
tionists who themselves wrote books, since, in regard
to two hadiths, he states that he did not gather them
directly from the mouth of some scholar but that he
had read them in some book of masdjidiyyun (Baydn, iii,
57-8). He mentions however (ibid., iii, 220) that one
shaykh of the mosque only wanted to frequent persons
amongst whom were included traditionists handing
on hadiths on the authority of al-Hasan (sc. al-Basri
[q.v.]) and ruwdt [see RAW!] who were reciting the
verses of al-Farazdak [ q . v . ] . It should be noted that it
is concerning the transmiters of classical poetry
installed at the Mirbad [9.0.], the mirbadiyyun, or in
the Friday mosque, that al-Djahiz observes the
changes of taste among lovers of poetry which were
discernable precisely in these ruwdt's audience (Baydn,
iv, 23).

Bibliography : Given in the article. See also
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5. _ (CH. PELLAT)
AL-MASH CALA 'L-KHUFFAYN (A.), literally:

"act of passing the hand over the boots", designates
the right whereby Sunn! Muslims may, in certain cir-
cumstances, pass the h a n d over t h e i r shoes
instead of washing their feet as a means of preparing
themselves for the saying of the ritual prayer. Al-
Djurdjam (Ta^rifdt, ed. Tunis 1971, 112) proposes a
definition of the mash: "passing the m o i s t e n e d hand
without making (water) flow" (imrdr al-yad al-mubtalla
bi-ld tasyil), which justifies the translation by "wetting
of the shoes" which is adopted by L. Bercher and G.
H. Bousquet (see below), but the term in question
nevertheless remains ambiguous. In fact, if in the
verses IV, 46/43, and V, 8-9/6, of the Kur'an, the
verb masaha refers to ablutions which necessarily entail
the use of a certain quantity of water and conse-
quently has the sense of "to wash", as is suggested by
the Lisdn, it is also employed in the same verses in
reference to ritual purification with sand or soil
(tayammum [q. v. ]) and therefore no longer has the same
meaning. In his translation of the Kurgan (iii, 1115),
R. Blachere points out moreover that it is quite inac-
curate to render this verb by "to wipe" or "to rub",
since it properly signifies, in these contexts, "to pass
the hand over".

Unlike the tayammum, the mash cald 'l-khuffayn is not
envisaged by the Holy Book, and it is probable that
the practice in question, although ancient, was only
tolerated at a relatively late date, to take into account
difficulties which could face armies in the field, and
after provoking debate in the very bosom of the
Medinan school. Ultimately it constituted, along
with, especially, mutca [ q . v . ] , one of the most manifest
signs of the rift between Sunms and ShIcTs, for the lat-
ter, like the Kharidjis, do not recognise it. The dif-
ferent Sunni schools now base their doctrine, in this
context, on a half-dozen hadiths whose authenticity is
accepted by al-Bukhan and Muslim, and on a
number of other more liberal, but nevertheless for
that reason more suspect traditions.

From "authentic" hadiths it emerges that the
Prophet was observed to practise the mash cald '/-


